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ABSTRACT

A review of work On children's language shows that the dev.lopms

of language in young children is best viewed in terms of an

increasing differentiation of functions, until the basic linguistic

competence is •stablished at a relatively sarly age - usually

within the child's fourth year. After this age development

proceeds in the mastery of th. finer stylistic features which

are contained in a child's group-language.

A study of the speech of 9-year old children shows a high degree

of uniformity ii phonological detail. 9,year old speech is taken

as the terminal model for the developing speech of younger

children in this investigation. Within the 9-year old group there

are found to be phonological features-which differentiate the

speech of boys and of girls.

The sp.ech of younger children is found to differ in certain

characteristic ways from th. mature model. Traces of earlier

modes of speech are relatively persistent among children up to

k+ years of age.

Development between 5 and 8 years consists in the acquisition of

features of the local dialect, features of connected speech and,

in the later stages, features of speech of th. child's sex-

group. The early-acquired competence is filtered through an



increasing number of phonological transformations to produce,

finally, a maturs p.rformance. The mature phonemic system is

- acquired at an early stage, although articulation nay not be

completely mature until after 7 years.

A test of speech-sound discrimination produces results in favour

of older children. This may b. due in part to maturation of

linguistic ability, and in part to th. fact that older children

are nor. sensitive to •ach 	 speech than younger ones.
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PHONETIC SYMBOLS

Phonetic Symbols employed In this study conform to usage of

the International Phonetic Association, as revised in 1951.

The following exceptions apply:

Vo colds

[] has a value below Cardinal [ci, but not as open as

which is halfway between [ci and [a]. Thus [] and [J may

have the same degree of aperture, though it Is suggested

that a difference obtain between them in the relative tense-

ness and full fronting of [J (see III,Li..3vlii).

[] is taken to have a value fronted from central, between

half open and. open. [] .s central, [) back of central.

[oJ has a value centralized and. raised from [ 3 ], l.e.[].
[a] is equivalent to [].

[Al is a fully open and central vocoid..

[ < 1 fronted vocoid. [>] retracted vocoid.

[ ] spread ljps(l.e. non-rounded vocold)=

7



Contoid8

[p°,t°,k°] sli9htly aspirated plosives

rp,bJ	 lablo-d.ental p].osives

alveolo-palatal plosives

[, ij lablo-d.ental fricatives with lower lip protruded
[,xJ 'tense' alveolar fricatives

[, ]	 'bunched-tongue' alveolar fricatives

[, J	 velapized. palatal fricatives ca-i vo'ctJ
>	 >
[j', ], [] retracted or retroflex palato alveolar and.

alveolo-palatal fricatives

[]	 labio dental and rounded continuant

etc.] voiced ft'ict1onless continuants

[] incomplete glottal closure

(1) glottal 'creak' or trill
'spluttery' or noisy trill articulations

[j,f6,mn etc.]

	

	 segments (synchronlc articu-
lations).

[] phonetic syllables e.g [ii] has one articulatory position

maintained. throughout, but two rhythmic 'arests',

separated by a rhythmic 'trough', In the voicing.

[ ' ] short pause

{	 J more noticeable break In an utterance C = /?!).
'	

s(lt	 %I	 b.t	 -

d :i	 Aj tWQ. uukz t&ti1 k1
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

1.2 Aims of the Thesis

Ph. main body of this thesis is concerned with th. phonological

d.v.Lopxiie*t of a group of children aged b.tw..n 3 y.ars 5 months

and nin9 years 10 months. It wil]. be seen in the s.coad chapter

that the great majority of works on child language concentrate

ow the acquisition of languag. in th. early years of life, from

birth to 3 or I years of age. Th. result of this emphasis has

been that the phonological development of children after these

early years has bes* re1at1e1y egl.cted. It is the writer's

intention to show that such neglect is not justified, and that

there are a iumb.r of interesting developments taking place In

children's speech in the later stages of childhood.

1.2 Competenc. and Performance

Th. distinction between Competence and Performance is one basic

to this study. A warning must be made at this point that the

relation of competence and performance in children's language is

rather different from the relationship of the two in adult language.

In some respects performanc. is further removed from competence for

the child. Although most children can be said to have mastered the

complet. set of potential phonemic oppositions of adult English by

the age of Ii. years - in other words, their phonological competence

is established - yet, in adult terms, their performance falls

short of their competence, in that they are unable to realize many

of the features of mature articulation of the phonemes. Allophones
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associated with immature articulation of certain phonemes may be

found in the speech of some of the oldest children in this study.

Many' oppositions which may be within a child's control in isolated

words may be reduced within connected speech until as late as 6 or

7 years. In other respects th. child's performance seems to be

closer to its underlying competence than is the CaRe with older

speakers. Th. young child's speech may giv. the impression at time.

bf being more carefully delivered, and of being more 'correct' than

older speech. Phonemes, particularly vowels, are given their full

value, not reduced, elided or coalesced, and syllables are care-

fully enunciated. A number of features associated with rapid

colloquial speech, such as the weakening of vowels or their

replacement with the weak forms /a/,/i/,/u/, coalescence of

consonants across syllable-boundaries and elision of syllables,

are relatively late in arriving in children's speech.

features connected with the less standard forms of London speech

also appear at a late stag., at 5 or 6 years of age. It is

suggested that competence is acquired early on, and is probably

well-established for the youngest informants in this investigation.

Development after this stage takes place in th. maturing of

articulation, and in the acquisition of the complex transformations

which operate on the basic acqulr.d competence, to produce forms of

speech similar to those heard from mature speakers.

Many typical phonemic confusions are noted in the speech of the

youngest informants in this study. On th. basis of these obs.rv-

ations it is found possible to outline the forms of ontogenetically

10



.arli.r, more 'primitive' phonological oppositions. In this

r.coitruCtioi it is throughr a study of the child's performance

that we ar. able tO gain horn. 1is.ght into not only th. dhlld's

present compet.nc. but also the way that this relatively stab].e

stat• may have been tain.d through previous unstab1 stages.

2.1 Homogeneity of Speech Among the Informant

One problem acing a study of this kind is to d.fin. the relation-

ship b.twe.a the developing, relatively immature speech-forms of

the youngest children and the relatively stable, mature speech Of

th. olde&t. Th. approach adopted her. is t r.ard th. speech of

the oldest children as a terminal model, towards whiCb all, the

younger speakers are developing. Underlying thu approach is the

assumption. that ther. is a common linguistic environment for all

the cl3ildr.n who act as informaats ii thu study. t'he grounds

for thi. assumption are psrticularlyAiz the ca • of tb• children

at Fodway School, since both geographical and sociological

evidence polata to the presenc. of a very clos.-knit, homog.n.ous

community within and around the schoo', among children and parents,

and it would b• teasonabl• to suppose that this homogeneity is

refl.cted in th. speech of the neighbourhood. The .vid.ice may

be presented in the tollowing paragraphs:

i Geographical Situation

'be geographical situation of the school is best d.scrib.d in
a report by the Inner Ltidom. Education Authority (l,967):

11



"The school is aituated in Old lord, a part of Poplar...

Its neighbourhood is rather cut off from easy contact with

others nearby by the railway and two canals. It lies between

Hackney Marshes and Victoria Park. Factories, small. ageing

terraced houses and new flats complete an environment that

changes visibly year by year.

The community around the school resembles that of a small

hamlet with considerable parochial. pride and loyalty; indeed,

people here speak of themselves as living 'in the island'.

Only one road gives access."(p.l)

jjj Socio-economic Background

The soclo-economic status of the families living in this neighbour-

hood is predominantly working-class. The fathers are skilled or

unskilled manual workers. In the majority of cases, and except

where there are young children under school age at home, the mothers

go out to work as well. Work is found in the many factories in the

district, on the railway, or, in the case of th. men, on one of the

many building sites where new blocks of flats are being erected.

All of the children whose speech was recorded or analysis in this

study came from this type of background and, as far as could be

ascertained, the same was true of every child in the school at the

time the study was being carried out.

iii Size of Family-units

The families in this neighbourhood are not exceptionally large,

although some children come from families of five or six children.

On the other hand, it is rare for a family in this district to

have only one child. Of the j children used in the recordings,

only two were found to have no brother or sister (see Appendix A)

• Though the postal address of the district is Bow, E.3., Old Ford
was in the administrative district of Poplar until the rorination of
th. borough of Tower Hamlets
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More important from the point of vise ot a young child's language-

learning is th. size of the family kinship group, which as Young and

Willmott (1957) have shown is not Confined in east London to

parents and children, but includes grandparents, cousins, aunts

and uncles. In addition there is a strong feeling of community in

this part of Old lord as the quottion from the I.L.LA. report

above, the evidence supplied by the recordings of the children

themselves, and the personal experience of the staff at the school,

as well as that of the writer, can testify. On an occasion such as

November 5th, for instance, a number of families iii]. co-operate

in the ce]rations, rather than each family remaining at home with

their own. fireworks (cf. 'Clifford North's Firework Night' ;

Appendix B). Thus, !or the child engaged in the acquisition of

language, although the model of languag. presented by his parents

and, perhaps older siblings will be important in the early stages,

yet very soon a wider circle of iamiy and social relationships eni

ensures that his language model is that of a homogeneous group,

rather than that of a few individuals.

iv Continuity ot the Community

There is a growing movement of families in London away from districts

such as Old Ford, to be rehouced in new council flats while the

rows oi old, terraced houses are demolished, making way in their

turn for more new flats. This involves a breaking-up of long-

established communities and a fundamental change in the social

composition of such neighbourhoods. oweyer, Old Ford had been

largely spared from slum-clearanc, operations up to the time when

13



this study was carried out in 1968 and 1969. Some families moved

out of the district, and the school population shrank from 200 to

around 150 over this period, yet this did not appear radically to

alter the social composition of those who remained. Large-scal.

immigration into the area had not taken place, either of native

English speakers from other parts of London, or of English-speaking

but not native-born immigrants. Pordway School had a small minority

of children of Asian origin who were not native English speakers.

There were also some West Indian children, but these were mostly

from families which had been in the area for some time: some of these

'West Indians' were in fact English, having been born in the district.

The speech of the older ones was to all intents and purposes

indistinguishable from that of the white children. In other words,

a slight influx of immigrants into the area had not significantly

affected the linguistic homogeneity of the community.

2.2 The Use of a Terminal Model

The speech of the oldest children In this survey is taken as the

terminal model for the developing speech of the younger children.

This does not imply that younger children are presumed to base

their speech on a target language which has been attained by the

9-year olds. A target language is very much a hypothetical form,

and to construct a target for young children in east London in

the second half of the Twentieth Century one would have to take into

account not only the speech of older children and adults, but also

factors such as language heard on Radio and Television, and non-

local forms of speech heard from teachers in school. Some way would
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also have to be found of obtaining saplea of th. natural speech of

adults to children in this community, and it might be necessary to

distinguish this type of speech from the speech of adults to other

adults, all of which would present some problems. It ismpler,

and certainly more convenient, to assume that the target language

on which today's 3+-year old child is basing his language-learning

has not altered significantly from five years ago, and is essent-

ially the same as that on which today's 9-year old based his

learning then. The stages of development which are outlined in

this work are stages through which the young child can confidently

be supposed to pass in the future. At the age of 5 or 6years,

for instance, he will start to displaYAdialectal features of

Cockney in his speech; at the age of 7years approximately be will

become group-minded and receptive of the influences of his peer-

group, which will further strengthen his tendency to adopt the

forms of speech common to his age, sex an4ocauty.

Once a phonological model has been constructed for the speech of

th. 9-year old group, a further problem is to find some means of

reflecting in phonemic terms the differences between the terminal

model and younger forms of speech. The discussion of the first

stages of language in Chapter II shows that young children are

generally considered to have phonemic systems that differ from

their mature model in the number of phonological units and in the

functions of these units, It might be thought desirable to be

able to demonstrate such differences by adopting different phonemic

transcriptions for the language of the Nurser r group of children,
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aged 3+ to 5 years, and fQr the 9-year olds. Changes in the developing

system of the young child could be illustrated by changes in

symbols and in the number of phonemic units. However, it was

found that a transcription which used the same symbols for both

forms of language did not present any real difficulty, and was

probably easier to understand, It had the additional advantag, of

mpking clear relationships between Nursery characteristics and mature

characteristics in such features as junctur., overlapping of

phonemes, weakening of vowels, wbich are di$cused in Chapters III

to V.

34 The Subjects of this Study

The speech on which this study is based is that of a sample of

52 children of differing ages from Fordway School, Srneed Road,

Old lord. Both boys and girls wer, recorded. Their ages range from

3 years 5mouths to 9 years 1 months', They may be grouped according

to their class in school, these class-divisions corresponding to

a&e-levels in so far as the youngest child in a class is older

than the oldest in the class below. Their distribution is as follows:

Class
	 Age-range	 Number	 Boys	 Girls

of Speakers

Nursery
	

3,5 - '4. 10
	

12
	

6
	

6

5
	

5,0 - 5,10
	

10
	

7
	

3
it
	

5,11 - 7,1
	

9
	

14

	

5
3
	

7,14 - 8,1
	

8
	

3
	

5
2 and 21
	

8,2 - 9,10
	

16
	

8
	

8

TOTAL
	

'5
	

28
	

27

* From this point ages of the informants will, be given thus:
3,5 = 3 years 5 month.
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It will be seen that in classes 2 and 21, from which the 9-year old

group is drawn, there are some children only a few months over 8

years. However it is the practice in the school to move up into a

higher class those children rho are in the teacher's opinion

advanced for their age, so that those 8-year olds in the 9-year old

group are relatively mature in intellectual terms. Certain children

in the younger classes , such as Paul Snellin among the 5-year
shovied i'm	 tv sa4i

olds (Class 5) and Dawn Edmeade in the class above(Class 14.), L
Dawn is a twin, whose twin sister was unfortunately absent from the

school at the time the recordings were made. Her speech is defective

in some ways, though not in the same way as the speech of some

Nursery speakers (see V, 12.vi and Appendix B).

:5.2 Selection of Sub jecta

All the children used in this survey were born in London of English

parents. None was considered to have significant hearing loss.

Although Robby(7,O) was subsequently discovered to have hearing loss

In both ears, this was not serious enough for him to need any kind

of hearing-aid. Equal numbers of boys and girls were recorded from

the 9-year old and the Nursery groups. From a large Nursery class

care was taken to record some of the younger and some of the older

children over an age-range of 18 months. An attempt was made to

obtain recordings from some of the shyer children as well as from

those who obviously enjoyed the recording sessions. This proved

impracticable for children under 5, though it was possible among

the older children, 1 1n the case of the 5-year olds It was not poss-

ible to Implement any method of selection by sex, age or personality,
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since there were only ten children in Class 5, two o whom were

not born in. England. The eight remaining children were recorded

in October 1968 and the recordings of two more boys were added

In October 1969, at the time when the test of Speech-sound discrimin-

ation was being carried out.

33 The Recordings

Recordings were made In February 1968 and between September and

November 1968, two further recordings being added in October 1969.

The discrepancy between 52 children observed and 55 speakers

recorded Is due to the fact that three boys were recorded twice.

Steven appears in the Nursery group aged i.,1O (February 1968) and

in Class 5 aged 5,5(S eptember 1968) : David also appears at the

age of I,7 (October 1968) and 5,7 (October 1969). This was

necessitated by the shortage of other children in Class 5 at the

time. Clifford speaks once as an 8-year old at the age of 8,1

(Febriary 1968) and then as a 9-year old, when he Is In fact 8,10

(October 1968). We distinguish these two appearances of each child

by 'Steven' and 'Steven II', 'David' and 'David II', and 'ClifforaIl'

and 'Clifford'.

The aim was to record approximately 50 utterances f'om at least ten

children at each ag. level. The sixteen recordings obtained from the

9-year olds were all of a relatively good quality. Recordings of

younger children were beset by a number of difficulties, including

a high level of noise from factories around the school and from

within the school itself, and the relatively Indistinct nature of

1.8



the speech of some subjects. In the Nursery group, for example,

Paula and Denis• were very indistinct during most of their

recording, or were shouted down by a third girl, Pern. Where

their speech was audible and of interest it has been transcribed,

but since between them they did not contribute 50 utterances

their utterances have been regarded, along with other Nursery

girls who contributed only a few audible utterances, as only one

'composite' speaker.

The children were recorded in twos or threes; as ar as possible

children who were friends or of the same sex were chosen to be

recorded together. In this way, it was hoped, speech would come

more easily and be less restrained than in a !ormal jfltyjewI

situation. Some recordings were very successful in these terms,

with children talking together spontaneously, with litti. apparent

self-consciousness. In some asee children tended to show oU,

which provided some interesting examples of both formal and

exaggeratedly informal or dialectal styles of speech. The subjects

talked about home and, school, events such as lirework Night and

Christmas, or repeated stories such as Cinderella or the Three

Pigs. Where unprompted. conversation fa1ed, books and pictures

were used to elicit speech.

4. Equipment
The •cuipntent used consisted of a Stellaphone 459/00 tape-recorder

together with a simple mono microphone as supplied with the set.

Th. tapes used were 3157 long-play provided by University College

19



Phonetic Department. Recorded speech was subjected to a narrow

allophonic transcription, using a modified form of the Inter-

national Phonetic Alphabet (see 'Symbols', pp 7-8).

For the test of speech-sound discrimination described in Chapter VI

the same equipment was employed, with the addition of twp pairS

of headphones - Sharpe HA 10 - and a set of picture-cards designed

for the test, some of which are reproduced In Appendix C.

20



CHAPTER II - PREVIOUS WORK ON CHILDREN'S LANGUAGE*

1.1 1 Theory of Language Development

(i) Much recent work in the study of first language learning tends to

support the view that a capacity for language is innate in healthy

human beings, and that its appearance can be predicted as part of

the normal development of any child, given the right environment.

As Chomaky has pointed out in his review of Skinner's 'Verbal

Behaviour' (1959) and subsequently (Chomaky and Halle 1968, p.k),

language learning cannot be explained solely or chiefly in terms of

habit, of generalization from earlier experience, or of operant

conditioning reinforced by others' esponaea (though these factors

do have some part to play in the ac s1 ' N1aftguage), or in

terms of any other significant concept of psychology. None of

these explanations can account for the fact that in the earliest

stages, and indeed at every stage of language acquisition, much of

what the child hears fron other speakers he has never heard

before, and most of what be produces he has never produced before.

Ervin (1966) sees that children learn a great many grammatical

structures which are never actually taught to thorn, and which

teachers actually discourage(p.163). The basis of Lenneberg's (1967)

theory of language is that it is a function of species-specific

properties, and that the 'latent structure' or language potential

that is replicated within every human being determiies the under-

lying structures, and the limits to these structures, of all the

languages of the world (p. 371j, - 7). To Leuneberg the acquisition

and the progress of the individual's language is a function or his

*	 l(s cI.1kP	 4attc. i4	 OCfr e	
- 

i.vtt*	 ut1..vc

&)( C4	 o' to4 cip6v4a4cL. b.4U tt*t wA LI 14
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or her cerebral maturity rather than, for example, skill in a motor

activity SUCh as articulation. He notes that the onset of language

cannot take place until the brain has reached a certain level of

electro-physical maturity - usually betwee; 18 months and 2 years

- and that no amount of intensive training can produce a

higher stage of language development in the child in advance of the

appropriate age, at any point of progress (p. 178) *11 that

training can do is to compensate for deprivations in the language

background that may have been experienced at earlier age. Thus

children who spent their early childhood in institutions will

usually be found to be lagging behind other children of the same

age from normal homes i±i linguistic achievement, but specialized

adult attention and a change of envir9nment almost invariably

produces an improvement in their performance (p. 136, and Lewis 1963,

pp. 113-k). Lenneberg sees in language development four factors

that are typical of maturationally controlled behaviour: firstly,

environmental stimulation remains constant throughout the critical

period of language growth, but different use is made of it at di! f-

erent stages; Secondly, there are signs of the emergence iOf'

behaviour in whole or in part before it is of any us.; thirdly,

there is evidence that the beginnings of such behaviour are not

the result of goal-directed practice; the fourth and perhaps moat

struluing characteristic is the regularity of the sequence in which

the milestones of various forms of behaviour appear. Thus in the

linguistic progress of mongols', which is in no wa7 abnormal but only
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a slowed-down version of normal language development, the delayed

appearane of milestones such as the onset of speech, the stage of

primitive sentences and so on, are match.d almost perfectly by

similar delayed appearances of motor milestones, such as walking,

running and other activities calling for muscular and neural

co-ordination (p. 126, pp. 309 - 320).

ii Develo,ment through Differentiation

Every function in the mature individual, then, is derivative of

embryologically earlier types of function. The basic process in the

development of linguistic categories, in semantic development and

in phonological development, as in visual discrimination and motor

activities, is one of differentiation. McCarthy (l95Lf) refers to

the theory that motor development proceeds from mass activity

through the control of gross muscles to the finer muscular move-

ments (p. 512), and that of behavioural development as the pro-

gressive differentiation of original mass activity (p. 515). A

progression from large simple units and gross contrasts to more

differentiated classes and a more elaborate structure Is found at

the phonological level in Jakobson's (19k9, 1968) description of the

development of the child's phonemic system as a progressive

splitting of phonemes into further oppositions of features.

Jakobson and Ealle (1956) sugest that the dichotomous scale may

be an integral rt of the phonological structure of languages (p. i7)

embodied in the distinctive feature approach. On the level of

syntax, Brown and Bellugi (1966) describe children's early grammars

23



in terms of a small group of modifiers and a large group of nouns.

Then the first differentiations within the grammars take place in

the group of modifiers, which split into smaller classes with more

restricted function, while nouns are later differentiated into

singular and plural, and into classes such as mass nouns, count

nouns, and so on ( p. 151 - 160). They remark that the evolution of

the Noun Phrase within the child's system, with its simultaneous

differentiation and integration, is more reminiscent of the

biological development of the embryo than of the acquisition of

a conditioned reflex (p. 161). Vigoteky (1962) views the great change

that comes about in children between 1+ and 2 sears as the emrgence

of language from other forms of signal behaviour - again a different-

iation of a mass activity into functionally distinct forms of

behaviour. Lenneberg notes that early utterances are composed not

of a comjunction of independent items, but as a whole tonal

pattern which is differentiated later into component parts (p. 279).

Similarly th development of phrase-structuring and the phrase-

marker system is by means of differentiation in grammatical

categories. D1fferentiation of classes accompanies elaboration of

structure, and the two are adaptations of the categorization process

which is the cognitive function underlying language Øp. 29k).

McNeill (1966) is able to relate these process to Chomaky's

hierarchy of categories: to him, the basic divisions of categories

in child language are congruent to the Substantive Universals of

adult grammar, while the early rules that operate in child grammars

such as those described by Brown and Ervin correspond to the

Formal Universals of adult grammars of all languages (p. 32 - 51).
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ill Neces ary Sequences in Language Acquisition

Miller and Ervin (196k) discuss the possible exist.uc. of a

necessary sequenc. of acquisition of skills in grammar:

'The relation between the topic of mastery of skills
may consist of co-occurrence or of n.cessary sequence.
Sequential ord.rs may arise either because on. skili
is dependent on the prior acquisition of anoth.r,
because one is less practised, or because they differ
in difficulty though are practised equally. Many of
the sequential findings of a normative sort have the
third property'. (p.31)

They go on to observe that in the child's formation of rules

for the construction of noun plurals, p.ura1s of nouns ending

in affricates and sibilants - "bridges", "busses" - invariably

appear after plurals of nouns ending in plosivea or vowels -

"cats", "flies". (p.32-k). Brown and Fraser (196k) also point to

an Invariable dependence in the relationship between the m'an

length of a sentence that a child produces and the type of morphem.

that is omitted in the child's 'telegraphic' reduction of adult

sentences. A child whose mean sentence length Is below 3.5

morphemes invariably omits modal auxiliaries such as "will", "can",

and can be expected to reduce a sentence such as "Daddy will come"

to "Daddy come" ( p . 7k). Her. it does seem that some skills are

dependent on the prior acquisition of others. With McNsill'a

hypothesis that grammatical classes are created in single steps down

th. hierarchy of categories (p 31g.) it will be obvious that a distinct

ion between demonstrative and possessive pronouns, for example, cauo

take lace until the differentiation between nouns and pronouns hs

taken place. Perhaps the most clear-cut dependencies so far estathehed
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in developing languag. are those observed by Jakobson (l9L.9) in

his 'irreversible solidarities' between phonemes as they are

acquired in the child's phonological system. An irreversible

solidarity exists between dental and velar consonants, such that

velars can never appear in a phonemic system until the dentals

bf the paine series have appeared. Fricatives at a given place of

articulation may not appear until the plosives at. the same place

have appeared. Rounded palatal or unrounded velar vowels are

never found before the unrounded palatal or rounded ve].ar vowels

at the same degree of closure(p. 319 - 321).

iv	 The Learning of Zt'tcture

The whole process Qf language-learning can be expressed in terms of

progression from the formless, undifferentiated and chaotic towards

the highly structured, orderly system which is the mature speaker's

coit.tence, and the grammar which turns this competence into speech.

At every stage in the progression it seems likely that the under-

lying systemattzatjon of language goes beyond whit the speaker

actually produces. Cbomsky's (196k) fgrmal discussion of Miller

and Ervikn's paper points this out, and criticizes the type of child

grammar that takes upon itself only the .xplanation of observed

behaviour without exploring in sufficient depth the patterning

lying beneath (p . 35). We may quote at length here from Lenneberg (196k)

"A sentence of ten words contains an enormous amount of detail.

It might consist of a sequence of some 60 phonemes, each one

characterized by nine to twelve distinctive features; each

woid in the sentence has well-defined intonation and stress

characteristics; the sentenc. as a whole is the product of a
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male or female organ and bears acoustic peculiarities of age

and idiosyncracies of the speaker. 'Blind' reproduction of all

of this material, or even that of the essentials, should be

impossible, seeing that our memory is not even capable of

reproducing a train of ten random digits. Reproducing sentences

In a totally unfamiliar language is difficult or even im-

possible because the sequence of phonemes strikes us as

random. But when we understand a language, sequences of

phonemes within words and of words within sentences fall Into

familiar patterns that help us to organize the stimuli and

enable us to program the responses....... as we receive the

Input signal( a long sentence ) we are capable of recoding the

material in terms of a few principles, words, and their con-

nections. We can now store this coded Information, which Is

simpler to do than storing the original, detailed information.

When we are asked to reproduce the sentence, we reconstruct it

by means of our knowledge of a few relevant rules. The output

signal Is now 'our own way of saying what we heard', and Is

similar to the original only In terms of structural principles -

not in phonological detail." (p. 123)

At some stages of development, obviously, the child has not pro-

gressed sufficiently to be able to encode what he hears: at a later

stag. he may be able to understand the 'input' but is still unable

to reproduce It in the complex adult form. Instead he reproduces It

in terms of his own level of code. He will repeat a sentence like

"The man was bitten by the dog" as "The dog bited the man". The

alteration In word-order indicates that he understands the underlying

structuie without being able to put into operation the passive

transformation. Similarly what Brown calls 'telegraphic' speech Is

a reduction of adult speech In a systematic way so that It can be



handled by the child at his own level of complexity. The child's

initial lack of concern for phonetic or syntactic accuracy indicates

a deeper concern with structure.

v Children's "Mistakes"

Most of the works on children's grammar attest to the amount of

information that can be gained from studying children's character-

istic deviations from adult usage in grammar. Miller and Ervin (196k),

Ervin (1966), Brown and Bellugi (1966), Brown and Fraser (196k) all

point out that most inflectional "mistakes" in syntax can be

classified either as omission of morphemes (as in telegraphic speech),

or as overgeneralization of morphophonemic rules. When a child says

"foots" for "feet" or "mans" for "men" we know that he has just

recently formulated the rule for making plurals by adding the morph-

eme -s , but has not yet reached the stage of distinguishing

regular and irregular paradigms. Similarly when we come across

"goed" o "bililded" we may deduce that he has mastered a rule for

forming the past tense of verbs, but is again as yet unable to

differentiate regular and irregular instancea. It is by analogy

that the child builds up classes and constructs rules. Aa Brown and

Fraser (196k) observe:

"By smoothing the language into a simpler system than it is,
the child reveals his tendency to j.nduce Z!Ules."(p. 45)

Ervin (1966) notes that it takes relatively few instances and little

practice in new rules before analogic extensions occur (tp. 178 - 9).

Quite often, irregular plurals and Irregular past tenses are learnt
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item by item, but after the child has started to use the regular

inflected form it is soon exteflded to these as well as other cases

(p. 178). There may, however, be a time-lag between the learning of

a new word and the application to it of analogic inflections (p. 17k).

vi	 Irregularity of Progress

At all levels, language progress consists of continuous movement

between steady and unstable states, until in the early teens a

final stage of language maturity is reached. This final statalia

not associated, for Lenneberg (1966), ith complete maturity of

language for most speakers, but with a stable condition of the brain,

not allowing for any further re-organization of linguistic patterns

(p. 158). Progress in language is never regular; it may proceed at

a rapid rate for some periods while at others very little seems to

be happening. Development in language may be slowed down while

motor activities are mastered, and will then proceed rapidly to

reach a stage appropriat. to the child's mental age (McCarthy 195k,

p. 527). Nor do the stages in development all unfold with

equal regularity or in clearly defined stages. Brown and Bellugi

(1966), for example, in a study of the child's development of

pronouns, observed an overlap period when both the pronoun and

the noun it should be replacing appear together : "Saw it ball"

(p. 160).
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1.2 The Role of Imitation in Language Acgu.isltjon

That language is not entirely instinctive, and t at children must

haye some model of language at hand in order to develoD language of

their own, should be obvious; though when, in 1797, the wild boy

of Aveyron was brought to Paris, there were those who expected to

hear from him mankind's original language - which was widely assumed

to be Hebrew - and were disappointed by the inarticulate grunts that

they did hear. Jakob8on (1968) cites a case, reported by Saareste,

of three children who were isolated on an Estc,n.tan farm without adult

company during their critical pre-teen years, and whose language was

as a result 'frozen' in the stages of early childhood(p. 15). These

and other cases of language deprivation mentioned by Brown (1958)

give clear proof that in language as in óther forms of behaviour man

Is very much dependent on his physical and social environment. It

is perhaps misleading to use the term 'imitation' in connection with

children's speech, suggesting as the word does mimicry that is both

uncomprehending and perhapsconscIous - what Gregoire calls 1e

psittacisme". It may be possible to talk of this type of imitation

only with the child's onomatopoeic attempts to reproduce sounds from

the natural world, such as the chiming of bells or the crowing of a

cock (though even this might be doubtful: see Zi.211 below), Where

speech is concerned, however, the process of drawing on adult models

seems to be largely unconscious. It is more a case of absorbing

influences from the various sources of language around the child.

In Lenneberg's(1967) terms, the social setting Is a 'resonance' which

excites the 'resonator' that is the child's cognitive channels. The
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latent structure, or Language Acquisition Device (McNeil, p.38)

works on the material at hand, and the actualization prOcess

finally produces realized structure (Lenneberg, p. 378). 'she

process seems to start early: in the second half of us first year

the child is probably already showing influences of its linguistic

environment, Grgoire (1937) notided that his son at an ear].yr age

seemed to have intonations and an articulatory setting in his

babbling that were characteristic of mature Trench, before he could

be said to be at the stage of first words ( p. 103). Weir (1966)

reports that at six months the babbling of Chinese children is

distinguishable to observers from that of American and Arabic ci1dr.n

and, in another study, from that of American and Russian children.

The vocalizations of the Chinese took the form of mainly vocoidal

monosylab1es with considerabl. variation of tone upon the syllable.

The babbling of the 'Western' children, on the other band, showed

a syllabic structure 'of the CV type', and intonation patterns

which covered sequences of syllables (p. 5-56). Ph. babbling of
this period, before be stage of first words, may also sound like

adult speech. In studies by Western writers are found many reports

of babbled utterances in which th. Intonation and pitch-pattern of

adult sentences are accurately reproduced both in the type of

Intonation - question, contradiction, exclamation and so on - and in

the number of syllables, but without any of the phon.tic form of

the original (GrgoIre 1937, p. 60: L.nneberg 1967, p. 131: Grews].

1959, p. 198). Holmes (1927) noticed that some of his daughter's
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early words which were imitated from her parents were very clearly

and accurately produced, but these accurate articulations were later

either lost or replaced by yastly inferior utterances' in the

child's spontaneous speech (p. 22O). Here we may perhaps speak of

direct imitation, and should notice that it does not play an importantj

in the child's learning of phonetic forms in any obvious or straight-

forward way. Fry (1966) stresses the rol, of imitation, in the acquis-

ition of the phonological system, maintaining that it is more

significant and more apparent in this field than in the acquisition

of grammar since the child's pronunciation is clearly similar to

that of its adult model(p. 191). Here again it is useful to

separate direct imitation from 'acquired' similarity. A French child

has a system of unaspirated voiceless stops and an English child a

system of aspirated voiceless stops not so much because they are

imitating their respective adult models as because they have

acquired or extrapolated the features of "no as Iration" or

"aspiration" from the material at hand. In phonology as in grammar

it is only after a progress through successive developmental

stages that the child begins to sound like those around him,

acquiring superficial or stylistic features as opposed to deep

structural oppositions. Mtraux (19O) records that at kf years

sociable girls typically sound 'in inflection' like their mother or

some female with whom they spend a lot of time (p. 1). It is pro-

bably fair to call this a case of imitation, but again the fact that

it has become noticeable only after l j.f years indicates that direct

imitation is not the main reason for the likeness.
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ii Reductions of Adult Speech

There are numerous occasions when the child attempts to imitate

directly the speech of adults, with varying degrees of SUCCeSS.

These attempts offer some insight into the lines along which his

coding develops. Brown and Fraser (196k), Brown and Be].lugi(1966)

and Ervin (1966) studied what happens to a child's attempts to

imitate, and found certain characteristics common to all children.

First Of all there is a strict limitation on the length of utterance

thty Can produce In these imitations. This may have souietKlng to do with

memory-span; the number o morphemes we can carry in our minds

Increases as we grow older thouh the limitation Is of course never

completely lifted. It has probably also something to dQ with the

level of complexity which the child's coding has reached. At 2 to

2+ years, the ago of most of Brown's and Er yin's sub3ects, the

number of morphemea that a child can reproduce ina sentence is

between tw and four. Furthermore, the morphemes that are omitted

and those which are retained from the original adult sentence are

always of the same type. A child whose mean sentence length is less

than 32 morphemea will invariably omit the auxiliary verb in

present continuous constructions : " I going", instead of "X am

going". 1'he child with mean sentence length of less than 3.5 always

omits the "will" from future constructions (Brown and Fraser, p. 7k).

This is aptly named 'te1egrahic' speech. The word-order is the same

as In the adult original, and the child's reduced sentence could be

given correct grammatical form by the restoration of the missing
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morphemes. Tb. elements that are retained are always high information

bearing words or	 They are stressed, ar. relatively

unpredictable from th. context, are ually In the last part of the

original adult sentence, and belong predominantly to the classes of

nouns, main verbs and adectiyee. Forms *ost commonly omitted are

those which are weakly stressed, are In intrpiediate poitions in

th. sentence, and are relatively predictable from the context. They

are not reference-making forms, and fall into the class of 'functors'

articles, prepositions, auxiliary verbs and inflections. Brown and

T:aser conclude:

"In general, it appears that children whose speech is not yet

English are using grammars which are systematic derivatives of

adult grammar and that the particular features of the

derivative grammar are predictable from the mean sentence

1.ngth."(p. 7k)

The grammar operating in children's spontaneous speech is essentially

the same as that governing these reductions. There are many examples

of children's sentences that cannot be expanded into adult-type

sentences because they show a different word-order, such as

"augon. shoe", "ailgone lettuce t', "Baby other bite ballon no" from

Brown's material. Yet although they cannot be explained in terms of

imitation, the grammars operating in such sentences are still s

systematically related to adult grammar. McNeil (1966) considers

th. accounts of child grammar given by Ervin and Brown and their

co-workers. Both explaIn these ear)y Sentences as being composed

of words drawn from two classes - one 'open' class, containing a

large number of words, and one that McNeil]. calls the 'pivot'
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class, Brown calls the 'modifier' class, and Erwin the loperator

class. The composition of these classes is heterogeneous from the

point of view of adult grammar, but this first division into two

classes and later into further syntactic categories, more homo-

geneously composed, are the first stages in th. differentiation of

classes that will lead the child ultimately to a mature grammatical

model. McNeilj's hypothesis that these first divisions oorrespond

to the divisions oDerating at a deep level in the hierarchy of

categories relates these grammars to adult language in a striking

way. Children's early syntactic classes honour the basic distinctions,

though not as yet the more subtle distinctions, operating in adult

classes(p. 32 - 39). In the same way the grammatical relations

that the child employs in his primitive sentence-generating rules

are the basic grammatical relations of adult, and, of all types of

human grammar. They are the relations:

Subject of a Sentence - Predicate of a Sentence

Main verb of a Sentence - Object of the Main Verb

Modifier of a Noun Phrase - Head of the Noun Phrase

The child's sentence-generating rules, embodying the e relations,

are of two main types, creating what are roughly equivalent to

the Noun Phrase and the Predicate Phrase, the two units that go

to make up the adult 'well-formed sentence'. These rules correspond

to the Formal Universals (p. If0 - 50) in the same way as the child's

first syntactic classes correspond to the Substantive Universals.

Imitation can ot accrnmt for the formation of rules of this type,

and we have to return again to the idea of an innate language
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capacity. The role of adult languag. to l4cNeill is essentially

directional, providing at each point of change in the child's

development a pointer to the lin.s along which the next stage

of language should trav.l(p.65).

iii The Pole of Adult Language

Brown and BellugI. (1966) point to a process in adult speech to

children, paralleling the child's imitations of their speech. This

is 'imitation with expansion'. In other words, when a child

addresses one of his reduced sentences to an adult it appears to

be an almost automatic reaction on the adult's part to fill in

the missing forms and produce a grammatical sentence:

Child; "Papa name Papa"

Adult; "Yes, Papa's name Is Papa'1 (p. 1ft3.-8)

This raises a question of how important the typ. of language may be

that the child hears from adults. Most forms of adult speech to

young children consist of a very stylized, simplified and

repetitious dialect. It may be that this is very necessary for

a child in his early stases if he Is to acquire the bases of syntax.

(Brown and Bellugi, p. 136). It is possibl. that the amount of

expansion of child sentences that adults can giv. is also

significant. Ervin (1966) has shown that new forms of syntax

are never learned by the child directly from imitations(p. 172).

However, Miller and Ervin(196k) present a case wher. an  adult

expansion of a child's utterance led to a more advanced utterance

than the child's original sentence:

C lid; " ook red, b ok r d"
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Child; "Book read, book read"

Adult; "lou want me to read a book? OK."

Child; "Road book"
	

(p. 13)

Slobin (1966c, p. 86) finds that in imitationa-of-expanoiona of

this type the child's second utterance is grammatically more

advanced than his original utterance in 50% of cases.

The influence of adults and older siblings is felt in other ways.

Ervin (1966) proposes that a continual expansion of comprehension

of the adult model is one of the sources of chang. in child

syntax (p. 187), and all the studies of child grammar mentioned so

far ob.rwe that it is necessary for a child first to understand

a contrast in adult speech before it may be used in his own

utterances. Miller and Ervin (196k, p. 3) and Jenkins and Palermo

(196k, p. 162) point out the r4nforcing effect that adult approval

has in strengthening the forc. of children's construçt.Qns that

coincide with the adult model. Wh.tnail and Fry (l961) make a

similar point in relation to the child's phonological productions

(p. 80). Similarly forms that have no parallel in th. adult model

tend to drop out of use through negative reinforcement. Grgoire

(1937) remarks t at a number of words in the child's vocabulary are

his own coinages tha are only abandon/ed because of the refusal of

other speakers to confirm their use(p. 236). Ingram (i968a), Riggs

(196 ), llutcheson(1968) see the child's developing skill in articul-

ation as a_progressive increa6e in the number of features of the

mature system that are brought under the control of th. developing
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speaker. At all stages the presence of a target model is essential

if the child's language is to continue to develop. Grewel (1959)

puts forward the hypothesis that there is a biological instinct

in mothers, whicb leads them to use only soothing and restful

speech to the baby, avoiding strong dynamic accents. She contrasts

speech addressed to a young baby with the sharper, more forceful

prohibitive tone used with a four-year old(p. 197) Her suggestion

Is that adult language to children evolves just as children's

language evolves. This is very probable, though biological principles

need not be invoked to explain it. Nor is this evolution as

significant to children's language as Grewel would sug est. From

the evidence available it would not seem that any one factor is

of dominating importance in the language that children hear

from adults, so long as he has around him an environment in which

language models are readily available. Here is Chomsky (1959) on

the subject:

"it is simply not true that children can learn language only

through 'meticulous 	 on the part of the adults who

shape their verbal repertoire through careful differential

reinfircement, though it may be that such is the custom in

academic families. It is a Common observation that a young

child of immigrant parents may learn a second langua e in

the streets, from other children, with amazing rapidity, and

that his speech may be completely fluent and correct to the

last allophone, while the subtleties that become second

nature to the child may elude his parents, despite high

motivation and continual practice."(p. k2)
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iv The Role of Peer-group La uag•

The linguistic environment of the child 18 influential not only in

the first years of life, but also at the later stages when, as

Chomsky suggests, the child begins to adopt forms of a language

'of the street'; when, in other words, stylistic features of

the speech of the child's locality begin to influ9ace the child's

speech. There is a paradozi In the fact that the child learning to

speak rarely 'sounds like' his parents in surface features of languag.

yet at a later stage his speech comes to sound very like that of

other children, a group of individuals to whom be is apparently

less closely attached than to his parents, and In manP respects far

less important to his d.velopment,tSeek'al peasobs. can be advanc.d

for this phenomenon. In infancy it is the learning of structuze t hat

that takes priority for th. child; It may be that th. basic syt.m

underlying languag. must be acquired before the child can turn

his att.ntion to details and subtleties. uring iijancy too the child

has probably litti. motivation to sound exactly like those around

him. Adults understand him, making special efforts initially to

hisruttetnGes!, and they make allowanc, for his relativ. inexperience

in language. As long as he can mak. his needs felt there i.e no
necessity for greater similarity to his model. In any case, he is

partly unaware at this time that there is any difference betwe*n

what he utters a d what he hears. It is some time before the child

becomes aware of an individual existence separate from his parents,.

Stern notes, for instance the relative late appearance of "I" in

children's language, considering its importance when it does finally
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appear (l92Lj., p. 157). Piaget (196) maintains that up to the age

of 6 or 7 years when imitation does take place in various aspects

of behaviour it is the result of confusion of the 'I' and the 'non-I'

(p. 11 - 12). After this age the child grows increasingly aware of

his owx identity, and it is through the agency of social groups -

most important of which is the peer-group - that this awareness

ta fostered (Lewis 1963, p. 167-8; Campbell 196k, p.307). The

child feels a strong desire to belong to the group, finding that

conformity with its norms is a source of strength. It is probably

inevitable that speech should be subject to this movement to

conformity. The pressure to conform is reinforced by children's

low degree of tolerance of linguistic deviations relative to the

tolerance that the child found from his parents. The child is still

unaware of directly imitating a model, yet this is what he Is

doing. His recently-acquired facility in both the perception and

articulation of speech-sounds is put to use very effectively in

the rapid mastery of the finer points of the peer-group dialect,

whether it Is similar to the language that he has learnt from his

parents or not.



2. Factors Influencing Language Acquisition

This discussion has so far been concerned with the growth of

language in a general way, without regard to the great smount of

variation that is found between on. child and another in the

court. of development. Attention should now be turned, therefore,

to some of the factors which might be thought to hinder or encourage

children's language acquisition. It will be found that aU the

evidence points to a strong tendenôy in young humans to develop

language, even in the face of severe obstacles.

2.1 Hearing Loss

The most obvious obstacle to language learning is that which occurs

in various types of hearing loss, language depending as it does

so heavily on hearing. Though this is not the place to go into a

detailed investigation of the literature of deafness, some

allusion tan be mad. to the work of Whetnall and Fry (196k), who h

hay. shown that even children with quite severe hearing loss can

develop effective speech if they have sufficient opportunity of

hearing speech and making good use of their residual hearing (p. 1k

31). Some mention can also be made of the case of Helen eiler,

a most extreme case of disability. Though deaf and blind, and without

specialized adult attention until her seventh year, she learnt to

speak by means of the finger alphabet. Once she had started to

use this method of speech, It is inteisting to note that she went

through exactly the eame stages of speech as normal children do,

though in a much compres ed time-scale (Stern 1921, p.157)
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2.2 Physical and Physiological Factors

A child may suffer considerable brain damage and still develop

speech, even though the speech areas in the left hemisphere are

affected. 11 there are large lesions In these areas, the whole

speech apparatue may be shifted to the right hemisphere (Fenfleld

and Roberts 1959, p. 198). Aphaslas that have been overcome by

th. age of 10 usually leave nt trace, whereas over this age

if an aphasia lasts more than 5 months recovery from it is

never complete (Lenneberg 1967, p. ll3 - l0).

Some other physical and physiological factors 'jre considered in

relation to speech in children by Morley (1957) in connexion with

the 'survey of 1,000 families' in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. She found

no evidence of influence on the early stages of speech from

fits, tonsils, adenoids, squints, premature birth or papular

urticaria, though there was some correlation of delayed speech onset

with enuresis and acute oLLtIe (p. 5i). Ambidexterity or cross-

laterality was associated with difficulties In speaking and reading,

and left-handedness with stammering and developmental dysarthria

(p . 391 - kOO). This was perhaps due to the presence of cases of

early brain-damage, where the functions of speech and with them

cerebral dominance had shifted from the left to the right

hemisphere, producing left-handedness or cross-laterality together

with some speech disorder ( p . 198). Weliman, Case, Mengert and

Bradbury (1931) found no correlation be ween articulatory ability

in children and height or sitting height, though there were



correlations between weight-.hei ht index and articulatory abilities

on consonant and consonant clusters ( p . 72-3). Another physical

factor that has some bearing on speech-sound articulation is

the presence of teeth,a point made by McCarthy (195k, p. 513).

2.3 Mental Capacity

On the intellectual level language in the early stages seems to

be largely Independent of intelligence. Irwin (1957) concluded

that speech sound development in the first twenty months at least

is not correlated with measured I.Q.)(p. kl9). Lenneberg (1967)

concludes from the study of mongols and mentally retarded cases

that there is a certain I.Q. threshold value that varies with age

and that must be attained for language to be acquired. It is

noteworthy, however, that this threshold is relatively low (p. 3l).

McCarthy (195k) reviews a number of studies on child development,

and ba8 this to say about the relation between I.Q. and linguistic

ability at later stages:

"There are differences in Intellectual status paralleling

the differences in linguistic development, there being slight

superiority of girls over boys, of singletons as compared

with twins, and of children from upper socio-economic level

as compared with the lower. This brings up a very interesting

problem to which there are not sufficient data for a final

answer, namely, whether the more precocious development of

language among these groups Is due to their greater

intelligence endowment or whether their higher scores on

the intelligence tests, which are chiefly verbal in nature,

are due to the more precocious linguistic development"(p. 598)
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Perhaps more significant to the growth of language is the concept

of 'mental age', related to but not dependent on intelligence test

scores. It is this measure of maturity, rather than the child's

chronological age, which determines his degree of linguistic attain-

ment. Descoeudres (1930) attempted to establish a scale of mental

age by the use of language tests such as the naming of opposites,

of parts of the body, knowledge of the environment and so on.

Ingram's work on children's articulation embodies this approach.

Research undertaken at the Department of Child Life and Health,

Edinburgh, 1as.. resulted in a test whicn can be used to assign

each child tested an 'articulation ages, to be compared With the

child's chronological age. Not only does this establish norms for

each of the stages on the way to a mature articulation, but it also

enables the tester to determine whether an apparently 'defective'

articulation represents a normal developmental form, typical of

an early stage of articulation, or whether it is a genuine case of

a deviant articulation requiring specialized attention.

2.k Motor Control

Articulation is as subject to maturation as any other aspect of

language. There is the additionaL consideration, however, of motor

control in the child's mastery of the fine muscular movements

involved in some consonant clusters. This has led investigators

to seek some kind of relationship between general motor ability

and articulatory ability in children. McCarthy (195k) reports the

finding of Bilto (194].) that a group of 90 speech-defective cases

were inferior on three sets of motor-ability tasks to normal-speaking
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children, and a study by Shirley (1933) who found a moderate

positive correlation between fins motor co-ordinations and Language

development after L.5 weeks of age (p. 598). One of the factors

that Poole (193k) considered of consequence in the production of

sounds was motor-exercize (p. 161). Weilman et al (1931) also

found substantial relationship between the z'.sults of a motor-

control test and the number of consonant clusters successfully

produced by the children studied (p. 73).

However, it would be a mistake to place too much emphasis on the

part that motor-control and muscular co-ordination play in articul-

ation. Firstly, a number of studies have confirmed a strong con-

nection between articulatory defects and defective auditory

discrimination of speech: that is, confusion between sounds in

production, or failure to produce the accepted phonetic norms

for speech-sounds, is a reflection of confusion of sounds in the

speaker's perception just as much as a result of uncontrolled

movements in the vocal tract (Cf. Sheridan, 19k5; Prins, 1962a and b;

Reid 19k?; Spriesterebach and Curtis 1957; Travis and Rarnus 1931;

whose work is discussed in 5.2 below). Secondly, as numerous

reiorts of the first year of life attest, the infant very quickly

displays a mastery of a great many articulatory movements that

adults do not use in speech, as well as most of the movements that

they do use, well before the stage of first words. The infant

obviously has good muscular control at this time, yet when he

starts to atte pt more meaningful utterance, this diversity of sound

is suddenly and drastically curtailed. There may even be a period
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of complete silence between the cessation of babbling and the

onset of true speech ( Jakobson 191+9, p. 318). Liberman (1957)

has sug ested that articulatory mediation may be supposed to help

in the ea1y stages Ln getting auditory stimuli attached to the

appropriate articulatoz7 responses ( p. 122). One is to imagine,

presumably, the child hearing a souM and responding by saying It

aloud at first, then later to himself, perhaps unconsciously, when

an association betwesnsound and articulatory movement has been

well established. This suggests that the child is a very conscious

Imitator, aiming to reproduce his adult *Informantts segments in

the manner of a phonetician learning an uzitamilIar language. Though

this process may be Involved In th. learning of articulation at

certain stages - perhaps In second language learning. In the adult -

yet it seems more likely that the reverse process is the case

in first language learning, and that it Is the s9und that the child

hears when making the articulation t at reinforces the articulatory

movement. Once the 'auditory feed-back loop' (Fry, 1961+, p. 78) Is

established it is quite possible that both processes are involved.

The first stage in the child's acquiSition of a phoneme is the

understanding of an opposition or the discrimination of two features

that are in contrast. Only after what may be quite a long interval

does be attempt to use the phoneme in situations where It is in

contrastive opposition with other phon. es. If a child cannot

distinguish between two sounds that his ear receives as input -

a /d/ and a /g/, for example - then he is not likely to be able to

respond to them with two consistently differing articulations. If
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he can hear the difference, •ven though his articulation may not

yet be at th. mature stage, he is more likely to produce two

differing motions of the articulators to reflect the difference

that he hears. At all stages In language learning understanding

precedes production. Furthermore articulation Is not essential to

th. acquisition of language. Lenneberg (196k) presents the case

of a boy who was unable to produce any speech at all, although his

hearing was normal, yet at 8 years be showed considerable under-

standing of what was said to him, to the extent of executing

commands, distinguishing colours and numbers (p. 121 4, - 5). This is

not to deny any importance to articulatory mediation in reinforcing

sound discrimination; rather to place it in relation to other

factors such as organization on higher linguistic levels. Under-

standing of speech-sounds is possible without articulatory ability,

but articulatory ability is not possible without understanding.

2.5 Sex Differences

Studies of the first years of life such as those by Irwin (1957,

p. k17), Morley (1957, p. 1 4.8) are agreed that the onset of speech

and the first stages of language are unaffected by differences

between the sexes. A superiority of girls begins to appear at the

end of the second year, and is in evidence throughout childhood In

various aspects of language . McCarthy (195k) summarizes a number

of studies all of which show a slight superiority of girls over

boys in differing evaluations of 1inguistio skill (p. 579 - 581).
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In articulation, WeUman et al. (1931 , p . 78) and Williams •t a]..

(1937, P . 76) report that girls score better than boys on the

number of speech-sounds correcti)' produced at most ages. T.mplin

(1957) agrees with Poole (1931i,) that between 2* and 5* years boys

and girls develop articulatory ability at equal speed, but then

girls improv, faster than boys, and at 6+ have reached a stag. which

boys do not attain until 7+ (p. 34). Girls as a group also excel

in precision of articulation oil 'inte11igibi1ity'. McCarthy (l954

pd537) and Morley (1957, p. k8) both report differences between

the sexes at &ll ages up to 8 years in intelligibility, and Morley

notes that boys make up the majority of groups of stàamerers and

speech-defectives of different kinds ( p. 119). Accuracy in speecb-

productlon is zatched in accuracy of speech-sound disC1mination

in T.mplin'a (1957) test, the results of which show gills cbnsis.

-tently ahead of boys by roughly a year's score (p. 72). Many of

Templin's findings, however, suggested that diferences between

the sexes are not so great as was previously supposed: though

girls scored consistently higher on all her tests, these scores

were seldom significantly higher than boys (p. 1k5). Other findings

have been made confirming this suggestion. Ervin.Tripp (1966)

mentions a stud$ by Anastasi and de Jesus (1953) of Puerto

Rican children in New York, which found no real difference between

boy.' and girls' performance p. 90). Cf. a1s th. results of the

test of speech-soun4 discrimination in Chapter VI (2. 2 ) c It

is possible that the differences between th. sexes so far noticed



are due to social differences, resulting from differing adult

expectations from boys and girls. On the other hand, if there

are innate differences between the sexes, these may be qualitative

rather than quantitative,fresulting from personality differences.

Girls, for example, show greater tendency to conformity than boys

in social behaviour (Campbell 196k, pp 297, 311). Th. desire to

conform with the society around the speaker may produce a sharpened

sensitivity to the language of that society. A more sensitive

discrimination of speech-sounds leads to a more accurate

reproduction of heard speech. Penfield and Roberts (1959) report

hg's distinction of two types of child personality - the

'imitative' and the 'creative':

"Children in the first group learn more rapidly and accurately

with less baby-talk and jargon. Girls are more likely to be

placed in this group of accurate learners than boys. The

creative learner Is more apt to elaborate pronunciations

of his own." (p. 21+3)

Templin also reports that at the older ages girls tend to excel in

the articulation of sounds, while boys excel In word knowledge

(p. 1k?).

2.6 Position in Family

At on, time it was thought that a child with older brothers or

sisters had an advantage over the singleton with regard to language

learning. Stern (192k) held that older brothers and sisters were

better tutors than adults because they were nearer In age and

thus In likeness. Imitation was made easier for the young child
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because "imitation grows in Intensity in proportion with the like-

ness of the copy to the copler"(p. 157). Irwin (1957) reported,

however, that sibling influenc, had no effect on the sounds produced

in the first two years of life, contrary to what he might have

expected to find (p. L118). Morley (1957) found no difference in the

age of onset of speech for only children and those with older

siblings ( p. 50). After the stage of sentence-forming a difference

begins to emerge between the performance of these two groups of

children, and it is almost invariably in favour of the only children

or of the first-born, in contradiction to early beliefs. Again,

McCarthy (195k) provides material from several studies to show

that children with the greatest amount of contact with adults,

such as first-born children enjoy, reflect in their lan uage the

benefits of broader experience and greater practice opportunities

that such contact affords (p. 58k-6). At the other extreme are ch

children who are cut off from adult language and stimulation

as a result of having spent their early life In an institutiozt.

Lewis (1963) consIders in detail the detrime tal effects of

institutionalized life on language development (pp . 113-k, 159 - 162).

Morley (1957) notes a deficiency of cases of defective articulation

and of stammering among first-born children, and also a suggestive

correlation between the number of older siblings a child has and

the age at which Intelligible speech is developed (p. 50-2). She

finds also that twins have more defects of articulation In the

eally stages than other children, but that these defects do not

t rs tpersiet among twins any more than among other groups after
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the age of 6+ (p. 377-8). The language development of twins,

tripl.ets and other mu.tiple-birth grpips tends to suffer in

th. early stages, in that their peculiar situation may deprive

them of adult language stimulatiofl, and also possibly in that

a very close emotional attachment with their twin or twins reduces

th. drive to develop communication with older sp.aksrs.Le uria

and Yudovich (1959) show, this hindrance to language development

raults directly in intellectual backwar4ness. u.ite often an

autonomoUs languag. or idiolect is created by the twins, and pereist

for some time until, either naturally or with external encouragement,

each twin starts to attempt more complex forms of communication

with his environment. Other studies described by McCarthy (1954

p. 590-1) show that early forms of language retardation are more

severe with triplets ( Howard, 19k6) and even more pronounced with

quintuplets (Blatz •t al i937.

2. 7 Social Differences

The •ffect of the aocjo-.conomic status of a child's parents, like

that of Its sex or position in the family, does not become apparent

until the end of the child's second year. l4orley (1957) observes

that parental status does not affect the first em.rgenc. Of

languag. or the ag. at which sentences of two or three words

start to be formed (p. 52-3). She finds a correlation between low

family status and the severer defects of articulation, but argues

that this may be rather a case of persistenc. of defects than of
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greater incidence of defects ( p. 53). Irwin (1957) also notices

the effect of parental occupation becoming apparent after l to 2

years (p. L1 18). Poole (193k) and Templin (1957) both found an

increase in correct articulation more rapid among upper than lower

socio-economic groups (Templin, p.37). Smith (1926), in a study

of children's vocabulary, found that when children of the same age

and mental ability were paired according to social status the

higher social class showed a higher average of words known, though

the numbers used were too few to allow of any definite conclusion

(p. 62-3). Deacoeudres (1930) noted the superiority of children from

'milieux aises' over those from i1ieux populaires' in the results

of almost every one of her language tests (pp k6, 96, 112, 135).

The explanation for this difference must lie partly in the

quality of language heard by the child from his parents. Bernstein

(1963) has expounded the differences betweeh working-class 'public'

or	 language and middle-class 'formal' or

'elaborated code' language. This disttncton is discussed more

fully in 6.2 below. Suffice it to say here that in terms of the

flexibility of language and of the quality of experience that he

derives from the language heard, the middle-class child , all else

being equal, has an advantage over the working-class that becomes

more pronounced as the demands of education place ever greater

premium on the power to grasp relationshiDs and on abstract thought.

These are abilities directly dependent on language maturity and on

linguistic organization, as Luria and Yudovich have shown(1959).

The superiority of middle-class children may also be due to the
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greater involvement of the middle-class parent in the child's

language develo ment. McNeill (1966) noticed from Brown's records

that soute aca&emic parents expended the incomplete or reduced

sentences of their children much more frequently than did tbe

parents of more proletarian background: th. children of th.

latter parents showed a strikingly slower rate of development in

the learning of syntax (p. 75-6).

Other social variables were studied by Morley (1957), who could

not, however, find any correlation of retarded speech with

Parental crime, unemployment, maternal Incapacity, neglect or

nursery attendance (p. 514.). Irwin (1957) found no differences in

speech-sound develo ment corresponding to racial differences (p. 14.16)

3. Outline of Linguistic Development

3.1 Importance of Earliest Stages

Though the subject of this thesis is th. development of phonology

in children of school age, the youngest of whom are over 3 years

old, yet it will prove worthwhile to outline the major features

of language develoDment in the first three years as well as beyond.

Such an outline will, it is hoped, provide explanations for many

of the characteristics of 3 and 14. year olds' speech, and furnish a

basis from which to undertake a description of the child's further

development. Th. significance of the first years of life to an

Individual's language development cannot be over-emphasized. Even

at birth, although we cannot start to use th. word "speech", the
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baby's utterances give abundant acoustic evidence that he possesses

the noise-'making mechanisms that are later to torz the physiological

bas3.,s of speech, and very soon after birth he bedomes aware of

the tower of vocalization to elicit responses from other humans.

The primary characteristics of language then a. present in the

baby's behaviour from almost th. very beginning. More significantly

from the point of View of this study, it 18 perhaps only by an

investigation of research into the early years of speech that we

can identify the processes that operate in language learning, such

as the differentiatioa of mass units, the growth of structure in

all aspects of language, which begin early, and have not perhaps

been completed by the age of the y ungest apeakers in this

study. t is necessary to look backwerdS to see the Origins ot

th. phonological system of Nursery children, whose speech does in

fact show many traces of earlier phonological states. In the sanhl

way it will be seen that to understand the beginnings of phone*ic

l development that tak• place at about 12 ionths, it is necessary

to look back t the babbling stage, and to understand babbling it

Is necessary to look back to the 'cooing' stage. Though we may

talk of a child's reaching specific stages of achievement it must

also be remembered that progress in the child's languag. is

neither re ular nor characterized by clear-cut definition of

each stag.. The babbliig stage does not stop as soon as the stage

of first words begins, nor indeec are the first words clearly

distinguished at all times in his usage from babble; both types of

utterance may be found in vocal play. ill these so-called 'stages'
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are artifici1 divisions of observed phenomena, as all

classification must be, except that language development lends

itself to discrete classification rather less well than other

aspects of behaviour such as walking or running. Some of the

stages described in the following section may be missed ( or

unobserved) ip some children. Successive stages may occur practically

simultaneously for one child, but separated by months for another.

All of which makes it the more important that language development

should be seen as the evolving of patterns and processes over

a period, rather than as a succession of inter-dependent but

separable stages.

With this qualification borneiin mind, it is proposed to present

an outline of linguistic development, not limited to phonological

aspects, but presenting the main linguistic milestones from

birth to 10 or 11 years, where these are relevant to our study.

This outline will provide a framework in which details of

phonological development may be more easily discussed in section k.

3.2 The First Year

I Neonate

It is a common observation that the baby's fir t action after

birth Is to give vent to a cry. This first utterance has no lingu-

istic or even affective connotation. Its function Is purely

biological - to clear the breathing tract of amniotic fluid and
ID1O1O •V

to initiat, the action of the lun a. However, the appearance of

this cry Is evide ce t at all the vocal apparatus Is present and
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functioning at birth. As Lewis (1936) declares, it is possible to

discern the rudiments of speech in the earliest sounds a child

utters (p. 2). Grgoire (1937) observes that the neonate has reached

a Consierabl state of maturity In both vocal and auditory terms,

and suggests that the foetal period of gestation should be taken

into account In any full study of speech(p. 22). Fry 196k, p.78)

and Crystal (1969, p. k3) and LewIs (1936, p. 21) make the point

that the undifferentiated cry of birth soon becomes differentiated

by affect. The infant now now cries when hungry or in a state of

discomfort. In a state of well-being he Is at first silent,

perhaps smiling, and later starts to vocalize, or 'COO'.

Bergenda]. and Tab (1969), in a summary of Van Rlper's(1963)

account of speech development, view the vocalizations of the

first eight weeks as purely reflex and not to be considered as

speech in the sense of controlled activity. Grgoire (1937) makes

an analogy between these vocal movements and reflex movements of

the limbs and facial muscles, movements which do not yet express,

but 'betray' diverse sensations of satisfaction and discomfort

(p. 23)

ii. Controlled Sounds

After the first two or three months vocal activity becomes more

conscious and controlled, The hi1d may utter undttferentlated sounds

in response to adult speech (Lewis 1936, p. 71; Fry 196k, p.77)

and to non-speech sounds such as a dog's barking or the whistle of
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a train (Grgoir. 1937, p. 46). At first it l moat likely that the

child is not responding specifically to the sound but to the

total situation - in the case of respozee to adult epSech, the

presence of a friendly adult is probably as important as the soii.nd

of a voice. Bergenda),. and Palo (1969) do well to aake the point

that babbling, whic1 begins now, is vocal play. Many early child

linguists such as Lewis, stern, made the mistake of reading equal

degrees of expressiveness into	 crying and in10 the

contrasted vocalization that accompanies their states of well-

being. On this basis they constructed a theory that sounds are

innately expressive or linked to affective states. Thus the sounds

of crying are re arded s expressive of discomfort - $tern (1924)

speaks of the "quit. elementary note of aversion (a? "(p . 146)

whil, the sounds that occur in cooing and later babbling are

similarly expressive of pleasure - cf. "the caressing not. of fii "
(p. 146). Though Lewis does stress the play aspect of babbling her

follows Stern along these lines. As the child's babbling is

characterized by an increasingly large repertoir. of sounds, such

theories have the difficulty of explaining how nearly every

imaginable sound is t some tinie.liflked with a pleasure context

(Lewis 1936, p. 60-9). Th. fact is that in these early months

crying is very much a means of expression, and is actively used to

elicit responses from the environment, for the satisfaction of

hunger or the alleviation o discomfort. Cooing,and later babble,

Is not directed at the satisfaction of any keed, aid is a very

different form of expression. Language does not develop from crying,



whose limited phonetic resources remain very noh the same, and

are non-phonemic, though perhaps not non-linguistic. It develops

only from babbling, from vocal activity free of th. pressing d

demands of hunger and discomfort. It is through his babbling act-

ivities that the child learns to control speech

iii Babbling

During his babbling phase the range of sounds that th. child

prod%ices increases enormously (se. Li..].). The child is learning

to differentiate speech from the total situation, and to associate

it with generally pleasurable sensations. This reinforces his own

vocal activity. Fry (196k) sees this period as important in the

establishment of the auditory feed-back loop, whereby the child

associates specific articulations with specific acoustic impressions

(p. 78). Once this is established li* has a basis for making u.

unconscious comparisons between his own speech and the speech that

he hears from others. The child also begins to show evidence of

absorbing influences from his linguistic environment. His

vocalizations become more like the adult pattern, taking on a syll-

abic form CV or VC, the syllables strung together in polysyllabic

sequences. Though not phone1c segments, the sounds are more

easily identifiabl. to the adult ear than his earlier vocalizations.
101)

They could be classified with Pik.Aas 'real segments'. Adults may

pick out some of these syllables and decide that something like

[tci] is a real. word, and will then encourage the child to use it

again In a given situation. This is one of the paths by which
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first words are arrived at. The child may also show th. influence

of adults in his intonation patterns (see 121 above). When

discrimination of adult speech is at a certain level the child may

give evidence of understanding speech before h. actually attempts

to use words meaningfully. Stern (192k) speaks of the 'trained

tricks' that a child may learn to perform in response to specific

verbal requests, such as pointing to objects when asked, or

clapping hands when playing 'pat-a-cake'(p. 1k2). Grgoire (1937)

believed that his eons could understand expressions before they

'dared risk using them' ( p. 270). These signs are normally

observable in the second six months of life, at the end of which

first words are beginning to appear.

iv Readiness to Communicate

Before the stage of first words Is reached there is an interesting

development in children's behaviour which can be described as

the stage of readiness to communicate. Grgoire (1937) noted that

his son Charles at the age of 7 months showed slgnth of a strong

desire to communicate something to his father:

"Par moments, Charles fait do grands efforts comme pour

exprimer quelque chose: sa bouche so contorsionne; son

corps se remue; des Inspirations profondes et do fortes

expirations, sans production de phonmos so succ'd.nt

•t so rptent. On dirait un oratear, mimant sans

parole 1'1de ou l'emotlon qul l'excite. On surprend

dane cette agitation 1'vei1 normal d'une conscience

jusqu prsent non dgourdi.. I]. s'agira, non pas

seulernent do crier, ou do pleurer, male aussi de parler,

ce mot 'otant employs avec la restriction qul s'impos.."

(p. 5k)
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This Is followed or may be contemporaneous with another condition,

that of readiness to imitate. Lewis (1936) describes his child

subject 'L' ceasing to respond to adult speech with speech or

vocalization of his own; Instead he shows signs of listening

carefully and attempting perhaps to comprehend(pp 71, 82-7). This

stage Is also before the appearance of first words. rvin (1966)

also notices that words and phrases may be uttered for the first

time long after they are first heard by the child(p. 187-8). This

suggests a period of mental gestation between recognition and

us. of a new linguistic feature. Grgoire provides an illustration

of the phenomenon. At the end of his seventh month his son Charles

seemed to listen very carefully as his father said "Papa", but did

not Imitate it iznmedikt.1y. The word was first recorded a few

days after, when he pronounced, it clearly (1937, p. 5).

v First Words

Gregoire does not, howe, claim that "papa" was his son's first

word. The first utterance that he recorded worthy of this

description was in fact[te) = "train". For a long time po.pa.J

was little more than a specific phonetic response to the pleasur-

able sensation of seeing •Ither of his parents; as such it was

interchangeable with[mama] . It was a long time before there began

to appear any difference in usage between these two forms, and after

that a further period before either form was used in anything

like the adult way (p. 68 toll.). [tJ , on the other hand, was

used regularly and consistently when a train was seen and heard
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passing the house, and was usually accompanied by the action of

pointing (p. 78). Much has been written concerning how and why

the child's first words come into being (Cf. Lewis 1936, Gregolr.

1937, McCarthy 195L. p. 523-6) but this Is not the place to go

into a detailed investigation of findings and opinions. It is

sufficient to report that in general the child's firt worde

appear between th&...r ninth and twelfth months. Morley (1957) finds

that 66% of children In her survey first used words with meaning

during this period (p. 20). Bergendal and Tab set more liberal

limits on this stage - between 10 and 18 months (P . 22).

Some utterances can floW be assigned semantic interpretations, and

have a relatively stable form, yet the child's language is still

far from what is understood by the term in connection with adult

communication. There can be no parts of speeGh, since all utterances

are one-word or holophrastic In form. Most utterances are closely

linked to the immediate situation and rely heavily on gesture,

context and possibly Intonation to give them 'meaning'. It Is

generally recognized, for instance, that "mama" Is at first more an

expression of some need, or a demand for attention and comfort, than

a referential form (e.g. LewIs 1936, p. 126-9; Jakobson 1960). If

a child develops an effective gesture it may obviate the need for

him to develoD language at all during this period (Stern 192k, p.1k5;

McCarthy 195k, p. 597). This can be said to be the period of totally

synpraxic speech. It lasts from between 9 and 2-onth t6 between
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18 and Vf itonthe, from the appearanc, of first words tq the begin-

ning of a.t.nc.-formjg. Th. various functlpns of language are

not differentiated at this stag. - Bihler's 'xpr.ssive, Evocative

and Reterentlal' for example (Lewis 1936, p. 10 .17) Gregoire

(1937) comments that wh.n his son Edmond first pointed to an object

and called [tL] (= "ga") he was not only making ?eferential use

of th. word, but also expressing interest., In the çbject, perhaps

also a desire to hold it Affectiv, function - and further drawing

the attention of his parents to the object in question Social

function (p. 93).

vi Characteristics of Early Vocabulary

The peculiar features of cbiiaren's vocabulary during this period

have also been widely discussed (Stern 192k, p. 114.5 foIl.; Lewis

1936, p. 172 - 185; Ervin-.Tripp l96, p. 60-k). Manr of the child's

words are idiosyncratic forms, not imitated from adults, and with

their own distinctive meaning. Stirn'i son, for instance, used the

eound 'ffff' for the sound of blowing out a2amp, and later came

to refer to all, lights as 'Zfff' (p. ll i 7). There is the generalized

us. of one word where we would us. several difIering itens - such

as the form rti: ) for all animals (Lewis 19%, p. 215-6). Ther. is

transference of meaning based on qualities of thing and experiences

that we would regard as non-essential: Stern's daughter called the

toes of boots fl5Ø5• Stern explains,"She was at this time fond

of pulling our noses and discovered the same po sib11ity of 'ulling

in th. boot-toes too."(p. 151)., These are of cours. fruitful

sources of éhang. in adult language, but used by th. child in an



idiosyncratic way. In th. child's speech babble-forms are graduall

replaced 'by words from adult languag.. When first words appear

the. 1. no sudden and dramatic change tn th. child's Vocal

behaviour, but gradu1 changes tak. place ii tb. proportion of

vocal play to speech addressed to adults. Vocal play is still an

important part of th. child's speech, though it becomes less and

less predominant Ii the ensuing months. Eventually it is confined

to the child's solitary play and occasions such as just after

waking and just befor. going to sleep (Weir 1962,1966). Bergendal

and Tab (l%9 ses th. child's Speech at 18 mOnths as consisting

of corn. meaningful Wordi, some •cholalia and Some vocal play. Ph.

number of words used by th. child increases slowly over this half-
' #1e

year or 9 monthAu*til, when s.ntence.forming begins, the total

vocabulary is between 100 and 200 words (Smith l926,p.8). During

this 'p.riod also th. child's phonological system is being construct-

ed. Th. major consonantal oppositions are mastsr•d, aid most

of the vowela4iav. been acquired by the end of the period.

3.) The Emergence of Lan guage as an tndeyendent Sst.m
At a certain point, usually towards the end of th. second year,

there Is a chang. In the function of speech, in. its relative
importance among other forms of behaviour. Whereas in the previous

synpraxic stages meaning was heavily dependent on the situation ii

which a word was uttered, the ckiId now açuires the power to refer

to things and experiences not actually present. Stern L92L refers to



this development as 'T e Awakening of a Taint Consciousness of the

Meaning of 3peech'(p. 162), explaini g this awakening as the growth

of an awareness in the child that everything has a name the child's

first original thought. To this Vigotaky (1962) objected that what

takes place at this period is not a philosophical awareness, but a

behavioural change: language is now emerging from other forms of

behaviour as an independent system, no longer dependent on

physical context for meaning 

(p. 

28). It becomes a conventional

substitute for behaviour, but also, and more important from the

point of view of behaviourists such as Vigotsky, Luria and

Yudovich (1959), it is the means whereby the child can form cate-

gories and relationships for the first time. Structuring in both

thought and behaviour dates from this age. The im ediate effect

of the emergence of an independent language system is that the

child is now able to use speech more effectively to define his

wishes and requests. Language is now, 'iin the words of Bergendal

and Tab (1969) a 'tool instrument' ( p. 22). The onset of this

stage is marked in the child's behaviour by an insistent demand to

know tha names of things, which is followed by a rapid increase

in vocabulary, first of nouns, then of verbs and later adjectives

and grammstical items (Grgoire 19k7, p Lf35_9). In neurological

development this stage is characterized by the emergence of one

hemisphere of the brain, usually the left, as dominant in Speech

functions (Penfield and Roberts 1959, p.2L.O; Lenneberg 1967, p.151).

We may say that the critical period of language learning has now

begun.
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ii Sentence-formig

It is not clear whethe' the commencement of sentences of more than

one word is associated with h. hang. jn the organization of the

- brain, or whether an increase in iiteraflce1.ngth may preceb the

emergence of the independent language system. The twins studied by

Lurla and Tudovich (1959) were producing two and three word utterances,

even though their language had not emerged from the synprazic stage.

These twins were, 1owever, a good deal older than the age at which

sentence-forming usually begins; it was the twin situation which

was ±etarding them rather than any dsla7 i. brain maturity. Morley

(1957) puts the stage of two and three word sentences at 18 months

for kO% of children and at 2k months for 80%(p, 21). Miller and Ervin

(196k) likewise see s.ntence-tormiñg beginning before the second

birthday for most of th. children in their study (p. 13-k). If

utterances of more than one word do occur befor, sentence-forming

properly so-called begins it may be that they are cases of phrases

learnt 'in tot with little awaren.ss on the part of the child oE

the nature of the OOnstitu.nte. Miller and Ervin note earn. examples

of this kind of learning (p. 30) at the same time as true sentence-

formine,4 Gregoire records some instances i his SQrlB befor. they

start to form sentences out of their own resourc.s (p. 183-k),

The characteristics of these early sentences have been discussed

by Brown and Fraser (196k), Brown and B.].lugi (1966), Miller and

Ervin (196k), Ervin (1966), McNei].1 (196) S.utenc.-lengtb Increases

as the constraints on memory-span and th. number of morphemes that

can be. handled In a sentnc. are lifted. Smith (1926) found that
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both vocabulary and sentence-length increase over the next few

years, and that the most significant increases are in sentence-

length and frequency of complet. sentences, up to the age of k3- Ip. 67

It may be that elementary forms of phrase-relationship begin to

appear. When they do, the grammatical relationship is at first

paratactic. Hypotactic constructions and genuine eubord1ntion of

clauses appear after the age of approximately 23- (Stern 192k, p.168).

iii Understanding Precedes Production

Understanding still prsceca production, as at all stages of

development. Distinctions may be made in the child's perception

that are not in fact reflected in speech. Grgoire (19k7) quotes

an instance where his son could hear the difference between "cach"

and "cass" but could not realize the difference in his articulation.

Thus , at 33- years he said what sounded like "cass", but was

obviously Intending "cach": when what he had just sLd was

repeated to him he insisted on the difference of the forms :

"Non, pas cass, cass."(p. 283). Stern (192k) mentions the case

of Stumpf's son who , until the age of 3+, used the very early forms

of vocabulary and syntax which he had learnt in his second year.

Then he suddenly began to use forms proper to his age, fluently and

largely correctly ( p. 15k), indicating that his understanding of

language was steadily and progressively expanding throughout

this period, even though his output did not reflect the fact.

Bergendal and Tab (1969) also describe cases of 'idiopathic

delay' in language, when children may not start to speak until the

age of 5, 6 or 7 years, even though their understanding of speech

appears to be basically intact (p. 23).
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iv	 Acguisition of Syntax

The course of the third and fourth years sees a rapid expansion of

syntactic organization. McNeill (1966) sees the learning of syntax

as covering no more than two years:

"Grammatical speech does not begin before one-and-one-half

years of age; yet, as far as we can tell, the basic process

is complete by three-and-one-half years. Thus a basis for the

rich and intricate competence of adult grammar must emerge in

the short span of twenty-four months "(p. 15).

The basic learning concerns the underlying sentence-generating rules

and grammatical categories. Elaboration of these bases In the way

of syntactic, morphophonemic and phonological transformations

begins within this period and continues over the next years, at

differing speeds for different children and, possibly, for different

languages. Slobin (1966a) considers that Russian children do not

master their relatIv.1r elaborate morphological system until the

age of 7 or 8 years, some time later than English-speaking children

are generally presumed to have mastered theirs (p. 136).

v The Analytical A,proach to Language

After the age of about 3 years, when the grammatical base of

further language is secured, an Interesting phenomenon occurs

in children's linguistic behaviour, which may have an important

bearing on both language-develppment and mental development. This

is the growth of a 'theoretical' or analytical attitude to

language. Lurla and Tudovlch (1959) observe the emergence of this

phenomenon in some tests on their two twins, one Of whom has bad
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sp•clal language training. Th. twins were presented with a number of

sentences such as "In the room are fl y, chairs" (which in the

Russian would consist of three words - " In-the-room; (are) fly.;

chairs" ), and wee. asked to say how man.y words wer. in the

sentence. The twin, Yura, who had receved language training could

Identify the number of words correctly, but the other twin,

Liosha, persisted in counting up the number of objects mentioned.

In th. sentence " In-the-room; one; chair" he said there w.r. two

"wprds", one being "room" and the other "chair". "In-the-dining-room;

five; girls" had, he said, six words (p. 116-7). Here Tura had

developed an analytical attitude as a result of his greater alcill

in language. This attitude may also be found in a child's

awareness of phonological features of language. Gregoire records

an instance In th. history of his son Charles, who at the ag. of

3* became conscious of the differenc. between his 	 pro-

nunciation and that Of his Walloon contemporaries, and attenpt.d to

correct his father's pronunclaton:

"On lie dit pas zncbant ( [ e) ) 11 faut dire chant ( LE3 );
c'est drol., a, mchant,"(p. 270).

Charles also began at this age to correct lila own grammatical

mistakes, either spontaneously or when an error was pointed out

to him by adults (p. 272). Weir (1966) observes her eldest son,

Anthony, aged 5, criticizing the pronunciation of his 2k-year old

brother (p. 16k; the incident Is quoted below in 3.3 vi). This

sensitivity to variations in the speech of others is noticeable
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in the children of the Nursery group in th. present study as well

as older children. It is more noticeable In the younger group

becaus. there Is more opportunity for them to hear errors of

speech from the children around them, both grammatical and phono-

logical. Steven (Lj.,9) corrects another boy's sentence "What Is

there else?" with "What else, you mean". David (Li , 6) and Andrew

(k, 0) laugh at and comment on an unusual pronunciation by Peter (3,6)

of "toys" -	 . Miller and Ervin (19614.) suggest that a child

cannot be said to have acquired a sense of grammaticality until he

begins to correct his own mistakes (p. 28), and it will obviously

not be possible to obtain from children judgements of what they

consider correct or Incorrect until they reach this stage. It

seems likely too that a child will not have a sense of grammaticality

until his own basic learning of syntax is fairly well complete.

It would be tempting to try and relate this development in language

to a more general development in children's thoug1 to establish

whether the analytical approach to language is only a reflection of

a more analytical attitude In other aspects of thought. A great

number of questions of causality - "why?" and "whatfor?" are

recorded in the fourth year of life (Stern 192k, p. 11+0; Ntraux 1950,

p. 50). This is, however, outside the scope of this work.

vi Articulation and Phonemicizatlon

As th. child progresses 'towards a mature speech two separate though

related processes must be distinguished, On the one hand there is
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articulation, th. mastery of movement and co-ordination of the

vocal organs. On the other band there is the classificatory process

that is involVed in grouping a mass of auditory impressions into

the psychological units of phonemes and reflecting this class-

ification in speech production. This is a distinction that many

articulation tests fail to make, as Lewis (1963, p. 107) pointed out.

The latter process is th. more essential for understanding and

speaking, and seems to take place over a much shorter period.

Articulation may never be perfected in certain types of speech-

detectives, yet they may have a complete set of phonemic oppositions,

imperfectly realized. A child too may be able to distinguish

between the word-pairs pinfl_IspinW or "traln"-"chain" quit. eaHy

on In perception, and in speech as	 - [ 'pxTJ ,['tç0wzn]_

, though mastery of the segments [sp] and [J may

not be achieved until some time later. There is some disagreement

as to when the child's phonemic system is complete. Ingram (1968a)

believes that the child has acquired "almost the complete sound-

system of English" as early as 2+ years (p. 5). Descoeudres (1930)

states rather vaguely that the children in her survey could

pronounce all the sounds of Prerich at the age of 3 years "s'ils

s'en dozinent la pein."(p. k7).Albert Jones (1967) fInds that the

phonological system of hIs k-year old and most of his 3-year old

subjects is "functionally complete" with the exception of a lack

of regular distinction between fri and Lw! (p. 113). Menyuk (1967)

notes that by the age of L1. years most children are using all the

basic s7ntactic structures and presumes that the basic phonological
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structure is also present by this age (p. 102). Bergendal and Tab

(1969) put the age of completion of the phonemic system at 5 years

at the latest ( p. 22) while Fry (196k) sees the completion of th.

"set of phonemic oppositions" as occurring between 5 and 7 years

(p. 85). Most of these differences can probably be attributed to

the variety of terms used in th. studies and to failures to

distinguish competence and performance. A short piece of conversation

fXom Weir's(1966) records, between herself and her two sons, Is very

instructive i1 this connection:

Michael (2+) : How bout a coom?

Weir : You have a spoon.

Anthony (5f) : Why does he say coomt

Weir	 : I don't know.

Anthony	 : Mikey, can you say spoon?

Michael	 : Spoon	 (p. 16k)

Here we may see that although th. 2k-year old has certain forms

that he uses ordinarily in speech and vocal play, yet his basic

competence Is more advanced than his performance indicates. This

extract shows also the difficulty of arriving at an assessment of a

chjd competence through a study of his performance. It does

appear that phonological competence is acquired surprisingly early ,

pibab1y as early as 2+ years, but that this competence is not

completely reflected in performance until a considerably later ag•,

and in some respects such as the In-/wi opposition as late as 7

years. As regards control of articulation Templin (1957) reports

that by 8 years children's articulation is essentially mature.

7.atures of childish articulation may of course persist in some
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speakers, and there are those who never achieve standard articulation

of some sounds, particularly /8/ and In.

3.L Later Childhood

i Although the phonological structure and the syntax oS language is

acquired relatively early in life the child still has a great deal

to learn over subsequent periods in linguistic usages. L.nneberg

(1967) sees development in the later stages of childhood in terms

of control of superficial details and stylistic niceties that are

strictly speaking irrelevant to phonological structure (p. 280).

As the child's environment and the range of his experienc, expand

language becomes a more flexible means of expression. At least

three different situations call forth different styles or modes

of language - the home, the school and the peer-group. Lewis (1963)

stresses the part that language plays in the child's progress

through school, and the differentiation that takes place in the

functions of language (p. 170-1). McCarthy (195k) report's Hahn's
I rflc(1n

(l9k8)Athat children in the first grade at school used more complex,

elaborate sentences when talking to each other in a formal class-

room situation than when talking to adults outside school (p. 552).

Within the peer-group sex-groupings may also be formed (Campbell

1966, p. 299) and sex-differences may be noted in speech, most

obviously in vocabulary (Lewis 1963, p. 210-2). It seems likely that

peer-group and sex-group language does not involve the learning of

many new linguistic features, except in the case of the child whose

parents' la guage is different from that of his peers. More probably,
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part of the linguistic resources already acquired beconi associated

with th. peer-group or sex-group situation, while other parts

corn. to be reserved for formal or academic situations, and for the

home situation. Some of the characteristics of group-language are

discussed in section 6 below.

ii Internalization of Thought

After the age of 7 years th. child's language becomes a more

specifically social instrument. It is more frequently addressed

to some specific audience, rather than taking the form of

monologue or collective,- Piaget's(1926) two forms of 'egocentric'

spsech(p. 13-9). After 7/years or so, Piaget maintains, egocentric

speech disappears from the child's linguistic activity, as his

thought develops from autistic to logical. In this progression

egocentric speech and egocentric modes of thought are regarded as

transitional stages (p. 15). Vigotsky (1962) sees egocentric thought

not disappearing around this time, but as being internalized, to

become , conscious or sub-conscious thought(p. 17). He stresses

th. role of egocentric speech in planning and problem-solving. The

internalization of this type of thought - so that the child for

the first time thinks consciously to himself instead of thinking

aloud - has no effect on the structure of language. It does,

however, mark the beginning of a period wh•n, as Piaget puts it:

"Ph. higher stages of conversation properly so-called..., take

place between children. It is also at this ag. t at children

begin to understand each other in spoken ex lanations, as

opposed to explanations in which gestures play a important

a part as word ." (p. Lfl-2)
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iii The End of the Critical Period for Language Learning

As th. child approaches the sarly teens, the critical period for

language learning is coming to an end. The forms of language that

th. child is %lsing at 10 or 11 years wii.l probably remain with him

essentially unchanged for the rest ot his life. L.nn.berg (1967,

pp. 114.3 - 150, 158, 179) and Penfisid and Roberts (p. 235-6)

stress the Importance of the first ten years of lit, in the

formation of language patterns, and agree that after this period

the brain's capacity to relearn speech, aS in aphasia., becomes

severely limited. The flexibility or plasticity of th. young

brain quickly declines after puberty, and "tb. brain behaves as

if it had become set in its ways"(Lenneberg, P. 158). Penfield

and Roberts set the age of neural consolidation somewhat lower

than Lenneberg:

"L eight the child begins to hold on to patterns, and. at nine,

to fix thss patterns" (p. 255)

though their conclusions ar. basically the same - a child's language

learning is at an end, where his first language is conc.rned,by

10 or 1]. years.

4.. Phonological Deuelopni,nt

Z..l Zan y Stages

I Neonat.

The distinctive character of neonate vocalization has been emphas-

ized by recent writers. McCarthy (195k) agrees with Lynip (1951)
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in stressing that these Vocalizations should not be described in

terms of adult sounds (p. 516). The differences may have a

physiological basis. J.spers.n (1922) measured the length of a

new-born baby's jaw and found It to be L5 mm., increasing to 60

mm. at 3 months, and to 75 mm. at 11 months. By 5 years the jaw

had attained virtually its maximum length - 99 mm. on averag, for

males and 93 mm. for females (p. 10k). Changes in vocal form

during the first year may be partly attributable to changes in

the peripheral organs C Ervin-Tripp 1966, p. 58) - the neonate has

a flatter palate and larger tongue In relation to the size of

oral cavity than the older child. Acoustic properties of neonate

utterances can also be ascribed to a lack of muscular control

in vocal production. Lenneberg (196k) found that spectrograms of

2 to month old children's vocalizations showed marked divergence

from th. patterns associated with adult vowels. The formant

structure was Ill-defined and only rarely identifiable as that

of an English vowel; the 'accordion effect', caused by the

bunching together, than separating, of the striations in the

spectrogra, indicated a constantly changing frequency rate of

vocal cord vibration, In contrast with the relatively steady

rate found in spectrogra'4s of adult vowels ( p . 116-7). In these

pre-babbling stases most vocalization is indeterminate and cannot

be described in terms of vocoid and contojd. Th. vocal cords

produce phonation, and if there do occur obstructions within the

oral cavity, these are not strongly maintained. Such 'articulations'
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as have been recorded are mainly caused by contact of the back of

tongue with the v.lar or uvular areas of the mouth. Grgoire (1937)

describes such sounds as variants of a Iphonem./r/ - the French

uvular fricative (p. 30). Irwin (1957, p. Li6) and Lewis (1936,

p. 214) and indeed many other observers of child speech have recorded

the fact that early non-crying sounds are back-orientat.d, though

they over-emphasize th. adult nature of the sounds with such

transcriptions as	 • Their predominance may be

a r.sult of the	 predominantly supine posture. The adoption

of a sitting postur. will affect the normal position of the soft
am0(lta. tl'*MS)

palate and it is this that probably accounts for a reduction in

th. number of back-produced sounds after the first k to 6 months

(McCarthy 195k, p. 513). Tb. growth of teeth also affects the

types of sound produced (McCarthy, ibid.).

ii Babbling

The first sounds that are recorded in babbling proper have pre-

dominantly labial articulation. Lewis (1936, p . 3k), J.spers.n (1922,

p . 105) have accounted for this by th. fact that they are produced

with the muscles used in sucking - in other words, they are initially

sounds associated with the pleasurable activity of feeding.

Others have tried to •xplain these sounds as tb. result of early

imitation, resulting from visual observation of the mother's lips

as sh• is talking. To this Gr goire(l937, p. 15) and Jssp.rsen

(1922, p. 105) reply that this is hardly likely since children,

if they do look at the face of a speaking adult, look at th. eyes
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and hardly- ever th. mouth. Blind children too show the same early

pr.f.r.nc. for labial articulations. &lthou h there is a certain

universality about the first sounds recorded in babbling, there is

no fixed order in which sounds follow (Jakobson 1968, p. 8-9).
a

Tb. opposition Vowel - Consonant seems to be operating early on,

athdl
befor, the stag. when the child starts to assimilate	 influences —

since the babbling of deaf children is no different from that of
normally hearing children in this respeci in the first six months

of life (Fry 196k, p. 78-9; Lenneb.rg 196?, p. 139). Reduplication

of syllables of the pattern CV or 'VC is the commonest sequenc. in

babbling (Ervin-Tripp 1966, p. 58) as in utterances such as

'tajtajtajtoto', 'avapamamam', 'tatata' (Grgoire 1937, pp. 95, 67),

where sometimes the same syllable type is repeated, sometimes the

vowel or consonant is varied. Jakobson (1968) notes the astonishing

variety of sounds that a child's babbling may encompass (p. 21).

Quit. commonly a child will produce a number of sounds that are

not beard In th. adult language around him, such as the ingressye

vocoids and contoids, bilabial trilla, 1ab10-1iigua1 [i] noted by

Grgoire (1937, pp. 51, 62). Jespersen (1922) notices that Bounds

which give the child great difficulty later on are produced with

ease in. babbling. This represents the difference between doing a

thing In play, without a plan, and doing, the same thing with

conscious intent - when a specific sound is to be produced at a

specific point in a sequence, with one sotud befor• and another
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after (p. 106). When the child begins to us. sounds intentionally

and perhaps with meaning, the stock of sounds diminishes dramatically;

there may even be a period of complete silence before the first

phonemes (Jakobson 1968, p. 29). Ervin-Tripp (1966) comments on

this division, both temporal and functional, between babble and

the linguistic stage:

"Th. child's vocal output during this time C babbling) has no
known formal relation to his later phonological and grammatical

patterns, though the comprehension system lays the groundwork

for these patterns. However, there appears to be no discontinuity

in the functions of language, or in the social factors influenc-

ing fluency, which continue without a break from the pr.-

linguistic into the linguistic period." (p. 60).

k.Z First Phonemes

Any discussion of child phonology has to take into account

Jakobson's (l9L.9, 1968) theory of phonemic acquisition. Briefly,

the theory states that the child's phonemic system is acquired

neither randomly , no ready-made from the adults around him.

It develops systematically, by proceeding from the maximum

possibl, phonemic distinction through smaller and smaller dif f-

erentiations. Expressed in another way, it develops by bringing

Into the child's set of phonemic oppositions an increasing number

of distinctive features. Th. first opposition is the maximal one

of Vow.l - Consonant. Though the child has been uttering syllables

that apparently observe this opposition from the start of the

babbling period, yet when hi starts to try and control his utter-

ance, th. opposition takes the form of th. two maximally contrastiv•
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sbuads. Tb. first vowel of all is the most vowel-U.k. or chrom tic -

an open f/i/I, while the first consonant of all is the most
consonant-ilk. - a labial stop, in articulatory terms the most

extreme closure and the most perceptible absence of acoustic vowel

resonance. If the consonant is also voiceless, this Is yet

another contrast with th. full voicing of th. vowel, though at

this stage voiced and voiceless consonants are not contrastive.

Tb. consonant now subdivides; th. first consonantal opposition is

that of stop versus nasal. Closure of both oral and nasal cavitjres

is contrasted with closure of the oral and resonance of the nasal

cavity. I/P/I, a phoneme that may have many allophones, among them

rp,b,t,d], is contrasted with I/Mi!, which may have allophones

[m,n3 . Then the feature labial v. dental Is introduced. Jakobson

sees this split as the manifestation of a universal feature light

v. dark. In acoustic terms the dental plosives are the extreme

'light' consonants - more so than the alveolars, which is why

dental articulations are encountered so often in children's speech -
syStervb

while the lablals are 'dark' in comparison. This basic consonantalA

Is present in all the languages of the world. Once it has been

established the vowel system develops further. To the maximally

chromatic i/A/I is added a narrow vowel I/I/f, the maximally

achromatic vowel. In the vowel system chromatism is th. primary

feature, as the light-dark. op osition is primary among the con-

sona t. Once this first vowel division has been made along the

polarity of chroniaticity the feature light-dark is introduced

into the vowels as a second feature, and the narrow vowel is split
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into a alatal or light vowel and a vs].ar or dark vowel, the o p0-

sition being further stre gthened by the ron ding of the velar

vowel. Either this split into I/I/I-I/U//takes place, or a third

vowel app.ars 'between 1/11/ and /111/ that is uon-op.n and non-close.

Every language of the world, it is claimed, has a Towel system of

at least three vowel items, arranged in one or other of these ways.

Aft.r th. establishment of these vocalic and consonantal bases, fur

further development proceeds through the introduction of fleW

features into the phone Ic system. Tb. feature of chromatism, for

example, Is introduced among the consonants when velar consons

are acquired. Lt all points, however, phonoloical development is

subject to 'irreversible solidari,ties' 	 sequential r.),at;Lonships

o'verning t e order of appearance of phonemes. 'hus, a fricative

at a certain point of articulation can only ap.ar after the stop

associated with the same point : a back-front contrast between two

open vowels can only occur if there is a siilar contrast between

two closer vowels : back consonants, such as /k/,/g/,/5/,/y', can
only be acquired after front consonants with the same manner of

articulation : 'secondary' rounded front and unrounded back vowels

can only appear after the 'prmar7' vowels at the same degree of

ap.rtur : a second liquid such as In or /Z/ s among the last

contrasts to ap ear. Th, late appearanc. of sounds in a language

is related by Jakobson to the rarity of a particular sound among

the languages of the world, though there may be other factors at

work among these late arrivals in the phonemic syaterne Try (196k)

has argued that the fr.u.ncy or infrequ.ncy with which a sound
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occurs in a given language, and its functional load - rather than

its total frequency In the languages of the world - will determine

the rate at which it appears In children's speech. So /3/ as In

English "measure" and French "jeune", will appear later In

English,wh.re it is comparatively infrequently used, than in

Fr.nch , where it Is more common (p. 85). Th. most important factor

determining the speed and ease of acquisition of a particular sound,

as Jakobson's approach emphasizes, is the acoustic distinctiveness

ofsound. Miller and Nicely (1955) found that In general sounds

that differ in place of articulation are harder to distinguish

than sounds differing in manner of articulation (p. 31i9). Thus the

difference between If! and /p/ is more easily perceived than that

between If! and /e/. The latter distinction is in fact one of the

hardest oppositions for English speakers to perceive, and it Is

also on. of the last fricative contrasts that English children

master (Ingrain 1968a, p.5). Initial con*o1snte in a word are

more easily perceived than those in final positions (Pronovost

and Dumbleton, 1953, p . 262) and phonemic oppositions are realized

In word-initial position earlier than in fi1al position (cf. the

findings of Templin 1957, Weliman et a).. 1931 in 5.2 below).

Ii The Relation of Babbling and Language

Ervin-Tripp (1966) In the quotation above sees no formal relation

between babbling and the linguistic period proper. Jakobson (1968)

also insists on making a clear distinction between the sounds of

babbling and the first sounds that are used with distinctive
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'meaning' (p. 29). L.nn.berg (196k) even proposes that babbling is

not essential to language, or at least tQ the understandthng of

language. lie describes the ca. of a boy who could not utter speech,

yet showed a measure of understaidin at the age of 8 years (p l2z-5).

This attömpt to dtvorce babbling and language rope1' map- represent

an over-reaction to the approach to infant language exemplified

by Irwin (1957), who made no distinction, at all between the two

forms of utterance. li. stated that at the ag. of 2 months the child

had on average "seven and a half phonemes", and that this number

increased to twenty sev.n a.t 2 years of age (p. k12), While this

approach IS far too over-simplified in the light o Jakobson's

work and subsequent findings, yet it wou1 e wise not to under-

estimate the part played by babbling in early language. Th. child's

first words, for example, have a. structural form which owes ,mi.ich to

babbling forms. Lewis (1936) finds that L4.6% of his subject .'.s

first words were of the reduplicated form CVCV (p. 169). Ervin-

Tripp (1966) also notes the early predominance of this pattern in

words, becoming less common after 2 years of age (p. 69).

Jskoson (1968> states that with the arrival of the first phonemes

there is a drastic ductjon in th. number of sounds produced by

the child, but does not make it clear whether this reduction applies

also to the child's babble, which as he says does not disappear

straight away, but becomes gradually less important (p. 2.9).

However, Grgoire's (l937) records of his two sons' speech about the

time of their first words indicat, that their babble now contains

both 1inguiatj.c sounds - squnds which an, functioning as phonemes-
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and non-linguistic sounds. In the last quarter of their tirst

year he notes forms that are beginning to acquire semantic function

and a great variety of forms that persist from their earlier

babbling activities (p. 94 - 101). There are also forms such as

'ptpEpapababEb'(p. 89), which is obviously not a word, but still

a babble-form, t ough it contains consonants which are by now

phonemes. We may perhaps speculate as to whether purposeful language

and vocal play are differentiated in the child's behaviour at th.

time when the first phonemes appear; whether the child whose

utterance changes from a sequence of indeterminate CVCV structure

to something like tpo.p4] or [baba] is trying to 'say' something

any mor. than the child who reproduces the intonation of an adult

sentence over a polysyllabic utterance. Many of the 	 first

words may neither imply a wish to communicate nor express an affect-

ive state. They take a certain phonetic form, as Crystal (1969)

points out , which may be interpreted by the adults around him as

"ta", "aligone" or "dadad" pgr1i4), but these phenomena may represent

merely a more structured kind of vocal play, a form of babble on.

stag. nearer to adult language, and not language proper. In time,

an indiscriminate phonetic response to a situation maj be replaced

by a selected, differentiated response, so that the child says

[m4in) when he feels hungry or uncomfortable, or [ti] when a train

goes by. Then we may start to talk of first words, but first

phonemes have "--fj- preceded this stage. Hers we may recall that

on. of Lenn.berg's (1967) characteristics of maturationally

controlled behaviour was its emergence in whole or part before it
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is of any immediate use to the individual (p. 126). Jakobson (1968)

makes a distinction between phonemes, which occur in words, and the

sounds which the child uses in 'onomatopoeic' imitations Of

sounds from the natural world - sounds such as the singing of birds,

the barkin of dogs or the whistle of a train. He maintains that

the sounds which the child uses in these imitations are those

sounds which have not yet been incorporated into the set of phonemes

(p. 25-6). Grgoire (1937) gives some instances from his son Charles:

thus, [go] or [gy] for a cock's crow, [rorrereJ for the sound

of bells (p.110). {tet etel was at first a similar 'onomatopoeic'

reaction to the sound or sight of passing trains . It was a coincid-

ental similarity of this utterance to an adult word that led to

Its eventual acceptance by the parents as "train" ( p. 78 - 80).

At the same time as the above utterances GrgoIre also recorded

[papapa] and [wawawa] for the sound of a sewing-machine, and

[man , man] , again, at the sound of bells (p. 110). At this

time /pf, 1w! and 1W were part of his phonemic repertoire. From

these specimens it can be seen that these so-called onomatopoeie

Imitations are neither onomatopoeic , nor, strictly speaking,

imitations. None of them suggests the sound that acted as stimulus,

and th. different reactions to the ringing of bells Indicat, that

it was not the child's intention to produce a specific phonetic

re ponse on either occasion. Again, these may be considered as

unspecified vocal responses to situations, of which only ftc]

caine to be learned as a specific response. Th. wide range of sounds,
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both phonemic and non-phonemic, occurring in this typ. of utterance,

suggests that this is another form of vocal, p1y, possibly a

dvslop ant o babbling, ai4 that it is a !ruitfu]. source

of languag. development: it prov:Idea th. child with opportunities

to practic. and bring under control sounds which h. is using in

directed utterances as well as sounds which he is shortly to use.

This brings to mind again the evidenc. of Wöir (1962, 1966) that

language and oca1. play are closely linked. Bullowa, Jones and

Beyer (196k) assum. that one of the significant stages in the

acquisition of a sound contrast is its appearance in babbling; the

other stages being jt appearance in discrimination and its first

purposeful us. (p. 106).

iii Phonological Form of First Words

For a certain period children's words have a highly characteristic

form. Syllable structure is of a limited type - CV or VC-and

syllables are commonly duplicated. Consonants are predominantly

labial and dental, predominantly stops, nasals or semi..vowels

(Lewis 1936, p. 169); there is a limited number of vowels. stern

l92k) stresses that the child's vocabulary stays, for a time,

within strict phonetic limits. If ha does adopt adult words it is
are

those words whlchbwithin his anderstanding and not 'beyond speech' -

in other words, do not us. sounds outside his own phonemic repertoire

(p.	 Lewis (1936) distinguishes this phase from the later

on. when th. child begin, to extend the scope of his vocabulary

and to attempt a4aIt words containing sounds not actually in his
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articulatory scope. It is t this later stage that the

charact ristic phonological mistakes of child language start to

appear. The stage of the first words seems to correspond to the

grammatical stage of holophrastic or one-word sentences (3.2 vi)

which precedes the emergence of language as an independent system,

the period of sentence-forming and of language-learning proper

(3.3 i,ii). As we have seen, this later period is marked by a demand
to know the names of things, and an increase in vocabulary; it seems

very likely that the child's deviations from the adult phonological

normsLcoincide with his increased awareness of what those norms are,

lf.3 Children's Phonolo gy in the Critical Period for Language Learning

I Phonological Competenc.

Much of the child's phonemic system has been acquired before the

start of syntax learning, and thin is evidence that a good

underlying phonological competence Is acquired relatively early

in this period. Jakobson (1968) notes that some phonemic

distinctions may appear to be used corr.ctly at first, but then

vanish to reappear later (p.23). This may indicate that a

distinction is undsrstood at an early stage, but that it may thin

go out of use in speech even though it is present In the child's

competence and possibly his auditory discrimination. Children

are often found to be able to articulat. sounds in isolation that

they do not ordinarily use in connected speech (Weir 196G,p.161i;

Morley 1957, p .25) The fact that a child can produce a sound that
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adults ask him to copy can baken as en indication that he has

the sound within his conip.tence. As was found in con ection with

syntax (1.2 ii) a child is not generally able to imitate a contrast

within the linguistic 7stem before he Cax. understand it. Chomsky

(196k) sees further evidence for this under1ing competence in

the fact that when phonological advances are mad. -they are usually

correct 'across the board' (p. 38). Thus although the distinction

fb/ - /br/ may not have been observed in the child's speech, when

be does master it in speech the innovation is us.d Irom the very

start in only the correct cont.xts Then, is no over—generalization

such that "biztier" becomes "bn12tt.r, ; once "bridge" i,a produced

with /bn/ so an. all the other words that have the clfl6ter. Ingram

(1968a) argues that most of the oppositions in. the child's phono-

logical system are present as early as 23 years (p. 5) Puturs

researches may yossibly discover that th. underlying phonological

competence i established in advance even of this age..

ii Relation of Child and Adult Phonologjes

Traditionally it has been implicitly recognized that after a certain

age the speech of young children was a derivation of adult speech.

Early linguists failsd, however, to see any &yst.matic character

in their phonological derivations. Stern (192k) spok. of 'mutilations1

of which he claimed to •stablish six kinds, these being elision of

ounde and. of syllables, substitution of sounds, assimilation,

met tbesjs and contamination (p. 115). To these forms of error

others added omission, approximatign or distortion, anticipation

and inconsistency (Williams •t *1. 1937; lehman st al. 1931; Lewis
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1936; Templin 1957; Morley 957; Spriestersbach and Curtis 195).

A concentration on the classifying of types of error led many

researchers to overlook the relation between the adult sound aimed

at and the child's eventual output - the re'ation, in fact, between

adult competence and child performance. Instead, studies tended to

examine the development of types of error - for example, the

proportion of omissions, substitutions and distortions at any one

age. Furthermore the trend towards large scientific surveys, using

large numbers of subjects and all the techniques of social science -

statistics, control groups, reliability tests and so on - though

excellent for the discovery of factors operating on speech

acquisition, hid from view the fact that Individual children vary

considerably in the way that they reflect the adult model language

in their own performance. Morley (1957) noticed, for eçamp1e,

rtj. ' that some children are consistent in the substitutions that

they make, while others appear to be very erratic (p. kO-].).

Ervin-Tripp (1966) suggests that children's substitutions might

be much more usefully described in terms of substitution rules than

in a mere list of errors ( p . 70). Jespersen had in fact given a

lead in this approach as long ago as 1922. From the child-forms

pe1lt = "smell";	 = "sneeze"; 'poke' = tismokew; 't;ow =

"snow", he extra',olated the rule: tl/5/ + a nasal becomes the

voiceless stop corresponding to the nasal" (p. 107). His example

seems to have been largely ignored until recently when t1*ntratis-

formational approach to language re-emphasized the relationship
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between underlying and surfacs forms. An application of trans-

formational mapping rules to his own son's phonological output is

carried out by LV.Smith (1970), who views the child's speech as

a systematic transformation of adult competence resulting from

the application of jncompetence rules' (p.3). a points

out that one particular feature-complex in the adult system may

be subjected to different transformations at different times -

changing it realization while preserving its opposition to other

phonological tinits in the system. Such changes are relatively

easily expressed in terms of generative phonology but would be

outside the scope of taxonomic phonemics or prosodic phonology

( p . 3 - k).

iii Principles in Substitutions

If generative phonology gives the most informative account of the

individual child's transformations of adult phonology, it will

clearly not be able to account for the more general phonological

c aracteristics of th. deviations of large numbers of children

without a great deal of complexity. It may, however, be possible to

discern certain general principles informing all kinds of child

incompetence rules'. Two principles, taken in conjunction with

what has already been noted of the processes operating In children's

languag. learning, should be able to account for most If not all of

the various types of 'error' noted by previous commentators:

a) Auditory Distinctiveness

Th. same principle that Jakobson has seen to be operating in
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the child's acquisition of phonology can also be found in some of

th. for'ms of child speech which seemed so bewild ring and contra-

dictory to earlier writers. The principle - it will be r repeating -

is that some distinctive features are more distinctive than others,

in the sense that they are more readily perceived, by the child,

and are consequently more easily mastered in his articulation.

Auditory distinctiveness doss not onl$ apply to single sounds.

Stressed syllables are more easil7 perceived by the child than

unstressed, and can thus be expected to be reproduced by his sooner

than unstressed syllables. This was one of the cans.. suggested for

'telegraphic' speech ( 1.2 ii)

b) Predominance of Earll Rabits

Connected with the principle of auditory distinctiveness, and

perhaps a corollary to it, is the rule of predominanc. Of early

habits of articulation over liite. This has be.n noticed by Lewis

(1936, p. 178-9), Avraa (1962, . 31 i 5). Jugt as the habits acquired

b th. child during babbling have some influence on the torm,s

his first words take, so the habits of the early phonological

sta.s have a part in 'sb. substitutions of the later stages.

Lewis found that where a child, substituted a sound in ibis phonemic

repertoir, for another sound which was also in his repertoire, in

h. great major1t o cases this was due to a mor. recently

acquired sound being replaced by a longer established sound(p. 179).

lie noted that m ny children substitute Is! for If!, while others
substitute in the opposite directi n (p. 181; also Grgoire l9k7,

pp. 292, 313 8). Clearly, this would dspend n which form was mastered
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firt.

With these twd 'principles' borne in mind it should be possible to

define the types of error •stablished barlier writers in terms of

features of adult language that the child has r.tained and features

that he has failed to observe.

iv Omission and Elision

Weilman et al. (193l p. 65) and TemplIn (1957, p. 58-9) have

established that omission types of error decrease with age,

giving way to substitution or errors of defective articulatiøn

at later ages. This conclusion is not surprising: since omission

of a phonem. represents a stage when rio satQre of a phoneme is

present in the context where the error occurs it would be expected

to occur in the early stages of phonological acquisition. It may

reflect the absence of the features in his competence or merely

an articulatory disability. Higgs (1968) remarks that zero realizat-

ion of Is! in /6/ + stop clusters is associated predominantly with

early ages (p. 138). Lewis (1936) discusses the elision of segments

from consonants clusters ( p. 17k-?). He divides clusters Into

'front and middle' or 'back and middle' combinations - /p]., sp, bi,

br, fi, tr, dr, sn, ki, sk, kj, gi, gr - and combinations of

consonant plus a front continuant - /pw, bw, sw, 1w, kw, gw, Jv,

pq /. In the case of the first group he adduces the rule that It
is always the 'middle' consonant - /1, r, SI or /j/ - that elides,

leaving /p, b, f, t, d, n, I, g, I. The second group always
results in a single front conso ant - what Lewis C lie 'fronting'.
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In f Ct, in Lewis' own terms it would h ye been easier to find an

explanation for the 'oeh viour of the first group of clu ters.

Every one of th elided consonants is a fricativ, or liquid,

and in every case the consonant that is retained is one that is

acquired earlier by the child in Jakobson's order of acquisition.

The retained element then is more 'distinctive', and also an

earlier acquired articulation. In the secon4 group, where for

example "swimming" becomes [im1n], we see the features of the

two •l.m.nts in the cluster conflated into on. segment, so that

very little is elided in this case. The features 'fricative' and

of Is! are retained, and the feature 'bilabial from

1w!: the only feature that has been omitted is that of sequencing.

Omission or elision of sounds in different positions in the word

is associated with auditory prominence. Pinal consonants are less

easily perceived by the child than Initial (Pronovost and Dumbleton

1953, p. 262). This is reflected in the findings of Weliman et a).

( 1 931 , p. 62), Morley (1957, p. 36), Templin (1957, p. 60) that

word-initial consonants are mastered before word-final ones.

Stern (192k) distinguishes elision of sounds and •lision of

syllables (p. 155) Elision oi syllables is clearly associated with

auditory distinctiveness. Elided syllables in the early stages of

shild language are nearly always those with weak stress, so that

"because" becomes /kuz/ or !koz/, "except" becomes /sept/ and so

on. Ther. are also semantic and syntactic considerations (1.2 ii

above), and possibly th. factor of memory-span at th. younger ages.
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.Eo1m.s (1927) recorded a tendency in his daughter Molly to reduce

all polysyllables to two syllables at the most, so that "auto-

mObile" became [bi](p. 22k. flolines' transcription,= J'abiJ )

v Peduced Phote'uic Oppositions

A child ay substitute a sound within his phonemic system for

another sound not yet within bis phonemic rep.rtoir., thereby

obscuring the distinction between two items that are contrasted

in tht adUlt language. It may be that such substitution reflects

a confusion of the tw sounds in his discrimination; his competence

does not then encompass the features operating in an Opposition

sucb as 1k! - /t/. This may be called a 'pr.coin.tent' stage? If

however the child can hesx the opposition but is 'unable to make

use of it - so that be differentiates his response to "turn" and

"come", but produces both in the form of "tu - then. we may call

this, fter LV. Smith, an 'incompetent' stag.. In the latter

case, when /k! comes to be used, it is zsed universally In the

correct contexts. If, however, when the phoneme do•s appear there

Is confusion of /t/ and 1k! in words that have It! in. adlt language,

a hyper-correct repression of /t/ noted by Jakobson (1968, p. 5Lf),

we may suggest this Is a result of th. child's passing from the

precompstent stage to active use f tb. phoaeme without transition

through the incompetent state. Jespersen (1922) also refers to

thIs phenomenon, attributing it to the fact that the child has

learnt to pronounce th, 9Ufl t a ti • when "its own. acoustic

ii resslon Is not yet çuite settled "( p. 110). In other words

auditory discrimination of t e phoneme has not preceded its active
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us•, or at is st not prece e4t by a sufficiently long period of

time for the child to become accustomed to adult us ge in the

s3und which he is learning to recognize.

vi Apparent Lac of Contrast

It is possible that a child may be realizing an opposition between

two items In his active speech, but that because the feature

operating In the contrast is not the normal one for adult speech

it appears that there is no contrast. ErvinTripp (1966) gives the

example of Velten's daughter, who seemed to have no otcsdQvoiceless

opoosition. Closer inspection revealed, however, that the child was

making a distinction between "bad" and "bat" by contrasting the

length of the vowel, so that "bad" became /baat/, as opposed to

"bat" with a short vowel /bat/. The child had analyzed the adult

system In which vowels ae longer before voiced consonants, and

isolated the feature of vowel-length before that of voicing (p. 70).

Gregoire (19k7) found a similar feature being used by his son, so

that "voyage" became /voye.:che/ and "fromage" /fon.:sse/(p. 331).

In these cases the speaker has two contresting Items, thought

to adult ears) looking for the feature that they are used to

recognizing, the Items m y not In fact appear contrastive.

vii Substitutions

It is reported that children's substitutions ar, different at

early and at 1 tsr st ges. Jakobson (1968) remark that fricatives

are often replaced by young children with a stop at the same place

of articulation ( p. 51) and this is confirmed by the findings of
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L.vina (l91.0) and of Lyamina and Gagua (l91.), reported by Slobim

(l966b,pp.372,3?k-5). Williams •t a]. (1937), working with rather

older subjects, claimed to establish that stops ar. generally
4ic.cfmr fm'

substituid for stops, andbfricative. except when, a difficult

fricative is replaced by the "easier stop" (p.29-30). This s.m.s

to be born. olt by the finding of Miller aid Nicely (1955) that

diff.r.nc.s of manner of articulation are easier to hiai' than

differences qf place (p.31 j.9), o that ii substituting a sound,

the sound with th. same manner of articulation aa the intended

sound wil.J. appear clos.r to the intended oumd than on. pith

the earn. plac. of articulation but differing in manner.

In th. early stages t1 child substitutes plosives, which are

master.d first, for friativu at the same point of articulation. It

may be that the child cannot perceiv, the f.atue 'fricaU1v.' at this

time, or else that he is finding the fricative articulation difficult,

and the rule of predom4.namce f .arly articulatory habits applies.

Later, his perception and articulation of fricatives improve, and

he hae control of the contrast plosi,-. - fricative, btt place-of-

articulation features may not b. mastered completely in performance.

In later substitutions a child replaces a sound that h. has not

clearly beard or that cause. articulatory difficulty with one that

is acoustically close to it - in other words, that shares a number

of auditory features with it, The distinction /f/-/e/ ii English,

which 1. one of the hardest to hear (Miller a*d Nicely l955,p.3A1.9)

is lat.r in appearing for some children. Ingram (l968a)

motes that If! may be substituted for /0/ as Late as 5+
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years , even by children who can produce th. inter-dental te]
as a lisped allophoni of /s/(p. 5). In thss cases we see that

a distinction cannot be beard between two phon.m. even by children

who have the articulations of th. adult norms for th. phonemes in

active us.. Lg*in, early forms pr.dom nate at these later stages:

/s/ ts substituted for If', and vic, versa dependinoa which of the
forms wa acquired first b the child (Lewis l93, p. 181).

Other types of derivatiOns of adult language can be cl*ssified as

types of substitution, in the sense that a phoneme may be replaced

by another sound which is also a phonemic unit, rather than a defec-

tive articulation. They are:

Assimilation

A sound ma1y show soms of the dietinctive features associated with

its position in a word, but be influencsd in other features by

neighbouring sounds in the same word. Avzam(1962) give some

exam lea from his son's early learning of niitan. Tn the case

of /momuj instsd of /pomu/ for "pomul" = "tree" the initial.

elentent is 1nluenced in nasality by the following hal, and in
/nanu/ instead of /nasu/ "nasul" = "nose" 1h. second consonant

has acquired the nasality of the first. In /gadaI for /gat&/ =

"it's fixed", the feature of voicing has been assimilated by the

second con6onant from the first (p. 3k). The consonant that is

assimilated may share only a few features with the eZement that

replaces it, as in /papo/ for "ch peau" (Ervin-Trtpp 1966, p. 70).

Metathesis

Metathesis is usuaUy taken to describ, cases where all the segmental
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features of a word are present, but a feature of sequencing is

sapplied - tus 'wops' for 'lwasp",	 for "toast"( Stern

192k, p. 155). The term could also be used to describe cases

where all or most of the features of a word are produced, but their

unusual sequencing produces new forms. Thus in Avram's records,

/gutu/ in p1 cc of /duku/( a na e) gives the voicing features in

their original sequence, but the features 'dental' and

are juxtaposed (p. 3L 5). Imagaf is a for of /beka/ "bench", where
the opposition of features 'labial' and 'velar' survives, but the

feature 'nasal' is transferred from the second to the first

consonant, and the feature 'voiced stop' from first to second

( p . 3kk)

viii Approximation or Distortion

With approximation we are still concerned with the replacement of

sounds by other sounds, but in these cases replacement

is by a sound that is not one of the child's phonemes, and not

a standard speech-sound In the adult language. The term'approxini-

atiox , used by Spriestersbach and Curtis (1957) is more suggestive

of the nature of these sounds than 'distortion'. The majority of

approximations represent the child's articulati n moving nearer to

the adult norm for a sound than is the case with phonemic substitut-

i na. As Ingrain (1968a) and his associates have shown, articulation

development proceeds aJoig the lines of incre sing control of

the features of the adult system . The child's realization of

an adult s und or cluster approxiinates at ever7 et go nearer to



the adult norm. The d ta obtained from a group of normal speaking

children in Edinburgh provide a valuable picture of development,

part1cularly of consonant clusters, and demonstrate a striking

regularity in the evolution of sounds, where it seemed previously

that develo ment was largely random and v dilating. There was

four4 a marked similarity, for example, in the evolution of

Is! 1 plosive clusters:

/ 1
	

2+
	

3.	 3+

Isp! in "spoon" *	 p	 p	 9P

/st! in "stamps"
	

t	 t
	

st

/sk/ in "scarfs"	 kh	 k	 k	 k	 sk(p.2

This is a simplified and over-generalized pictur.* , but it displays

many nøteworthy points. At 2f years the realization of these clusters

is not differentiated from the normal realization of the single

voiceless, asoirated plosive which most children of 2+ years have

mastered. There is thtza no opposition of /sp/ -/p/, /ak/ -/k!,

/st! t.'ft/ in the child's performance. At the next stage there is

differentiation between two bundles of features, the feature

'unas irated' characterizing /sp!, /st! and /sk/ at this point.

The child has now a three-way plosive system, consisting of voiced

plosives /b,d,g/, voiceless aspirated plosives /p,t,k/ and

voiceless un spirated plosives corresponding to adult /sp,st,sk/.

* /sp/ may be realized by some children as a bilabial fricative
Cfl (Holmes 1927, p. 22), though this does not seem to be true
of /sk/ nd /et!.
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Subsequent stages witness the appearance of a fricative and the

progressive use of more adu1t-ype features in th. fricative up

to the mature stage. In the clusters Plosiv. + /1/, Plosive + In

and /s! + Nasal, different patterns are observed, but the same

process underlies the development of all these clusters, namely

the emergence at each developmental stage of more features of

the mature system than were present in the preceding stage.

Ingram (1968a) comments:

"Once the student has a deeper understanding of th. stages

and the maturational features of the various groups aid
sub-groups, findings previously regarded as inexplicable
and inconsistent acquire a new meaning. For example, why
should a single child use such a wide variety of substitut-
ions as the following: [l,,n,g] ? Place the segment in
context, and the reason is obvious; {iJ in [ii:pJ "sleep";
[w]in [w(w)imin] 'swimming'; [n] in [nnoJ 'snow'; CJ in
[ocar] 'soldier'." (p. L4)

Hutcheson (1968), using material from the same survey, presents

th. acquisition of features in the cluster /br/ in tabular form:

Feature
labiality	 -f + + ^ + .4 + 4-
voicing	 4 +	 + + +	 +

stop	 4* .4	 + + _+ ^ +

alveolarity	 ^----

central approxim- 	 +
atio.n. or tap	 - - — — - -
sequencing	 - ± _,_• + 4-	 - +

score (i.e. number	 3 3	 4 5'
of features



In all these cases can be seen the value of tre ting a cluster as

one unit, a bundle of features, and not as separate items, one or

the Other of which ma be elided, substituted or distorted.

k.'+ Apparent Irregularity of Phonological Progress

Given the orderly and lawful advance that Jakobson tnd Ingram have

shown to characterize phonological development it is perhaps

surprising that earlier investigators viewed child phonology as

a highly confused subject, until the attention is drawn to a

number of factors that serve to mask and confuse the systematic

advance of phonology.

i Temporary Disappearance of a Contrast or Feature

Jakobson (1968) noteø that som. of the more difficult sounds in

a language, the sounds that are generally acquired at a relatively

late stage, may appear in the child's first phonemic utterances,

but ten disappear, to re-appear considerably later. p. 23).

Hutcheson (1968) also notes that an appropriate feature that a

child has mastered may vanish temporarily from spe*ch while

other features are brought under control, The medial sequence in

"chimney" may develop in stages as i-mb-I; I-nd-I; I-md_I; i-mn-I

( p . kQ)e In the second stage the feature 'labial' disappears, while

the feature 'alveolar' is learnt in this position. Later the two

features are combined in the correct sequence, though with nasality

in only on. segment.

ii Instability of Pronunciation

In vocabulary, th. child passes through aphase, poe Ibly more than
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on., wher. the articulation of words may b. very unstable. Mtraux

(1950) noteø that at 36 months words may be first correctly, then

incorrectly produced within the same conversation (p. k4). Grgoir.

(1937) has examples of the same thing in his sons , noting at

3+ years rival forms of "bo'rijour" - [bayou and [bazou (p. 281).

Ervin (1966) also reports unpr dictable forms of words at a

so ewhat earlier age, between 2 and 2+ years, when "orange" ay

be produced as "orinch, orinz, orints, orins, orinshtt, byy the

same child ( p . 175).

Children also pass through a stage of 'relapsing articulation',which

represents a regression of the child's articulation and perhaps

other aspects of his language to an earlier less developed state.

It may be due to stress, excitement, jealousy of a younger child,

or merely attributable to the child's pleasure in imitating, or

varying his style of speech, which Jakobson (1968, p. 17) noted.

Morley( l957) observed a period of relapsing articulation 1.m

approximately a third of the children in her study (p. 22-3)

iii General Assimilation

Sterit (192k) defines genera]. assirnil tion as the preference of a

child for certaLn sounds over others, which he replaces with the

preferred forms ( p . 157). His own son passed through a stage where

a number of words were started with velar fricatives, even where

the sound that was replaced had been acquired early on and had

been heard in the correct form of the same word. Grgoire (l9i.7)

observes in his son Edmond, at the b.ginnig of his third year, a
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similar pre.r.nc . for /t/ and /d! over other phonemes - /tasti/

for 'parti"; /tavet/ for "bavette" (p. 326). Avram's (3.962) son

showed a preferenc. for labia]s long after his phon.m4.c system was

established, giving forms such as /papaku/, /kapapu/ for /kapaku/=

"blanket"; /papunu/ for /spunu/ = "soap" (p. 31+6). Lewis (1936)

refers this again to the predominance of early habits, whereby

t e words are made to fit a familjar pattern (1 182-3). It is a

form of over-generalization in th. same way as the tendency of

English children to fit diminutive endings in 'y' or 'is' to

many words, creating "buttie" or "buppie" fobuttefl, analog us

to "doggie" , " Daddy". Ingram (1968a) finds a tendency at a relative-

ly mature stats of phonological development to substitute one

fricativ, indiscriminately for all others; the fricative is

commonly /h/, giving s-year old forms /krihmss/ "Christmas",

/pohman/ "postman". This Wss a160 noted by Morley (1957, p. 37).

iv Persistence of Earlier Forms

When an innovation is made in the child's phonemic system, there

may not be a complete surrender of all ear1ie' phonological forms.

Ervin-Tripp (1966) considers that the process of change may involve

some 'fore-runner' words that Introduc. a distinction not made

elsewhere (Ervin.Tipp 1966, p. 72). An •xmp1e of this may be

fo nd in the speech of Lynn (k,5) in the Nursery gro p in the

present study. Sbö produced /0/ two or three times quite accurately

in on. wor- "Saint Osyth" - but in all other place. used If! for

the sound (see IV, 4.3. ii). Conversely, after a systematic change,

some arChaisma nay survive, perha a because of h1b frequency and
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functional load of a particul9, perhaps because the form ha been

ado ted by dults, or becau e the child conserves forms of baby-

talk for special purposes and special audiences. Morley (1957)

observed that more difficult word acquired at relatively late ages

might have a more	 form, while wor S acquir d earlier ight

continue to be used with defective sounds(p. 39). Hutch.son. (1968)

notes t at develo ing speech Is very unstable, and that both

early and later realizations of phonological and semantic items

may co-exist in speech for relatively long periods. So e cases of

so-called 'relapsing articulation' may then be due to quirks of

sampling, where a more recent form Is sampled first and an earlier

form sampled after ( p . 39).

v Difficulty of Constructing Synchroiilc Model

All these considerations make the task of constructing a purely

synchronic model of the child's phonological system at any one

stage before maturity a very complex task. A child's progress in

language is seen as the passing from on. unstable state to the

next (Lenneberg 1967, p. 376), and each child progresses at a

different rate and with differing degrees of regularity. It would

seem that a dlachronic model is not only a good deal easier to

construct where more than one child Is involved, but also a good

deal more informative, particularly with regard to the develo ment

of individual sounds.

k.5 Non-Structural Characteristics of Child Phonology

I Intru iv. Consonants

As well as omitting and substituting consonants, children sometimes
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introduce 'intry l ye' con onant into less familiar words. This

may not be a purely childish trait: Sivertsen (1960) records

some exerescent stops in Cockney, and notes that they seem to be

traditional forms - /e'krowst/,"cross", /'rok/ "wrong" (p. 121).

The foxm /'badrigojd/ u ed by a 9-year old in this etudy ( III, 5.s
may be a result of either of these sources of non-standard

vocabulary. Ingram (1968b) gives some examples produced by

children who enunciated the words in an extra £low, emphatic

manner - /djelo/ "yellow", /ti:f 0/ or /i:ef/ "teeth" ( p . 3).

Holmes (1927) noticed the presence of a medial sequence

in his daughter's speech for a short while: the intrusive [t]

expressed length of the nasal, and the sequence was later replaced

'by rnnl as in "pony" -[pon.ti) , later rponnt] ; "tummy" -

[t. n . ti] , later [tnni]( p. 223). Grgoire's son (19Lf7), at just

over 3 years, introduced a'i rbJ initially before man.y vowels,

aoparently for emphatic efrect. Thus, 'hun bateau'; 'quest-ce

qui ha?' (= "u'est-ce qu'l]. y a?"); 'fais-le hailer' (p 321).

ii Dental and Pa].atal Irticulation

Jakobson (1968) rofer to the presence of dental articulations in

the early stages of language, and explains their predominance in

children's articulation as a result of the auditory 'lightness' of

dentals , and particularly palatalized dentals (p. 88). Both

dental and palatal articulations persist for some time in children,

up to the age of Lf+ or 5 (Ingram 1968a, p. 4) and later in this

study, though diminishing in frequency beyond that age. Ingram
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2+

/tr/ in "train"

/pl/ in "plans"	 h

argues that th4revalenc. of palatal contoids among young.r

children, and of palatalized contoids among old.r cbildr.; may

be due to t • fact that the child ha not yet mastered th.

delicate movements associates with to.-tip rti.cu1ti ne: it

is the bulk of the tam ue that iS used in thea. articulations

rather than the tip or tip and blade (p L1 -5). Th. same may be

true of dental and dentalized articulations, and especially

dental or lisped /s!, which probab]j requires less co-ordination

of the tomgu. muscles than the mature 	 • Lisping is noticed by

Mtraux at 30 months and after (p. 42).

iii Other characteristics

some phonological •ffects may be du, to the child's iRperfect

control of transitions from one segment to the next, particularly
I.

in the articulation of clusters. In the dsv4lopment of Plosive +

Liquid clusters outlined by Ingram (1968a) can be seen stages where.

the continuant is lengthened and, at the u-year stag., where an

intruslv. [a] may appear - indications that the child has not

yet achieved fluency in what are relatively difficult articulations:

3	 3+

tww	 tw
ti

pww
pw
pr

k

trr	 tr

p11	 p1
Pal

Labia]. consonants may have lablo-dental articulation if the child

is smiling broadly while speaking. He 	 iiot .arnt at this -t

stag. to smile and produce normal bilabial articul tb-n at the

same time (Ingram l968b, p.3).
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Lengthening of vowels is found at an early stags of development.

Mtraux (1950) calls th.is "over-pronunciation" of vowels, and notes

its occurrence at 30 mont s - [flAwAr] f?flower; [dowAg] "dog"

(p. L2). Jones (1967) considers disyllabic glides such as in the

words [t3is1z} fttoy; [&tzJ "tears" to be more frequent in the

speech of young children in. the London area than in 	 s eech,

and to be associated with a more equal and syllable-based stress

( p . 96)

Lf .6 Prosodic Characteristics in Child Language

i Intonation

'ew writers have dealt with tile subject of intonation in child

language, and those who have considered it have mainly confined

themselves to the early stages. Lewis (1936) stresses the part

that intonation patterns In. adult speech play in the child's responses

to speech. In his opinion it is the intonational a pect of speech

to which the child first responds; intonation and segmental

phone es are at first undifferentiated, but when differentiation

takes place it is the intonational rather t an the phonetic form

of an utterance which dominates the child's response. In later

stages the phonetic form becomes more important, though the

intonational pattern is still significant (p. 122). Crystal (1969)

agrees with Lewis, and e1aboates a little further his distinction

between the affective function of intonation in the early st gee,

and its more linguistic character, related to gram atical structure,

w ich emerges in the period wh sentences start to be formed. At
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2f years, Cry tal believes, the non-segmental or Intonational

system is near enough to the adult system to pose no turther

problems of classification (p. Lf7). However, Crystal's concern

wa only with finding a means to classify and describe features

Of infant and child intonation, not to trace the development of

Intonational contrasts. It seems that the latter task is by no

means a simple one. Tho • writers who have commented on intonation

at later than babbling stages have felt the need to tread warily.

Mtraux (1950) reports that at 30 months a child's inflection,

which has seemed controlled up to this age, becomes suddenly

unstable and Ill-controlled (p. Lf2). Weir (1966) finds a contra-

diction in the apparent early use arid control of Intonation

patterns from adult speech on the one hand, and the lack of any

systematically contrasting patterns in the intonation of a 2-year

old child (p. 157). She mentions Ohnesorg's finding that a child's

intonational patterns are usually aricatures of adult patterns,

and predominantly of the contour associated with a question

requiring a "yes" or "no 9 answer. Miller and !rvin (196k) similarly

report that although the 2-year o].ds in their study ga y, the

impressLon of having pitch-patterns under control, yet in fact

the rising and falling intonations used to distinguish questions

and statements were the only prosodic features consistently found

at this age. Tey suggest that even the systematic use of this

contrast may arrive later than is generally supposed (p. 28-9).

It would seem that children adopt some types of standardized

pitch-contours early on, but that they do not become grammatically
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contrastiv. or attached exclusively to the appropriate type of

sentencs until, s e ti e later, perhaps aft.r 0th r types of

intonation h ye been .earnt. How and when the intonation patterns

of children ap roach the nature types of adult speech are questions

that have hardly be n a ked and re far from being an wered.

ii Ihythm and Stress

On. featUre of child speech that has received more than passing

attention is tli. distinctive rhythmic pattern Of speech in this

period. Syllable-timed rhythm, rather than foot-timed rhythm, is

characteristic of c)iildren up to 3 years Ingram 1968a, p. 5),

particularly in pOlyayllablc words, where each syllable tends to

receive equal stress - /'bA'tG'flsI/. bis is also commented on

by Jones (1967, pp. 96, 115). Holmes (1927) notes that differentiat-

ion into strong and weak-stressed syllables did not tak. place

for his daughter until 22 months (p. 221). After the appearance of

weak syllables inter-vocalic consonants became less prominent and

tend.d td be more easily elided (p. a23). It is possible that

wher. the child takes care twt to elidemed1al consonant this P

results in its 1engthen1n or doubling, as in Holmes' examples

[ponn1 ; [tinni] "pony", "tummy" p. 223). Jespersen (1922) describes

this phenomenon as the splitting up of whol. words into separate

component syllables, thus 'bef-fi.ld', 'Eng-land' (p. 108).

This doubling pr lengthe lug of medial consonantal units is found

to be tpica1 of Nursery speech In the present study C Cf. IV,2.2).
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iii Other Prosodic Features

As Crystal (1969) says, very little is known about the emergence

in children's languag. of systemic contrasts in prosodic features.

The same is true of non-linguistic or paraflngujstic features

(Crystal and Quirk, 196k) such as force, voice quality and so

on. Mtraux'e(l95O) interesting profiles of speech behaviour in

children from 18 to 5'+ months show that the child's voice quality

may vary greatly from ago to age. At 18 months , for instance,

she notes much inconsistency in voice nd some experimenting

in pitch ( p . 39). At 30 months the voice has a 'firm base', but

ranges to extremes of volume (p. k2). At l2 months, the normal

speaking voice is a 'high full-volumed yell', though whispering

Is also common (p. Li 6). At 5k months the voice is firm gnd

'well-modulated' (p. 50). !one of this tells us at what point or

points there is any systematic pattern to variation in voice

whether the child whispers for the pleasure of using a new voice

feature, or whether whispering is systematically associated

with, for example, a 'conspiratorial' context. At li.2 months

Mtraux records that the rate of speech is faster than in previous

stages. In tempo, however, we can probably not expect much

systematic variation until articulation is relatively mature.

In the early stages tempo is probably dependent on articulation;

in the later stages the roles are reversed, and accuracy of artic-

ulation will vary according to the tempo of an utterance.
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5. Tests of thildren's Linguistic Abilities

5.1 ArticulatIon Tests

i A number of studies have et out to obtain a pictur. of children's

progr.ss in speech production by means of tests of articulation.

Most of these studies used large samples of childrent th. largest

singl, group vas Templin's (1957) k80 boys and girls, though

Morley's(].957) observations were based on sample groups from

1,1142 children born in N.wcastl.-upon-Tyne in May and June L9k7.

The backgrounds o the children also varied. Templin's children

per. carefully selected to give a representative Sample of the

United States population In terms of socio-economic status, and

were ri3Idycontroled from the point of view of age, sex,

defect y& hearing, amily con tellation and twinning. Morley's

'normal' group, on the oter hand, was strictly random - every

tenth child from the 6igina1 l,1k2. No specification was made o

its soclo-economic composition. The childi'en tested by Pool. (19314),

Weilman et a]. (193].)and Williams et a]. (1937) wore drawn from

university nursery schools and kindegartens and were predominantly

from the upper socio-economjc grades. Henderson's (l3) study, and

th. studies discussed by Sprie tersbach and Curtis (l91), were

based on speech-defective children. The age-range of the children

also varied. Henderson's subjects were aged from 3,1 to 18,7;

!4traux's(1950) PreechoolAwere aged from 18 to 5k months; Weliman's

subjects wer. aged 2 to 6 years POQ1e's, 2, to 6,6; Williams',

one month to 6,6; Tom un's,	 to 8 ears, and Morley's subjects
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were visited and tested at the ages of 3,9; L4.,9; 6,6. Strangely,

since the language tested was in every c se English, the greatest

variety is found in the number and type of speech-sounds which

were tested. Wellinan et al. set out to test 133 items, including

19 vowels, 66 single consonants and k8 consonant 'blends' or

clusters(p. 30). In f ct 10 of these sounds were not completely

tested, so that assessments of accurate articulation were based

on 123 sounds. The consonants and clusters were tested in word-

initial, media]. and final positions. Pooles test was of

articulation of consonants , of which she specified 23 in all

possible initial, medial and final contexts - a total of 62 e

elements. Henderson used the same consonant elements, with the

exception of final /1/ which she classified as a vowel. Williams

et a]. tested 85 sounds on a scale of intelligibility ( p . 55) and

1O1 in a study of sound substitutions (p. 26). They tested con-

sonants in word-initial and word-final position only, arguing

that the law of En1ih syllabification are such that a con-

sonant may occur only at the beginning or at the end of a syllable

(p. 26). No corn lets list of sounds tested is presented, but

the I.8 items for which substitution is most frequent are presented

(p. 22-5). Templln's test involves the largest number of speech-

sounds - 176 in all, comprising 17 vowels, 69 single consOnants

and 71 clusters. The diffez'ence between the vowel items in this

study and Well an's is not important, as Templin points out, since

vowels attain a high level of accuracy at the earliest ages tested
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(p. 23). Morley bases her assessments of articulation on 23 sIngle

consonants and an unspecififed ri mber of consonant clusters.

Ingrain's articulation test contains 2k singl consonants and 30

clusters. Neither Morley nor Ingram set out to test consonants

in all possible positions within the word. Disagreement on the

number of sounds which i is worth testing i due in part to

the status given by different researchers to som. of th. less

frequent consonants and clusters of English. The Weflman study

does not consider final /y/ or medial //. Poole did not test

-	 the affricat.s // or/J, though she did test final /3/.

Henderson classifies final /1/ as a vowel though Poole treats it

as a consonant, and these two study only single consonants.

Temp].in, on the other hand, includes in her test every possible

English sound, including Initial and medial/i/, which i,s considered

to have phonemic statue, and clusters such as final life,, /zm/.

Moriey account - which does not include a standardized test of

articulation ability, but relies on phonetic analyses of childre*'s

speech ba ed on the use of consonants and vowels in singl, words -

does not consider /3/among the consonants. This accounts for the

difference between her total and Ingram's. At the other extreme from

Templin, Spriest.rsbach and Curtis devote t eir attention to

the misarticulation of certain specific sounds - Is!, In, and

clu ters containing these sounds. Other differences Can per aps

be attributed to differences in the typ. of English taken as the

standad for each test. This varies from Edinburgh and Newc stie
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English to various forms of Am'icall English. This affects

mainly vowels, though T.npUn- considers /M / as a phonain. in her

test, a sound which no other teat takes Into account.

ii Techniques

Most of these tests were based on single-word utterances, which

were elicited either by questions or by timulUa pictures or,

fo younger children, toys and objects. W•Uznan •t al. avoided

asking the subjects to repeat specific words, but Templin found,

in a study preliminary to her nionograph, that or total arttculation

scores there was no significant difference between scores for

spontaneous and repeated utterances (957, p. aLt). Morley bad

Intended to use sentences and nursery-rhymes as material for her

study, but found that consonants 'd,teriorated' too much in these

contexts (p.. 25).

Iii. Findings

Compared with the unanimity g.neral amon child-linguists with

regard to the onset of speech and earl? mil.stone such a. the

beginning of sent.nc.-forming, th.r• Is some confusiofl a.s to th.

age at which articulation is ature - similar to th. confusion

noted in 3.3 vi. concerning tb. completion of the phonemic system.

Ntraux consid.rs vowels to b• accurately produced by 90% of

children at 3D months, and consonants by 90% of Children at

years (p. 38). Eutcheson (1968) sees the age at which a child

achieves mature articulation as varying betw•sn 3 and k+ years (p. 38)

Morley peaka of 'normal articulati n' b.ng achlsved by L2% of
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children at 3,9, by 6k% at L,9, and by 95% at 6,6 (p. 26-7). Davis

(1937, quoted by McCarthy 195k, p. 537)gives the ag. of 'perfect

articulation' as 5,6 for 75.7% o children, and 6,6 for 90.9%,

a finding very close to that of Morley. Pool. also reports that at

6,6 the median child in her samole articulates all sounds correctly

( p. 161). Teinplin, however, although agreeing with Mtraux that

vowels are at a high level of accuracy among 3-year olds, places

the age at which a similar level is attained in consonant produc-

tion at as late as 7 years, and for clusters, at 8 years (p. 32).

This finding may be partly a result of the number of difficult

and rath•r rare consonant clusters in her test.

Other findings of these surveys have been mentioned In places above.

The main points, on which there Is essential agreement, can be

briefly etmmarized,

a) Vows]. production Is accurate from an early age - 3 years or

earlier. Any substitution or confusion among vowels is most likely

to occur bet een short vowels such as hi and /e/, or te/ and Ia!
(Williams, 1937, p. 32).

b) There was a fixed ord.r of difficulty within the groups or

classes of sounds. From easiest to most difficult this was:

8iphthongs, vowels, consonant elements, double clusters, tn le

clusters

c) Within the consonant group a simil r order prevailed : nasals,

plosives, semivowels, fricatives. Some studies classified semi-

vowel and fricatives, including I].! and In, as one group of sounds,
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which were found to give the most difficulty in articulation.

Teinplin recorded twenty five times more errors in fricatives

(excluding semivowels, /1/ and In) than in nasala (p. 56-8).

d) Initial sounds were produc.d more accurately than medial, and

medial more accurately than final, In every case except one, where

Weliman found that fricatives were articulated slightly more accur-

ately In medial than Initial position 

(p. 

60-2). These diff.r.nc .s

according to position in th. word cease to obtain after th. child

has achieved 90% accuracy in consonant production (Tenaplin 1957,

p . k3-k).
•)Th.re is less agreement with respect to the accuracy of voiced

and voiceless consonants. Morley (1957) thought that voiced con-

sonants were generally less often defectively produced than

voic.less(p. 37). Templin found that wlile voiced plosives were

more acurate than voiceless, the zeverse was tru. of fricatives

(p. 60) and that voiceless consonants were more accurate overall.

Weilman et el., however, found no significant difference in accuracy

between voiced and voiceless elements (p. 6L). Williams reported

a "strong but not universal tendency" among children to substitute

voiced consonants for their voiceless counterparts and vice versa

( p. 29).

f) There is a high level of agreement between various studies as

to the order in which Individual consonants emerge In children's

speech. Templin compares her 1ndings with those of Poole and

Weilman • In a comparison of the ages at which 75% of children
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produce a specific consonant sound, though there may be a difference

in age of up to 3f years C Templin gives fr/ as 75% correct at

14. years, Poole at 7,6), yet the order ifl which th. sounds attain

this degree of accuracy is substantially the same for the three

studies (p. 53).

g) Tb. sounds that giv, children most troubl, after the age of 5

years are /9,s,r,J/ and clusters with /1/, In and /sf. Difficulty

may also be encountered with /,z,3,f,Y,k,g,t , c 1tMonley l57, p. 38)

b) Then. is a steady increase in articulation scores, and a steady

dec,esse in the numbers of errors made with age in all these

studies. Spniestersbach and Curtis report, however, that older

children with defects of articulation show little significant

change In th. mean number of errors per child after a certain age

(Grad. 5 In the American School system, approximately 10 years).

Misarticulations, which are inconsistent among youager children,

tend to become more consistent as the child grows older (p.484-).

i Drawbacks of the Statistical Survey! Approach to Articulation

Tests Of 'tIcu1ation give a measure of something that is neither

competence nor performance, but rather a particuiaV! performance

in an experimental situation, This is not to deny the yam, of

an experimental approach to language. Choznsky (196k) considers

that only experimentation "of a fairly indirect aud Ingenious

sort" can provide evidence for formulajng a tru. account of

th. child's underlyin; abilities in language (p. 39). Rowever,

the tests considered in this section have been relatively crude
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measurements of a quantitative rather than a qualitativ, kind.

The purely right/wrong system of scoring used by Templin(1957)

and earlier investigations does not take into account develop ental

feature such a those discussed by Ingram (1968a), ifutcheson (1968),

Higge (1968). A more sensitive scoring method such as Ingram has

developed is necessary if much valuable information, concerning

phonological development in children is not to be overlooked.

A numerical score obtained on an articulation test is of Littl.

value in the construction of a picture of an individual

articulatory development - though it may be a useful diagnostic

tool for the speech therapist. Each child's score caz be expected

to increase with age, but will not take into account factors

such as relapsing articulation, or th. presence in his speech of

features from different stages of development at the same time.

Some children substitute different sounds for tlie same consonant

in different words (Morley,p. kO-1) In such cases a lot will

depend In the one-word articulation 'st on which words ar, used

to elicit particular sounds.

There an, as LewIs(1963) pointed out, serious obstacles to the

establishment of norms for any particular age-group of ckildr.n

Individual children and children's •nvIronments vary too greatly

for this (p. 106-7). We have seen the disagreement bet ecu

observers and testers on the ages at which the complete phonemic

system and ature articulation are achieved. These ay represent

real differences in linguistic achieve cut between samples of
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children from different soclo-economic backgrounds, from dtfferent

historical periods (these tests cover more than 30 years, from

1931 to 1968), and from different nationalities. It has been found

(Williams .t al 1937, p. 16) that a±ticu1atio i much less directly

related to mena1 age than measures of vocabulary, word usage or

sentence complexity, and is therefore harder to relate to other

facets- of linguistic development. Articulation seems to be best

measured, not in terms of chronological ege or even mental age,

but in terms of sequential stages, each stage beingmost directly

to the stage preceding it. Again, analysis in terms of features

would appear to be the most informative approach.

Perhaps the most serious criticism of these studies, with some

exceptions, is that although they used impeccabl. statistical

and .xp.rimental techniques they failed to ask any really search-.

ing questions. ftnalyses of the results obtained concentrated on

the statistical rather than the phonological implications,

merely reporting which sounds gave most troubl. and not why they

gave trouble. Ervin-Trlpp (1966) cçimment.:

"These studies did not test any useful bypothssesi the
resilts achieved were not commensurate with the methods

used." ( p. 55)

On. further consideration which makes it dif.!icult to compare

results in all but a genera]. way is the diversity of types of

English taken as the norm for children's articulation. In addition

the classifications used in tile investigations varied. lehman et

al, for example, considered oitly stops, nasahs and fricatives in
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the consonants, ,.nd included /w,j,l,r/ among th. fricatives. These

four elements were classified as semivowels by Templin.

5,2 Measures of Speech-Sound Discrimination

i Tests of children's ability to discriminate betw..n the sound-

units of speech have been largely directed to two areas of

investigation. On the one hand tests have been designed to obtain

measures of speech-sound discrimination as a linguistic ability

for which quotients and age-level norms can be established,

rather like i.c. testing. The emphasis has tended to be on total

discrimination scores, rather than on types of discriminatory

•rror,areas where discrimination is liable to be confused, or

the development of this ability in terms of features perceived.

On the other hand, studies have been concerned with th. hypothesis

that defects of articulation are somehow connected with impair-

ments in audttory discrimination. Discrimination of speech-sounds,

as will as other related auditory skills, were tested in this

connection. Some studies combined both of these aims.

Few researchers, however, have considered children's discrimination

in relation to individual sounds or classes of sounds in the way,

for example, that Miller and Nicely (1955) analyzed some of the

perceptual confusions present in the English consonant system for

adults. On. study from the Soviet Union has given a lead in this

direction - that of Schvacbkin (1958).
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ii Normative tudies

The .arlie t test of speech-sound discrimination seems to have

been that of Travis and Rasmus (1931). They tested discrimination

of consonants and vowels in 366 pairs of nonsens, syllables, each

pair differing in one English sound. ubects were asked to make

judgements of 'same' or 'different' on each pair presented. The

su1jscts were children and adults frqm the age of 5 years upwards;

at each level a group of norma]. speakers was matched with individ-

uals with functional disorders of articulation. The test was a long

on. and, as Teinplin remarked, listening to 366 pairs of nonsense

syllables and making judgements about each is not only monotonous

and fat1guin, but also demands considerable intellectual maturity:

unless the subject co-operates tlwoughout the whole of the test,

the results cannot be considered valid (p. 61). T.mplin (1913)

therefore modified the test to make it lisa taxing for young

children. Whil, adding nonsense words that tested discrimination

of consonants in final position, which the test of Travis and

Rasmus had not done, she shortened it to 200 items by omitting

vowels and some of the pairs of consonants which gave little 4

information about discriminatory ability - being rarely confused.

The number of discriminations to be made among nasals, plosives,

seznivowels, fricatives and clusters was roughly proportional to

the •rrrs in articulation of these types of sound among pre-

school children in a previous study. She then reduced this test

to 70 items, omitting those pairs which had been Issed or passed

by only 10% of th. total group. Th. short test was found to have
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a high correlation with the results Of the full t.st(p. 129).

A similar short test of only 50 pairs was used in her (1957)

study with 5 to 8-year olds. For the -ounger children in this study

she considered some more concrete and enjoyable best to be called

for, I4ansur (1950) had first constructed a picture-type test for

use with younger children. This test was rather elaborate. Picture-

cards were prepared, each card having four frames in which were

depicted pairs of objects. The objects were designed to elicit

similar-sounding words, so that on one card the four frames would

depict 1) pole - pole ii) pole - bowl ill) bowl - pole iv) bowl -

bowl • The child was then shown the card and asked to choose,

by pointing to the appropriate frame, which pair the tester was

saying. The subject was thus, as Pronovost and Dumbleton (1953)

point out, required to give judgements of order as well as of

a same/different type(p. 268). This did not allow for the phenomenon

of visual reversal found among some children. Pronovost and

Dumbleton revised the test by eliminating some of the unlike

pairs on the test card, and added further sounds to be discriminated,

increasing Mansur's 20 pairs to 36. Templin (1957) used a much

simpler form of test, presenting the child with a card on which

were only two illustrations, on. of which represented the stimulus

word and the oth r a word differing by only one phoneme. 59 pairs

of words were used. Templin obtained three scores on this test, and.

found that a score which took into account the child's familiarity

with thø words to be tested ga y, a more a tisfactory measure of
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discriminatory ability th n the other two (p. 70). For this reason

it was concluded that th. test w S a better instrument for

k-year olds than 3-year olds, whose vocabulary was mor. limited.

A further type of picture-test was devised by Schi.felbuscb and

Lindsey (1958). In this test each card presented to the child

contained illustrations of three words, two of which were alike

in the initial or final sound of th. word, or in/hat the words

rhymed. The third word contained a sound frequently substituted

for the sound to be tested. Three ways of testing were employed,

each of which required the child to identify the two words that

'sounded alike'. A limited number of sounds was tested -

r,f,O,v,t,g,k,t /(p. 153).

These studies were all rather limited in aim, perhaps understand-

ably so; since so little experience in the field of speech-sound

discrimination was avail ble to the researchers, they were more

concerned with the techniques and problems of testing this

ability than with the wider application of any results obtained.

Findings

What information there is about the relative distinctiveness of

sounds to English children from these studies is unsystematic and

somewhat fragmentary. Travis and Rasmus(1931), whose youngest

subjects were 5 years old, report that the sounds that were

hardest to discflmjnats were /fa/-/ea/ and /va/-/a/, There were

no errors at all on the pairs /ga/ -/haf, /ka/-/*a/,/fa/-/ma/

and /3*1-/ta! ( p . 222). Pronovost and Dumbleton ( 1953), reporting
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on the results of their own test and comparing them with those

of Mansur(1950) and Earoian (l9l), found that th. relativ, order

of disc1minatory difficulty of sounds was approximately the same

in all three studies. In their own test, final plo ives were less

easily discriminated than initial ones, but this order was reversed

with the pair //- If!: "cbip"-"ship was harder than watch"-"wash0.
The hardest pair was "cone"-"comb", involving a change of place

f t r feature in final position (p. 262). Vowel sounds w.r.

found to be diacri mated neither bitter nor worse than con-

sonants; some were hard, others were easy (p. 263). Templin (19L43)

merely reports that like Travis and Baa us she finds th. pairs

/fa/-/øa/ and /va/-/s/ th. hardest to discriminate (p. 132).

iii The r lation of Discrimination to Articulation

The studies of Travi nd Paamua(1p31) and of chiefelbiscb and

Linda y(1958) cited above are only two of a great number of attempts

to explor, more thoroughly the connection between defective artic-

ulation and auditory discrimination. The former study found that

though there were no particular sounds that caused spe.ch-defectiv.a

troubl. as a group where auditory diacrimination was concerned,

yet there was a definite connectiOn between misarticulation of a

speech sound and its faulty discri ination in an individual. Of

tb. pairs ala ed by the 20 severer cases of defectiv, articulation

in the study, 63% contjned sounds with which the e cases had

articulatory difficulty (p. 222). Other studies tried to follow

this clue, attempting a closer definition of the link between
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miaarticulation of speech-sounds and auditory abilities, including

not only speech-sound discrimination but also related skills

such as pitch discrimination, tonal me ory and other musical

talents, and between defective articulation and motor control.

Mtraux(l9L12), Anderson (19k9), Kronvall and Diehl (195k),

Schiefelbusch and Lindsey (1958), Cohen and Dishi (l96),D.Pr:in5

(1963) all established that there is a definite correlation between

depressed scores for speech-sound discrimination and defective

articulation. Other studies, starting with that of Travis and Davis

(1927), and including Mange(1960), Eisenson, Kastein and Schneider-

mann (1958), Soxmners, Meyer and Fenton (1961), T. Prins (1962a,b)

and Bergendal and Palo (1969) likewise established that case8 with

defects of articulation are generally inferior to normal speakers

on some tests of auditory ability - pitck discrimination, tonal

memory, discrimination of loudness, timbre and time, word synthesis

and auditory flutter fusion (Mange 1960). Speecl2-d.fectives are

found to perform less well than normal speakers on tests of

motor control by, among others, Bilto (19k].), T. Prins (1962 b).

However, when investigators have attempted to define these

correlations more closely, results have emerged that appear

inconclusive and jnconsistent. Stewart (1968) discusses some of

these apparently contradictory findings. T. Prins and D. Prins

give som. clu, to the reasons for this, in emphasizing that

speech-def.ctives,who had been traditionally treated as on.

homogeneous group, were in fact heterogeneous, and th t different
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sub-groups can b. found to perform differently on tests of

linguistic and auditory ability. A sub-group Co posed of cases

who inter-dentalized Is! and /z/, for example, tended to have

high intelligence, to come from higher socio-.conomic grades,

and to have a low number of articulation errors on sounds other

than // and /z/ (1962a, p. 156). A second group wire characterized

by 'phonemic substitutions' - substituting for an intended sound

a sound that was a phoneme Within their system, and that differed

from the i,ntended sound in only one feature - predominantly the

feature of place of articulation, which was altered by one degree

of place, from bilabial to dental, dental to velar or vice versa.

This group showed very poor scores on a test of speech-sound

discrimination (the Wepman test) which tested contrasts

depending on differences in place of articulation (D. Prins 1963,

p. 385). A third group, which showed a high proportion of omissiofl

errors, was tested in another study CT. Prins 1962b) 'on a series

of tests of motor ability and auditory memory, along with other

sub-groups of speech-defectives and a control group. It emerged

that the group who made omission-type errors was mark dly inferior

on this test to the control group, while other sub-groups showed

no such inferiority(p. 167). A fourth possible group, which was

not investigated in detail, was c racterized by substitutions of

sounds that were non-phonemic (1962a, p. 157). Crook.s and Greene

(1963, quoted by Stewart 1968, p. 126) identified two types of

cases with articulatory disorders. One was a 'motor disordered'
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group in whse speech a large proportion of omissions and substitut-

ions reduced conventional sequences of languag. to simplex' forms.

This group is perhaps the same as the third group identified above

by T Prine (1962b) ; individuals in this group had pOor motor

control but otherwise normal language development. The seco

group was a 'language disordered' group, whoa. whole languag.

was generally retarded, and whose articulatory de$ects consisted of

unpredictable mistakes both in the order of sounds within words

and the order of: sounds within sequencea This represents a possible

fifth sub-group.

From these studies it becomes clear that even, quite serious

deficiencies in motor control, though they may produce noticeable

defects of articulation, o not hinder the development of higher

levels of language organizat1o. Other Cases of defective articulat-

ion may be connected with disorders of the total language system,

which accounts for the well-established link between defective

articulation and poor auditory discrimination, both of which are

skills of linguistic kind, dependent on. learning and neurological

organization. It is clear, however, that the relation between

these bilities is not essentially a causal on.; disorders or

defects in either ability are eyinptomatic of a deeper-lying

retardation or disorganization. As Stewart (1968) declares, a study

of the overall functioning of language processes is clearll needed

If such relationships are to be understood ( p. 127).

*	 also 2.k above
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iv The Dewelopment of Auditory Discrimin tion

Very little is known about the development of children's speech-

sound discri ination, whether normal or abnormal. The most

interesting study to date on this aspect of language development

was carried out in the Soviet Union by Schvacbkin (1958), and

reported by Slobin (l966b, p. 3l-2). Schvachkin prepared a lls

of minimal pairs which illustrated most of th. distinctly. featur•s

of Russian, and taught these words to children aged 11 months and

older. Then he tested them for recognition of differences between

the words, and found a development in the recognition of contrasts,

or U the distinctiveness of the features, similar, but not

identical to that proposed by Jakobson (19L1.9, 1968). Between

11 months and 1, 11, after the first contrast Vowel v. Consonant

(or rather Consonant v. Lack of Consonant, in the pair "ok"-"bok"),

consonantal contrasts emerged in the following order:

'Sonorant' v. 'Obstruant' - /rn/v./b/; /r/v.fd/; /n/v./g/ etc.

Palataliz.d consonant v. Non-palatalized consonant

Nasal v. 'Liquid' - /m/v./1/; /nlv./r/;/n/ v./J/; /m/v./r/.

Intranasal distinction - /mJv./n/.

Intraliquid distinction - /l/v./r/.

Fricative v. Non-fricative - /z/v./m/; /3 /v./n/; /kh/v./l/

Labial v. Non-labial - /b/v./d/;/v/v./z/;/f/v.fkb/ etc.

Stop v. Fricative - /b/v./v/; /d/v./z/;/k/v/kb/ etc.

'Lingual' v. Velar - /d/v./g/; /s/v./kh/;/5/v./kh/

Voiced v. Voic.1. s - /b/v./p/; /g/v./k/;/z/v./s/ etc.

Blade v. Grooved Sibilant - Is! v.15/; /z/ v.
Liquid v. 'Glide' - /r/v./j/; /1/v./j/
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It is interesting to compar, this order of e ergenc. of contrasts

with Miller and Nicely's (1955) study of the relative audibility

of some English consonants to adult speakers. They found that

voicing and nasality were both very audible through masking

nois., much more so than features of affrication or

(th. feature that characterizes /s,$,z,3/)(p. 3L.9), Yet in

Schvacikin's list, nasality contrasts emerge v.ry early, voicing

contrasts relatively late. This is paralleled in the area of

production by Ervin.Tripp's (1966) finding that voiced-voiceless

cOntrasts are reported to appear relatively late in children's

speech(p. 68). Miller and Nicely also find that features of place

of articulation are less easily perceived than those ot manner of

articulation, which is reflected in Schvachkin's list, where

the Nas*l v. Liquid contrast precedes the,t Intranasal contrast,

and the Fricative v. Non-fricative contrast precedes the Labial

v. Non-labial contrast. Another slightly surprising result is

the relatively early appearance of the Intraliquid contrast In V.

/1/ in th. children's discrimination. This is a contrast that

Jakobson (19k9) claims is on. of th. latest to emerge in children's

speech (p. 321). In the present study the contrast /1/ v. Ir-

is relatively well observed - though thee. children are of course

a good deal older than Schvachkin's 8abects. The persisting

confusion of in and /w! here and in Jones' (1967) work may

correspond to the late emergence of the contrast Liquid v. 'Glide'

(pre umably equals 'semivowel') In Schvacbkin'a list. This Is

obviously a field where more research inong younger cliii ren,
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possibly along the lines laid down by Schvachkim, is desirable.

6. The ffect of Socia1 Atitude on Langua. in Children

6 Th. Growth of social Life

Aftir th. child's phonemic and articulatory behaviour has reached

a maturs standard - somewhere between 5 and 7 yeaxe - few innovatiolis

take place on the phonological level, though then may be develop-

ment in stylistic features (Lenn.berg 1967, p. 280) and

possibly in prosodic and paralinguistic features The main changes

or innovations after this point, however, are producte of

diffsrentiati9n of the functions of language, to explain which it

may be helpful to consider briefly earn. of the more important

mena]. and behavioural changes that take place around th. seventh

year of life.

Starting at this age, the child begins to develop an awareness of

his own Identity, separate from that of his par.nts. The main

agent in the growth of this awareness is the group of th. child's

contemporaries (LewIs 1963, p. 167-8; Campbell 196k, p. 30 foil.).

It is through identifying with ths group that he is abi. to

realize his separateness from other individuals in his family

circle, just as at a slightly earlier age it was because of his

identification with his family t at he first became aware of the

'oth.rn.sa' of his peers (Piaget 1926, p. 24k). Because his

personality is not strong •nough at this age for him to act as

an Individual, th. urge to conform with the group is a powerful

agent on his behaviour, and this conformity tends to grow rather
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than diminish up to a certain age (Campbell 196k, p. 300). The

growth of self-awareness Is closely linked to the growth of social

awareness. Lewis (1963) traces the progression in children's

patterns of play from solitary play, through 'parallel play', side -

by side, though not in co-operation, with another child, to

group play and full co-operatioli with other children (p1oO345).

Piaget remarks:

"There is... no real social life between children of less

than seven or eight years." (p. kO)

Below this age, M.E Smith ]^926) observed that very little of

young children's speech can be classified as conversation proper

(p. 21); where speech is directed at others - children or adults -

it is primarily to ask questions, obtain information or verificat-

ion, or to criticize (Piaget, p. 10; Mtraux 1950, pp t3, I5, L ? etc.)

A large proportion of their speech is 'egocentric': the child

talks for his own satisfaction, stimulated perhaps by the presence

of an audience, but taking littl, account of who the audience is,

and without c ri g caring much whether his utterances are listened

to or understood. It is not until 7 or 8 years that the child

begins to attempt to communicate with those around him:

"Now it is in our opinion just at this age that egocentric

talk begins to lose some of its importance, and it is at

this age... that we shall place the higher stages of

conversation properly so-called as it takes place between
children. It is also at this age that chil ren begin to

understand each other in spoken explanations, as opposed to
a 'at

explanations in which gestures play as important 4 as word •"

(Piaget 1926, p. 1l-2)
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Vigoteky (1962) has objected that egocentric speech does not in f ct

lose itB importance, but that, disappearing from uttered speech, it

is internalized; th t part of language which the child used as an

aid to planning actions and coming to terms with the child's own

experienc, now b.comes inner speech. ( p. 17-19). Th. child ay

appear to become suddenly much more socially-minded, but the

change is in reality more gradual. What is happex4ng is that

language itself - £poken language, that is - is becoming more of a

social instrument.

6.2 The Formation of a Pe.r-Group Language

I The child, then, becomes a member of two worlds, that of his parents

and that of his peers (Campbell 196k, p. 289 folL.), Thd ihfluenc.

of the group Is very strong in all aspects of behaviour, more so

than that of parents or teachers (Campbell, p. 313-5), and it Is

confidently to be expected that this influence should extend to

language-patterns. Penfield and Roberts (1959) put th. age Of the

maximum capacity for imitation and language learning between 14. and

8 years (p. 2k3). To this capacity is now added a strong motiv. for

imitation - the desire to conform with the group, to find the security

that comes from conformity (Lewis 1963, p . 167). Th. average child

Is "group-minded, expansive and receptiveu at 8 years (Gesell and

hg, in P.nfield and Roberts, p. 2kLi), and is practically certain,

given a normal environment, to adopt some of th. patterns of speech

of the peer-group, even at the expens. of patterns learnt from his

parents. Thu tendency Is perhaps even stronger among working-class

children, sinc, working-class attitudes emphasize the fe1ing of
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community ( Bernstein 1963 passim; Young and Willmott 1957 pasim).

Descosudr.s (1930) gives a pertinent il).ustration of thi, difference

between working-c1as and middle-class children: in the COUrSe of

discussing what they thought of war:

"Lea infants di milleux populaires disent tououra:
'parc. qu'lls peuvent none tuer', tandis que j. trouv.
cinq fois doe garon. aiss qui disent: 'parc. .qu'ils me

tueraient';'j'ai e pa.	 tirer'. Li comls est c.tt.

rponse (6 an.): 'parc. qu'on pourrait tu.x, it maman

it papa, it j serais tout seul'. Deux autres, une flue
(7) it un gargon (3) disent: 'j 'ai peur', 'j 'aural. p•1r'.

Et trois fillettes diaent 'on bru1eralt notre maison, On

devralt sortir di la malson parc. que 	 nialson qul brile' -
tandis que tous lee .nfantøde mulieux populaires disent,

'ci seralt tout dtrult, lea maleona'; 'lee Boches bri].er-

alent les malsons'e .	 . En face de constatationa di cc

genre, on intend retentir nouveau I.e 'Malh.ur I vous,

riches!' di 1'vangil•." (p. 85-6).

ii Restricted Code Expre sibn

Bernstein (1963) notes that groups of children are among the types

of social. structurs that form closed communitiea, maximizing

identification of members with each other at the .xpens. of

individuated differences - similar to groups of crtininalc, service-

men, teenage gangs and working-class communities in Britain (Paper

5, p . 291). Such groups create a 'restricted code' type of commun-

ication. Tm Bernstein's theory, the restricted code is contrasted

with the	 code, which has a uch wider reference than

the ho ogeneous group. R,strict d codes an, an expression of group

solidarity rather than of individual identity; they are a form of
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social interaction, with th. goal of establishing corn unity

between speaker and listener, rather than a means of conveying

information or formulating opinion; they are associated with

rather	 mental operations, in Piaget's terms.

The restricted code, in comparison with the e1aboated code, tends

to use simpler syntactic structures, to be less concerned with

proc.ss.s than with objects, and to mini ize causal connections.

Emotion is a.isuall expressed in terms of tone, volume, voice

quality and gesture, where the elaborated code expresses It through

more verbal channels. All chiLdr.n learn to use restricted cods

language, but while middle-class children also learn the use of

elaborat•çI code quits easily from their parents, working-class

children hear almost exclusively restricted code language from

their parents, and tend therefore to use only this type of

expression. The restrict.d code lends itself to condensed and a

abbreviated styles of expression, and gives rise to slang, jargon

and esoteric vocabulary and phraseology. The work of P. and I. Opie

(1959) gives abundant illustration of this facet of child language.

It Is Interesting to see that a great many of the rhymes and sayings

of children's lore are not original, but derive from adult songs

or expressions, from the past and from contemporary popular

entertainment. The secret language of children is also composed of

words whose use is forbidden to chillren - or thought to be

forbidden - in adult society-. Their function is to reinforce the

children's feelings df solidarity in opposition to adults. At the
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same time they exemplify the child's desire to copy adult models.

Bernstein points to the conservative nature of group-language

(Paper IV, p. 317), and. this is also well illu trated by the

rhymes recorded by the Opies, some of which have a history of

centuries of occurrence.

iii Phonology in Peer-Group Language

As far as phonology is concerned, the influence of group-language

on a. child's individual phonological characterist,1ce is probably

greatest in the period when these influences are first felt, from

7 years, but before the age at which the child's brain becomes

less adaptable to new linuistic patterns, and established patterns

stabilize, at 10 or 11 years. Grewel (1950) notes the strong

dialectal character of children's speech at 10 years (p. 200).

Children whose parents' phonology differs from th. local speech

quickly take on the local characteristics. In the children of Forday

school, it was noticeable that West Indian children of or 6 years

differed quite markedly in their speech from locally-born English

children. At 7 or 8 years, however, there were only slight

differences in vowels, intonation and voice quality, arid at 9 or

10, as far as observation could establish, there was very litti.

difference between their speech and local speech, except. perbaps

in some aspects of voice quality. The speech of Indian and Pakistani

children appeared to be more r sistant to change, though this may

be a reflection in part of different structures in • t Indian and

sian family groups.
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Within the peer-group, the sex* ay al o be differentiated in

phonological teins. Boys' speech is probably Ore vigorous or

'dialectal' in Western societies than, girls. Ervin-Tripp(1966)

gives details of a study by Fischer (1958) of tk. different contexts

In which the verb endings /in/ and /izj/were used by- children. It

emerged that the more informal the context, the greater the frequency

with which /in/ was used, and that boys used fin," more frequently

than girls (p. 89). Wher. there are characteristic features of

girls' speech It is probable t at they are adopted by gitls with

some unanimity. Girls tend to be mOre imitative than boys, so that

one would expect to find a common style of speech among them

even more than among boys. In the present study many of th. older

girls are found to use characteristic allophones, and particularly

strikiztg in the 8 and 9 year old girls is the existence of a

common voice quality, that is predominantly non-nasal or

has a characteristically low pitch and gives the Impreuion of

acoustic 'dullness'. This is accompanied by prolongation of utterance-

final syllables (Bee IIIl.3for a fuller account). The adenoidal

quality qf these girls' speech may not be attributable in every case

to lafection of the adenoids. Abercrombie(1967) observeg that in

alum areas in big cities, dampness gives rise to adenoidal

complaints so commonly that taey are practically endemic, and

adenoidal voice quality is imitated from those who bale the complaints

evefl by those who do not suffer from them, so that this quality of

voice becomes a characteristic of local speech (p. 9i).
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7.1 Studies of London Speech

i Continuity of Forms

Early references to the forms of Popular London or 'Cockney' speech

have demonstrated the long tradition behind many of the features

of speech spoken in London today. Walker (1791), for example, in

the preface to his Dictionary, mentioned the omission of initial

fbi and the habit of adding excrescent s/b/s in forms such as

1 hones" (p xus), as vulgarisms to be avoided by Londoners wishing

to speak elegantly. Admittedly, he also ment.oned a characteristic

that has since died out, the substitution of Lw! for /v/. Pegg.

(1803) was probably the first to perceive that what Was widely

ridiculed as vulgarity In London speech could be shown to have as

good a pedigree as forms of polite speech. Forms such as yourn

for "yours",	 for "hers",	 I instead of "himself"

were shown to have an ancestry that could be traced back to Old

English ( p . 5). His was not, however, a trend-setting work, and

it w a not until 1938 that a historical account of Cockney was

undertaken. Matthews traced the past history of the dJ.a...ct on

the basis of evidence from literatur, and works of logopaedics over

several centuries, and also gave a brief and somewhat unsystematic

description of 'present ci y' (1938) Cockney, based on his own

observation of speech in Hoxton In North central London. He

outlined only what he considered to be the main features o Cockney

as compared with Standard English. The achieve ent of this work is

not its de cr1 tion of Cockney, but in estabi1sh1.ig a 'ong tradition

of continu±ty In lower-cia a London speech, features of which - such
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as the alternation of un! and /i/in participle and verb endings,

or the alternation of /h/ and zero - can be traced b ck several

centuries. Given that restricted code languages are conservativ, in

nature in comparison with, elaborated code varietie , then it should

follow th t lower cia a speech should be more resistant to change

than standard, educated forms of spe.ch which attach less importance

to Conformity and communit r - even though they might stress 'correct-

ness. The evidence of thçss earlj works demonstwates the resistance

to change of Cockney.

ii Ztudies of Present-day Adult Cockney

Two re]. tiv.ly recent studies have given phonological accounts of

Cockney, train slightly different theoretical standpoints. Sivertun

(1960) applied to Cockney a structural analysis of the type out-

lined by Hockett (1955, 1958). I.r subjects were from the B•thna].

Green area; for intensive study she used the speech of old ladles

(p. 5). Sh. formulates on. of the rob1.ms facing anyone w10 acts

out to döscribe a speech-form usl,ng a limited number of informants:

this is the problem of accounting for the great amount of indjvldual

variation encountered in the speech of any- on. person or group of

people - their 'parole', in dl $auaaurs's terms, as opposed to the

'langu.' that the investigator is attCnpting to Iefin.. Ia. the

sam lee of speech obtained from her informant eAs can, she lys,

"vaguely perceive the outlines of seveaI. style. of peech, though

one can by no means define them. 1 (p. If) Variations in speech, on
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both the segmental and th. prosodic level, ay be caused by factors

such a tb. peaking situation, the nature of the interlocutor,

the ubject of conver ation (p. 3-14 ). Sivertsen expected large-scale

'interference' from IP on her subscts, and to counteract the effects

of this she attempted to abstract a 'hypothetical speech form' (p.l)

from the speech used her informants when they were least guarded

and egst conscious of hQw they were talking. Recognition of tie

re1aionship between RP and Cockney is implicit throughout her study;

she makes constant reference to RP (as defined by Daniel Jones) as

a standard by which to de cribs the phonemes of -Cockn.y.

thirford's (1967) thesiG is based on the speech of the seven members

of one family, also in thnal Green. The two grandparents bad been

born in iearby Stepney, theii three children aM two grandchildren

were native to the district. Hurford's approach is 'diaphonemic',

being essentiaLly a study of the pronunciation of words, and of

bow a phoneme may have differing realtat1one in different words.

This approach produces an analysis that cUffers from that of

Siverteen in some ways. Uurford would regard the vocoids in

"board" and "bored" as variants of the same diaphoneme, or word-

sound unit,	 (p. 1420-3). To Siverteen, however, the two vocoids

are aflophones of two phonemes t at have distinctive distributions

and distinctive phonemic norms - /oh/ in "bored" and fow/ In

"board" (p. 71-8). On the other hand, to Hurford the ].ide In

"school" and "b 11" is a realization In the first case of the

se uence ! + (p. k63-k and In th. second of	 + L (p. 1+23).

Sivert in would a sign t1e tWQ glide to the ns honeme /ow! (p.7Lf7).
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Sivert en's is • s.ntially a study of phonemic norms, whereas

Hurford's is a study of diaphonemic variants. Though Hurford refers

to the RP phonological system, this is not used as a standard for

comparison. The speech of his informants is compared with that

of th. other members of the family, and a synchronic account Is

given for the total speech of the whole family. He claims to find:

"a high degree of idiosyncratic variation both in and

between individuals such as has not been hitherto described

with reference to any dlalect (p. 2)

H. also establishes that some aspects of London speech as •xsmpll-

fled in this family are subject to diachronic change, though this

accounts for less variation.

iii Formal and Informal Elements in Cockney

Ideas of 'poshness' or correctness apparently loom large in the

minds of some Londoners when they discuss their native idiom, as

is apparent in remarks made by both fivertsen and Hurford. It is

perhaps inevitable then that they should be led to look for

a relationship between what is considered the 'posh' form of

English - standard English, or RP, and the native dialect. Both

Slvertsen(p. 3) and Hurford (p. k5-6) believe that 'dialectal

interference' takes place when a Cockney endeavours to tal ore

correctly, or in a more stand i'd type of ngllah. One of

Informants articulated initial lb.! frequently and correctly

(without over-. geueralizati n) during her first t ps-recorded inter-

view, when she seemed anxious to im re s the interviewer, but

f4Li&LtS' the habit in 1 tsr Interviews (p.2'). This he wo 1d
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interpret as fluctuation between an 'Ea t London' and an 'RP'

pronunâiation(p. 46). However, though /'hrijf "Harry" is

obviously more RP-like than /'rij/, it would be a mistake to

classify th. first as an RP pronunciation and the second Cockney.

Both presence and abBence of /h/ are spects of the one dialect:

at a very early stage the children in this study learn to use

initial /bJ In a systematic way, presence of the phoneme being

associated with emphatic utterance in some words, and with a

generally 'formal' context, while zero /bJ is a feature of a

more conversational style of speech. 'Formal' here is taken to

refer not only to a social situation, such as in school, or an

interview with a non-parental adult, but also to the subject of

a conversation, which becomes more formal when academic subjects

are to be discusbed, or a story is to be told. For c1iildrn a

relatively simple scale of formality oper tes; for adults the

question of the relation of 1 nguage to its situation is more

complex. flurford and Sivertsen recognize a scale of formality

o erating on Intervocalic /t/, such that C'bE1J "better" is

'broad' or 'pure' Cockney, and E'betJ , with h.avily affricated

It/, is thought to be more correct. Sivertsen adds a third item,

which is the exponent of 'norma],' but rapid speech - ['beta] '

with a medial voiced alveolar flap (p. 119). Here it is clear that

although th. formal exponent in this paradigm is nearer to the

Standard Engi sh realization of "better" than the version with the

glottal stop, yet it is not the same as a tandard English

/
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pronunciation, differing pr aiJ in the degr.i of aft;rication;

it n.r.ly displays more fe tures of RP than th. other two ver lone..

The .nfluence of more standard types of Eng1isI is' tilt in th.

Items that the Cockney selects for more formal speech, but dole

not affect the nature of th. items themselves. In effeCt,. the

Cockn.$ speaker who does try to 'talk posh' ii in the position of

someone attempting to r.roduce another language; I does so by

adapting those •lsments of his Own language rep.rtQire that

• nearest to the target sound, but unless he takes great pains

to acquire the accent, or starti to learn when- .ry young, his

peech will always display features of his native proniuc1ation.

Standard English is not, of course, a foreign language for Cockneys,

and or most speakers there is an alaQs EaCt on.-to-n. corree

spondenc. between phonemic Items. If it shuld happen, however,

that Cockney chilç es;. t6 fail to master son. feature sich ag

fina3.	 or the ff1 - 1/ contrait, before adulthood, tbeflLt

it is likely that he would have great dlrficujty in making the

transition to standard usage of these items in ormal contexts.

£ Qockney trying to speak Standard English is less likely to

give an accurate imitation of a Standard Enllsh speaker than

to produc. the Cockney's impression of 'taLking losh', which ounds

like nothing but a other Cockney giving the s e impre sion.

This thesis t1c s the point of view that what Hurford calls 'RP

pronunciation' involves merely suppressing thosi .1. ents of

oc1c.ney remote from RP, and promoting those that are Aear' it.

Fluctuations within an informant 'a pronunciation. ar. taken to be
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instances of either free or systematic variation, producing

allophones that have a unitar7 relationship to the items in

the phonemic system.

iv Children's Speech in London

Jones (1967) bases his study on the speech of 3 and If-year old

children from the London area, though only one of his £ubj.cts is

Cockney, in th. esnes of having parents whose speech Is strongly

dialectal (p.51). H. establishes a 'target language' for the

children, a 'General London' dialect abstracted from a continuum

of speech-forms in the London area, ranging from Cockney through

Popular London and Modified (educated) London to RP (p.52-Li.).

Though it was necessary for Jones to be able to refer to some

generalized adult-typ. target for his subjects, it must be stressed

that such a dialect is very much an artificiality, and even more

hypothetical than 'pure Cockney'. As Gimson (1962) points out,

there are within the London area numerous varieties of speech,

popular dialects, dialects modified In the direction of Standard

English, and modified at the edges of the London area in th. direction

of neighbouring dialects (p.8L). This variation is essentially

geographical, not individual, and it Is not to be expected that a

Popular London speaker will rangs from Cockn.y forms in his most

conversational style to RP in his most formal or 'frozen' style

(Joos, l962,p.13): nor will an RP speaker lapse into Cockney,

even when he is trying to be informal among Cockney

speakers - not that Jones has suggested anything like this.
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It is, however, the writer's 0 Inion t at while Standard English

is bound to have some •ff.ct on attitudes to langua. among

speakers of lower-class dialects, yet it has not basically

affected t12s homogeneity of the dialects. Certain assumptions

und.r11. the approach to the dialect of Cockney ii thi. thesis.

They may be presented briefly here: Cockney or Popular London

dialects are sharply distinguished from RP or Standard English

dia1.ts, even though there is a considerable area of overlap

between the two types of dialect: there is a high degre. of

similarity among the Popular London dial.cts: these dialects occur

jn th.lr least	 form among children, mainly among

working-class childr.n: Modified London speech results from

individual modification of speech in th. direction of Standard

English, and t t such modification takes place, whether consciously

or unconsciously, aft.r the acquisition of peer-group language -

not till the mid-teens, say - and on the basis of the peer-group

language: there are very few areas of London where children

grow up to acquire, througI th. natural processes of language

learning, a 'modified London 'pronunciation - that is, a form of

speech between Popular London and RP, with elements of both

dialects. It is possibl. that such a development may take place

ii areas in central London, where Inforced integration of lower and

middle-class children is resulting rom the movement of professional

families into districts such as Camd.n and Is].ington, but such

areas are at the present tIm. exceptional. In their pre-teen years
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Children arC strongly dialectal in their spe.ch. If they' ar. brought

up in a predominantly working-class area it is to b. •xpecte4 that

they will learn th. features of the local dialect. It they are in

a predomin ntly middle-cl 	 area or at a boar.ng-achool of a

certain type, they would be expected to acquire a 3txdard English

accent, possibly of the type described by Gim8on as Ad yanced RP

(1962, p. 85).

v Code- witching

Only W.n a speaker )ias spent his childhood in an area conducive

to the learning of a Popular London type of speech and has then

for some reason or another altered his speech - consciously or

unconsciously - in the direction of Standard English, only in such

a ca q ig it expected hat 'dialectal interference' will be

obaervsd, as the speaker altCrnaes between the two dialects in

varying situations. This is one type of adjustment to th. two

types of speech in the London area. £noth.r	 produces som.thizg

very lik, bilingualism 1 then a speaker learns to use two sharply

differentiated dialscts, one Cockney or near-Cockney, and the other

Standd English. The on. is lased in the bone and among tri.nds,

and the other in relatively formal situations, or even infor aX

situations among RP speakers. It is probably relatively easy' to

acquire bis second dialect if the speaker has sufficient motivation,

since mod•ls of RP speech are readily available on the wir.l.ss,

television and films, and th. young child is •xposed to these

influences from the very start of his languag. learning period.
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Such speakers can switch from the one dialect th the other, and are

probably conscious that they are doing so. This is a facility

which is probably increasing as sound midia become more and more

i portant a part of Iamily and school backgrounds - a facility

denied to older generations of Londoners. Again, however, it is

stressed that it is unlikely to affect the native speech or

children's dialectal speech in any areas in terms of phonology.

Alternation of this kind will not be encountered among children

of Primary School age; modification of a speaker's idiolect is

not pr.dlct.d to occur at so early an age for the normal working-

class child. There is no motivation in the child to transform his

discriminatory comprehension of Standard English into production.

When such motivation arises the more 'imitative' children - girl.

in particular - will probably be the more successful in the

acquisition of the secand dialect.

vi East London Speech

The separation of RP and Cockney speech is reinforced in districts

of East London b th, comparative isolation of these districts

from other part of the city where Standard forms of English are

ore likely to be heard. Unlike an area such as Islington, where

first im igrant and then professional aniilles have moved into what

was once a predominantly working-clas area, and where locally-

born children are likely to mix at school with children from

families w re Stand rd and different forms of non-standard

English are spoken, ethnal Green, ow and si liar localitites in

the traditioial 'East E d' are free of Standard English speakers.
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Few middle-cia a prof. sional famili.a Liv. in thsse districts,

and litti. Standard English will be encountered in coiver ation.

Forms of peech heard on radio and t.l.vision are no more ].ikelT

to odify the speech of the adult East Ender in the direction of

RP than American films are to turn them in the direction of,

American usage. What Influence is felt from these sources is likely

to be in vocabulary and phraseology rather than phonology. Nor

d the residents of this part of London come into contact with

Standard English speakers in other part. of London - except through

a work-situation. Hurford stresses that the m•mbers of the family

he was studying tended not to move outside the district (p. 13).

The old ladi s In Sivertsen's work were similarly life-long members

of the Bethna]. Green community, and travelled very little ( p . 7).

Young and Willmott emphasize the homogeneous natute of East

London working-class communities in their study (1957) of Bethna].

Green: married daughters rarely wish to move far away from their

mother, and the family group is typically large and cohesive.

Many of the children interviewed in	 study s ant ome ti e in

the car, of their grandparents, usually their 'N n', while their

parents were at work or out shopping. It w s apparent that the

grandparents played a large part in the child's life; this will

be yet another factor in the maintaining of traditional Cockney

form in pres.nt-dar London speech. Even if the child were to

hear Standard English spoken by teachers at school which Is not

the cas. at Fordway School - this i. not likely to modify their

speech. As Campbell (l961.) shows, the influenc, of the child's

peer-group is uch. stronger than that of teachers or even parents

(p. 3l3-
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7.2 Piono1ogical Decr1ptios of Cockney

It is empba..ized that th. typ. of speech described in the main body

of this work is th. speech found i* a specific locality: it I.

not the task of this thesis to make general statements about

London speech. There are, however, certain features that most form..

of Popular London speech have in common, and the remaining paragraphs

of this chaptir are devoted to a review of the most significant of

the.. feature. as described by Siv.rtsen (1960), Burford (1967, 1968),

Jon.s(1967) and Matthews (1938), Th. main Interest is in the

findings of th. first of these two works, both of which ar. based

on the speech of individua1 in Bethn..l G*sn. In geographical

terms ethna1 Green and Bow are very near. Before the last war the

writer's mother was living in Bow and his father in Bethual (reen,

but did not coaider themselves distant rom each other. They

lived, in fact, in turning, oft the same road, Roman Road, which

runs from Bethnal Green station almost to Old l'ord in Bow. Women

from Bethnal Green visit Roman Road market, near Yordway School,

on days when Bethna.1 Green markst is closed.

1
I Vowels

There is son. disagreement as to the number of vowels ifl Cockney.

Sivexts.n, followed by Jones, gives six 'simple' vowels. fa/ is
expressed as stressed // - Ca] or	 - as opposed to

unstressed /3/ -	 Q] (p. 33 foil.). Hurford agrees with the

present study ii aseignlng seven simple or short vowels -

/i,e,,a, e,o,u/. As t? long or complex vowels Hurford gIves 13
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Jones 13, Siverteen 11+ and the present study 13, with th. proviso

that a fourteenth vowel - the sound in "tour", "during" - may

exist in Cockney. Hurford has the item 	 and Siverteen /uh/

which correspond to this vowel, and both agre. that it occurs

only infrequently. Jones does not encounter the vowel in his

material and omits It from his ii t of vowel Items. In the

material on which this study is based only one word which might

contain the vowel occurs - "Euro •" - but it takes the phonetic

form[j U 1, which Is expressed phonemically /'jrep/. The

possibility of the existence of the sound must b. acknowl.dged on

the basis of potential oppositions such as "queue"-"cure". It is,

however, extremely rare, and probably rarer in Cockney than in

RP, where it is the least frequently occurring vow.i(Fry(l9Lj.7)

found the RP vowel /ua/ to have a frequency of occurrence of

0.06% - Gimson 1962, p. lk3). Jones and Sivertaen propose a phoneme

fow/ - the vowel in "all", t1saucs", "full","Paul". Hurford

treats this sound as a variant of different diaphonemes in

different words: thus, !! + in "school"; Au + j in "fa11;

Oo + in "pull". Where this account disagrees with all other studies

is in the establishing of a phoneme /aw/, which Is treated by

Zivertsen, Hurford and Jones as a sequence of /aw/ + /1/ or /0/

+ /1/. Table 1 compares the typography and total items of these

accounts of the Cockney vowel system, with a w rning that the

correspondanees between the items are not ccx&t.
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It will b. s.en that the main area of dia gr..m.nt among th. studies

is La the glides to a back close or half-close position, corn-

sponding in orthography to word-final /1/ after M vowel. Eurford

treats these glides gtnictly as sequences of 'Vw.i L. Jones

and Siverts.n regard the vowel in "all", "short", as a different

phoneme from that in "boning","aaw", "poured". ven though4 t1e

two could be shown. to be in comp.em.ntary distribution through

a. rather complex system of morphophonenLtc rules, it is more

conveni.it to recognize the existence of such contrasts as

"sawed" as evidence in support of the separate phonemic status of

t1e two vowels.. All three atudles treat th. glide in the words "old",

"pole", as /ew/ + /1/, and that in "d011"r "toll" as /0/ + /1/,

though. in fact the two glides are not contrasted; UdoUw and

"dole" are homophones in Cockney. The present study treats this

glide as a phonemic Unit (see III,k.l).

ii Characteristics of Cockney Vowels

Alternation of Short Vowels

Alternation of abort or simple vowels that ar. near in quality is

noticed, particularly in what seem to be older forms of Cockney.

Matthews (p. 169) and S1.vertaen (p. 52-3 observe the occasional

substitution of lu for /e/ in such tori as /git/ "get"; /9'gin/
"again"; /'ivnij/ "every". Ic! is quite commonly substituted for
Ia!, as in /'k.g/"catch" /'d.mp/ "damp!" (Sivert en, p. p9).
The opening of /e/ to/a/ seems to have been a fsaturs of Cockney

at on. ti e (Matthews, p. 170) and may still survive in one form -
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/rend/	 Eurford and Jones consider these features to

be typical of modern Cockney, though /e/-fornis of certain words still

survive, such as /'ksf/ "catch". Confusion between La! nd Ia!

is noted by Jones, though thishprobably the result of phono-

logical immaturity in his subjects (p. 93-11). Cockney /1/ occurs

in many weak syllableB where Standard English would have /9/a

Sivert en records /'adik/ "haddock"; /'gct:din/ "garden"(p. 2).

She also notes variation between /1/ and /ij/ in final unstres ed
syllables as in /'a:zijz/ "houses"; /'5a:fijzl "churches" by
the side of more standard forms, and variation between /iz! and

/ijz/ for "his", I?jt? (p. 50-1).

Nonophthongal Variants

Monophthongal variants of what are quite frequently diphthongs in

other forms of English have been noted in Cockney. Of the vowels

/i:/,/e:/,/o:/, as in "here","there","four", Hurford finds that

monophthongs predominate over diphthongs in closed syllables,

while in utterance-final syllables glides to [J occurred most

frequently (pp . 1+20, L4.2L4 1+36). We should expect similar behaviour

from a phoneme Lu:! if It were found to hi 3ustified: thus a

monophthongal realization In "during", a hide to centre in

"cure", "endure".

In I:/, as in "town", monophthongs and di hthongs alternate
freely In Cockney, although glides are mo t common in words

containing the aound in Stand rd English. Matthews finds a pure

vowel that is almost co p].etely open though somewhat retracted from
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front . in th. area of /a S thua['fa viJ , E'1?a"J for "town"(p. 78).

Siv.rt..n finds this vowel very variable, recording a rnonophtbong

lik, that described by Matthews and other rnonopbthong. at points

as close as [TJ , as will as diphthongs and triphthongi(p. 66-8).
Eurford also finds variation ii the ratio of di. bthongs to pure

vowsis for this item In his	 sp.ech,, ranging from

1:1? to 1:1 for differ.nt sp.ak.rs, though ther. is no definite

trend with ag. of speak.r(p. 103-8).

A high proportion of monophthonga in /aj/ is noticed by al].

commentators; It makes possible rhym.s such as "1augh"-"Ife"

(Sj cr.rts.n, p. 70). The vowel may also be rounded in orns utter-

anc.s(Siy.rts.n, p. 6k). flurford also records rounded and unrounded

allophon.. of /cl.:/ in the proportjona of 2:3( p. Lfl5m 420),

/aj/ and /w/ may also have pure-vowel ilophon.s, though less

fr.qA.itly than the other it.ms mentioned, Sivsrtsen notices

aonophtbongs for /aJf before other vowels and before certain inter-
ludes or Thedjal consonants withia words, as in "playing", "sailor",

"aii't TV' - / tjnjf (p. 57-8). Similar contexts may produc.
unglld.d allophones of hw/, as in "going", "Nov.rnb.r" (Siv.rts.n,
p. 93) and particularly in th. word "no", often heard as [na:J

Rurford also r.cords forms 1J3 Iat4J "Jo. Edwards" and
"going" (p. 1.6k).

Diphthong 1 Variants

Other items that are pure vowels 1n Staadard English ay b. glided

In Londofl speech. The gliding of /ijl as in "mi", /uw/ as ii "you",

is ob •rv*d by all four studies under discu slon.



Perhaps the most characteristic feature of Cockney vowels is

the occurrence of two-directional glides or tn. hthongs in

certain vowels, most particularly /i:/,/e:/,fo:/, though
they have been recorded also in /oj/ (Jones, p. 96),/a:/ (Siverts.n,

p. 67). They occur predominantly in utterance-final syllables.

Siverts.n describes Wiphthonga in /a:! as moving front front

half-open to first a more open and then to a central position. In

this study, however, are found only triphthongs moving first to

close front and then to centre - [zjJ or Ctj*1 , where Siverts.n

gives [1 , [cJ
Sivertsen also comments on the extraordinary length of stressed

syllables in the speech of some Cockneys, particula.tty women.hia

may produce a disyllabie effect with certain vowel glides, as

[ a:r]for /o..j/, CIfor fat! (p. ZO-2).

Final /1/

Vocoldal realizations of final /1/ are well documented in studies

of the dialect. These produce not only the phonemes low! and /aw/,

but also the vocoid glides E'], [qJ, zi) , [a . J, realizations

of the sequences /il/,/.1/,/wl/,/:l/, and two-directional glides

roi , [axJ, t?loJ , realizations of/aji!, /ijl/ and /ojl/.

There is also the possibility of Flideá in /a:l/ and Ia].!; though

these are not found in the present study they are referred to by

Hurford and ivørtsen. Jones (p. 80), and Sivertsen ( p. 39 - 1+0),

note the reduction of some vowel contr sty before 11/ (see III,k.3

iv, vii, xi, xix, xxii, xvi, xxv below).
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Lii. Consonant Items

There is general agreement on the number of consonants in Cockney,

which is allowed to be the sams as in Standard ng1ish or EP,

as described for exampl. by Gimson (1962). One difference iii

classification is Sivertsen's treatment of /5/, /dy4iot as affricates
but as consonant clusters (p. 9L1 -5). There are, however, certain

differenc between some consonantal items in Cockney and Stanilard

English, in distributional and allophonic features.

LL
The alternation of zero and fbi in initial position in c rtain words

has long been taken to be typical of London speech (cf. Walker 1791,

When /hfLs present it seems to be predominantly, though

not exclusively, in formal contexts, and may alternate with the

glottal plosive a an emphatic device(Sivertsen, p. lkl). Adult

speakers seem to have learnt the rules governing this alternation

quite adequately, since over-generalization of initial fbi to

produce forms such as "honly", "hanyway", is not frequent in the

records of Matthews and Sivertsen, and is not f und at all by

Hurford.

Over-generalization is however found quite commonly among younger

children in this study, and less frequently among even the oldest,

as in /'helijf.nt/ "Elephant"; /'hi3k/ "ink"; /'bin5/ "iiigh". This
may be a development in the acquisition U E rule governing the

presence or absenc. of fbi in particular items of vocabtilary,

re ulting from parental influence, or from spontaneous generation

of a rule on the part of the child.
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un! and /ij/

London sp.ech is also characterized by alternation of th. forms

/in/ and /i/in verb and participia]. endings, and ii a f.w

non-verb contexts such as /'izlintan/ "Ielington"; /'bakinem/

"Buckingham" recorded by Sivertsen (p. 129). This featur. is

noted by all the studies under coneideraion.

If! and /0/; /v/ and //

Hurford suggests that the hypothetical form 'pure Cockney' would

not have the phonemes /0/, //(p. 131). It is certain that these

phonemes have a lower frequency in London than in Standard speech.

/0/ Li "thing", "thought","testh" is often substituted by /f!, and

medial //, in "znother","father", by /v/. Matthews records an older

habit of alternating Inter-vocalic // with Id/un certain

specific words such as "farthing" - /'f Q :din/ or /'fci:din/(p. 80).

This is not supported by any other study.

Initial /"O/ in mature speech is not so likely to alternate with

any one particular phoneme: rather it displays a great variety

in its allophones, which vary according to the phonetic context.

Sivertsen notes that It may be realized by dentality in the

realization of sequences such as /d/, /t/, /z/,/n/,/s/ as

single dentalized seg ents - ri, tJ, [zi, [], I] p. 122). It
could be suggested that the less distinctive and 'rarer' phonemes in

a language, in Jakobson's sense t at they are among the last to

be acquir d by the child, are iso those which dl play the greatest
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variety in their allophones, or are most r.quent13r substituted.

For /e/ - or the diaphonems 	 - Burford notes at 2..ast 19

phonemic and allophonic varianta (p. k82). This study Linda

more variety in realizations of IV than augested by Siverteen.
On. of the ±'eatures of this pair of phonemes may b. that in many

positions they are distinctive by virtue of tb.ir difference from

near-by phonemes as much as by virtue of their dentality in

other words, their distinctiv• feature is in many cases what they

are not 1 rather than what they are. It i* worth noting that 1ff

and 1v1 which ar. often substituted for /0/ and /S/, do not have

anything like this amount of variety in their allophones - 1ff i

"muffin", for example, contrasted with the medial con8onan in

"nothing". It could be argued that // and // are an •saeittia].

part of the Cockney phonemic system, not th. results o pressure

fXom Standard English, bnt that they have different distinctive

f.atureg -one of which is the feature 'having many aflophon.s',-

from other forms of English.

Intrusive /rf
'Intrusive' and linking Ii', are well attestedin these studies.

It seems to be the Case that the vow•1e whicI are succeeded by this

segment are almost invariably of the class of vowels aymboliz.d in

this study by the length-marker / :1 - /1:1,1.:!, /a:/, /o:/, /Q.:/,/

and the weak vowel /a/. It may very rarely be found after /cij/,/u/

(Sivertsen, p. 138).
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Glottal and lotta1izePA],1Ophonea

A further characteristic of London phonology is the prevalence of

glottal allophones for a number of phonemes. Numerically and

proportionally the most common occurrence of[2]ia as an

allophon• of It! medially and finally in the syllable. It may

be word-initial or morpheme-initial, as 1*	 "go to

bed';CSt € Za '1 "Say ta_ta";[f ? L ] fl fourte.n fl , but in this

phonological account It! in these utterances would be regarded

as syllabl.-final thus /'$Jtt'o-:/; /fowt'ijri/ - or medial -

/'gawt'bed/ (see III 3.1). It is also noted as an allophon. of

the fortis plosives /p/, /ki', as well as /d/,/g/,/f/,/v/,/e/, in

these studies of Cockney. Matthews gives it as his view that the

extension of this allophone to phonemes other than /t/ is a

relatively recent development, which has taken place within the

latter half of the nineteenth and the first part o± the twentieth

century, though he emphasizes that the material on which his

research Is based does not provide reliable evidence ( p. 179).

Portia plosives are almost invariably glottalized" in syllabi.-

final position (for a full discussion of this see III,3.lbelow).

In addition to glottal and glottalized voiceless allophon.s, however,

Hurford (1968) notices voiced glottalized continuant allophonea

* From this point, and throughout this thesis, tie term 'glottalized'
is used. , for convenience, in the sense of 'having glottal.
reinforcement', or 'prs-glottallzed'. Contoids with simultaneous
plosive articulat n and glottil closure are de.cribed as '
'ejectiv.'.	 cut_..LL
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of some fortis consonants. Medial /p/,/t/,/k/ may be realized as

glottalized frictionless continuants or partly voiced,or

voiceless but unaspirat.d, and glottalized plosives. The release

of the oral, and glottal closure may be simultaneous _[çl ,LUJ, EkZTJ -

or the oral release may follow the glottal release 
- t r ,t?k],[2k].

In the case of continuants, glottal closure is simultaneous

with the frictionless continu nt articulation -tffl ,	 Ul].
Thus	 O] "people" [	 11J "twenty"	 "talking",

[of] "top Of" [ 6 E:ftJ"better". Fricatives may also have a

voiced frictionless continuant allophone - /f!, for example, i*

"officer" (p. 391).

Final contoidal /1/

Sivertsen speaks of certain areas in th. phonological system of

Cockney where diachronic changes taking place in the dialect

produce 'fuzziness' at the edges of phouo].ogical categories,

causing difficulty for the investigator preparing a phonemic

analysis ( p . 177) One such area ma be among those vocoid glides

that are realizations of final /1/. The data supplied by Hurford

on this feature lead us to suppose that there are changes taking

place in the proportion of vocoid to contoid realizations of

this item. He cilculates the ratios of final vocoids, in the

region of[ L1J, to final velarized C3 and final clear [i3
Presumably occurrenc s of clear Ci] , though word-final, are
also inter-vocalic, and Hurford does not specify what proportion

of vocoidal realizations occur before a vowel, and what proportion

are utterance-final or before a consonant. ven so, there is a
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marked increase in absolute and relative terms in the frequency

of vocoida]. final /1/, aid a marked decrease in the occurrenc, of

final contoidal, velarized /j/, from the oldest to youngest

speaker, as can be seen in Table 2:

TABLE (After Hurford) Realizations of Final /1/ In the Speech
of Seven Members of a Family

Speaker	 Age (1967)	 C ii	 ttri

Ben	 82	 8	 8	 2

Nan	 79	 1	 19	 -

Phil	 LfLf	 -	 30	 5

Stevi.	 Lf3	 -	 29	 8

Ada	 38	 1	 68	 16

Jenefer	 18	 -	 8	 5

Mark	 lL,	 -	 22	 2L
(p.333)

These figures are perhaps not conclusive, perhaps, as a result

of th. small size of the sample. Final velarized ) may be a

characteristic of certain styles of speech, and it is possible

that the oldest speaker in Hurford's study was a frequent user

of thess styles. The figures related to final vocoidal realizations

are more suggestive, and perhaps more reliabis, as a relatively

larg. sample.

It seems that vocoida]. fins]. /1/ is characteristic of children's

speech at an early age. This has been noticed by Holmes (1927,

pp . 223,225), Albright and Aibright (l956,p.389),Smith (1970,
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p. 13-k). Levina (19k0, reported by lobin 1966b, p. 372-3) records

t that Bussian children replace sequences of Vowel + /1/ -

c].sar [ii - by Vowel + /1/, and vic, versa. In the.. instances the

children hav• probably perceived the feature 'vocalic' in /1/,

but not until a later stags have they perceived and used the feature

or 'lateral	 Hutcheson (1968) draw.

a developmental paradigm for this phoneme for the children in

Ingram'. study, as follows:

"wheel	 i)	 -	 ii)	 -o	 iii)	 -01	 iv)	 -

(p. 38)

Now fr these children, learning Scottish English, velarized

is the adult norm, and there 1. probably littl• fluctuation

betwe*n lateral and vocoid once adult articulation is attained.

For Cockney children, however, th. mature form of this item is

less consistent, and there may be fluctuation. at ],ater stages of

development. Jones(1967), for example, notices that some children

go through a stage at the age of k years when words are produced

with final clear [1] , even though children at 3 or 33- years are

producing ve1arized[r3(p. 101). He sugests that this 1. a

'spelling' pronunciation acquired from adults pronouncing words

exaggeratedly and over-correctly with a final clear [i] . It

undoubtedly also represents a stage before the child has completely

established the phonological rules concerning the alternation of

final vocolda]. and lateral /1/. At an earlier stage, by contrast,

the child may operate with a ruls that inhibits the occurrence of

lateral /1/ syllable-finally even within a word - producing forms
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such as /'kowin/ "calling"; /'fowin/ "falling" (p.101>,

This fricative has a ].imit.d distribution in Popular

London pe.ch both in absolute terms and r.latiye to Pe

It occurs medially, as in "television", "m.asur.", but V.ry

rarely-, if ever, ii final position, where /13 / 1. more commol

- /9jJ3 / "beige" /trci3/ "garage" ftuw4 / "rouge" (Siv.rt..n,

p.l2).

iv Sex Differences ii Cockney Phonology

Both Matthews (p.77) and Biverts.n (pp.30-2,119) comment on

differences between women's and men's speech, which consist ii

a t.id.ncy in men to clipped, vigoroua delivery, Whithmay be

partly a result of a nor. general. us. of the glottal stop, aid

a tø*dency in women to 'drag out an accented sy1.abLe', producing

a somewhat drawling effect. Gj±.ts 1* the prseeatr study a?.

siilarly found to l.gthen both vocoids and contoids in

utterance-final syllabl.s. Eurford finds that /p/,/t/ and /k!

are glotta].iz.d more commoalt by hl mal, than by his female

informants (p.175), He also notes that these plosives are

aEpirated more frequently by Ada and J.nef.r, and that these

two aid the third female informant, Nan, use relatively more

voiceless &U qphon.s of lemis consonant phonemes) than tka

other, male speak.rs (p.i7). Tb.roughout this ;tudy, a number

of differences are found between girls' and boys' speech

which can be related to these findings.
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CHAPTER III PHONOLOGY OP NXNE-YEAR OLD C!!ILDREN

1.1 Maiutty of 9—year old. Si,eech

As has been seen In. the preyioue chapter, chIldren's

phonology is considered. b writers on the subject to be

substantially mature by the age of 8 years ,Templ.n 1957,

Pry 1966, Lenneberg l96), In terms of both honemie

structure and articulation. Slight differences are found.

between the 8—year olds and. 9..yeai olde in the present

study in the srtieu1ation of In (see 5.6 ii ), but in
all other respects there appear to be no major &tfferences

in speech 1,etween the sixteei children whose phonological

system is described in. this clia:pter. The phonological norms

established, by this means are then taken to mepnesent the

jenminsi. model ton the development of the younger grourps

of ehildren in the school, whose speech is eonsidered in

chapters IV and. V.

1.2 Xnformants

The aixteen children composing this ! aature group were

drawn from two classes In the school Classes 2 and 2X -

though there is no significant difference In the age-range

or the intellectual ability of children from the two classes.

There are 8 boy. and 8 gIrls. All were born In the

neighbourhood of the school, and, all have EngUsh parents.

The names and. ages of the children, with their position in

their family, are as follows:
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RassefllU.lden ('Russell'). Aged. 8,2. Attwin; no other sibling

Jennifer Carnegie (Jenny?). Aged 8,5. 2nd of 3 children,

David Gilbert ('David Gl'). Aged 8,6. 2nd of 2 children.

3o}mMcDpimell ('John'). 8,6, 1st of 3 children.

Philio Chaniler (Phi1ip'), 8,10. 1st of 2,

Clifford north ('Clifford'), 8,10. 2nd of 3.
Diane All (Diane'). 8,11. 2nd. ofm3.

,Teanette Leigh ('Jeanette'), 9,1. let of 2.

Jackie Newton ('Jackie'). 9,1. 2nd. of 2.

David Griffen (Dayj. Gr.'), 92. 1st of 2.

Kathleen Bye ('Kathleen'), 9,2. Only child.

Elaine Baker('Elaine'), 92, 2nd. of 3.

Rpep Sjth,(Rossl) 9,3. 2nd of 5.

Anthony 'ffojtum (TonyI), 9,9. 1st of 2.

Viyienn&Ashmore ('Vivienne'), 9,10. 3rd of 4,

Teresa McCombie (iTeresa), 9,10. 3rd of 14.

The average age of this group is 9,2, so that they Can most

conveniently be referred to, with admitted inaccuracy, as

the 9-year old group of speakers.

In the discussion of norms of the mature model of 1anguage

below, reference may also be made from time to time to the

speech of younger children where such utterances illustrate

features, considered to be characteristic of mature speech,

but not exemplified in the recordings available from 9-year
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Chil&ren Xn these cases the speaker5 age will be given

thus, 'ony (8,1)'.

1.3 Ron-structural Characteristics of 9- year old Sveeeh

A description of the phonemic system and phonological

characteristics of speech of this group of children forms the

bulk of this ehapt*p. In the course of its preparation -

collecting, listening to and transcribing the recorded speech

of the children - a very strong impression was gained by

the writer of a unity of speech among the se children. This

may not emerge clearly in the phonological account belew,

which consists of a number of phonological statements

toUowed each one by a number bt exceptions; the exception

roving sometimeS more interesting than the rulS. It may be

worthwhile then to prece&.the discussion of phonolgical

stz'uctiu'e with a brief review of certain aspects of speech,

not directly related to structure, but which contribute to

this impression of the homogeneity of speech.

Voice Quality

Several girls in this group - Vivienne, Elaine, Jackie, Katbie

leen and Diane chow a remarkable similarity in voice

quality (cf. Catford. 1964k Layer, 19 ), the non-phonemic

component of voicing which is relatively constant through

vowels, continuants and. voiced. consonants. This is character-

ized by pharpgeal or glottal friction in the vo1cing of

a type associated, with the voiced fricative fJ, by generally
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low pitch, and. by a relatlxe absence of nasality or nasal

resonance in towels, in contexts,, such as the neighbourhood.

of a nasal consonant, where nasality might be expected. The

impressionistic label t foggy' could be applied to this type

of voice quality. In places, and particularly at the end. of an

utterance, this voice-quality is found in conjunction with a

slow and decelerating tempo of utterance, in whieb. vowels

and continuant consonants are more than usually lengthened,

With one speaker In particular - Elaine - this produces an

impression that can only be describedoas slow-witted, and.

that is noticeable to a lesser extent In the other girls.

It is probably, however, a misleading Impression: ElaineT a

teacher commented that she "appears morose, but is far from

stupid". Such similarities in voice-quality are less

prevalent among the boys of the group.

ii. Articulatory Setting

'Articulatory Setting' as described by Honikman (l961i.), is the

disposition of the organs of speech in readiness for speech,

in that position from which the articulations of a given la

language are most easily executed. Each language has an

individual and distinctive az'ticulatory setting which is
an essential, though non-phonemic, part of a natural, native-'

sounding accent, The articulatory setting of Cockney seems

to differ from that of Southern Standard Engllsh as described

by Gimson (1962), especially in the attitude of the lips.
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Lip-rounding is rarely extreme, except in the case of the

semlyowel /w/ in syllable-initial and media]. positions,

and. in the last part of the glide low!, which is more often

rounded than the other glides to back baif-close or close,

/Qw/ /uw/ and. /aw/. Quite often, indeed, /w/ and, to a

lesser extent lu,! may have unrounded realization, Similarly

the fricatives /J/, /3/, and. the affx'icatee/tJ/, /d/, have

relatively little lip-rounding. This laxness in lip-rounding

appeal's to be characteristic of every speaker in the 9-year

old group, It is to be widstood. in the transcriptions

which follow that symbols for roiflided vowels such as [tr,u,z3

involve little lip-rounding. Where rounding is more marked

this is indicated, as in (ô], [o:J.

iii Dialectal Features

Syntactic and lexical features of the Cockney dialect are also

shared by all the speakers in this group as far as the writer

could nudge, allowing for differences in style of speech

according to the different topics of conversation in the

recordings, or the degree of constraint felt by a speaker in

the presence of a tape-recorder and. adult recordiat.

Particularly noticeable was the use of question-tags at

the end. of what were otherwise statement - expressions such

as /'ditanij/ "didn't be?"; /iit/ "ain t t it?"; /'wonit/

"wasn't it?'.r Such appeals for affirmation might also be
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expressed. after a statement by /1 "ehV', with a hig.rafl.
intonation.. An utterance then becomes a suggetion, as in

"We can listen to it now ehi"

Another lexical feature is the adyerbial /a *f/	 or

/ntizf/ "na.lf" or "not	 used predominantly to qualify

adjectives or participlea, as in:
/itw9z'na:f'gud.+/ "It was naif good." (Clifford)

/ijz'n.a:f'tow+/	 "Hes naif tall" (Elaine)

"I was half a nice one" (Jobi)
/ajwozla:elfrajt9nd+/ "I was halt frightened." (Steven 5,5)

It will be seen that WhaLtW an.d "nail'" are equivalent forms,

Xt is not suggested. that such lexica2 ox' syntactic items

are wljqueTrto the speech of O4 Fords but ra+hex' that the

children. of Fordway School show a high degree of homogeneity

in their usage.

2.1. Prosodic Features -- Intonatlon. Stress 1. iThy-thm
i To give an adeq.uate account of stresS, rbytbm aM intonation

patterns in the type of speech under consideration lit this

thesis would require much more space and, more importantly,

more informants in a greater 'variety of controlle&
situations than the present study can hpe to provide. No
attempt is made here to elassify intonal4on, in the sense

of variations in pitch during the utteranee Rhythm is

discussed in chapter IV, only in so far as it affects 'vowel
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and. consonant realizations among younger childien in compari-

son with o].dei' groups.

Ii Stress

There is, however a need. for some classification of stress

features, A simple system is employed here, with three

degrees of stress - primary /g/, secondary l u end weak
stress (unmarked). One primary stress only may occur within
each word: where a word has two stresses of eq,ual physical

intensity, one of these is taken by convention to be less

prominent than the other, and, is marked. as secondary. It

is recognized. that the English stress-system is a great deal

more complex than this notation suggests (of. homsky"

treatment of stress in 'The Soundttern of Engliah'1968).

However, in the present study the emphasis is to be on

phonetic segments, and it will be found. that such a notation

is sufficient for the present purposes to explain all the

phenomena which are affected by variation in stress, Examples:

David Gr: [ I d! 1f . n2]	 /d.i frnt+/ "Different?"

Elaine :['a2bji'os .pi2 o)	 /*apij'ossp1tpow^/

"up the hospital,"

Diane : [' sta 1 2I 3 csted.xi )	 /*sta:tid,,estodij +1

"started yesterday"

Kathleen: [jl'A1xJ's'pçnas]	 /'poliJs 'pjn9s+/

"Polishes pianos"

'Weak' syllables will be termed 'unstressed' wherever possible,

to avoid confusion with the idea of weak vowels, Vowels may
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be found in 'unstressed syllables that haTe the same yalue

as they would in streased, and are therefore neither weak

nor weakened(aee 11.2 below). This phenomenon is usually

observed in the unstressed. syllable immediately following a

stressed. ones and. particularly in utterance-final position:

Jenny: [ 1l2p4.M)	 /4].pp1sni1+/	 "Lapland.."

Teresa: t&\r.d.]

Dayid. G! Li:b9z)

Viviennet ['h.9)

Tony: [;z$dgizm]

/'padud+/	 WI ..pad.d].ed."

/'k:bojf "Cowboys. . .

/•u '3ohe:+/
"(What coloui' s) your hair?"
/iz'dgkjnj "his Dad caine..."

3.].	 xcture
I Consonantal phonemes ha've characteristic allophones according

to theirrnpositlon within a syllable, and. according to the

position of the syllable in an utterance. The same Is

true of consonant clusters and., In part, of Towels. These

characteristics are con'v-eniently classified by means of featur€

of juncture.

ii	 Types of Juncture

l'our main types of juncture are postulated in this discussion

of Cockney:
a) External Juncture, symbolized 1+1, represents the tranBitiox

from silence to the onset of speech at the beginning of an

utterance, and from speech to silence at the end of an

utterance:
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Dianci	 /tekiz'x'ap+/ "..to clear u:p"

David ai: [iz&'gu.] /+hUzkid+/"Is that good?*

b) Internai. or Oven Juncture, symbolized /-/ occurs between

words and syllables within an utterance, and marks a division

between two phonemes such that the phoneme preceding I-f
is syllab1e-tinal and the phoneme fUowing it is syUable-'

initial, f-f generally corresponds to a word-boundary, espec-
ially in more careful speech, but this is not inyariably he e

cases as will be shown below(3.3)

.athleen; [,k1.s'd'j 	 /jklctzs_ttuw+/ "Class 2"

Vivienne:	 /ten-teggt- l:s/

"Tent Edgate house"

Vivienne: [t'Laizko) /tws'rai-kow/ "to her unle"

c)Close Juncture, In. connected. speech phonemes within a

syllable and. phonemes at syllable-boundaries that are not

separated by open jtmcture I-f are said to be in close
juncture. Two consonants, or two vowels or a vowel and a

consonant in close juncture behave in a characteriatical1

different way from phonemes in open juncture:

Clifford: ('bb'bijfa:j /tbibthonifa:/ "big bonfire"

Elaine * [t2 $k1..] /aj,gek*klswz/ "I get clothes"

d)Extended Juncture is a oui'th t'pe o juncture. Like open

3wicture this occurs both at word-boundaries and. at syllable-

boundaries within a word. It shows features common to both
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open and close types of juncture. In the phonemic transcrip-

tion it is represented. by the doubling of a consonantal

item - usually, though not always, a ploeive. Among 9-year

old.s extended juncture seems to occur mainly in deliberate,

emphatic utterances:
Jeanette: [cA2,phGi2ltfaval /'e].p 1 pijt 'av9+/ "help each

other."
Jenny:	 I 'st.n, a2 'p42)	 I' stjnap 'p]ájt+/

"staying up late."
Elaine:	 r 'oe .pz2 1 Xo]	 /'osspjt, ow+/ "hospital "

iii Definition of Initial, Medial and Final Consonants

It is now possible to undertake a strictly phonemic defini-
tion of syllable-initial, syllable-medial and syllable-

final consonants in terms of the stress-markers /'/ and //

and. the juncture-markers /+/ and I-I.
Syllable-initial consonants in phonemic terms are those

which follow 1+1 or I-I or the stress-markers /1/, //•
In future we may refer to these consonants merely as 'initial'1
these being distinguished from utterance-initial consonants

which follow only /+,/, and from 'ord-initial consonants.

Reference may also be made of course to initial clusters

and vowels. Syllable-medial, or 	 are

Inter-vocalic and unstressed; in other words they may
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neIther follow nor precede 1+1,1-1,/si or
Syllable-final consonants - henceforth Ifjjt are those

which precede 1+! or f—I, /i/ or 1,1. Final consonants, or

consonant clusters or Towels, do not tiecessarfly eorrespozl&

to word-final itema Utterance-final phonemea are those which

immediately precede 1+1'.

The markers fox stress and for jiinetire are perhaps comple-

mentary rather than dependent on each other in indicating
the syllabic status of a phoneme. Thus in (1 1!hn2 tjxi)
/*kant,triil the stress indicates that /tr/ is an initial

cluster whose component parts are in close juncture -

evidenced by the de'roicing of'/r/. In ['kan2t1,a)

/'kant-,rij/ not only the placement of the stress but also

the affricated release of the /t/ and. the absence of

devoicing of /r( mark open junctm'e between It! and/r/.
The difference between ('hxt:i) /'bistrij/ "history" and

tdzc't1i] /dis'trU/ "this tx"ee",ls the difference

between medial cluster /str/ and. a sequence of final /s!

followed. by initial /tr/.

3.2 External Twictur'e

i. Vowels

After 1+1 it is quite common for a vowel to haye a glotal

onset [2)
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Diane: ['So$tx,e2] /+Gu t jo'fj'vI'et/ "Whate your
favourite....?"

Roast [ *wy t7d] /+a:z $ nawgud/ "I was no good"

Jobn: [&2x2t)/+a:t+/ "Art."

Ci' there may be a glottal fricative onset Eb] or

Dayid. Gi	 * z2 gt?U.] /+hi t zk1 gad+/ "Is that good?"

Ross* t hAXL1P1QnJ /+(b)ajbbin 1 pljxi/"I'ye been playing"

All y wela tend. to have greater duration before /+/', whether

itt open or closed syllables, This tendency is most marked

when the syltable is stressed, though 'unstressed. vowels are

also tx'eq_uently lengthened:

Elaine* t i basan 4T] /tbas& trjn+f "bus and. train,"
David. Gi: [In9'r . xs) f'iii a rjs+/ ",. in the face,"

Jeaaette*	 k!i2stg*z) /firkita'gud+/ "Th5 1 tts

Diane: [wn2damx'A.2t2')	
goo

/'wintd:mi 1 a:nts+/ "Went down my Aunts."

Elaine* [X2nt wAn1Q2j /'d.it9n'wonit+/ "did&t want its"

/9/ may have eecofldai7 or even primary stress in utterance-

fittal syllables, although in other syllables in the

uterance i% i.e rare for' this to happen. In this position

too It has special open, fronted and sometimes lengthened

allophonee, which are unique to utterance-final positions:

Vivienne; RØi )	 /' tijtfG+/ "teacher"
Teresal t2ta,i" .s']	 /'utte4pss+/ "octopus"

Jeanette: [b92w, txket] 	 /bQtwitfl.04v9+/ "but we never."
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Elaine:	 [szxj2 'iwy.] / sanhik 1 roijwiv+/ "Something
'wrong with her0"

David Gr: [in2'j]
	

/'jnt'ja+/ "Ain t t you?"

Other vowels may have special conditioned aflOphonea in this

positions /i/ may be more open here, with an allophone in

the region of front half-open, there being no danger of
confusion with /e/ which does not occnr utters ce-finally.

For the same reason the long vowels /0:1, /e:/ and. occasion-

ally /j. :/, / :/ may have shorter than usual allophones in
this situation, since /i/,/e/,// and. /0/ may not occur in
an utterance-final open stressed. syllable.

ii Consonants

Some continuant consonants may have glottal onset after 1+1:
Elaine: [1 2JA.tSIfl] 	 /+rajtin/ "Writing."

Elaine:
	

['2w2i°]
	

/+(a)lwipf+/ "(A) width."

Ro as:
	

[s2jee.]
	

/+1:/ "Yes"

though this is less Conunon than with owela. In the same way

as Towels are., lengthened. before 1+1 certain continuanta

can also be lengthened. - /a/ in particular:

Jennys	 [1fflvenx1c.a2sI] /'v9n.i'pets+/ "have any pets?"

Clifford: [2.Ik4u.]	 /ow'k].aws+/ "all clothes,"

Teanette: ( 1 Jk' x2,)	 /'rokjts+/ "rockets."

Initial and final lenis plosives tend to be d.evoiced, and
this tendency is most marked utterance-finally:
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Jen.Dy;

Roes $

Viri eme;

Di8nz

Rue sell;

1 wcn21b].a'xnj

i: rb2ksx)

E 'b2kss)

/1went'blanI+/ "went b1ind."

/,na&bob+/ "nine bob"

/'w1xt/ "Where do you Uye?W

/bokaiz+/ "boxes."
/Iboksis+/ "boxes."

portia ploaires are almost in'rariably glottalized ifl this
positicxn, whex'e they may be beaily asp&rated. oil aifricated 2

John.:	 t,2a.2ts]	 /+a;t+/ "Art."

TaCkie; Im'wi21?)	 /,wam$urLjk+/ "one week"

Phili.p	 t'!l2]	 /$fiUp+/ "Phi].ip,"

Exceptionally, ejeotive aflophonee o plosiyes are tound;

these OCciu" Only utterance-fiiifly In thia material:
Clif'ford: [j"t5 e 'g2a 'st2k!]	 /u'yt9getó stik+/

"You hare to get a stick."

may ail hare the glottal stop 12) as an allophone

betore /+,', where it may haye aa:pirated. release:
Cli.ffo'd: ['2xZj	 /+jt+/ "Eight"
John;	 t'd..m2]
	

"the d.wap."

Clifford.: [sbij2)
	

/9 1bk^/ "a bsxk."
In clusters of fortis fx'ieati've + foitis ploslys the plosiye
Is generally unae:plrate&, However before 1+, it may haye
some aspiration:

Jeanette; tJayzn,lis . th ] /'jOpin,list+/ "Shopping list."
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3.3 Oven Juncture

I Vowels

Open unctu.re I-f marks the division of speech into syllables,
though as was suggested. i.n 3.111 above, these phonemic syll-

able boundaries do not necessarily correspond. either to

morpheme" or word-boundaries. Each y1lab1e consists of

the minimum of one vowels flanked by 'varying numbers of

consonants. It may happen that sequences of two 'vowels,

possibly more, may occur in close juncture, as in "Xnow

how he is? W -/naw:jj'iz+/, Certain sequences, however,

are not tolerated within a wordy and are possible only if
,// is postulated to intervene between them, No short

vowel other than. /i/ or	 may preceb another 'vowel in

close juncture with it:

Jackie:	 tnX'Q9ws)	 4o-*owwjs+/ "Not always."

Ross*	 ['nz]	 /i'ini9-iil"tbe injuries"
David. Gi: [4 Bt3,zi' anu,kyIn]	 I' storis-9sn9w 4kwijn /

"story of the Snow Queen."

Pronting and etx'acting vowels , and. less often long

'vowels, may be follo'ed by other 'vocalic phonemes in. close

juncture. Open juncture may bó present when the two 'vowels

are separated by the glottal stop. Compare:

Clifford.: t'' 23ixv J oI . J /'ow-'oliy'oj].+/ "al]. olive oil."

and.

Clifford: Iiz 'w."t'afzzz)	 /owojon-t9 fiijz/

"a].]. oil on to things"
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[2) may occur between consonant and vowel, marking the

presence of open juncture;

Jackie:	 [1inam'24xzxz)	 /,inQxn*dajziz+/ Win, em, houses,"

Vivienne: [,tsen.12cg9e2111s) /'ten- J egg9t-'bLe:s/ "Ten,
Edge.te Eouse,W

Jobn:	 [gi2''2x2)	 /got-'1t/ " got eight"

ii Consonants

A syllable-boundary may be marked, as in some of the

examples above, by a short pause [), which is not associated

with hesitation, and. is not long enough significantly to

alter the r]iythmie pattern of the utterance:

Viviexuie: [,k .st"9 1 w2ks) /;k].a:s-tuw'ek.a+/ "Class 2X"

Teresa;	 [ 1 2' 1 ss I m .n] /1aw9t_lses1nn/"Oh, it's this
man,

I-I may also be indicated by a perceptib]..e deceleration of
the pace of utterance at the end. of a syllable, such that

fins]. continuant consonants may be lengthened.. E

/'rnai-ijj/ "monkey" may be compared. with [tma1Jk)9i)

/'rnarjki/s in. the second utterance, where (ik/ is in.

close juncture we may talk of a close-knit medial sequence,

or cluster, in contrast with the relatively d.isjunct

seqzence /1)k/ in the first. Other instances of this feature

are:

Viviennes (1a'aijx kzooJ
	

/twatraz-kow/ Wto her uncle"

David Cl; tex I.n.d.ay)
	

/9i'en-d..v/ "at the end. of..."
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Diane;	 t'tclr.t1n. '*z;)	 /Ite1i1fwn-'so:/
This was interpreted by another apeaker a "telephone, saw",
then corrected by Diane to:

/'telifwns-'o:/
"Telephones, o:r.. "

A sustained glottal closnm may have jwomfunctiona one
as an allophone of a final plosiye, the other as an onset
to a Towel after /-/:

Tony;	 /t-'jkow,nin+/
"that acorlifng.W

Howeyer, length of consonants is no by itself a completely-

reliable marker of open juncture. In
Ross;	 Ea&z1lcfztQnJ	 /1jtleftijA_/

"Dad.'s leftand.,"
there is no open jwictiire between In and It!, despite the

length. of /n/, because the unaspirated. /t/ is more con
sistent with close junctw'e. Lengthened. continuant conson-
ants may also arise from the phenomenon of extended. juncture.

When a fortie fricatiTe is followed by a tortis plosive and.

the plosiwe is aspirated oz' affricated, then open juncture

is operating I

Kathleen; kIs' t hpr]

Tei'esaz	 [OBtkhQ)

Clifford: [iaa'kuJ

/,kla;s-'tuw^/ "Class 2"

/oa-kal/ "What

/1' kamJwt' sku/

"He comes to school"
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David. Gi:	 1 n&^s t )'lxs]	 /e'nas-'plia+/ "a nice palace.

or "an ice palace."

In. clusters of fortis plosive + contirmant /'w/,//,/r/ or/il

it is usual for the continuant to be devoiced and possibly

realized. as a fricative. 1t' a preceding fortis plosiv-e does

not have this effect on one of these continuant phonemes

then open imcture is present:

David Gr': ['xn2*j]	 /'ajnt-'ja+/ "Aliit t you?"

t ,li2k1 i, h)	 /,1&4C_.lwut+/ "Like what?"

Jezuyz	 ['h2nI'wI21C'l&ndQnJ 	 /btzitwik-'land/

"Hackney Wick, I.ondon"

t'kan2t,t,ai)	 /'kant-frij+/ "country"

A:1lophones associated. with medial position will not be
found. before or after I-I	 such as [2b),ftd.),[2gJ or the

alveolar flap [j for it!. [] may occur after f-f as an
allophone of word-'initial //
Philip: tâ2j) 4 )
	

/apre:+/ "up there,"

Lenis plosivea may be arfricated before I-i, and /d/ is

particularly liable to such affrication:

John:	 [o'w9odVpJ	 /Qtwowd1rawb+/ "a wardrobe"

Russell: [ka:blodZ ,iié.nJ	 /'ka:bowd-,wan/"cardboar'd one"

/1/ has vocoidal realization only in final position and.

before other consonants. When vocoidal glides appear' for

/i]J,/el/ and other sequences o vowel + /1/, before other

vowela then open juncture must be postulated. after /1/,
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to show that /1/ is final and not medial:

Jackie: [ gThn I gqJ 	 /a*gel-'u,mQ 'gei.-/

"The girl and the girl"

Vivienne: t2a 1 gEA2nt s)	 /-ie'gel-naI-/ "this girl, and,"

/b.6 may occur initially or medially, but only singly, If

it follows a consonant then open juncture must be presumed

presents to make / ayllable-initiai,

David Gi: [tCflXhlktL8)
	

/'eflihil)tkela+/ "Anything else?"

Ph.t].ip	 [2t"hzaj
	

/bt-'hi:/ "but here..."

C].irford: ['dx23n.bv]
	

/'d.it9n- 1bv/ "d.idi t t have"

3Lj. Close Juncture

i Vowels

The retracting and. fronting series of yowels may all be

followed, by other vowels in close juncture. The 1long'

vowels /i:, e:, :, :, a:, 0:/ may be followed by another
vowel, though it is more usual for )Jnkfng or intx'us,ve

In to intervene. Of the short towels only /i/ and /u/
may be in close juxictuxe with a succeeding vowel (see

section 4.1 below.).

Ii Consonants

An initial consonant or cluster is in close juncture with

the vowel that follows it, a final consonant or c].uster'

is in. close juncture with the vowel preceding it, and

a medial consonant or cluster is in close juncture with
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the owela on either side. In these situations there is no

potential contrast with other typeS of juncture: contrast

with open juncture is potential in consonant clusters or
Bequences at syllable-bou aries. Indeed we may usefully
define a cluster as being a close-knit sequence of

coxiaOnants the parte of which ar in clae junCture, A

for the pux'posea of thi; discuesion, consists

of articulatory segmente which are phoneically relatively
disjunct; these may be in either open or close jwicture0

Contrasts between open and close juncture are found inS

a) Portia fricative + plosive.

If sequences such as /ap/,/st/,/ak/,/t/ are in close juncture

the plosive will be unaspirated. and may be lenie. f juncture

is open, however, the plosiv will be fortis and aspirated o

or affricated:

Ross:	 ['iecist.im)	 /'la.:s-'tajnv' "last time"

(and. for other examples of open juncture see 33 ii above)

Vivienn: ssta)
	

/ 8iBtGB+/ "istera."

Diane:
	

t'm2xL2 ,stal
	

/ tmont ,s$+/ Wmons ter

Teresa I
	

[na' sys.9iIgO&'1
	

/'nal spawaQblj 'god+/

"and. it' a supposed to be God.."

The affricate //' has a similar effect:

Jemy*	 tb'wx2U.1tndJ /bi'witnd-/ "Bewitched, and,"

Diane $	 tz2staa InatsQT., t ta'2p!.) /1.ta-te 'inaV-toki z' rap+/

"it's too much to Clear up."
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b) Portia consonant + continuant.

Conttnnants /w/,/j/,/r/ and /]/ are devoiced after a fortla

consonant with which they are in close jimcture, whereas
if open jwicture occurs such devoici.ng is absent:
Jenny:	 E 'h2ni' wI2k" ]Cnd.sn)	 /tbtnjt 'rj...t )ij/

"Eackney Wick, London

Tony*	 ['kan2tuQi)

Kathleen: ['2ti]

Dajd. Gri E'df'r.n2)

Ross:	 4ky2mn2]

Kathleen: t]As'#tc]

/'kant-ri j/ "country"

/1fttrjj/ "factory"

/'di frant+/ "different?"

/a 4kwipmQnt/ "equipment"

/ L la$a_tjQ:/ "Last year"

e) Coalescence

Where sequences of two or more consonantal phonemes coalesce

into single segments open juncture cannot be present,
Common instances of this in Cockney are the coalescence

of /t,d,s,z/ + /jJ into	 and, of alyeolar conson-

ants + // into d.emtalized. egments thus /sj/ into ta],

/zW into Ia], /&/ into [J anã so on. or into long

alveolar segments - Es:, zl, dX]r Sequences of consonant
+ fl/ may also coalesce into alatalized segments, and
consonant + 1w! may produce lablalized segments:

Diane:	 [JIfxi,Q2)	 /+fo'fYr9t/ "What'a your
favourite?"

John:	 t'v]
	

/1 d1cu'y/

Vjyienne 1 tj.9J3) 'lxd.xJ
	

/'kildboi 'ljdi/

"kifled the wrong lady"
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[Its&n;thU.en]

t n32kt5am0t']

r ñpt°a,r*)

/'telin'laj/ "telling lie(s)"
/ 'san.,tajna/ "sometimes"

/ 1 traOlJt9/ "trying to"

/ 1 nktamtof_/ "knocked them off"

/'riptapow/ "ripped up all... "

Jeanette:

Kathleen:

Vivienne:

Jemzy:

Kathleen:

Cliff ox"6.z j:xn: 'xnjfsn2a I	 /ju 'JflfQfltB/ "in the infants W

: [I s2a .d.x
	

/ stdi.zji kn+/

"Saturdays you ean

Ross:
	

/' spijb/ WepeedwayW

d) &ssimilation.

Close juncture between two consonants may also be indicated

by the assimilation of one towards the other in features of

place or manner of articulation, or voicing. The fact that

two neighbouring phonemes are not assimilated, in one of

these ways does not, however mean that the two may not

be in close juncture:

Roai	 [$wnI9*d kxm.m]
	

/1 nimI jd kjmawm,/

"when we'd. came home"

3.5 Extended. Juncture

Extended juncture is likely to occur at syllable-'bo'and.ariea

w1thi an utterance. The main feature of this type of

juncture is the lengthening of a consonantal phoneme. When

the consonant in q,uestlon is.fortia plosive, this
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lengthe.i-ng akea the form of glotta1izatton so that,

although in a medial poaition, the plosive behaves as a
final consonant:

Jeanette: E J EA2 p'ai2 *aya] /*elppijtay ,4-/ "bel:p each
ether. W

This iamz'epreaented. by a doubling of the consonants], symbol

in the phonemic transcription, on the pattern of such

'utterances as:

Rosa:	 tw2,kh4n&
	

/wokrkarid,I "What kind....?"

clifford, [A '&tuv)
	

(aVttnv/ "I had. to have "
wbe.e the glottal atop is laasified conveniently as en

aflophona of the fortia plosive at the place of artian],-

ation o the next consonant phoneme.

Within a word. extend.ed. wietu.re is postulated where a single

medial consonant is .engthened;

John:	 ['t1gi]	 /'teUU/ "telly"
jbuap]	 fibz'ayrø+/ bx1other*W

though, this is rare among the 9'-yeax' old. speakers. Much, more

commoa is the ocotxrrence oC' exten.ded. juncture in elustera

at syl'able-boundaries within the word. and. at word-bound-
aries. The first part of the cluster behaves as if it were
syllable-'finalj that is, fortia plosives are glottalized.,

continuants,. may be lengthened., The second. part of the

cluater however, continues to behave as if the cluster
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were medial, and is influenced by the features of the

preceding segment, wtth which it is in close juncture.

Continuants are devoiced. by a preceding fortle consonant,

fortia plosives are unaspirated. after a tox'tis fricative.

The effect of this is particularly noticeable at woid-

boundaries, where segments that would normally be in open

juncture take on the characteristics of clusters or

sea_uences in close juncture;

Kathleen: ['nI2 ,kwnh]

Jenny:	 ['ste.z,a2 'p4Mx2)

/In.jk,kwan+/ Wmake one."

/t stj9xap'pljt+/

"staying up late."

The close juncture within the cluster may also manifest

itself in coalescence of features, such that /pw/, for

example, becomes [g,), or /fr/ becomes

Jenny:	 ['l2,imn]	 /tlp,pwumQn/ "Lapp-woinan"

Jackie:	 ['lc'.?k?x.28)	 /'letof'trokits+/

"Let off roeket8"

Expressed in algebraic terms, extended juncture may be shown

to involve the addition of features Of an extra phonemic

item to a medial unit, so that it comes to 'esenible a

seuence of syllable-final unit + syllabLe-lnitial unit.
To a single inter-vocalic consonant IC1! in / V V / is

added the feature of a second /C / - a tortla plosive Is

glottalized., a continuant lengthened, or the stop phase of

a lenis plosive is sustained - to give / V C1C1V I. To an
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inter-TocaUc cluster / V C1C2V / is added. the features of

a 8eCOfld / C1 I, to produce / V C1C1C2V / In nasal +
ploeiye 1usters extended junctm'e is manifest in a slightly

different way, by a lengthening Qf the second. rather than

the first element. / V 0102V / becomes / V C,C2C2V / • Thus

[zak] becoflies [2k) in

Vivienne: [2: l xaz).2 oo]
	

'raik 1kow/ "br uncle"

Sequences of fortis plosiye + fricative in j.uter-yocallc

position are inyariably g].ottalized, so that there is no

need to distinguish between close and. extended juncture

in this situation:

Jenny:	 /'piksiz/ "pixies"

Clifford: [gX2 1 f.t2kJ9n)	 /gota'flekjen/ "got a(n in)fectio3

Philip.	 [phty2Il3lGi,stI2ka 'a2] 	 /put'loli4stiks 'api
"put lolly-s ticks up"

Sequences of fortis plosive + continuant in medial position

are also yery often glottalized, though not invariably so,

and it will be found necessary to distinguish extended

and. close juncture in this position:

Teresa:	 'sk ,t'éi,i3
	

/' sekra teriJ/ "secretary"

'Vivienne: ['gYt* 'tTarJI ]CC)ol
	

/*gowtwa 'ral)-,kow+/

"go to her uncle."

Rosst
	 ['m2t9sIz)
	

/'nttresiz/ "aatresses"

Jermy
	

['l2yywn)
	

/ '1 p, pwuinan / "Lapp-woman"
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3.6 esitation

It ma happen that the continuum of speech may be broken

br a pause, longer th [), which is the result of a
speaker 1 s hesitation, or of a change of mind which results
in the utterance being started. afresh, or continuing with
a different rhytninie or syntactic pattern, Thi j.a marked
in the phonetic transcription, by UJ. Xt is not an aspect

of Juncture, since segments preceding it show no anticip-

ation of a break in the utterance in the way that 1+1 or

/-/ is s.tgnafl.ed. by lengthening of segments or deceleration.

of the tempo of utterance, & symbol for this type ot

break will, howewei', be useful, Bince after the break

phonemes hae characteristic ailophones, behaying as after

/^/, The	 or 'unpiawied p$e feature may

be symbolized. /9/:

ROBSZ	 'h&o , * 2ty9' b: d.a)	 /J bey ?' eya 'h : de /
WyO	 eyer heard. of.,,?"

Tony z
	

[2nzxn I 12,t'sntbxntzIa.x1

/+z'in ? tt&hinizta.j+/
'And. it was eighteen.,, eighteen j.nehee h1gh"

3,7 Necessity of i—I

Xn the phonemic transcritiona of this and ensuing chapters,

/-'/ will not seem to occur yery freqjien.tly, The task of
indicating the presence of open juncture is performed
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adequately in the majority of oases by the stress-markers /1/

and. /, so that for the Bake of brevity /-/ may be

omitted.. This is not to say that the etrese-marlcera carry

any implication of open juncture. It is merely that once

consonants have been defined as initial, medial or final

by the placing of stress, enough is known about the

characjeristics of consonants in these positions to make

features such as glottalization, aspiration and so on

immediately inferable. One proviso has to be made , to avoid

any ambiguity. This is that where the same phoneme, or

voiced and voiceless members of a homorganic pair of phonemes

such as /t,d/, /f,v/,/k,g/, occur immediately before and.

immediately after a stress, the two are in close juncture

unless otherwise indicated.. Thus /ldtuw/ "had. two"

/ag lkajm/ "Dad, came", /'sez 1 saw/ "says so" , /set'tenibo/

"September", /'sis 1 stø/ "sister" and. so on.

In / l kant 1 rij/ we can see that/t/ is final, and. therefore

realized as t2), [2t") or [2t 5 ). /r/ is initial and. there-

fore yoiced., so that it needs no /-/ to convey that it! and

/r/ are in open juncture, In /'kanttrij/, on the other

hand, the first /t/ is finals but in close juncture with

the second /t/ b virtue of the rule framed above, /t/ and

fr/ are in close juncture in an initial cluster so that /r/
will be voiceless. The first /t/, being in close juncture with
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Il	 [,M, ç)
/8./

/a/ a, [e,S,]
/0/

a	
J

the seeon will be realized. as (2j

The situations where 1-/will need. to be xsed ae piedomin-

ant].i between certain vowele, between phonemes separated. by

a pause J'], in those cases where open juncture is used. bt

a apeaker to some special effect,. as in slow, careful speech,

and after /i./, to indicate that it has yocoidal or yelai'ized

lateral realization:

Jackie: EnX'cgwee)	 /no-'owwjs+/"Not always."

John;	 tgX2'2x]	 /got-'t/ "got eight"

Yjyjeime; [ lt3cir 1 2cgge2)h.2a Jen_JeggQtth:Ø/

Terry:	 "Tent Xdgate house"
(7,7)	 /Jpij-tel-t / ",...P — L

Jackie

" the girl and tie g.rl"

4.1 honologica1 System — Vowels

I PhonetI Segments

Short Vowels0

/1/	 tx,r,eJ in. "big, bit, skipping, skinny"

in "when, eYe9 against"
jn. "mans eats banger hand"
in. none, UPJL something"

in "a, end., torstreased "just"

in "what, bonf'ire, dog"

in "tould.,look, bedroom"
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Long Vowels.

/it/ - Ix:, Q,I]

/e:/ - [e:,:,c9,çjs]

-

/a:! -

/a:! -

/0:/ -

Fronting Vowels0

hi! - [ai,t,xi)
/ j/ - [x,e,i)

/aiJ -
/oj/ - [oi,Xi,ox)

S S

Retracting Vowels.

/aw/ -

/uw/ -

/ow/ - [oo,u',c,o:]

/aw/ - [aT,Ar,o4TJ

In "year, really, beer, ear"

in "fair, aeroplane, air"

in "now brown, our, owi"

in "first, burnt her"

in "class, art, half, are"

in "before, yourn, or"

in "me, people,nosey, he"

in "play, eight, okay, eh?"

in "kind, night, bozifire, I"

in "boy, oil, noisy, Oii"

in "road.,go,open,Oh"

in *two, mood, you who?"

In "fourth, short, call, all"

in "dolls coal, roller, hole"

I Short Vowels

The seven 'short' vowels have certain phonological and

distributional characteristics which can be said. to define

them as a class. All of them are shorts relative to the
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other classes of vowels, in definable positions, such as in

a stressed syllable preceding a single medial consonant -

/'sUi/ "ailly";/'cbelij/ "jelly"; /$pi/ "happy";

/'iakij/ "lucky";/gQn/ "going to";/'loli/ "bUy";

/'puaij/ "pussy". In syllables ended b' ortis plosivea

these yowels have their shortest albophonea. In syllables

terminated by lenis pbosives or nasals they tend to be

lengthened and. glided. / is particularly prone to such

lengthening in these positions, where it may hare the same

ditration as one of the long 'vowels or Towels in the other

classes, There may be a possible reduction, of contrasts

such as "sand - sound":

Viyienne: [1' k1''n]
	

/j9tkfl+f "You can."

Clifford.: [b:i]
	 /tb^/ "Bang"

In some cases // may even be lengthened before a single
medial consonant, though only where this occiu'a at a

word-boundary:
/Iste1liQ'tttriz/

"stand near the factories"

Dayid G].:	 /mi'braya,i'do-1pu /
"My brother bad. a apple,"

Distributional RestrictIons

None of the short vowels may occur singly as an 'utterance -

unless we count the hesitation form /s/ - unlike the
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members of the other classes of vowels, any one of which
can. appeai' as a meaningful utterance on its own - /+i:+/
"1Iere.",44j+/ "Eli?"; /+aw+/ "Hole" or

No short vowel may appear in an. open primary-stressed
syllable before /^/. In 9-year old, speech // may carry stress
in this positions but it must be secondary stresa*
Jeanette: tb2w'nc,ye]	 /bøtwine4y+/ "but we nerex'."
Kathleen: [a'b.za 4y j	 91bra1ya^/ "a brothex'0"
Acx'osa word-boundaries only /i/ and. Iv! ot' the short
vowels may precede other' vowels in close uncturs /8/

nmst be separated from a subsegiien Towel by f-I:

Ross:	 [oat en	 /ontua&,J.vn/ "on. to an. acorn"

w	 tini'a'xJ	 /irxai'aj+/ " in the eye."

Jenny	 [2eTjoIr9]	 /+eve-'e'ra/"Have you eTex',.,?"

tCrowdin of Short Vowela

There Is a noticeable lack of s-mmetry $.n the relative
articulatory positina of Cockney short vowels as shown
in Pigure 1. This ie caused. by the apparent Crowding of

three vowel items into the region between above half-open
and open fx'ont - /e/, / an /a/. It can be seen that
there is some overlap of /e/ and / in this system, in
the area of te]. This ii a feature Of adult aockney, and.

it is probably to avoid. $onfaion caused by overlapping of

these two phonemes that Cockae speakers - and indeed, many
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'0/

1w'

/9/

Utterance—
a]. Il or

Plgure 1, Articulatory Areas Covered by Short Vowels

Figure lA Artleulatory Area Covered by /9/
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speakers of Southern English forms other th'n Cockney -
lengthen /J in sonic positions.

Though there appears from Figure 1Ato be a similar overlap
of /a/ and /a/ this is not in fact the cases The open and
fronted aUophones of // occur only in stressed and.

unstressed word-final positions, predominantly before /^/,

where Is! never occurs, stressed or unstressed..

ii Long Vowels

The class of vowels /i://e:/, /a:/,/.:/,/a:/ and lou are
characterized by both length and glide. /1:1, /e:/ and
/o:/ have allophones which are glides to centre f'),[]

and. [oe ], while /:/ may glide to centre or, in a more
extensive glide, to centralized back half-close, with some

lip-rounding [e.i or Ju). Ia:! is only slightly glided.,

it at all, and / :/ is a long vowel at central or front of

centrat position. An equally good case could. probably be

made out for treating this set of vowels as glides to centre,

However, in the oppositions /i/-/1:/, /e/-/e:/, /W—/:/,

/01-/oil, it is the feature of length which appears to be

most significant in Cockney, producing contrasts of
"his - here l sW , *merry - Mary", "at - out", "Polly - poorly"

(where there may also be some contrast of tongue-position,

/0:, baying a slightly closer realization than /0/ in closed

syllables). Hux"ford. (1967) made the finding that glided
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allophofles of /is/ /e :f,/ :/ nd /05/ tend. to ocem' more

treuentl ln1 utterance-tinal contexts, while long

unglide& roCoid.a are more frepient within en utterance

43342.q 'i31	 _) N jt j in utterange
med.ia contexts that abort and. long vowels in the pail's

discussed. abore may 'be in contrast, whereas uttez"ance-f.nally

there is nG contrast; /e/, 1W sn& (0/ o not occur in
open utterance lYRL ay3iables at el1, end /1/ does not

occur there etressed. Thus where there is the potential

fca' contrasts between iong and. short owe1s, it is the

feature of length wteh makes /ts/, /e:/, /:/,/e:/, /at/

and. /o:/ distinctive z'athernthan thathot central glide

L1nkin with Other Yowels

It i poasib1e for all the long vowels to occur before

another yowel in close Juncture though this happens only

rarely:

Elaine *
	 /'sQt$'ata:fl!f "saw a starfish"

Teresar
	 / 1 a:it t ws/"Yeah, it were"

Jeanette [ifiy.m1 n.amwi)	 /tfQ yefpem1neiw1i/

"further tz'o there and. we.. .

Much more common is for these vowels to be linked to a

following rowe1 by li',, which may or may- not be ustified.

on morphemIc	 md.a:

Elaine	 '2a.:n2 'vX1J)
	

/+'a:nt!vi:ra+/ "Aunt Vera."
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atbleen: [w.4lIT]

Teresa:
	

[: ATd.e,iU)

Tony:
	 ['xi.txz'mTh)

Teresa:
	

[,2z asb9rI2tJ

Kathleen: [tz.txn)

Viyjenne: Ikxan2 IT ixcnai1wan)
	

/ka:ntli:ren.ij ,wan+/

"can't hear anyone."

/ I we:raj l uy+/"whexae I live."

/: 'rawd.Q uw+/"o'w old are you?"

/ IIj:pizIuw_/ "now he'a moved"

: I rasbent+/ "1er husband.."

/'d.ro:rin/ "Drawing"

iii Prpntjn Vowels

The class of fronting vowels, or glides to tL5unt, consists

of tour phonemes, /ij/, //, /aj/ aM /oj/. In stressed.

prominent positions the glide ta extensiye in a].l these

vowels; before other vowels and in unstressed. syllables

there may be less movement of the tongue. /ctj/ in

particular has variants which may be only slightly glided.,

or even monophthongal - [a.), [&:).

Clifford: Er 'thxfz ,ble.dznJ	 /1.1 ti fw9z 1 bli jd.in/

"my teeth was bleeding"

Jackie:	 [2t 5Q'pL . IJ 	 /tt'plj+/ "out to play."

Elaine:	 ['kj:1xn]	 /'kra,in+/ "crying."

David Gr [92'IbY]	 /Qt'ajb9ri+/ "at Highbury."

Jackie:	 [xk2 1 JRmflA2 '2) /rajt'rnd.1ak'8t+/

" right rouM like that."

Jackie:	 ['bQ.xob11	 /bo3ne'bo3/ "boy and. the boy"

All the fronting vowels may appear' before other vowels in
close uncture,
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FIgure 2. Long Vowels

FIgure 3. FrontIng Vowels

/1:

/a

.
I

:1

:1

'Ii,

oj/

(aj/
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iv Retracting Vowels

In the phonetic data gathered from the children for this

survey are found a number of different oeoid glides from

various starting-points towards a back 1ilf-close position.

With a few exceptions, these occur in wox'ds which contain

/i/, and are realizations of different sequencea of vowel

+/i/:

Teresa:	 wup on this hill"

Ross:	 [*na'wd]	 "in the world"

Clifford I (8,l): Es. m'nu92) "Tales from Europe"

Car]. (5, 10): [fG 1 BOJ	 "fox' sale"

Denise M (6,7):[,waxo',c'mave]	 "while their mother..."

Terry (7,7): ['m&&s' yã] "miles older"

Vivieiine: [12A Q dz j x P 1 	"Old Ford. Road, Bow"

Jackie:	 [tbfg.IdzAr)	 "big doll"

Elaine:
	

[ççvxs I
	

"always"

Cliff ord * [* 2zl1Tt31t.)
	

"olive oil"

Clifford: [uo.1w2.2LzIn)
	

"all water in"

When vowel + /1/ sepiences are fo1lowed by a vowel within

the word, /1/ is always realized as a lateral, non-

velarized. contoid.:

Ross:	 Eszit&Xlxz]

Jackie:	 [wi ix]

Clifford: f
John:	 [thU.Gi)

some dollies"

Wwireleas

"olive oil"

"telly"
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Then however, the sequence /V+l+V/ crosses a word-boundary,
so that /],/ is word.-final, fi/ may be realized, either' as
*cea El), or as a vocoidal glide to back halt-close to
close, or as a ldark, velarized. [i]:
Johni	 [fu].o1 WtTd,z)	 "full of wood."

Teresa: tttuxmJ	 "aU the time"
Clifford.* [29Iiz'raxwa2ks] "all his fireworks"
Elaine:	 E to ' , ii. )	 "al]. the time"

Utterance-finally the seguence / V+l/ may be realized as a
vocoid glide, as a 'rowe]. plus velarized. ti), or as syllabic

yelarized./l/ - [j:
Viyieime: t Ibg.'wx .m]	 "big wheel"
Jobn:	 [1phoi)	 "Paul"
Elaine:	 E J dAT1	 "doll"

Jackie:	 t t 2al).9a)	 "uncle1 8

Pron this matErial it is possible to extract and. classify
the following yocoid. glides:

a) [iSV] or 19). In. word,-final oqtj,tion this may be said.
to be the expression, or yarious/I+i/ seq,uences: thus
/0/P /1/ in "uncle", "little"; /u/+ /1/ in "full", "pull";
/uw/^ /1/ in "fool", "pooL"; /o:/ + ?/ In "Paul" "call",
The same vowel occurs in a number of words with no
association with /l/ - "fourth", "short", aaueeW, and.
specific Popular London variants of "God.", "oft", "gone",
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"cloth". The glide has, then, a real claim to phonemic

status as the retracting vowel fowl.. fowl is contrasted

with /o:/ in minimal pairs, not only in open word-final

contexts, as in "poor - pull", "four - full", but also in

closed syllables, as in "bored" /bo:d/ - "board","bald"

"bawled" /bowd/, and. "yowrn" o : ni - "yawn" / own!,

A further consideration in support of the phonemic status of

/ow/ is that it retains its distinctive phonetic quality

when followed by /1/, 80 that it cannot be regarded as a

special form produced by the coalescence of a Towel and

vocoidal /i/. Within a word there may be contrast of the

sequences /ul,/ and /owl/, as in "Paula" /powlal - "puller"

/pul/, Erecting this phoneme makes it possible to explain

presence or absence of contoidal /1/ without recourse to

conyentions of juncture:

[iph o]	 I 'p owi+/ "Pazi."
David. Gr: [i'exOo]	 /ilskow+/ "in school."

Teresa:	 [1bi3a'tA.im]	 f1owl'ta/ "all the time"

David Gr: [Ip hx1aIb2 2]	 /'pik-a'bowap+/ "pick the ball up.1

b) A second glide,, with a variety of starting-points [ad,
but all moving to the back hair-close

region, may be said to express sequences of ,'aw/ + /1/' -

"roller","coal","goalie" - of /0/ + /1/ - "doll" and.

possibly also /a/ + /1,/, as in:
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Figures L$A an1iB. Retracting Vowels

/

ow'

w/
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Nicholas(5,7): ['bAobl	 bu].b"

It is possible to support the establishment of a phoneme

/aw/, of which these glides are realizations. Xx word.-

final open syllables there would. then be minimal pairs

contrasting /aw! with low!, /Qw/ and, lot! - "bowl" /bawf;
"bal]." /bow/; "bow" /bw/; /Ibox1e /bo;/, These contrasts

would. of course obtain if a notation were employed expressthg

the glide as /o]J or /9wl/, with the convention that before

consonants, I-! or /+/he sequence is a ocoid. glide 0 and.

in other positions - that is, before yowels - /1/ has

contoid.al realization. Such an arrangement would present

difficulties when we came to consider the glide in the

context of stressed. syllables before medial /i/ In this

position /aw/ is in contrast with both /0/ and. /sw/, as in

"holey" (full of holes) /(h)aw].lj/; "holy" /(h)Qwlij,/;

"holly" /(h)oli/0 The presence of this contrast was

tested. in the children's speech by ask1ng 'them to recite

a poem which made use of /Qw/ and /aw/ in the rhyme-scheme:

There once was a goalie called Rowley
Tho ate all his food yez'y slowly.
He soon grew so stout
That people would shout
'There goes the roly-poly goall&'

In reciting a poem like this there would. be  some pressure

on the chilen from acq,uired. rhyming habits either to

pronounce "slowly" with law!, or "goalie" with /sw/. That
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they did not do so, but preserved. the forms / l slawaiij/ aM

I' gawli/ (whereas the unfamiliar "Rowley" fluctuated.
between /aw/ and. /aw! forms for di.fferent speakers)

attests to the existence of the contrast,

It might be argued that this 'rowe]. could. be expressed. in

words such as "roller" WgQalieW by /o31 or /wi/, with

the convention that before a consonant these sequences

ha're 'rocoida]. realization, A second /1/ would be the conson-
ant in / i x'olle/ or /'row].s/, /'go].lij/ or /'gwluj/

Howeyer medial d.oubed /1/is used. to express extended. jima

ture in certain utterances o Nursery children and even

of 9-year olds:

/'tel1i/	 "telly"

This necessitates the convention that a second. /31 in

this position does not haye the same effect on the

preceding Iv + 1/ sequence as other coitsonants, which
clearly rules out the convention proposed above,

c) Some other glides remain t be considered.. They may be

listed.:

(i)	 [ii, x] realization of /i/ + /1/ "kill, hi].1"

+ /i/ "wheel, peel"
/i:/ + /1/ "real"

(2)	 [cir, La) realization ot /e/ + /i/ "well, else"

//Q:/ + hI "girl, world."
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(2)	 [, to] realization of /e/ + /1/ "fell, else"

+ /i/ "girl, world"

(3)	 [afl, ) realization of // + /]/ "Val canal"

/W/+ /V "foul, owl"

+ /1/ "tale, sale"

(Li)	 [xo]	 realization of /4J + /1/

(5)	 [a., a. &) realization of /a:/ + /1/ "Carl"

fail + / "mile, while"

(6) [aio]	 realization of fail + /i/

(7) [xk]	 realization of /oj/+ /1/ "ofl."

The glides in (Li.) and (6) are relatiyely z'are in this

study: they seem to be associated with more careful or

formal speech - in a story-tell.ng context* t or example.

Superficial].y these glides are similar to those in /ow/ and.

law!, in that they are glides to the same back half-close ax'

area, they derive from sequences of / V + 1 /, and. /i/

may be absent or present after them - that is, may have

yocoida]. or contoid.a3. realization:

Sean (5,n):[ ifT 1 mnsiQ l wo2h) "fell in the water."

Terry (7,7):['p'ei;'2ai)	 "P - L -

Viyienrie: t2IsgA2ex1t)	 "this girl, and..."

Janice (6,8)[ 1 way Iw9z t tSonxn) "while they was talking"

Debra G (8,0): ['md . ,b A sA3 jh4tm] "Mobile home"

Vivienne:	 ['kÜ1 . n'1idi] "killed. the wrong lady"
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Sean:	 (go2e'wmon1cj "got a whale in there"

However further examination of the behaviour of these

d.ipbthongal 'vocoid.a reveala that there are no substantial
grounds fox' the establishment of further phonemes in place

of the sequences /il/,/el/,/el/,/a :i./1 /o Z' an the rarer

Mi!, /aj)/* Unike /0w! and. /aw/ whiCh may be ji,,.conti'ast-
lye op:poaition to other phonemes before /1/, there ie no

contrast before medial /1/ of /e/ and. (cr), ç /i/ and.

[xu) and so On. Iii open aUabies the glidea may be in
contraati've opposition to other 'vowels, as In "heel r here";

wwell - where"; "sale - sa? and. so on. These contrasta

operate only before consonants and. before /+/ and. /-/ and

it is i2iese 'very contexts wieb can 'be covered. effective:Ly

a rule of tuicture governing syllable-fInal /1/. The

rule may be stated. i where post-vocalIc /i/ is followed by

another "vowel in close tmeture, /3/ is a non-velarized.
lateral contold. El); where /1/ Is followed, by 1+!, f-f or

a consonant other than /i/ it Is realized as part of a

vocold. glide to back half-close, which may or may not 'be

followed. by the yelaIzed lateral (i), With this rule the

above utterances may be given the following phonemic

d.escriptlonB:

Sean L /'fel-1 ind.a 1wourf,+f Ufeli in the water."

Terry:	 /lpiju.I el-$ij+/	 - L -

Viyienne a f-is' gel-end.--/
	

"this girl and "
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Janice: /'wa:].-jwaz-'towk1n/
	

"while they was talking"

Debra G: /'mwba:l-heww/
	

"Mobile bomeW

Viwienne: / kjldror' 1jdi+/
	

"killed. the wrong lady."

Sean:	 /gota 'wm1-in1)e:+/
	

"got a whale in there."

v Homoenei,ty of the Class of Retract1n Vowels.

In to the class of Retracting Vowels go the two phonemes

low! and. law! established in the preseding discussion,

together with the two vowels that remain to be considered,

mw! and. /w/. This class of vowels is perhaps less

homogeneous'than the IDng v Fronting Vowels. /uw/ and

/w/ fo instance differ from /ow/ and /aw/ in that they

may appai' before other vowels within a word, as in "doing"

/'d.uwiri/, "going" /'gQwin /, while low! and /aw! may not.

Forms such as /'fowjn/ for "falling"or /1 rawixi/ for "rolling"

are not found in mature speech, /ow! and /aw! may occur

in close unctui'e with a subseq.uent vowel across a word-

boundary:

David Gz:[c'JGo1'':d.)	 /e'row'a:d.+/ "they're all hard."

Sean:	 ['gc2insm'k'Aou2) 	 /lgetnsQmIkaww+/

"getting some coal out."

vi /uw! and /9w!

In descriptions of some types of English the sound in "do",

"food" is described as a glide to a close back end-point,

or as a long back close r9unded. monophthong. In this type of
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London. speech, however, - and. it may be a feature of most

trpes Qf epeech with back-vocoid. realizations of final

/1/ this vowel is a glide from a central position between

half-open and, half-close to a close position that is no

further retracted than ff1] and. may be considerably fronted.

When fronted it is also rounded, giving an end-point at

[y] or [s']; when retracted. it may haye unrounded allophones

[z), [aM]. It seems likely that this fronting of /uw/

is due to the presence of fully back, half-close or closer

end-points of the glides discussed above (L.l lv) - in

particular low!. The movement of low! from centralized to

back and from half-open to above half-close mirrors the

movement of the front of the tongue fox' /ij/ more closely

than does /uw/.

On phonetic grounds there is perhaps less justification

for conaidez'ing. law! as a retracting glide than fox' /ow/,

/aw! ox' /uw/. Allophones of this vowel may consist of a

slight glide to no further than central or back of central

half-close, and. monophthongs are found. both before vowels

and, in other positions:

[ g lIentTa,2 h ] /, grawantQwva1rat/
Vvieie:
	

"growing over it"

Ytveat; ['v'lz2u . ,42s . ]	 /' rawr'litay1t'1ts/
"row of little flats"

Teresa:	 [ddz]	 /d.aldaw+/ "Dont t know."
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Koweyer, among younger speakers it will be seen that realiz-

ations with more retracted and. moxe frequent.y rounded, end-

points are found among younger apeake9 to a gre&ter degree

than among 9-year old. speakers (of, t1T,3. 2 xv) • The features
of retraction and, to a lesser extent, roundin g, appear

to 'be distijictive in oppositions involving the vowel j more

so than with //, for instance,

There is also the d.iatributional feature bynwhich /ow/ may

oecm before other vowels aCross word-boundaries, bat is

never found before linking /r/ This distinguishes the

Towel from the Long Vowels including 4:1, nã. classes it
with fowl, /uw/ and law!. If there is any linking segment

between /awf and a aubseg,uent -vowel it is a non-phonemic

rounded labial segments

JenDyl
	

fgw' ' Dfl)
	

/g9w on! )fQ	 • , 'I

John;
	

/fr9wit/ "thl'Ow It"

11.02 WeakenIng of Vowels

A1l the long, p"onting and retracting yowel may be weakened
under certain conditions when their phonetic form is reduced

from the described phonemic norm in terms of length or of

extent of glide. Weakening takes place in both stressed and.

unstressed syllables, usually within, an utterance rather
than utterance-finally, and more trequnt1y in rapid speech
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than in slow, careful delivery. There are also 'iweak'

vowels /iJ,/9/,/u/ and in certain contexts fiji, which Can
x'e:place all other vowels in non-prominent, unstressed

syllables1

ii Weakened. Forms

Vowels may be grouped. according to the direction in which

they weakens as follows:

a )/i :1,/i j/,/i/.
Both /j:/ and /ij/ may weaken to /1/ if they lose the

ioatu,res of length or glide respectively:
John:	 [tnThGl2pa]	 /1n.iQ'fopa/ "near the shops"

Russell: fmx'bd1	 /mitbod.G/ " body"

John:	 [Ikt2psonjtfaa29m9i)	 /tklpsom'fajtQmij/

"keei on fighting me"

b) /e:/ and. /e/.

/e:/ may weaken to /e/ when it loses its distinctive length:

Teanette: rw'w9jA]
	

/we'wijcu/ "*here we are"

Clifford.: ['tfiz.3
	

/ l tfez_/ "chairs,"

c) /:/,/j/,/w'.
/:/ frequently weakens to the short yowel 1W . 

/

j/ may

also lose its distinctive glide and length, but this Is

mostly before other towels where /r/ may not occtu, so that

the resulting yocoi& must be regarded as a weakened a].lophone

of /jf:
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Jenny:

Viviemie:

Jacki:	 [d.n'etcz]	 /dan'stez/ "downstairs"

Elaine:	 [,2'i,:sJ	 /+,&x':s/ "0u2' house"

Rossz	 ['nVkt'amnj)	 /'nju'kun1i/ " and they were
coming"

iTemiy:	 [Iwcn.az.thA2khxn]	 /Iweflj9z_etowkifl/

"When they was talking"

Xii the expression "ain't" /j/ 18 trequeutly Weakened to

/e/, and also to /a/;

Tony:	 Ewij'gotnaz) /w1zj 'got ,naO1i+/

"We aun t t got nothing."

Diane:	 [i'go2wh)
	

/ai)'got,wan+/ Walntt got one,"

a) /a:/ and //.

/9*/ is frequently weakened to /e/ when it loses Its

distinctive length. /ew/ is less systematic in its reduction,

reducing sometimes to /9/ but in some expressions, such as

"dont t know", reducing to /a';

ClIford* tI22oIiztraxw92ks)	 /+'ow1jz'fawks/

"AU his Ireworks"

/1uwz9'mem9ri+/ "lose her
memory."

/' gnrvo 'dog-P/" goung to have
a dog."

Diane:	 [,.A11z.n21nB.i21) / 1 aj 1 d.ant'new+/ "I don't know."

Jackie:	 d2 'nv.J	 /, dat IflW+/ "dont know."

e) tal/ and. /a:/

tail and. /a:/ are rarely weakened to another phoneme, there

being no short wel in the back open region. Their
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weakened. allophanee reduce the /aj/-u/ait opposition:

David. Gr: tflA 4 a.'skiin)	 /JGlgatIakjm+/ "Shall I ask
him?"

r) /o:/ and. /0/.

Like the other long vowels, /o:/ may weaken to its correp
sponding short item /0/I

Dianet	 e,i'ti1	 /erio'fo:^/ "three or four1"
Clifford.: [efoenj	 /s'toben+/ "(I) was toliz' then."

g)/ow/,/uw/,'u/.

/ow/ and. /uw/ may lose their distinctive glide and. length,

when both weaken to ,/u/:

Fj:	 C'wz2' j,y1h]	 /'wotjiiyiiY "What yot having?"
P)1ip:	 ['mt'tsgxz)

	
/'metu 1 siijz / "metal +4gsW

iii Weak Forms

The weakened. forms presented here may occur in stressed. as

well, as unstressed positions. In unstressed. syllables

the same vowels may be replaced. by weak forms - one of the

three short vowels lu, /Q/ or /u/, and in certain

circumstances the fronting yowel /ij/. Vowels which weaken

to /u/ are replaced by the same vowel, in unstressed positions;

/1/ is occasionally found in certain words weplacing /e/ -

"get", for example /u/ may replace /uw/ and. /ow/, and.

also /0/i in certain common words such as was" /wuz/, "what"

/wut/. The majority of vowels, however, are replaced in
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unstressed, non-prominent syllables by /9/,

It is suggested that there is a tauai itative difference
between weakened. and. weak Towels as far as the linguistic
mechanism is cthncexned, T Weakened. 1 ailophones of vowels
are the result of rapid articulatidn, or of a vowel's non-
prominent position in the utterance, as a result of which
the speaker, aiming at producing the features of a phoneme,
is unable to do so. A Tweakt vowel, on the other hand, is

the result of a substitution, in which the speaker has brought

into operation a transformation convertingnthe original
*tullyalue t phoneme into a weak form more appropriate with

a non-prominen unstressed position in the u.ttei'ance A

word. may have both distinctive weakened. and. weak forms,
WMyN, for example, has the weakenedinform tniä.], in both

stressed. and unstressed. syllables, and. the weak rorm
/riij or /mi/, Stressed /ml/ or /mij/ is never heard. for
the possessive pronoun. There axe many other weak-
transformations, such as that which turns final /dej/

in "yesterday", "&unday", into /di/ or /dij/, and, that
which converts final /9w/ in "barrow", WyellowW into /o/,
Instanses of this phenomenon will be touched. on in the
ensuing discussion, in particular in Chapter V (3.i),
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1,3 Descrivtioxl of Vowels in 9-y ear old Si,eeeh

i/I!

Stressed in: "Smith" /'smif/, "bit" /'bit/, "Skipping"
/ skipin/

Unstressed. in: "bushes" /'buliz/ "my" /mi/ "country"
/'kantta'iJ

/j-/ is between front and central and between close and.

halt-close, nearer perhaps to centralized. [] tn to [j).

The lips are spread, but only loosely; /1/ is not normally

a tense vowel. It is laxer and shorter than beth /i/ and

/i:/ Variants may be more centralized than Ex] or more

open CxJ,t],t,) are found in both stressed and. unstressed.
syllables, but the open variants [),[g] occur predominantly

in final open unstressed syllables, where /e/ may not

OCCU2' $

John:	 [L&2Q'o,k.2I]

Jackie:	 ['tcd ,bz)

Clifford: [Li'lx2]

Russell: ['J1n]

Tony;

Ross;	 [1Q22]

/.otG'ro1kits4/ "lot of rockets.,N

/ 1 t&tbe:4/ "Teddy Bear."

/a'litit/ "i lit it"

/'jilin+/ "Shilling,"

nuw eri+/ "January,"

/1 atit+/ "... at it."

In stressed and. unstressed syllables before /+/ the vowel

is commonly lengthened. and. glided, most noticeably in

closed. syllables terminated by a yolced lenis plosive
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ox' by a nasal 1 but also before f'ortiB consonants:
ToxLyr:	 [.1asy1b.n]	 /wu1a3y'bin+/"Wei.l. I 2ve been."

Teresa:	 ['fiv'2' d;Te12k*) /'f yrit driik+/ "fayouxite
drink."

Diane:

Davl.d Q; iJzs1m2te]

David Gr: tIru2b21phIm2r)

Jackie*	 [ lc'øf .kzx 2s]

/aj&td+/ "I did."
/ lpos tj6+/ "Roes Bmith,"

"Let off rockets,"

/'fupbow 1 pi'/ "football pitch."

/'letor'frokits^/

/1/ may be shortened, ox" eyen elided, before othex' Towels

when there is no open juncture:

%iyteime:	 2naV) /fijnt_1 gotna'w / "she am' got
no...

th!.2tssI,]	 /Ji'tt9'gaw / "she iad. to go
Elaine 2 lw1wv 't,si]

	
/wiv'frij/ "We hays three"

Labialization takes place in the vicinity of /w/ and, perha:ps

rather eurpriecbngly of /b/ which does not have this

effect on other vowels:

Dianez	 /lbjt+/ Wbjt

Elaine:	 t'2w2f]
	

/+'wipf+/ "(a) width."

Clifford; [wIo . 'k4y.] jM,dow'klQws+/"We had all clothes1
Russell:	 /s'bj.g 1 faja+/ "a big fire,"

and. 

/ij/ 

alternate freely in the final open syllables

of many polysyllabic words - "Nearly" for example:
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Diane:	 [1xi].x.1nA.Gn]
	

/'ni:ll,najn+/ "xLearly nine."

Jackie: ['n.1Ii thwxz] /'ni:Uowwz/ "zearly always"

Philip:	 ['nix ii lela]
	

/ 'ni:lt'eva/ "nearly ever"

The two forms alternate also in words such as "be", "she",

"iue 1 my" - /(h)i, (h)11/, /s i iii/ . /mi, mjj/ . Possibly

/i/ tends to occur more in stressed positions and before

1+1 and /-/, while /1/ Ia found more in unstressed syllables

and before 'vowels, but this is by no means a universal rule.

/1/ is sometimes found in word.s which normally have /ij,",

even in stressed syllables:

John:	 [w'k2o1J'gc2Gn] /wikito i 1getGn/ "We keep on
getting "

/1/ is sometimes found for /e/:

Philip:	 ['wfe1)	 f'wj,im+/ "with them,"

Diane:	 ['wn2d.mi'AZt.2U.]	 /'wintda:mi'a:nta+/

"went down uy aunt's'."

Debra G: [èxy 'xiYyabxn)	 /ajynIv,bin/	 never been"
(8,0)

Debra C: [ t s . t3 1 dI)	 /'iB8t9dj/ "yesterday,"
(7,5)

/u/ and /uw/ may be replaced by /1/ after the palatal /j/,

especially in "you":

Clifford: [ 1 xi4Y]	 /ji1nw+/ "you know."

Jackie:	 [j*gc2 'big 't5ed±!b!z3 	 /jiget9'big'ted.i,be:+/

"You get a big Ted&y Bear."
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This may be a case of	 and. /uw/ being 'epIeeed by the

weak form /1/ rather than the weak form /a/, due to tbe

influence of the palatal. /J and, /e/ ar in free

variation .n unstressed. syllables in many wor'd.s especially

in. 'word-final closed syllables - as in "fayourite":

Jenny:
	

tfxw-w2]
	

/fJvrit/

Diane;
	 [rx2]	 1$ fjvrt/

bit is not uncommon to find. voeida of an intermediate

quality centralized. from [x] and closer tn [] -

or I]. They are classified for *onirenlence as /1/:

Elaine:t1 1Ithtsxst4kz Im]	 /2nia$siati*kim-/ "my sister Kim,'

Jeanette E;'nç2]	 /j1net+/ "Jeanette."

Russell	 [t°'t 5 9 t g2sam'w'd.)	 /ti?ita1 getsQm'wud.+/
"to, er, to get some wood.."

ii Jul
Stressed.: "machine" /ma l Jijn/ "Tereaa" /1 trijze/ "read" /'rijd

Unstressed.: Nnoiayf/mnojz1/ "he's", "his" /iz/ Wtbe end"

/ij'end/

hi! is normally a glide towards a position closer and more
front than lu, though this position is not always reached.
At the end. of the glide the tongue is relatively tense,

the lips are spread. The stai'ting-oint of the glide varies.

Under conditions favourable to lengtheni''g and. gliding of

vowels - stressed. syllables or syllables before 1+1 - it
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Clifford: 2.ila]

John:	 fdnx.s]

Diane:	 [nmiia.h]

Kathleezi (RTi h]

David. Or: [xxi'it,i)

aay be apound, bRlf-open central [a]. More open and. fronted

etarttng-points are found. in utterance-final syllables -

[s], [] - while closer and. more fronted starting-points

are associated. with stressed and unstressed sllabiea within
an utterance -

/+*i14+/ ElainesW

/da t nijs+/ "Denise "
/ma tjijd+/ "machine "

/ri,pstsf "How many pets.."

/iD.X'oltriz/ "lit the hollow
trees"

/141 may have a rounded starting-point in contigzity with

certain consonants, /w/ in particular, but a'so occasion-
ally /b/,//:

t 1kyinz'plxs]

	

Toxifl	 ['wiwt' viva]

Jeanette t'b: 2a wi2k 'j

Vivienrie: t 'b1.2.u')

David Gi.: ['b&inz)

	

Elajn	 trcsePI2Xo)

/*kwiinz-tplis/	 ueen?s palace"

/ 'wijwen $ awva / "we went oyer'

/'b:ta'wijk+/ "about a week."

/bitt/ "Beatles"

/'bijnz+/ "beans,"

/i'osspltQw+/ "the hospital."

MGnohthonga1 variants of /'i j/ si's rare, but must be allowed

to exist in certain contexts where /i/ may not occur, 8uch

as in uttez"ance-final stressed open syllables. Longer

unglided allophonea can also be denti.tied. as /i.j/ if they

are in contexts where /i:/ is not likely to occur:
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Joim:
	 /'of'G'tXhi+/ "ocr of the tx'ee.

ljffoz'dz t.I'd.x2]
	

/sijo'dit/ "See, I had it"

The alternation of /ij/ and /iJ in some contexts was mentioned

in the previous section. ,tid/can be found In Cockney in many

places where Standard. English would use a short Towel corre-

sponding to /i/:

Teresa: ['me . ziiz)
	

/'mswzijil "Moses"

Clitford* [t2ooxjzIfaIi2ks]
	

/+'owijz'tawaks/

".A.11 his fireworks"

iii /1:!

Stressed: "near" /'ni:/ "really" /'ri:lij/ "here","hear"

/1:/ has long iingllded allophonea which are very close in

tongue-position, to /i/, becoming tenser and slightly closer

in stressed and prominit syllables. Other allophones takes

the form of a glide from this starting-point towards the

central or front of central area -

The diphthongal variant is toimd most frequently in open

syllables, particularly before 1+1 and. /-/, while unglided.

al].ophonea are encountered moat often in closed syllables

within the ntterance. A third type of allophone, that seems

to be associated with informal aM vigorous dialectal styles

of speech, is a two-directional glide moving from the region
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of Ex] to close front, and. thence to half-open to open
front of central - [ I ),[xjâ],[xjQ). This tripb.thong is
not found. in recordings made b older children, who were

possibly conscious of a degree of formality in the

recording situations 1xamples, can, however, be drawn from

the recorded speech of younger children:
Clifford.: [,xm:AJdjaniJ 	 /1immaji:drani,/ "in my ear-drum"
Djane:	 ni:1.,n4n]	 /'zt.t:l.t,najn+/ "nearly nine."
Philip:	 [pQ2thIhxQ)	 /bQt.-'hi:-/ "but here,"
Kathleen [ I xbi28en. l d.x.Gs] /rbjtsQn- 1 d.i :s+/ "rabbits and.

deere."
John:
Nicholas: [uv'urj]

(5,7)
Sean	 * [,cm'ij]

(,ii)

/'lci:ji :/ "lastbyear"

/,e'wvlri:/ "over here."

/,from'i:+/ "froni here."

/i:/ and li,! are distinguished by length alone in some contexta
and. jf /i:/ loses its length the short vowel must be acknow-

ledged., Similarly if /1/ is lengthened in a situation where

short aUopbones of /1/ are customary - for example, before
medial hi then the vocoid. in question, must be said to have
acquired thefatures of /i:/.
obn:	 tnx9e'r2zz)	 /nio'fttriz/ "near the tactories'

	

Russell: [m'tp,i]	 /ma'ti:riow/ " material"
Russell: [m9t° i,xmJ
	

yftn9'tiril+/	 "material"
Jenny:	 1 iAzs mx.jJ

	
/,gla:s'mi:rQ+/ "glass mirror,"
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/i:/ may result from the coalescence of other vowelS in the

front halt-close to close areaj /1/ + /e/, tpr example, ox"

/11/ +

Philips twzfc'&a2p]	 ,Øazte'd4p/ "We was ted. u:p"

Jeanettes £'wjn2 .t 5sz: .p1kv.r]	 /'went'si:pikuJ'/

"went to see her' because Bbe,.."

There is an important d.ifterence, however, between /1:1 and.

the &isyflabic sea_uence

Teanette: st,xl	 /oatrliG-/ "Austra33a"

Ross:	 [Rd..a'm3nJ	 /I:n.bimoid.+/ "down th 'Moniex'!

In the word. "year" /i:/ seems consistently to have more than

usually centralized. aUophones. In. places the alternative

pronunciation /':/ is found.:

Dayjd. Gi	 x2;zyd	 /tt,isz1awd.+/ "eight years old.

Ross:	 trv9:.*)	 /'x't;f "for a. year"

Tony 8:	 (tj.t)	 /tla:as/ "last year"

This vowel rarely occurs before another yowe3. even in open

juncture. Instead., it is usually llinked. to a suicQeeding

vocalic phoneme i,3rr/r/:

Dianei	 [t.e'1xa2p)	 /tki:rap+/ "to clear UPs"

Vivienne: [ I *Z,ZCUGI ,wanJ	 /'izrenijwan+f "hear anyone.W

Elaine: ['dnQn'*:JxmJ	 /'d.itQuti:rinV "d.j&t hear hiii."
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Ross:

Teresa:

Vivienne:

Terry
(7,7

[;ixisd'hx]

{'ku[ci.Be.e)

'u±i1n]

iv /iI./i!J./ii/ +1)1

Before initial and. medial /i/ all three yowels may occur,

and remain distinctive:

Russell:	 /xni '1eil
	

"my legs"

Jenny:
	

[slai)
	

/ silij-/

Tony*
	

/1riz].ij/ "really"
Ro ass	 ['rfmu 1JQilexIaanJ]

	
/'tifim,rilQnsQu/

"fiRh1ng reel and some .u.

However when /1/ is final and not immediately followed
by a vowel, nonly the sequence /il/ is possible. This is
most commonly realized. as a vocoid glide from (z),[rj towards

back close -

/Id.1bfl4./ "Harold. Hill."

/'kild.o:self^/ "killed. herself."

/'kf-rim,wils+/"catherine Wheels.'
/'WO-e30 'ru ,nejm+/

"What lB your real name?"
When lu is followed by a consonant the starting-point of
the glide may be even. more centralized: the sequence may

be realized at times as a back of central, close, unrounded

monophthong;

Jackie:[a 'tf*1udJQnJ	 /9'tIildpGn/ "the children"

Russell: [t 5a'buid.2)	 /tG'bild.it/ "to build, it"
Kathleen: [tt&7) 	 / O+J'iln/ "children"
Vivienne; t IkkfiJ&dQJoxJ].Id,] 	 /'kild.arorjJ lj.uj+/

"killed the wrong lady"
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The length of this vocoid. is not significant. Longer glides

are probably conditioned by their position before /-/ or

1+1:

Vivienne: ['big . 'i .uz]
	

/'big-'wil+/ "Big Wheel,"

Teresa	 t,p'ouxa'x.)
	

/ 1aponls' il+/ "up on this hill,"

vLL

Stressed: "eleven" /ij'leven/ "anything" /'enifiTJk/ "weekend"

/wij'kend/ "went" /'went/

Unstressed: "neit door" /neks'do: "fed up" /fe'dap/.

/e/ is an unrounded , front but not fully fronted. vowel, in

the half-open region or slightly higher. Neither lips nor

tongue are particularly tense in the articulation, of the

vowel.. lully stressed allophones are, however, more tense

and. more fronted than those in unstressed positions:

Tony:	 d, 'mfmbQwnj9 lwen2)	 /3e 'membQwenj'wen.t/

"Do younreniember when you went...'?"

E].aine:	 [dn2' gc2vçx]inicnz) 	 /dwn.t' getveri'meni/

"don't get very many"

Elaine:	 [,xis'd.akt'an]	 /1ijsetdakan/ "he said. 'duck' and.

In conditions favourable to lengthening and. gliding are found

glides from [e] to close front - though this glide is never

very pronounced and should perhaps be described as an 'off-

glide', A similar off-glj4e to central position is probably
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/ l wefltt9 $ getjflV' "went to get him."

/'weiit&.ra:nts+/ "went to France,

more common. th s n the closing off-glide:

Russell;

eresa;

Jenny

3acke

t'Ae' IgE2141m)

EQnz'p'28t)

[ rwfinQ 'm)

r 'pi2m9' hrd.J

/ J red.+/	 "red."

/'af'Q'get 4 em+/ "I forget tbem."

/exiiets+/ "any pets?"

75j3 1 em+/ "øii of them."

/ I putinlQ'bed+/ 'p'utmhlin to bed."

There may be closer realizations of this towel Six certain.
words, as close as[) or closer. Eow&rer, for the purposes

u$
of classification allophonea Aclo$eer*S1ai. half-close are

regarded as instances of /1/ These close aL1ophones of /e/

seem to Qccur particularly fx'equently in the word. "get":
Roes;	 [*k"ë2. 'mi8xn . 'b'cj	 /1kptniisinnaJbow+/

"kept missing the ball."

Philip	 /tgt'9wn./ "to et borne."

Teresa
	

/'ttinawd+/ "getti.ng old."

Even in stressed position /e/ may be centralized.: this central-

ization can be accompanied bl slight liv-oimding, !hich

is more pronounced in the presence of /w/:

Kathleen: [IrIsQ z.2h)

Dianet	 ['wn2ta 'gt2xm]

Teresa:	 t*wntS Q*tQA9Xts)

/rrEeja9net+/ "maisonette."

/a/ mayroccasionall replace /e/ after /w/ - a case of weak-

ening - in both stressed and unstressed positions. In one
utterance, the features of /w! and /o/ conflate into one
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centralized., rounded vocoid. [e]:

obn:	 Etynwan)	 /Ztw9nhlwan+f "twenty-one."

Vivienne: r 1 w9m: tmajv)	 /'wnnni'muwy/ 2"when we move"
Teresa:	 E 1 en39 'bê:t 1 di) /	 bQ:fdj/ "When's your

birthday?"

/e/ does not normally appear immediately before /+/, though

it may 6.o so if a final consonant is not articulated.:
Clifford.:	 /':n19x4i'ge+/ "How many did.

you get?"

vi. /e:!

Stressed: "Chairs" /Itje / "there","they're" /te:/ "aero-

plane" /'e:repljil "upstairs" /ap'ete:r/

Unstressed: "upstaj.rn" /*apste:z/ there . are W /e:ra:/.

As with /1:1, both glided and nglided variants of this vowel

are found • The position of the monophthong and the starting-

point of the glide are about the same as /e/. Monophthonga

occur most freciuently in closed, non-final syllables, 'while

glides, which are from I:cJ or ()towai'ds central or front

of central, half-open to open, are found moat often in open

syllables before 1+1:

Ross:	 [!.12a'scv2U)	 /+e:-'a:*seT9nV'"mere are seven"

Russell: [ i sbstc!z)	 /'abete:z/ "upstairs"
Vivienne: ['m!.xi '2pkYns) /'rne:ri 'opkins+/ "Mary Hopkins."
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Jobn:	 LvQ'b21J

Jeanete: Ewa1k"g guE)

Vivienne: t4st.ndxnxn.cJ

Philipz	 9;5]

Jeanette: [cz 'lIvIc9]

Cliffoxd: ttxn2nça]

/ewv'?ie:^/ "over there."

/jntne:+/ "ain t t there?"

/e;*ljyin1 ne:+/ "he're living
there."

/e:, is distingiished from /e/ by the feature of length, but

since je/ never occurs in open final syllables (except in
the case of omission of an utterance- final coneonan	 see
precedijig section) this is one Dlace where the feature of

length need not be maintained; short allophones of /e:/ ai'e
found in this position.

/1	 ;^/ " ye the back
there."

/wi7kQg1gswe:-/ "we Could go
there,W

f BtR!n9 nine : +/ "standing in
there."

When these short 'rocolds are found in closed syllablee, where
/e/ ma occur, they must be considered as instances of /e:/
weakening to /e/:
Clifford: ['tIz]
	

/$tjez -/ "chairs,"

Viyienne: [ I ft hc]	 ,flrehe:+/ "fair hai',"

Jackie:	 tdn1stz)
	

/dn1atez/ "downstairs"

may be rep].aced by /:/, as in

t5 i .xa2pd;) /1 tana ,rapaa :4-/ "tanner up there0"

This seems to be the r*le rather than the exception in the
case of "yes or "yeah" - /'ju/, Among the forms recorded for
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this item are:["jce, 'j., jc . , 'qrs,	 jo:)

Two-directional glides in /e:/ are no recorded in 9-year old.

speech, though they may be found in younger subjects'

recordings:

Nicholas: ['sGij2'ç38]
(5,7)

/Lsjj()tIet+/ "See that there?"

ru !e/./e:/ + /1/

Both /e/ and /e:/ may occur before medial /1/ - "jelly"

/'elij/, "Rarely" /'re:lij/. Before 1+1,!-, and. consonants,

however, the sequence /e:l,/ is not Dossible: 1eV in these

positions is a ocoid glide from front half-open or higher

to back half-close or slightly lower -

R0582	 ['g32Is.&f'b9:n2)	 /gotmiselr'ba:nt+/

Elaine:	 [.y.'k1k)

Jackie:	 [ 'gTfn: lgq)

Ross:

Jenny:	 [w62I?.TS]

David G].: [wY2'As)

"got myself burnt."

/'tweir $klok/ Wtwelve o'clock"

Igel_jlgel_/ "the girl and.
the girl"

/'in'weld/ "in the world."

/wot'els/ "What else...?"

/wot l els/ "What else...?"

It will be noted that in the above examples "world" and "girl"

both have forms with /eiJ and. not with /:l/, a form irhich

is not found at all in this study.
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Viii II
Btressedt "eat"/ I kt/"banger"/'ba/"January"/ tmnjsri/

"Grandad' /' gr, daxt/

Unstressed.z W	 all?"/a9t0/

// 18 a front vowel, unrounded and between hlt .open and, open,

though nearer to tcl than to [a), The symbol ) Is taken, to

re:preeent a yocoid. quality very e].ose to that Of [ç), though

it is suggested in this study that / is distinguished from

id ot only by more open tongue-position, but also by a

more truly front articulation and b y- greater tenseness in

the spreading of the lips. This is particularly true f

the long allophones of /a,/. Although /	 as some allophones

which may be as long as some of the 'long s vowels, it Is

classified as a short vowel because these allophones occur

In. predictable contexts and. under statable conditions.

Long and Short Allot)hones of /,J

a) Before /+/ , in stressed or unstressed syllables, this

vowel is likely to be lengthened.. It may also be glided
towards a central position [a)- or towards a closer posi-

tThp,though the movement of the latter glide is not very

extensive [) or t);Befor, nasals and lenis plosives

long allophones occur almost invariably: before other conson-

ants they are likely to occur in the same proportions as long
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I tl2p4.xuI)

I!. ekhenj

[la.2th2)

/'b+/ NBang$

/ llpplp+/ "Laland.

/jakwn+/ "You can'

/s9./ Neat N

/Lajk'bt+/ "like that."

Clifford:

Jenny:

Vivienne:

Jobn

Dlane*

allophones of other short vowels:

b) In. a stressed syllable preceding a me&ial cluster of nasal

+ lenie plosive, it appears that /e,/ isriusually long, as

in. "standing", WgrW "Eendbag, "kangaroo":
Jackie:	 [,k?ca1gQtJ)	 /1kmjg'ruw+/

though insufficient instances have been recorded here to

ascertain whether this is an invariable rule. It /a/ precedes
a single medial COflBOnafl$ that is word—final, in, a stressed.

syllable, it may have a long allophone, particnlarl if
the consonant is a nasa]. or a lenis plosive. This is not,

however, an invariable feature:

Diane:	 [lfl.1kXV$ d.3tkt, • amxfj	 /'n13ku•d.okta, sniif/

"man called Doe to!' Smith"

Russell:

John:

David al;

John;

Teresa:

sp.mantTps] /1 spn9& ips,./ "Spaia and. chips."

£stEe.nxQ 'f2tjxz]	 I' stni,tttrj.z/

"Stand near the factories"

[w.4phu)	 /,d.Q.'pu/ "had a apple"

Ix,.tha,f1s17x2] /i,ts1frawit/ "be had. to throw it"

/'voram—'gaj+/ "have ererm, guy."
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c) Before single medial consonants that are not word-final

1W is short;
ROSS;	 [2s'bIj]	 /got&biJ9/ "got a banger"
Russell:	 lkhj2J	 /1'ker11it/ Wvy jtW
Kathleen: f tpçnas)	 /'pjas+/"pianoa."
Jenny:	 J1ncx2k)	 /nd3ik/ "magic"

d.) // is also generally short in wistressed. syllables that
are not utterance-final, and. in stressed syUables termin-

ated, by fortis consonants if these do not occur before /+/,or
/-/;orb

Jackie: J:wy'ti)	 /wiyt1/ "We have tea"

Ross:	 [Ihmcl' tj 'n2tsIzj	 /ajbd'tuw'nttrsiz/
w1 had. two mattresses"

Clifford.: [kItôomx 'eff)	 ,'krJt'ownii'd.if+/

"arasbed all my teeth."

Philip	 [a2'b7]	 /'c1t4big+/ "that big."

Diane:	 [daxI)	 /'dajan.?/ "Diane"

Variants

Open variants of // are rare among the 9-year old. group.

Only one example is recorded:

David. Gl: [ 1 wz2aipa]	 uV.wot'pans/
This could. perhaps be regarded as an accidental replacement
of 1W by the open short vowel /a/. Replacement of 1W by
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the closer vowel /e/, on the other hand., is relatively

fi'eqnent by comparison. It may be that the closer variants

arebassociated. with less formal elementsmof speech - even

though /'kts/ and /'kets/, /'tnQ/ and. /'ton9/, were

recorded in the same recorded interviews:

John:

II:

Tony:

Jenny:

Elaine:

[Stsanz1kxC2s]

(a ih8]

(ge2. ltScn9Q2]

[its na)

[cn)

EnA.d'rVQi)

/ 'tanz'keta+/ "tons of cats."

/s I kts_/ "there'e cats"

/git'tenre:t+/ "get tanner out."

/.	 W tannerW

fend—f Wand N

/najed J fpi/ "and I had. three,.."

//does not normally appear in open syllables but if a

final consonant is not articulated, it may be followed by

1+1. This seems to happpn especiafly often with the word
"that":

Teresa: [ a D9h)	 / wmsnzsn 1 +/ "Romans and that."

Tony:
	

/I getofs*b+/ "get off of that."

ix 4:/
Stressed: "rolmd"/'rEnd/ "out"/:t/ "hour","our" /Im:/

Unstressed: "our house"/:'rm:s/ "how many" /:1meniJ

This vowel has monophtbongal and glided, allophones in all

positions. elided variants are from a atarting..pojnt near
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/ to a central position or further back than this, to

centralized back half-close, with or without lip-rounding -
[es), [a? J, tti1. The first part of the vocoici ma be prolonged,

with a glide of a fairly rapid nature -

Glides to a closer position in the front region are also
found, though these are relatively rare -

R080:	 [sna'ntra)	 stfari'ne:s+/ "anti a mouse."

Philip:
	 ('rxo2tQ2'd.')

Ross:
	

[dYn'heJ1sd.'hxT)

/'nottet'd:n+/ "knocked it down."

/d:n'herad'hil^/ "down Harold
Hill."

Toriy	 [ge2.'tia2) /gittna 1 r:t+/ "get tanner out."
Thissell; [in,et:z]	 /'d:n1ate:z+/ "downstairs."

Teresa:

	

	 /gews'd:nmtgQwzr': nd+/

"Goes down but goes rotui&,"

In this survey monophthongal variants are more common. These

may have the tongue position of , but differ from it only

in length - and then only in those positions where // Is
not lengthened or glidedz

David. Gis Elk:b3z]
	

/'k:bojz/ "cowboys."

Teresa:	 [: *vA1, jatl]
	

4: rawd., juw+,c "How old are you?"
Kathleen: [,b:2hx2h1
	

/,b:tit+/ "about It."

There are also allophones that are less tense, less fronted
and with the lips lees tensely spread, perhaps slightly

rounded - [j:),[i. ). These Slacker variants may be conditioned
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by eonsonants such as /w/,/p//b/ which eLcourage rounding
of vowels, or by /r/ which sometimes causes centralization
and. slackness; or they may be unconditioned:

Clifford.: Lb.2,].21d.s?)

Jeanette ('b2&wi2k']

ackies	 '&:nd.a3

ten'to2ss]

/b:tlt'djp/ "about that deep"

/ 'b:t&wik+/ "about a week."

/ 'r2rid.z+/ "rounilers."

axu1:towtQs/ NaM our tortoise"

/'xi:riz'muw+/ Wflqr be's moved,"

In open syllables, where /a/ is not usually found, /:/ may
lose the feature of length and, still be distinct from /w/.
In closed syllables, however, the length feature is crucial,
and. shortened. /:/ Is considered. to have weakened. to /m/2
John:	 [ khän2 I w: Zkh] / ' kanta 'w :k+/ "come out of work.'
Jackie	 [ItSQ.n:JA2IJnd) /'ta:n—rajt'r nd/ "turn right

round."
Vivienne ['ad. nm)	 / 'ajdQ 'nwn: +/ "I	 t know now. W

Even where /:/ Is a fully long glide, in those situations
where //ia long or glided. the distinction between the two

phonemes may be lost, and the sense of an utterance will
depend on contextual cues. Before nasa]. and. lenie consonants,

for example, In stressed syllables, /:/ is as likely as /e/
to have tense allophonea, so that there is no tense - lax
contrast between the two. An utterance such as

Jenny:	 ['r:ndxmJ
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could equally well be Nfanned him" or Wf0 	 him", It is the
second meaning which the context of the u$terance eupplice.

/:/ and linking fr/
Like /1:/, /e:/ and /o:/, /m:/ may be linked. to a following
vowel by /r/, which is in many cases intruajye

Teresa:	 mZi,AId.1aU)	 /m:irawdQ1juw+( "How old. are you?"

It may also be followed by another towel without f-f inter-
vening. The sequence /m:G/ is reduced to a monophthong in

rapid and informal speeeh, but some speakers may realize it

as a triphthongal, disyllabic voçoid:

Kathleen* 9'fe.,azJ	 /fl:oz / "the flowers"

Coalescence of this sequence into a monophthong 01 diphthong

j.s more frequent. "Our" is timost invariably realized as

/Le/, and. coalescence may take place across word-boind.arjea:

Clifford: Igslz y!2] 	 /ge1l:yit-/ "Get out of it..,"

As with /i:/ and. /e:/, two-directional vocoid glides are fomd.

for this phoneme. Again, however none were recorded in the

speech of the 9-year old groups and. we have to turn to the
younger groups for samples:

	

Carl:	 [kZamIma2)	 /kam':t+/ "come okt.W
(5,10;'

	

i, t	 (x2s'm2'Qd?	 /its1not*:d.+/ "it t s not ourn."
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I /&ej/

Stressed.;	 "eight" ,4t/"okay" /w 'kj/"playing" /1 plin/

Unstressed.; "speedway" / spijdj/ "won 1 t tbey"/'wowntj/

/j/ has a starting-point between halt-open and. pen, slightly
lower than /a/ and. centralized. Variation in the starting-
point covers an area Thom open to half-open, though the more
open Tariarit8 are conmioner than the closer ones. Pr'o]n this
area it glides towards front and. close, though this end-
point i.e not always attained:

Teanette: [ 1 gim]	 /,gjrn/ "game"
David. Gi: [1 plxunii' nz 2 ts] / 'p]juzni jts +1 "play with my

mates."
Teresa;	 E4be:f1d?IJ
	

/lbo:f,da3/ "birthday"
Clifford. [2a12 i
	

/+'jt+/ "eight."
Diane;	 [Ig,m 1

	
/'grjQm/ "Graham"

In some contexts the vowel may glide to a central position,
or there may be long monophtbongal variants. This happens

particularly before vowels, so that in these and. other

positions there is a reduetlon of the contrast /z: - / j/:

Jenny;	 [1ste.9na2Sp1àI2) / 1 stjnap 1pljtf/ "stating up
late."

/'nuIn1x'loiy/
"and they were coming along,"

Clifford: ( 1 p1 .m 4 lx2't'eJ	 /'p1a:ma'litu'to+/

"and.)play with my little toy."
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John:	 1
	 /1 tn1nans/ "train-lines"

Ross;	 ['apQid.w.]
	 /4 spidw3/ "Speedway"

Clifford: ['t.bTz]
	

/'tjbowz/	 "tables"

Weakening to /ae/ occurs less frequently for this vowel than

foi" /m:/. It occtiz'a most frequently in. common expressions

such as "sin' t" in which the weakened form may be / or /8/s

Tony:	 [4gtna!zj]	 /godnaeiij+/ "aint got nothing."

Diane	 [*g,wjt4)	 /aij'got,wan+/"Ain't got one."

The word "they" may have a short yocoid which is still /aF4J

because j.n an open syllable, where /le/ may not appear. It may

also be replaced by /e:/ in this word. only. This is perhaps

by snalogy with "they're" or, in the first of the examples

below, a weakening of /el-/ to let/s

David Gra	 'gJ.n lpti2 rn2Q) /e: 'gwuna 'pi'wntjani

"They'll go on the pitch, won' t they, ath. ."

Jenny&	 [eç'r:ni)	 /aria:'f:nd/ "and they' fotwd..."

This apparent weakening of 

/j/ 

to /et!, or mn.tercie of the

two, ilL this word, is a characteristic of some Nursery speakers

(see IV', 3.2 x).

:1 /J./an/./iI + hi

/i/, /;i/ end. /j)J are contrastive when followed immediately

by a vowel; thus "alley — bonny", "daily - daily" are possible
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minimal pairs. Before open and, external unctu.re, however, ox'

before a Consonant* these opposition are redueed and the
aepience /3J generally results. This takes the forni of a glide
from below front half-open to the back halt-close region,
with or without lip-rounding - tsr), tao), [a), f rJ
Philips [Jxs ' t T3)	 /ji asZml+/ "She just fouls you
Clifford, IZE	 sm'njQD92]	 /1tlsrQmIn9rap+/

(8,1,
"Tales Prom Europe,"

Kim:	 [mxat.'w]	 /inista'w1+/ "Ester Whale."
(5,8)
Sean:	 [fx2w9 "wo)	 /fowitw9zQ? Iwl+/
(5,11)	 3,

"thought it was a whale.W

This secuenee is distinguished. from 4:/ by the extent of the
vocoidal glide. /&J has a glide which moves to almost fully
back and. bait-close. /m:/ has a relatively narrow glide,

usually to no more than back of central ad half-closes It the
glide of 41/ is diminished for some reason, then /:/ may

consid.ex"ed to result froni this weakening:

Paul Sh: [tSIrc1p0J4w25"t5g) /tuteQ'p:e'wow,tG+/
(5,3)

"to fetch a pail of water."

Tony 5:	 [c'v.w)	 /on'i':wz/"on the railways"
(8,1)

In. emphatic or very aretul speech the sequence /ji/ may occur:
Carl:	 [x'ta:nd'sxr)	 /j1fajnd.to*sjl+/
(5, 1O

"they find 'For Sales."

Before /+/,/-.J and. consonants, the sequence /l/ is reducedto
/i/ in Cockney, so that "towel" and "tail" are homophones.
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LiL

Stressed: "brother" /'bray9/,/'braQ/ "Mum" /'mai,/ "Colour"

/'kal/

Unstressed.: "eTeryone" /'evriwan/ 	 going to W /g9n9/

This short Towel does not display a great deal of variation in

its realizations. It is predominantly a short, front, open

yocoid., which may be slightly raised. and, centralized —fa),[),
EA3

The lips are open and spread, but not tensely so:

Russell: t I vasö)	 /Irasow+/	 Wsge1lW

Dayid Gi: [n12ItSaph )	 /amp'tap/ 'jmnped. up..."

Philip:	 ['fJm,wns)	 /'fllim4wans+/ "fishing ones."

Tony:	 /Qtmata1duw6get/ "Eow much did you
get..?"

Slightly Closer allophonee are recorded in the region of

in stressed syllables;k.I'e (Are.. te.3LLrcAt4 &c

JOIITI	 /d'kajnø'danip+/ "the kirlit of dump."

Diane:	 ['fGXs'd2)	 /a'fQ:B'd.nat/4'I first done it"

Teresa:	 ['f ai'b yoz) 	 /'frij'brwvaz/ "three 'brothers"

However, where /a! is lengthened and glided, as in utterance—

final syllables and. syllables ending in a nasal or lenis plosive

consonant, it seems to retain an almost fully open q,uality at

the beginning of the glide:

Jackie: [tem& 1 maGm)	 /t9Inaj'mam+/ "to my Mum.W
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Tivienne: j1.tni,waen) 	 /'i:i"en.ti,wan+/ "hear anyone."

Diane:	 tf.'g32ana3.'ma'1J /re'gotona'ma&J/ "forgotten how
much."

Words 'with /a/ may have alternate forms with /a/, stressed or

unstressed:

t'rvs)
	

/'fozavaa/ "four of us"

John;	 4som,ta.msJ
	

/ rs,tams/ "sometimes"

Just ae /0/ may be found in streesed syllables so- may /8/
occur iz unstressed positions:

Diane*	 1)$g32,wsh)	 /a1'9ot1wan+/ "Ain't got one."

Dayid. Gr	 ih '?° 'bvA2)	 /'pite 'bowap+/ ":pick. the ball up."

Thus a phonemic e;atem which expresses /8/ and. /o/ as stressed.

and. un.atressed. /0/ respectively would be hard put to it to

accommodate this characteristic of the type of London speech

under consideration •

Li /!

Stressed.:	 "uat" I' cost/ "don't know" /'donaw/ "going to"
J'g9na/

Unstreseed: "a", WofW, "have"/o/, WwasN/w9ilanotherW 4 'nayo/

/0 / is eaUy a short vowel of a central, bklf-open to halt-

close quality. The lips are held slackly open, though they may
be rounded somewhat in the yicinity of /w/ aM, possibly, of
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/r/. The aflophone described here is found in. unstressed. syll-

ables that are not utterance-final: there are also a few cases

where /e/ may hays primary stress in non-utterance-final posi-

tions tho1lgh these are confined to a limited number of

expressions:

(unstressed.)

Jeanette: ( 4 nz)29wI26Q Iba2a,r.j.a.x) /nota1wit69bat9,fla+/

"Not a width of butterfly."

Kathleen: [89n't:z3z)	 /san1tr:z9z/ "some trousers"

Elaine:	 [1f1w08'sk1IQim!) /,Iiw9s ' skrijmln/ "she was screaming'

Jenny;	 [Gpn2sssam'x!nisJ	 /9 'printsosemprints/

"the Prince as and. Prince"

(stressed.)

Diane:	 [4osteb:2)	 / dstabt/ "gust about"

Kathleen: ['d9nBj	 /a'dQn9w/ "I don't know..."

John:	 [Ity9n!Iwaenj	 /'twn.t'wan+/ "twenty one."

Jenny:	 [12aigx2 'xnxz'I:2)	 /+1eijgot'into_iz'a:t/

"One got into his heart"

mane:	 w32w9z*g9n9l11p19n)	 /wotw9z 1ganuwIpan+/

"what was going to happen."

Before 1+1 , // has ailophones that may be lengthened and may

also be considerably fronted and lowered -[ s) ,() , J:ie),['a). In

this position too 

/a/ 

may carry stress which is in many cases

as strong, and gives the syllable as much prominence, as other
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primary stresses preceding it in. an utterance. These stressed,

utterance-final open syllables appear to occur only in words
that already have one primary-stressed, syllable 1 as [14x8.'d.y]

"sister"; ['aOr .n2) "different"; [x,J "ginger";
[1a'gc 1 ya] "altogether". It will therefore prove convenient
for these 9-year old. speakers to classify this final tress as
second.ary stress, since it is usual for one word. to have only
one primary stress. The vocoids in these open final syllables

are considered to be realizations of /e/, firstly because it

would be confusing and unsystematic to classify them vaL'ioualy
as stressed and. unstressed /a/,/e/,/Q/ and. /92/s and secondly

because /a/ and lay' do not appear in stressed open syllables

in any other context. Most importantly, there Is no contrast

involved between ['buav.], ['b.ta 1 'yaj and. [ 1 bia 1 ve. ), and.

thus no reason for attributing these realizations to different

phonemes. PuLrther illustrations of this phenomenon are
Elaine:	 [a3'mxa 1te)

Jeanette* bo2wx'nc ']

Diane:	 E Iefl1bjayQ.sfl

David. Gr$ ['dt'fVa.n2)

David Gz'i [zn2j)

Ross:	 [mIs;ng5i,gQn)

I, aBmist,G+/ "iist missed her."

/botwi'ne,v9+/ "but we never."

/ItuwIbaygs+/ "two brothers."

1' dl 1 frsnt+/ "Different?"

/'Jnt'ja^/ "Ain't you?"

/mis'mow 1 gQn+/ "Miss Morgan.W

// may not be followed. by another yowelmwithout./-/ 1tTkIng

the two
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Teresa:

Jennys
	

('1x2T4gzd9)

David Gr; [m. 1 .f

Clifford *

Jeanette tbI2'f:vQ)

Dayid. Glz j i stjY' enme ,kypi	 / StOi'i9-e 'enmw1kwin+/

"story oi' the Snow Queen?"

/e4 like the other weak forms (LI and /ti/, may be expresSed
in a non-yocoida]. way, by the syl1abi lengtheii1tg of a contoid
or by a single contoid. with eyl1abi fxnct1on (see 5.2 below).

lQtJ

Stressed.z W]4jy first" /1 fetit98t/"birthday" f1ba:fdml/

"ween i t" /Iw3:nt/

UnBtressed.; N rirewOrks /; fajwoka/ "jlL berbroomW /t irLQ: r-uwni/

/:/ differs from ft/ in length. It also has allophones which

are more fronted. thi /Q/ and. may become rounded. This oiand-

ing presumably avoids confusion with centralized /e/ and /0:1

(not always successfully, however; see V, 3.2th):

Roes:	 [be:n23	 /'betrit+/ "burnt."

/':tfa:st+/ "thirty first."

/ I litow4 gG:d.9/ "little Gerda"

/maj'b:f,di/ "my birthday"

/'wantfan 1 i+/ "weren. t funny."

/abit'f:ya/ "a bit further"

The rount1jig and fronting of this phoneme are slight, and these

attributes are not so distinctive as the yowel's length, and.

the fact that it occurs mainly in stressed syllables. This
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distinguishes it from /9/, which is generally short except in

syllables before 1+1. /9/ may still be short and retain its

phonemic identity in a stressed, syllable. If it is both short

and, unstressed then it is possible that rounding and fronting

may in some cases serve to distinguish it from /9/. They may

be considered secondary features, without contrastive function
save in a few instances. Thus:

Ross:	 [mia.'gajmb.g) /mie-'grijmb9:g/ "Xiss Greenberg"

Diane:	 [raiw'i:2] /'fajw9:k 1 najt+/ "Pirework Night."

where /a:/ is unstressed. but long;

Xatbloen 'ws2ksxn l rk.ti)	 /'wa:ksina 'fktri/

"works in a factory"

where it is stressed but shorts

Teresa: [g2'saith2]
	

/got'samba:t+/ "got siwburnt."

Kathleen: ('fA. i2ke]
	

/'fawe :ks/ "fireworks"

where fronting aM rouMing distinguish /9:/i compared with

/9/ in:

Clifford.: ['.w92ks)
	

/. fa wsks / "fireworks"

Viyienne [22fav'd.axd]
	

/+9 1 'a:y9 1 dajd/ "Her tather died"

V /9W!

Stressed:	 *Roman Road" /'r9wm9n'r9wd/ "phone-box" /'fQwm,boks/

"won' t they" / 'wQwnt j/

Unstressed: "don't"/dawnt/ "go out" /gwl:t/
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The most common realization of this vowel is a glide from

front of centre, between half-open and, open, to a back of

central half-close or s1igly closer position, Lip-rounding
may or may not occur in the second. part of the glide -

[u'], [w]z

David. Gr; 2&.tlg,gud.]	 /+a:flgew,guti+/ "Ealf go goods W

Vivienrie: t	 fodz 1r,b bY)	 1+ 'awfowd,rowb 'bowl

"Old Ford Road, Bow"

Jo.bn:	 [4mu's to t3 a 3
	

/ 1mawste tani/ "most of the time"

Philip: I1?'k'a.nttJ
	

/bka:now / "Meccano."

Other , lees common starting-points may be somewhat closer -

ox" more open -

Rosa:	 t1my.atoo,tt1axm] / l n,wsto tajm+/ " most of the time,'

Tony:	 ['d.Le2 maxn)	 / 'd.ownt 1 i n/	 "Don' t mind."

Among girl speakers /aw/ may take the form of a glide to a
front half-close to close end-point -	 This variant
is not recorded mit mU in boys' speech:

Diane:	 (Sz.n21ng.]	 /nt'flW+/ "Don T t know."

Jenny:	 [1ft,xen321I)	 /ItJflUtIIw4/ "Astronut Show."

Vivienne* ('nv)	 /'iiaw+/ "No."

KatW.een: tBa2 1 stOiYanz l J. s J 	/aot'at1vonz'rowd+/

"St. Stephen's Road."

Monophthongal variants of this vowel are relatively frepient.

These are foimd. in conditions favourable to shortening and.
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reducing of glides such as before another vowel, in unstressed
or lightly stressed non-utterance--final syflablea. These

monophthongs vary in quality in the same way as the starting-

points of the diphthongal variants:
Jenny:	 4g.ap")	 /1gewap/ "go up.,,"
Vjyien	 /gawQne'4g'wil+/

"Go on the big wheel."

Elaine!	 g.baxibas)	 /gewba1b*s/ "go by bus"
Jeny	 [te;x.en;tsE+) /tQ,gown,tel/ "to go aM tell.,."

Monophthonglzation can also take place in stressed, prominent
syllables, and in utterance-final positions where there are
no shortening factors in operation:

Jeanette: [ s 2InI ; 3n.'1,e.2k)	 /liij1oj; 'bks+/
"only on our backs."

Kathleen* &nt3	 /dnw+/ "Done t know,"
/ 1 prQwgrs+/ "proranvnes."

Par ticularly open. and fronted monophthongs are found in the
word "no" - n. :1,	 1na z ] • When. the monophthongs descijbed.

above are shortened a vocoid. similar to /c/ or to /a/ may result.

Neither of these short vowels may occur before a vowel in close

juncture, so that in this position shortened unstressed /w/

retains its phonemic identity:
Viviennel (*iv 1 lxj. 1 Z2s]	 /'rsw9Y'litow1flts+/

"r ow of little flats,"
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Jeanette:

Paul fl:
(6, U)

In closed. s4lablea, however, /Qw/ may be considered to have
weakened to /9/ or /a/. Weakening to /a/ is found regiently

in the exreasion "don't":

Clifford; [ I nnni'sk] /'kam9mhQm' skow/ "come hQme from

school"

Diane;	 [d.n2'n)	 /dant'n9w+/ "Don't know."

[v;,.I2.2h] /da'najkt+/ "don't like that."

l dan2 1Uz2 I kp9id.Tn)	 /'dant1].ajk'krijdin+/

"don't like reading."

/w/ is treq.uently replaced by the weak form /a/ even in stressed

syllables:

Diane:	 (wz2waz 'g9naU'p t'en]	 /wotwQz 'genuw'p9n+/

"what was going to happen."

Kathleen$ t dQn Y]/a 3 1dQnaw/wI don't know..."

/awJ

Stressed: "old" /'awd/ "doll" /'daw/"roller skates" /'raw].

,skjta/

What distinguishes thiA vowel is probably not so much its

starting-point as the extent of its glide, which travels much

further th in ailophones of /w/. The starting-points cover

a wide area, ranging from front open (a], central open [A], to

back of central 01' farther backs below half-open - [] oi' [].

From these positions the glide is towards the fully back half-
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CT),toJ

close region, witi or 'withowt lip—rounding:

Teresa* (1 g2xn&Td)	 /'gitin'awd+/ "getting old."

Tirienne *	 vb b?) 1+' awowd.1rQwb'bew/

"Old Pord Road, Bow"

RusseU* [1hd1h:s]	 /'awd.,b:s/ "old house"

Diane:	 tlJl9, skx2s] /'rawl9 1 skts+/ "roller skates."

C].itfoi'd$ t' . odjL . x2] 	 /'awd.Gnn.tt+/ "holding it."

The contrast /w/ - /aw," is a real one for these children.

(see Ii..1 ivb above), but it is not always observed, due

partly to the x'arity of /aw/ in coinpaison with /Gw/. Even at

9 years we find:

Elaine: [yv'kzn .Ya] / yaw'kriawa+/ "volcanoes."

instead of /vaw'kejnwa/. One speaker alternates the two
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forms &fl

Teresa:	 tlt9.nTIkATm) /tSs:uhkawni.z+/
1) "Sherlock olmee.

lJl1Ikh ms) /'Ja:lo'kwms+/)

This may be compare& with the historical deyeloment in

Eng1ish which has resulted in /ow/ tox'ms in "folk", "Eolbom"4

"yolk".

rii Jail
Stresaed$	 "eye","I" /aj/ "firework" /'tawa:k/ "guy" /'go3/

Unstressed: "my" /maj/ "by" /baj/

Thie vowel is commonly a glie from back or back of central,

fully open, towards front hair-close to close. The glide is

most extensive before /+/ and. in stressed. pr'ominent syllables:

Roes:	 [n:z'a'z]	 /iimi'aj+/ "In. the eye,"

Teresal	 ( 1 &t a*t5A.xmj /owio'ta3m+/ "a1.tbe time."

Elaine:	 [d.,2'1u.x.]am]	 /d.awt'lajk9m+/ "dont ike them.'

athleen t;x'l]	 /'nnn+/ "Nine."

The starting-point is usually no further fronted than central

or f:ront of central	 ], [1). (}lides fx'om fully back seem

to be characteristic of more vigorous or dialectal types of

speecht they may be slightly ox' even fully xounde& - ), [a]:
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Elaine:	 ['o.3,tA'i) /'owl,taj+/ "an the time."

JexLny:	 [A,lx2'p4) /a 1 lap'p]arj/ "I like pLaying"

Jackie; ['ntn]	 /'nan+/ "Nine."

Dayid. Gr: Pwa .x2A:2'lI11) /'wat,u;t 33án+/ "White Bart Lane

Jthn:	 ('n1bDx2sJ	 /xip1bajts+/ "nat bitee,

John: [a'g . xJ
	

'a guy."

The end-point of the dphthong may fall anywhere within the

region from above hRlf-close to above half-open, central to

front -

E].aine;	 ['si1saq)]
	

/ 'ai4 1aa+/ "sea-side."

Diane:	 [ta'nMsJ
	

/t&na.js+/ "it's nice;"
Jackie: [ai,A.2]

	
/su'rajt+/" s ali right."

Vi'vienne: t l7J 'hk.sJ
	

/'kaleJo bc3a+/
"(What) colour's your eyes?"

Monophtbongal allophonea are found. in both stressed. and. unatres-

sed. syuablee, and. show as ixuich 'iariation in. quaUt as the

starting-points of the glided yariante. In unstressed syl-

lablea the vowel is shorter and the quality may tend. to be more

central or fronted:

Philip	 (wx'ma"sxst') /wi'mnj'siBt "with my sister"
Jenxyt	 ['k;md.,a2p'wo)	 /'klajmapbG'wow/ "climbed. ip

the wall"

Tony;	 /'ajlajtt/ "I like to,.."

Rose:	 4sw dLYn2 I /'swajaj 1 d.Qwnt/ "That t a why I don't"



Jackie:	 ['tarnxA2 'jnLflA '2) /'te

"turn right round like that."
David Gr: [ 4l2k' '.2'j /41Mkwut+/ "Like what?"

"I" and. "my", when they have forms with /CLj/, almost always

have monophthongal forms at this age, whether stressed or

tinstreased.*

Ross*	 (4Ax1x:111g32j /'ani:li $ got/ "I nearly got"

Vjyjerint t2A lk* &n2jQSmn.be) /+aj'kcuntro'memb9+/

"I can't remember,W

] yi.d. Gr: [2PU.x2k'sams) 	 ,6a3llajklsams+/ "I like sums."
Elaine: t mAn)	 /lmanij/ "My Nan"

Clifford: [mA'id.am]	 /mci'idram/ "my ear-drum"

John:	 [lmp4is]	 /Jmajpljs/ "my place."

When /Qj/ is followed by another vowel the glide is reduced

and coalescence of the two vowels may take place:

Clifford: ['b9m:..' ga:d.)	 /'bomfrarnmaj' ga:d9n/

"bonfire j.n my garden"

Elaine:	 [4ka:,xn)
	

f'kraj1in/ "crying"

David. Gi.: [enIA.2d.'gJ /Gn'a:tda'gaw/ "and. I had to go"

though careful speech may separate the syllables:

Jackie: [d'ä1 s'wn] /da-os'wan+J "the highest one"

Diane: E 'daxnJ
	

/Idajn/ "Diane"

In words such as "tire", wireleas* a sequence	 may be

preserved or may coalesce to create a long monophthong :
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Ross:
	

I'z'ai 1w•2)
	

/fa9	 :k,' "firework"
John:
	

['boifaz]
	

/lbom a9+/ "bonfire."
Elaine:
	

('r.e.2)
	

/ J fa; wa:k/ "firewoz'k"

Jackie $
	

/ I wa:ljs/ Wwjreless*

Howevert since the monophthong is a common allophone- of /a/,

and there is no contrast between it and the monod.irectional

glide in this context, it is not trnuZual to find 'forms of "fire"

with /'rail beside /'faj/ and. ,Afa:/:

David Gx'z E'1x29'f4.Iz) / t litow l fcLjzf "little fires"

Diane:	 ['raxwr21nI:2') /'tawQ:knat/ "Ptrework Night"

Two—directional. glides from open back to back halt—close

rounded and. then to front halt—close are found in this phoneme.

Again, as with /i:/, /e:/ and J:/ these are more common.

.n the recordings of 5 and. —yearnolds	 at other ages:

IiorrainGz (eiad2)
(5,0)

/ i ai , sa id+/ "sea—side,"

Li /a*!

Stresaed	 "art" /'at/ "garden" /'ga:dn/ "starving" /'sta:yinj

Unstressed: "Class " /kla:e'tuw/"last night" /la:e'najt/

There is littLe difference between allophones of /a:/ and some

of the monopbthonga]. eflophonea of fail. (a:/ is predominantly

a long pure Towel in the back open region, Ful1back Yocoids
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are probably p'oduots of more vigorous, informal styles of e

speech, and. it may be that they occur more frequently in
boys' than g1r1s speech at this age: both back and central

variants are found in boy5 and, girls' speech:
John:	 Ex2'estazr9mnas1wa) /itw9sla:r&naia,wan+/

"It was half a nice one."

Clifford: [Uwsz'stt yin) /awQz'sta:yjn+/ "I was starving."

Russell: [lknAo2] 	 /la:s'najt/	 "last night"

Elainsi [stA:fxJ)	 /'sta:1fiJ+/ "star fish."

Jackie:	 [2.:sn1øi)	 /#Pa:s,zni/ "Ask me..."

This vowel may haye glided variants, but unlike fail, the glide
is never to a point closer than half-open, and. usually to

a position only slightly raised from open and central:

Teresa: [4f9nJ	 /'fra:nta+/ "Prance."

Cliffords [ bz gdaA4] /'robi' gqda:d.+/ "Robby Goddard."

John:	 [z,At'lf] /ez,a:f 1 lef_/ "There t s half left,"

A glide in the reverse direction froi central open to back

open, is also found:

Russell: [kb''d.L.a2])	 /ksowd.a:k+/ "because it i s all dark

Diane:	 [nix'A.2ta.)	 /mi'a;nts+/"my Aunt's."

As with fail, rounding of vocoids is also found, and. this
may be associated with informal speech:

Clifford: [w'k:2).J	 /wi'ska:pe/ "We scarper.."

In unstressed syllables the vowel may hay, shortened and, cent-
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ralized allophones. These weakened forms of /as/ are

indistinguishable from weakened forms ut Ia / in similar
contextø:

John:	 [kstC2k8) /kla:sittiweks/ "Class 2X"

Jeane%te: 1k2 'dt1.tn] /ka : nt 1 duweni/ "can' t d any"

1.i Jail. /a:l + IL'
/a.i/ and /a:l/ may be contrastive if a vowel follows /1/ in
close jmidture, as in "styling starling", Before /+/,/-/ and

consonants, however, this contrast is largely neutralized.

The eauiting sequence /a:l/ is a glide from open back to

back of central, towards back half-close, with or without

ounding. The first element of the diphthong is sometimes

prolonged.:

Car].:	 t'kA.+]	 /'ka:l+/ "Carl."

Paul Sn: tpha:e)	 /'pa.:l+/ "Pile."

Paul K:
	 (r 'l3ij 'wa9xni)	 /frø'].oi4wa:l-'anij+f

a long while, , ain't he?"

Janice:
	

/'wa1-jwoz'towk1.n/

"while they was talk 1ng "

More rarely, and usually only in careful speech, the sequence

/ajl/ may 'be preserved; this is a two-directional vocoid. glide,

or a glide followed by yelarized. /1/ 3

Denise I: ( 3waxo'c 1 maYQj 	 /1wal-be4mava/

"while their mother "'a.
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Debra G:

N

[Im,bL&!1h:m)

['m&1baIhm]

/ 'mw 1ba :i-.,hewm+/

/'ma:l ,bajl-'h9wn'

"Mob lie
Home."

"Mob lie

Home W

In. the last of these ezain:ples can be seen a case of assimliat-

Ion of the Towel in the first syllables to the glide In

the second. - an Indication of how Towel-like these glides to

final / are.

xLL
Stressed: "box" /'boka/ "Bob-a-Job" /'bobQ' ob/ "lorry" /

/ 'lori/ "operation" /4oprfn/

Unstressed: "not always" /not'owwz/"what else" /wot'els/

/0/ is in the back half-oeue region, ithough rarely fully
back. rom haU'-open it varies to closer positions, but

seldom to more open - [ J, [i], [ô), [J, sounding Is not pro-

nounced, and may quite easily be lost, perhaps more frequently

in unstressed. than stressed, positions and more frequently

in utterance-medial than utterance-final positions:

Russell: [mx'bodQ)	 /ml'bodil "ny body,.."

Teresa:	 ['lzktaxj'g1xai) /'iokt9'grij / "Locton Green"

Teresa:	 ['spVa.ei'god]	 /!spwssbijIgod+/

"supposed. to be God."

Diane:	 I'mtn21stai	 /'mont,ste+/ "monstex"
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Kathleen: AgA2aQn't:zaz	 /ajgots9n1tr:z3z/

"I got some trouseraW

David Gi: [42'ILBI	 /wot'els/ "What else...?"

As with other vowels, longer and more glided variants occur

before /+/, eepecially in sflables ended by lenis plosive

or nasal consonants:

Vivienne: [v' d.zg Ii]	 /teve 'dog +/ "have a dog."

Ross:	 [tkhaiJg 'i .ij] /'krixje'loxj+/ "coming along."

John:	 [fz'of]	 /fowz'of'+/
	

"falls off."

David Gi: [bz 2 'k4o2ks] /b:k'kloks+/ "about clocks,"

/0/ may alternate with the closer short vowel /u/ in the

pronunciation of certain words. This seems to be particular-

ly true o common words such as "what","was","got", though

it may occasionally be found. in less amiliat' items:

Clifford: ' w4' d9i ]	 I' wo39'd.Uw/ "What did. you do...?"
David Gr: ['wUd . ja 'faxd) / 1 wuddQj' fajd/ "What do you find"

Tony:	 [c'w3z.'wO] /e 1woz'wow/ "There was a wall"

David Gi: [ m2ws' fa in] /1 twus' fan+/ "That was run."

Jackie:	 ['g2a'wU: ; lI] / I gota $ wa* 1 ].is+/ "got a wireless."

'Vjvjeime (,g2'fchcs] /gut1fe,he:4C/ "got fair hair."

leresa:	 /luttG1pQs+/ "octopus,"

It is rare at this age to find, substitution in the opposite

direction, though one case is recorded in the speech of Jeanette:
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Jeanette; ['vt3.gcve)
	

/ 'utQg evG/ "altogether"

: [te'ge1v)
	

/ot 'ge 1 T9+/ "altogether4"

/0/ as a weak form is more common among younger children (see

IV,3flxx; V,3].v).

In unstressed syllables in rapid speech /o/ is weakened, to

/a/ , Often there .s an intermediate owel - centralized /0/

or slightly retracted rounded // - that it is difficult to

allocate to one phoneme or the other;

Kathieen [ 1 wsJ 'fxv2) /,wGf(o) 'jyrat/"What's your
favourite"

Clifford.: JT t1ezblQidIn]	 /i't&3ra(o)zb11&jn/

"my teeth was bleeding"

Theoretically this yowel should not appear before aflQther

yowel or before /+/,/-/. It may however d.c so when final con-'

sonants are accidentally omitted:
David Up: [g'1xs fwan] /'go-a*lltu 1 wan+/ "got a little oxie"

Jackie:	 [nXoowes]	 /no-ow',,je+/ "Not always."

ii Jo:!
Stressed: "stories" /'sto:riz/ "four" /'fo:/"drawing"

Unstressed: "your house" /jo:'r:a/

Glided and long pure ocoi.ds ax's found in this phoneme: glides

are more common in utterance-final position ant monophthonge
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in other osit1one, though this is not a rigid distributional

feature. Monophthonga]. allopbories cluster around the half-open

position or slightly closer. [u:) is more frequent than [:).

As with /0/ rounding may be only moderate. Length is generally

well maintained. though before 1+4 where /0/ may not occur,

it may be shorter than elsewhere:

Tohn:	 [12.vzn)	 /do:rin+/ "Drawing."

Teresa:[ [ziLv.s:dx] / $ neva l so:d.i+/ "Never sawed it."

Jenny:	 t'lu2k,f:m} /'luk,fo;renV' "look for them"

Kathleen:
	 /1 dro:rin+/ "Drawing."

Diane:	 [8j10'fA)
	

/6r1 o 'fo: +/ "three or four,"

Vjyienn.e: ['j.4mJ
	

/I mO +/ "Ashmore."

The starting-point of the glide varies in the same way. Move-

ment is to central position, ox' to a more open front of central

position when the vowel is in an open syllable before 1+1:

Philip:	 [n2a'dt ,Was]	 /nets'd.o:tuw4as/ "next door to
us"

Teresa: [I.Ifl)
	

/'drozrin+/ "Drawing."

Elaine:	 [n'w]
	

/in'wo: +/ "in the War •"

Kathleen: (1gt.njfio] /,gp:m'flo:+/ "ground floor."

Shortening of the vowel to,/o/ may take place in both stressed

and unstressed syllables. Jo:/ is found mainly in open syllables

where there is no contrast with /0/i but even before medial

In, where a contrast is possible, as in "story" with /0:/,
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"lorry" with /o/, this shortening may oecui':
David. Gi: [ l wz I st.t] /'wo-izQ'stori/ "What is the story"

Ross:	 /'forQyQg/	 "four of us"
Clifford.: [s'Th 1 cnJ	 /s'to1en+/ "I was fotu' then."

10:11

Stressed: "boy"/'boj/ "toy" /'toj/ W011W /'ojV

The starting-point for this glide is generally somewhat closer
than the norm for /0/ and /o:/, centring on a region between
half-open and half-close. The glide is well maintained; no

monophthongal variants are found. in the material provided. by

these speakers:

Vivienne: ['D"3I1rpn.] /'boj 1 frena+/ "boy friends."
Jackie:	 ['b.Iafl9'b*) / lboj9na lboj/"(the) boy and the boy"

Clifford; {'].z2'te)	 /'litu'to+/ "little toy."

Tony:	 [na1z'baz]	 /nijz'bojz+/ "and these boys,"

Though the fret element of the d.iphthong appears to maintain
C.OflS istev'tly

its rounding moreh than /0/,/0:/, yet unrounded versions are

still possible:

Vivlenne: [,e.z'nAI ,zxi) /,BQwnoj 1 Z1j+/ "so noisy,"

In /ojl/ the extent of the glide does not seem to be greatly
reduced. as a result of the vocoid. following it:

Clifford: [' 2zlxv 2 xt . J I-' oliv'ojl+/ "olive oil."
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David G (91I)IT)	 /sQifl'Ojl—/ "some oil"

though in one inatazce the vocoid.a]. /]J is elided as the
resti].t of a subsequent vowel:
Clifford: fçxAn.',rI1)z3 	 /'ojon-ta,riijz/ "oil on to

things"

Streasedg "tht'eepeniiy" /'frupanl/"good" /'gad/"football"

I' fupbow/
Unstressed: "bedroom" /'bedruin/"a].l right" /u'rajt/ "little"

I'll tu/

This vowel is between back. and, central and. slightly above half-

close. The lips are rounded though, as for /0/, this rouiiding
is not marked, and unrounded variants may occur. Unrounded

is not ae common as unrounded allol)llones of /o': in a
sample of 10 consecutIve utterances from each of the 16 speakers
in the 9-.year old group the ratio of rounded to unrounded
allophones of /0/ was 48 to 23 - approximately 2:1; for
/u/ the figures were 20 rounded allophones and 4 unrounded
allophones - a ration of 5:1.
Jackie:	 [s 6 i . t3 )	 /a'gud+/ "it's good."
Jeanette: [I2s i g*:	 uits'9ud+/ "it's good,"
Clifford: [1z'.oth1.z2) /ajuz'awd9nnit/"I was holding it"
Jackie:	 [k1$Le1tsgcy9]	 /ku'p].jta 19ev9/

"coald play together"
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As these exam:plee show, 1w' may be lengthened in syllables

before /+/.

&8 a weak form

1w' may replace /0/ in a number of common words such as "what,

"was", "got":

Russell: [mx 'lcgwu'nxd)	 /mi'legzwuz'mjd/

"My legs was made,,."

David Gi: [1 2iyzmf . IphcG2]	 1' tuzma 'pet+/
"That was my pet."

David Gr ['wird . j'faxd] /'wud.dQja'fajd/ "What do you. find.?"
st

Vivienne: [ 1 gT2 1 fc,hc9) ,fe 1 he+/ "got fair hair."

Some cases of weak // result from the weakening of /oW and.

/uw/:

Philip:	 [fulvIzphv.nz]	 /1fulQvjpnnz+/

"tall of acorns(slc)."

David Gr: ['li2ui 1 wan]	 /'litu,wan/ "little one"

Jenny:	 [ jU,w2't"cl,vI3en] /du1wo'tel9v133n+/

"Do you watch television?"

Jenny:	 ['bEd.zfJm)	 /'beth,um/ "bedroom"

"Room" alone usually takes the vowel,/uw/:

Teresa;	 ['xn.'uD9uJ	 /'ina:'wuw+/ "in her room."

but in coifrpounds it ha8 a short vowel, one of the weak forms

/e/or /u/: thu.s claasroom" /'kla:sr9m/, /'kla:aruin/; "bedroom"
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/'bedram%, /'bedx'ui/.

In other places too, /u/ and Ia," alternate as weak forms: /u/
replaces the more common Ia! in
Philip: t'd.If2J	 /'dlifrut/	 "different"

David. Gr: 'jeYm.' 'k.nLio]	 /i rawmu 1 krniiOw+/ "roman cRrIfle. W

w	 : tw,fu'go2)	 /wtru'got/ "we forgot"

Roes:	 [:an'ik'unj,fai2] /umwidan'jkum,fajt+/

"and. we had. an acorn-tight."

David Gi: [*Imz 'nx2ts)	 /lpljuini1njts+/

"Play with my mates."

The influence of a voiceless 1ortis contoid on /u/ may in rapid

speech give it contoida]. features, such as friction or voice-

leasness; when it may be considered, as consonantal /w!:

Vivienne: [ti&: xma2 t sko)	 /t&dtfatekow+/

"to a different school."

! (taajaxj :o) /twa 'raij-kow+/ "to her uncle."

/uw!

Stressed: NmoyeN /'inuwv/"two" , "too"!' tuw/flnewapaperW /'nuwzpjpa/

Unstressed: "January"/'fflnuw 1 eri/ "too fast" /tuw'fa:s/

/uw/

This vowel baa a number of different realizations. Most commonly

it is a glide from the central region towards a position closer
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than /u/, almost fully close but more central thRn back.

Rounding is moderate or slight, and. usually progressive -

(Qil), [e), [ti):

Jackie:	 [bEa1l2phJ /bajQ'luwp+/ "by the loop."

Ross:	 [IkxfflpIg5i112J /'kn'd.uwit/ "They can do it"
philip:	 [,tøjtlma.tn28) / 1 tnw'mants+/ "two months?

Jeanette: 1 'wt2	 l9iTJJ /' wut uw bn/ "What you having?"

Other aflophones may be monophtbongal, in the region of the
end-point of the glide, and. either rounded or umbounded.

[U.],[,[x),[:] and. so on:

Philip: tmc .t'dm:)	 /mo:t'd.uw+/ "more to do."

Jenny:	 [rj.'wud.zJ /fruwbs'wudz/ "through the woods"

Jackie:	 [tSyIb3IS]	 /tuw'bos+/ "two boys.

Vivienne: [t' ldrIj35) /tuw'djndrasJ"too dangerous"

There are glides from central to front of central, half-close

or closer, with, progressive lip-rounding - [Qy J, [sJ, [eJ

Teresa:	 t1wQ2'f91al]1x2)/wot'tuw43uw1lajk+/

"What food. do you like?"
Clifford: ['szsn]
	

/suwzQn/	 "Susan"

Kathleen: [,ts11z2J
	

/tuw'lit+/ "too ].ate.*

Jeanette t,t'p:n. ․) ,tiiw'p:na+/ "two pounds."

A fourth possibility is one of rounded monophthongal silo-

phones in this front of central half-close region -
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Ross:	 [Qgub'nQzdJ	 /9gubmUwd+/ "a good mood.."

Jenny:	 ['lAx2kd..zn] /lqjkduwin/ "].ike doing.,

Dayjd.Gl,* 11 • etG.x 'gxxn}	 I' uwstpij gmz/
"used to play games"

In. syllables before 1+1 the starting-point of the glides,
both to back and front centralized positions, may be fronted
and lowered:

Jeanette; [sn)
	

/ ,suwn+/ soon.

: [wi'f .t ø] /wijf1ta1duw+/

we have to do."

In most cases where /uw/ is followed by another vowel a link

between two vocalic phonemes is provided by labial rounding

at the end. of the glide in. /uw/:

Philip:	 [n2sdti',as)	 /nets'd.o:tuw1as/

"next door to us"

Diane:	 [sgent1IWphnJ /'g9nuw'pen+/ "going to happen."

Jenny:	 [d"enz,rI122) /*duweni ±xjk/ "do anytiiing"
Vivienne; [t'e IQIk)	 /tuw' eks+/ "2X."

Vhere /w/ has an unrounded allophone this link may not be

present; the distinctive feature of the vowel may then be its
closeness, or else it may be coalesced with a following vowelz

John:	 (1t'wks)	 /'tuweka+/ "2Xç"

Jenny:	 (de:2,wi'kc.r4'J /,ds:t1wij'kend+/

"do at the week-end.."
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In the word "you" are found forms with /uw/, /u/, // and /1/,

where /j/ has produced fronting and un.roundlng .of the vowel:

Diane:	 [ji'scd] /juw'sed./ "you said"

Clifford: [j'yt 5 9J /ju'vt/ "you have to"

Teresa:	 ['dxn2j Iy ]	 /' dintj9-v/"Did.n't you b.aye...?"
Jenny:	 Ets] / 1 tuwj+/	 "to you."
Jackie:	 [j4gc2]	 /jiget/	 "You get..."

Vivienne: [ikn2'*:J /jlka:nt'i:/ "you can't hear"

xxv low!

Stressed: "salt","sort" /' sowt/ "full","fool","fall" /'fow/

"wardrobe" / 'wowd-rwb /

Unstressed: "hospital" /'ospltow/ "altogether" /owt'gev9/

/ow! is distinguished from /uw/ and /u/ in the back half-

close to close area by an almost fully back position in the

end-point of Its d.iphthongal allQphones and In Its mono-

phthongal allophones. When a variant of /ow! has lip-

rounding It may be more pronounced than for other rounding

glides such as /uw/, /w/. Unrounded monophthongs or glides

are however not uncommon. Monophthonge for low! are at the

back half-close position:

David Gr: [ I fu2bo .wIb lb9xzJ /'fupbowwib'bojz+/ "football with
boys."

Jenny:
[Iwwv9tbo.d]	 /'Qwya'bowd/ "over the board"
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{

Diphthong

of low

ooJ, [Ao)

In general the vowel takes the form of a glide from central-

ized. back, between hair-open and half-close, to a closer

and more fully back point - [oo],[oo],[J - usually with

more rounding in the second part of the glide. In prominent

position, and in utterance-final syllables especially, a

more extensive glide Is found. This starts at back half-open

and. moves to back half-close or closer, becoming more truly

back -

Vivienrie: ['iaij: 1kooJ /G'fa1j,kow+/ 	 "her uncle."

Clifford: ['wcmwea'bôonJ /'wemw93uw'bown-F/ "When was you

born?"

John:	 [xuf'mItf6iz] /mis'mitfowz/ "Miss Mitchells'"

David Gr: ['2d.snaoj
	

/+'a:s,now+/ "Arsenal."

Jackie:	 [wxO: 'sk3oJ
	

/wi6'skow+/ "with the school."

Jenny:	 [IthAokhln]
	

I' towkin+/ "talking"
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Jenny: ('t%O2]	 /'towtes/ "tortoise"

Monophthongs in low! are mainly in the area which is the end-

point for the diphthongal allophones. More open variants do

occurs but are rape, It is the writer' 8 impression that

shopt monophthongal ailophonea in unstressed, syllables tend

to be as close and, retracted. as those in stressed syllables,
even though this is contrar to the pattern of behaviour of
all other vowels in unstressed syllables. gain, rounded and
unrounded variants are found.. flowever, in all allophones or

low!, where rounding does occur and is unconditioned by neigh-
bouring phonemes, it is more :pronounoed than in other vowels

such as /uw/, /0:!:

John: [n2 I dL on&. ]

Ross: [ve'pt'sip.)

Tony; [1y.)

Jeanette:

Philip:	 ['.IZ]

/net ' donowd.+/ "Macdonald.."

/'ava'pijpow/ 7other pebple"
/wow/ "Well..."

/'litow 0bra+/ "little brother."
/ l OjZ/	 "always"

Distribution of low!

low! occurs in closed. syllables where it Is historically a re-

sult ot' a / V + 1 / sequence, as in "talk", "walk","aalt".
It also occurs in words with no association with /1/, such as
shortN , Ncause,flsauceN,lawn. lit these tflfl_ words /ow/

may be regarded as almost nnituafl exclusive with /o:/, sin&e
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John:
Steven II:[4foo3d,.a2J
(5,5)
Jenny:

Terry:

/0*1 does not. occur in closed syllables except in a few items

formed by the addition of a mor:phemlc ending to an. open

syllabte - "yourn","y0ur8","drawed","f3.00z'e" - while /ow/

does not occur in open syllables outside of those cases where

it results from / V + 1 1.

Word-final low! end /owl!

Word-final i/ may be followed by /i/. Before open and.
external juncture and. before a consonant this will be a

velatized lateral - 3) This is relatively rare in mature

Cockney, except .n very careful speech. Before enothex ?owel

the /i/ will be unvelarized as a rule. In both these contexts

it is possible and. usual for there to be no /i/ in Cockney,

so that low! may be in close juncture with a following vowel:
vi/I:powl+/ "Pan].."

/'fowld':t+/ "falled. out"

/owla: 'fQ:z/ "all her furs"

/'tsow'lijdaz+/

"That's a].l he does."
Clitrord.: j '2ooxiz 'faiwa2ks]	 /+'owijz 'faw9ksf

"All his fireworks"

David Gr:
	

/Ipit9lbowap+/ "pick the ball up."

Inter-voca].ic velarized. /1/ is exceptional:

Teresa:	 jSu3 a tLxm] /ow]e I tam+/ "all the time."
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Jow/ and /91/

Word-final /ow/ may alternate with syllabic /:]J - (] which

ta expressed. phonemica].ly as /s]./ 2

	

Jackiez	 ['2a.ks)
	

/+'arjkels/ "uncle' a"

	

2" 2
	 t'n39'Bk,2] / 3 nok9i)'skitl/ "knocking skittle(s)"

Vivienne: (9'JazJ:1kc)o) /araij- 1 kow/ "her uncloeW

	

Jackie:	 ('ak29os]
	

/' skQtows/ "skittles"

Alternatiye Pronunciations involvirir /owZ

Certain words which have low! before /+/,/-/ or a consonant

may have a phonological form with a Towel other than low!

followed by [) in this position, and. with a vowel other than

/ow! followed by clear /1/ immediately before another vowel.

There are unfortunately not many examples of this in the

recordings made at the school, but we may exemplify with the

case of "jewels", which is sometimes beard in the form

/'d, owz/, and also recorded in the form /'w1z/:

Debra G: E lk n 1 d39i .3z)	 /kr:n'cuwlz+/ "Crown Jewels."

We may cite also the case of "foolish", with /uw/-/'fuwlil/ -

and. the form "fool" - /'tow/; similarly with the name "Julie"

/ '3uwli3/, which has a shortened form / 'dowz/ "Jules".

"Full", which has the form /fow/ before /+/,/-/ and consonants,

takes the form /fu]/ before yowels:

Jobn: [fula'wtrdf)	 /t'ulQ 'wud.+/ "full of wood."
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5.1 Consonants

211. connonantal phonemes are classified, as follows;

P1oeiea

/p,b, t,d,kg/

Pricaties

/f,v,e,b,s,z,J,3,b/

Na sal a

Liquids

Semivowel a

1w, j/

.Aftri ca tea

The consonants may be further classified according to their

place of articulation;

labial! dental alv'eo- palatal/ yela.r glottal
labio-	 lar
dental

ploslyc_______ _______ ______ _______ _______ (2)

fricative Lv	 ______ S,Z	 J.3	 ______ h
nasa).	 ________ "	 - _______ _______

iiui	 r(i,) _____ v(* 1. _____ L) -.

semivowel W 	 _______ ______	 -	 (w) ______

arfricate	 41' 1.
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i. [ç'z1
tIsd'nJ

/r9'got/ "Yorgot. "'S

/j9sednaw/ "She said eNo...
w

Dawn Pa

5.2 Syllabic Exoresslon.

Before an account of the consonantal phonemes is undertaken,
some mention should be made of a characteristic of rapid,
inrormal speech which can best be descrj.bed as syllable
expression. Syllables in Unstressed, non—prominent positions
have a tendency to be elided or to coalesce with other syllables.
In. some cases, however, the presence of such a syllable may

be expressed by characteristic features of other segments,
which take on syllabic function. Almost all the consonants,

if,'
with the possible exception of the liquid, are liable to

take on. syllabic runctlon; vowels too may have syllabic funct-
Ion in certain cIi'cumstances.

Syllabic expression ma be ofmtwo main types: 1) Reduction or

omission gf the weak vowel ii) Lengthening of a eontoidal
ci' yoeol4al segment.

I) When a weak vowel Is omitted a contoldal segment has ayll*

able function. The contoid is usually one with a continuant
articulation fricative or nasal:

Xathleent (f1'gi29 b.xa va3	 /f 'got9 'bra ,Y9+/

"Haye you got a brotheriW
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Teresa:	 ['p:di]	 /'pa:d.9n+/ "Pardon?"

David. Gr: ['lcyi'to , 1 z.2s]/'ley3m'ro 1kjtg+/ "eleven, rockets."

Vivienne: (i2'ma .2)	 /n9t'rna/ "sot much"

though plosives may also have this function - even the glottal

ploslve[2J in utterance-initial contexts:

Diane:	 [lyt,jo] /'ak9,d.uw'krow+/ "I can do crawl."

Vivienne: [ 1 aq.'nu)	 /,ad.'nøw+/ I don't know."

Jackie: [ 1nY)	 /+elnQw/ "You know,.."

Tony 5:	 [?'ncz 'hclQi fan2] 	 / 'nezG1helij,fent+/

"And. there' a a helephant."

Syllabic semiyowe].s have yocoid.al articulation, of the nature

of a close front unrounded or back rounded vocold. at the

position normally associated with /j/ and /w/', but without the

rapid glide to a following vocold that usually characterizes

t.he seinivowels:

Ross:	 [1tSaxcJ

Vjyienne: (, 'k]

/wu4tajd./ "We tied ". ..

/i'kn+/ "You canL"

ii) When a segment is lengthened the rhythm of the original

utterance is preserved, unlike the previously

discussed syllabic device, whichninvolvea a reduction in

length. Again, it is continuant consonants which are mainly

associated with this phenomenon:

Roast	 [tphaje:yJtjirj)	 /p1jsasv'strirj/

"pieces of string"
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Kathleen I: ['wcj; 'goonj
(6,6)
John:

/'wenej'gowil "went and, gone"

/ 1 ova,we+ / "everywhe'e."
Philip :b ['a: t' k.enJ	 / 'a: f' kr: n/ "Halfacrown"

eanette: txn. 1 n.jaj) /1nn9'na:srij+/ "in the Nursery."
Plosives may also have this function: the lengthening of

these segments involves a sustainment of the 5tp or
'hold' stage of the plosive articulation:

Clifford: ['1k:2b. 'd .n .9'tEz] /'ska:p9d:nn9Iste:z+/
"scarper down the stairs."

Russell: fa2. uphI2b83 /t9'pjp9:/ "out of paper,"

Diane:
	

[lUx2. 'saiom] /lajte'sijGm/ "like to see them"

Vowels may also be lengthened in this type of function, when

their length expresses the presence of another vowel. The

vocoid. may be uninterrupted., or may have two rhythmic

di ided. by a rhythmic 'trough, even though the tongae

maintains the same articulatory position throughout:

Ross:
	

['na!.'s2ks] /'najn9n'siks+/ "Aine and six.W

Johxu
	

['p4I.vx1lx2,'bi,aya] /'p].jiyij'Utu1bray9/

"Play with my little brother"

Jackie:
	

/a'ge1-wm3ge1."/

"the girl and the girl"

A long // caused by this type of lengthening may be regarded

as a coalesced form producing /9:/:

Jenny:	 [,d.9:29,w9i1kle.n. ) /,da:t91wi'kend+/

"do at the weekend,W
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Paul II:
(6,ii)

[taz '.2'tn3o] /X're;'d.a;k—'trtow+/

"through a dark tunnel."

8in1,larly a long /i/, expressl.on of /i/+//, is treated as

/1:1:

Jeanette: twfl2.t'sT: .pIk hiyJ)
	

/wenttGø aX : piknJ/

"went to see her because..."

iii) Other types of syllabic expression are found. These include

the aspirated t'eleaee of fortis plosives:

Carl:	 E 'lkx.o • $ 2) /luke-ow' t+/ "Look a all that!"

(5,10)

or the release of ejective plOeives:

Dawn P;	 E'nx',2 .29Y) / P rrjdt,:t9y/ "made it out of,.."
(6,6)	 0

An ingressive yoieeless fricative, or drawing in. of breath, [ rf],

usually non—pbonemic, Is sometimes found between syllables

and. is thus a marker of open juncture:

Carol:	 twan r I 2& n]	 /wane-' &iflti+/ "One' a Alan.."
(51O)

One young speaker also uses it as the realization of // -

in. other words, with syllabic functions

Paui. Sh: Jt rc 'pie.i 'w"tJ /tu'fea$ps'wow'at9+/
(5,5)

"to fetch a pail of water.W

Another older speaker uses a ailent stress •) or pause with

this function:

Elaine:	 ($$d1xe1z]	 /ip].jd9fi tiiz+/
"played with my thiflge."
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5.3 Plosivee
I Initial, Medial and. Final Plo elves

Portia plosives are generally aspirated lightly - [p',t,k3 -
op more heavily -	 or may be affricated -

Lightly aspirated. /t/ is in fact rare, and. [ts]

occixrs s flbk more frequently than [th) • [phj j much more

common than	 and. in a sample of 10 consecutive utter-

ancea from each of the 16 9-year old. speakers the affrciated.

form occurred only in syllable-final position. Affricated

was slightly more common than the aspirated. form in the

same sample. Aspirated allophones of all three forti8 plosives

appear to be associated mainly with initial and. medial

positions. Final plosives (where they are not tmreleased as

a result of following consonant) seem to lend. themselves

most readily to affrication. This may be because affx'ication

is associated. with a relatively slow release of the plosive,

which produces homorganic friction, and the tempo of utter-

ance may be slower on fInal than on initial or medial

consonants, and. will be particularly slow on utterance-final

consonants. The higher proportion of affricated. plosives

used by girls in medial position in Table2A may also be a

refleetio of girls' habit of protracting some of their

utterances (ef, I.	 above). However, affricated. /lc,/ end /t/

seem to occur freely in all positions, so that this may be

merely a feature of the female variant of the dialect.
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Lenia plosives ,b,d,g/ are not affricated. to the same extent

as their tortia counterparts, though /d has affricated

allophones much more frequently than /b,g/ (Bee Table 3 ).

They may be devoiced. in syllable-initial and. syllable-final

position, particularly before or afterb/+/ and /-/. Again,

this feature is displayed by /d/ to a greater extent than the

other two lenis plosives:

Kathleen* t 'b&ji ,gA:Q' /'bad.ri ga:d+/ "BudgerIgar."

Jenny:	 [4la3xd.,sc) /'1jd.i 1 sed.-/ "(the) lady said,"
Ross:	 [,naxm1bôhJ
	

/ 1 najmbob+/ "nine bob."
Jenny:	 Ea9Id3agJ
	

/d9'd.og+/ "Had a dog."

Devoicing and. affrication of /d/ is found more freq.uently

in girls' than boys' speech (see 5.3', below).

In final position fortie plosives are almost invariably
glottalized. /p,k,t/ may all be realized as [2) in this

position:

Tony:
	

[tee 'fe1li'2sJ /tG'fQ,lips+/ "to Philip's."

Clifford: (a'1*x2]
	 /a1litit-/ "I lit it"

Jenny:
	

[CxLt ,txi2)
	

/eni ,firjk/ "anything"

This is much more common with /t/ than with /p/ or /. A

sample of 10 consecutive utterances from each of the speakers

in this group gave the ratios of [2) to other allophones of

the three plosivee as 20:1 for /t/, 1:2 for /p/, and. 1:1 for
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Table 2. Aspiration and Affi'ication of Portia Plosivea in

Initial, Medial and Final Positions, in a Sample of 9-year

old SDeech
TLAL I MEDIAL I FINAL

[p°],[ph]	 7	 1	 -	 Table 2A. Total Occurrences

[p )	 -	 -	 3	 of Aspirated and Affricated

[t°],[t h )	 l.	 -	 1k! in Medial Position

tt, -']	 11	 14	 2	 Among 9-year old Boys and

Girls
[kG],[kh] 8	 5	 -	 ____________________

BOYS GIRLS[kr]	 11	 5	 2	 ____________________
[k°J,[kt 19	 11

[kX]	 Jil	 32

Table 3. Aftricatlon of Lenis Plosives in Initial, Medial

and Final Positions, in a Sample of 9-year old Speech,

INITIAL - }AEDI.L FINAL

[a.]	 O	 9	 6
[d' ]	 14	 5
[(s)]	 2	 3	 11

fb)	 12	 8	 2

[br ]	 2	 -	 -

[•]	 1	 -	 1

[g]	 5	 2	 1
{gT ]	 1	 -	 -
[i	 -	 -	 -
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/k/ (the actual figures were 60 - 3; 2 - 5; 8 12), In

final, position, the glottalized. plosive is uua1ly unreleased.

it another consonant follows - [2p', 2t 1 , 2k 3 though

unreleased plosiyes may be found. utterance-fip.a1l. More

'isuafly there is atfricated. release ot. glottalized. ailophones

before /+/, where there may also be atSpivaied. release of

[2):

Zathleen: 'nz 2k 1 w.") / 'nk-wan+/ "make. one,"

eimy:	 [,a2p'wo] /,ap 1 woW+/ "up the wall."

Russell: [ I dAiia2k) 	 /'cla:k+/ "dark."

Diane:	 59F.9tJapj	 /t9kii'rap+/"to clear tip."

John:	 t12,2t5)	 /+ot+/ "Art."

Philip; [ 1 naefzf1)	 /'naeiik+/ "nothing."
tçaWe.€4•	 r	 2k:J /1 iJ s ' et-i.. f "ft, ,

In medial posjtion, fortis ploelves have some voiced., or

voiceless v.naspirated. allophones, These are distinguished

from realizations of /b,d,g,/ by being pre-g].ottalized -

Em,	 , 29);[2y, t, 2k]:
Jackie:	 ttVtr3nz'bI2) /'frupeni'bit / "threepexmy bit"

Dawn p ; ('wI2d.2d.9 batdp'] /tøt 'bastop+/

"wait at the bus-stop"

RusseI1 J dAa.2gv.n1d.19)

"dark round there"

Roeet	 r'tIl)2k9V9]	 /'tJk9Y)Q/ "think of the.,."
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Such allophonee, which do not occur with great frequency, are

more common in /p/ and 1k! than in It!. The example given aboye

(Dawn P) is the only instance of medial pre-g].ottalized

/t/ in the whole corpus. It! is very often realized medially
as [2), or, somewhat more rarely, as the voiced alveolar

flap [f):

Elaine:
	

['stA.2c1)
	

I' sta:ted.-/ "started"

To:
	

[wi. 9L:']
	

/wi'goti/ "we got it"

$nmmañizing, then:

Initial viosives /p/ is aspirated; /t,k/ aspirated or affri-

cated.. Lenis plosives are sometimes affricated., /d/ especially.

Medial plosives /p/ is aspirated; /t,k/ aspirated or affri-

cated.. /p,k/ may have glottalized lenis allophones; /t! may

have as al].ophonea the glottal stop or the voiced alveolar

flap. Lenis plosiyes are less likely to be d.evolced or affpl-

cated in this position.

Final losives /p,t,k,/ may all be realized as [2), or may have

double closure, both oral and glottal, in which ease the oral

closure may be held, or released with homorganic affrication,

/a/ may be devoiced and. affricated in this position, parti-

cularly in girls' speech.
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ii Clusters with vlosives

a) Ploalve + P1.oslve.

In clusters of two fortis plosivea - /pp,pt,tt,tp,kp,kk/ and

so on - the first element is very often realized as [2].

It! is almost invariably so realized; /p/ or /r./ may have a
distinctive bilabial or velar articulation in careful,
perhaps only formal speech:

Kathleen; [ 1 jfpt°ap)	 /'riptap/ "ripped. up..."

JenxiyL	 {1no2kt3Gm'3f.) /1 nokthm'of-/ "knocked them off"

In these cases the first plosive is glottalized but the oral

articulation is unreleased., In order to make clear the

difference between these cases and. utterances where the first

plosive in such a c]uster is realized as [2), the convention

is adopted. of expressing a glot4al plosive in the first

position in one of these clusters as an allophone of the

second, oral articulated ploalve. Thus inter-vocalic [2h)

is an expression of /pp/, [2t Pl , 2t') are expressions of

/tt!, and. [2kh, 2km) expressions of /k]c/. If, however, a

nasal plosive immediately precedes [2), then this glottal

plosive is regarded as an allophone of the fortis plosive at

the same place of articulation as the nasal:

David Gi: [tani2 't 5ap') /damp' tap! "jumped. up..."

Jenny:	 (cnx1fxi2 'ta.j]	 /eni1rlrjk'tajø+/

"anything to you?"
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When the phonemic tenscz'iptiori reads /pt/, /kV, /pk/ and so
on	 take this to be an indication that the utterance so

çribed j.8 marked by two contrasting plosive articulations

in sequence,

Portia ploalvee before lenis plosivee behave in the same way,
so tiat in /td/, /pb/, /kgj the first element is realized as

(2)

[1Br9 'b2 1 dXJ	 /1awv	 'bt 1 de :+/

"over the back. there."

Jeanette: ('sk2 1b 2k) /' akrp ,buk+/ "$crap-boc,k"

Assimilation of Lenis r'loeiyea

In clusters of Lenia plosive + Plosive there is a tendency

for the first item to be assimilated t the second. in the
feature of place of articulation. /d, appears to be very much

more ready to assimilate to /b/ and. / than either of these

are to assimilate to /d/, though they assimilate to each

other readily enough. Thus we find /gg/,/gk/ and /bb/,/bp/,

but /dd/ and /dt/ are rare, except where /a/ Ia pre sent in
the morphemic form of the first word. This is a feature

of rapid, informal speech, and seems to be resisted. in
more careful styles:

Jolmt	 ['b!b'b3n,faJ /'bib'bonz 1 taj+/" big bonfire,"

David Gr ( 1 etjfab 'b) / 1 at11f9b 'bri/ "Stamford Bridge."
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Kathleen: [mii i deinzi2)	 /ma j' dgkli nz± t+/
"My Dad. cleans it.

David. Gr: ['dxv.xxfxn • )	 /$djyi9'grifin+/

"David Griffen."

b) Fricative + Plosive

When voiceless plosives are preceded. by a fortis fricative

with which they are In close incture the plosive is generally

unaspirated. Only if the cluster is utterance-final may the

plosive have some of the aspirated release associated with a

single voiceless plosive. This d.eyoicing effect may also
follow the voiced affricate //:

David. Gl: [p'skg2Qi) 	 /ps'sketi-/ "Spaghetti,"
Clifford:	 /1krJt1owmiId.ijf+/

"Crashed all my teeth,"

Jeanette: [ l fop'i:n 1 115.t h )	 /lJopinlist+/ "shopping list,"

Jenny:	 [bf'wIU'.11end] /bi'wit,nd/" 'Bewitched', and..."

c) Plosive + Continuant

Where a plosive is followed. by a continuant such as /l,r,w,3 /
it is usual for the continuant to be devoiced. and. possibly

fricative it the plosive is fortis, and if the two are in

close uncttu'e. Thus /pr/ - [ 'j]; /pi/ [p4 ] j /kw! [ky] or
[kM), /pj/ jpç), and so on.. This can be regarded as the
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aepirated release of the plosive, which is manifest in the de-

voicing of the following segment:

Vivienne: tt 'ai: o) /tw 'rar-, ko+/ "to her uncle."
Elaine:	 ['k4c2 'ozJ	 /'klek 'f elz+/ "Collect shells."
Katleen: [pçEn9s)	 /'pjxias+/ "pianos."

There are however some realizations of clusters with /x'/ and
/1/ in which the continuant is not a voiceless friGative.

/pr/ and. /pl/, for example, may have a co-articulated allo-

phone, in which thentongue takes up the position for [1] or
[.t) while the bilablal closure is sustained, and, moves away

from this position at almost the same time, or immediately

after, the bilabial closure is released:

Ruasefl ['piit5arJ 	 /'plj,tajni+/ "Play-time."

Jackie: ['p, wg m]	 I' prwg reiw' "programme"

The closure is released with only slight aspiration, and. the

effect of the alveolar articulation for the continuant is

heard in the transition to the following vocoid. Similar

co-articulations have been recorded for /br/ and. /kl/.

Presumably - though no examples are found in the present study-

they are also a possibility with /b]J, /kr/,/gr/,/gl/:

Jackie: ['avQ]	 /bzayø/ "brother"

Teresa:	 [kl.s'tai . ) /kla:s'tuw+/ "Class 2.W
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i1 Bijabjal Plosives /D/.tbl

fp,; "paper"/'pejpa/ "philip"/ilip/ "mreeenny"/'frupQnij/
/b/: "Bob-a-job" /'bobQ 'ob/ "hobby" I' ob1j/"brotbei'/'bray /

The closure for /p/ and tb/ 18 effected. at the li :pB . 'oicing

for /b/ commences during the release stage, while for /p/

this stage is marked by a more energetic release, accoinpanied

by marked aspiration, and perhaps by aifricatiori in, utteran,ce-

final //. If the plosivea are followed, by a vowel or one of

the cotinuants /r,l,j,p/ the tongue Sssumöa the position

associated with their artiCulation during the closure or the

release stage. The articulation of the eontinuant may be carr-

ied out simultaneously with that of the plosive, as we have

seen boye or it may be commenced during the release stage.

If a rounded vowel or /w/, and. occasionally In, follows, the

lips may be pouted or rounded:

Teresa:	 [iit.j	 /'pijt-/ "Peier,"

Diane:	 [big 'bQ2ksI) /big'boksiz+/ "big boxes."

Rosa:
	

/yenijpo+/ "leny poor."

Teresa:
	

/'bo:n.in h buI-/"thim burning bush"

A single labialized or rounded. segment may be a realization of

the lustera /br/,/pn/,/bw/,/pw/:

Jenny:	 [1l1pumen) /'lap 1 pwUnlQfl/ "Lapp-woman"

Jeanette: ['ts et.xw.2kX J 	/Ibree ,str9wk+/ "breast-
stroke."
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Rose:	 ['spoix]	 /'apibwej/ "Speedway"

Labio-dental variants - [ 1, [6 J - are found before other
lablo-dental articulations such as

Xaren*:	 ('lx2u'a2 fad.]	 /litu'snpfQd+/
' ' '	 "Little Sampfoz"d."

Diane:	 [1wu2ittj'lM] /wutjuwben "What you hawing..?"

Both /p/ and /b/ may have fricative a].].ophones, though these

are not common - [], [p]. In final position /p/ is distinguish-

ed. as a foptia plosive by glottalization of the fricative:

Jackie:
	

[Jskx!J
	

/' skipin/ "skipping"

Diane:
	 [Xn$tSo21	 /on'top+/ "on top.W

Dayid Gr [mi . 'Th.f1dx) /maj'ba:f3/ "my birthday"

John:
	 [w"V13] / 'wowd.-rwb+ / "wardrobe,"

/b/ may also have aflophonee that are voiced frietlonless

eontinuants -

Philip:	 [p92t t"hIa)	 /b9t.-hi:-/ "but here,"

Teresa:	 t'sps.i'godT')	 /'8p9Wsbij 'god.+/

"supposed to be God,"

In one place /pl/ is realized as J, the continuant feature

of /1/ combining in one segment with the voiceless and

bilabial features of /p/:

Elaine:	 /lp].j+/

*5e lrrevtti I
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.A1texnati pn of In and IbI

The distinctive features of /p/ in this phonemic system are

its fortis nature, its aspiration, and. glottalization. combined

'with possible affrication in final position. Segments which

lack one or more of these features become leBs distinct from

/b/, as in the case of unaspirated. [pJ:
David Gi: [po'ak2ai]	 /p'sketij-/ "spaghetti,"
or unglottalized. final /p/:

Kathleen: [' .ptap]	 /'riptap/"rlpped L•••

and, especially the voiced unas:pirated. bilabial plosive, which

must be regarded. as

Russell$ [bste:z]	 /'abste:z/ "upstairs"

John:	 ['tsci2'd.n] /'tIob1t'd:n+/ "chop it down."

fbi is distinguished partly by its voicing, partly by Its lenis

nature, which makes it less likely to be aspirated. In. initial

position /b/ may be devoiced:
Diane:	 [z'f3:]	 /bi'fo:/ "before"

Jeanette: (p'k'trJxs)	 /b(p)i'kujis/ "because she's..."

If aspiration is combined with voicelessness in this position

then we may talk of substitution of /p/:

Stephen G: [ I I ' kId9 'pIb )	 /!i'gisd&iibi/
(6,10)

"she give8 the baby..."

These a1ternation are relatively rare in mature speech.
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Assimjjatlpn to Ib/

/d/ is very easily assimilated to,/b/ 'tmde p the influence of

not only /p/,/b/, but also the bilabia3.e Jw/ aM /m/z

Vivienne* [ 12ATfod. ,i'b'bYj /+'awfowd 1 r.wb 'baw/

"Old Ford Road, Bow,"

CliffordL (xjz $db l phu2. m)	 /jjzdbputim/ "His Dad put him

Ross:	 'apei.x)	 /'spijbw/ "Speedway"

:	 [agwb'mi&)	 /9gub'muwd.+/ "A good mood."

Similarly 

/y/ 

may be assimilated to /b/ - en. assimilation of

mariner more than place:

David G': [wib'bQxz)
	

/wib'bojz/ "with boys"

RoSa:
	

/+abbinp]n/ "I've been playing"

Diane:	 ['wr2thL't,I) /'wutuwb9m/ "What you having..?"

Portia £i yeolar Plosive It!
"potatoe&' /'tetz/ "mattress" /'mttris/ NteaW,WT.W/1ti3/

"Art" /a:t/ "had to" /'LettQ/

For the moat common realization of It! the tip and blade of

the tongue form a closure against the alveolar ridge behind

the upper teeth, while the rim of the tongue is pressed

against the upper back teeth to prevent any lateral escape of

air. Aspiration or affricatton is noticeable .!L the release

of the ploelve - (tJ or Ct 5 ). Heavily aspirated plosives -
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[th] - may be the product of a very emphatic style of speech:
Jackie;	 %xay ev' thcn]	 /'brayrQy' ten+/

"brother' of ten,"

or of a speaker's trying to articulate under the pressure of
suppressed laughter:

Clifford: fx'thir]	 /i'tijr/ "my teeth..."

Affz'ication may be so marked that both plosiTe and frtcative
elements are equally prominent - [t] - or' the frcati'ce LB

more prominent than the plosive element - 	 This occurs
mainly in initial positions, occasicçaiiy medially, but not
in final position, where it is inhibited by a possible contrast
of It! with /ts/
Ross:	 /'uw'nttras1z/

"two mattresses"
Jackie:	 [ts'ger]	 /tG'gefe+/ "together."
Jenny:	 [1tsJ	 /1tuwe+/"tp ypu."
Vivienne: ['ri2Xntse 'earn]	 /'wentontQ' saw'

"Went onto some.."

It is probably because of the existence of an alveolar frIca-

tive /s/ that there are no fricative allophonea found in It!,
unlike /p/ and. /kJ, which are not in contrast with bilabial

or velar frIcatIvee

Slight changes in the position of the tongt&e In the articulat-
Ion of /t! may be reflected In varieties of affricated release.
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These may be slightly retroflex - [t a ), slightly palato-
alveolar -[i 3, or alveolar, but with spread-tongue articu].-

ation end slight palatalizatlon [t.3 :
Teresa s
	

C'h&52t)
	

/'hot+/ "hot."

Clifford: [nY'taei)
	

/flQwltij+/ "no tea."

Ro 682
	

[t,f y. 'f.s]
	

/tuw'fa:s/ "too fast"

ti t9 • t di sJ
	

/'tuw djs+/ "two days."

Dentalized. /tJ, which may al8o be palatalized - I	 is found

among some speakers:

Jeanette: ('clxn'nlax) /'telin'laj-i-/ "telling lie(s),"

Vjyien.ne: ['ii)
	

/t1ja.s,1 "teacher."

Elaine:	 ['am1.m)
	

/ 'samtams/ "sometimes"

Clifford.: ['aTjs)
	

/aj 1 tele+/ "I tell you."

Other allophonee, rare at this age, are x'etroflex [] arid an

alyeolo-alatal plosive [t). Pox' this plosive a comparatively

large area of the tongue - the front and part of the blade -

Is pushed against the back of the alveolar ridge and the hard

palate. Acoustically this segment gives the impression of

having features of both /tJ and /k/ :

Clifford: [ ikam r e I }ku) /i l kams t'eku/ comes to school

David Or: [t,A.t5 h9bI,I.I1khp 2 ) /'trajtabo'rj,kj.t+/

"try to break it."

Medial /t/ is frequently realized by glottal allophones. These

include not only the glottal plosive [2) but also a glottal
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continuant [23, in which the closure at the glottis is not
complete, so that voicing may be hardly, if at all, inter-
tupted, and. also a glottal 'creak' [?J. The creak is produced.

by rapid.mvibration not f the vocal cords, but of the glottis,

and, produces 'creaky voice! (cf. Catford 19611.) if sustained

through a 'vocoida3. segment. Ioweyer, creaky voice is usually

associated, with low pitch in a speaker's voice; these children

haye relatively high-pitched voicee and. the creak has a

phonemic function as an inter-vocalic allophone oX /t/. A

degree of creaky voice can be discerned in vocolds on either
side of [1):

oriy:	 [1g2o.ts'j /'getofa'+/ get off of thatt"
David. Gil ( l tS x?z)	 /'tjtez-/	 "tatera,"

Ross:	 [lk9nG'nus) / I kton&ne:s+/"ca$ arid, a monae,W
Clifford,: E'1*'?x2]	 /li't,it/ "Ut it"
Jackie:	 [le'o f' F.3kI.2a] 	 /'letof'frokita+/

"let off rockets."

It would, appear that boys use proportionately more glottal

allophones in medial position than gina. In a sample of
10 consecutive utterances from each speaker, it was found. that

boys had, 73 instances of medial	 to only 1 instances

of t h, t s ) , while for girls the figures were 11.6 glottal

and 11 non-glottal allophonea. This represents a ratio of

18:]. f or the boys and. 3 :1 for the girls. In final position
the differences are less great. Boys had 33 glottal and, 5
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glottalized. alveolar allophones in this position, while girls

had. slightly more glottal allophones - 4l., to only 3 glottalized.

aLyeolars.

In inter-vocalic position are found voiced alveolar flap allo-

phones of /t/ - [.]. These are relatively rare at this age:

it may be that they are associated with informal styles of

speech and. for that reason do not occur much in the recorded

speech of these children. Only three cases of 	 as an

allophone of medial /tJ are noted among the 9-year olds: all

occur in boys' speech:

Tony:	 [w,.'g.I)	 /wi(:)lgoti+/ "We got it."

Lenis Alveolar Plo8ive I&/

"dinner" /'din/"Dav1d" /'devid/"husband" /'azb9nd/ "garden"

I' ga: dn/ "grandad" I' grsmded/

Articulation of /d/ is as for /t/, but with voicing commencing

at the release stage of the plosive. Variants include dental-

ized {] , both in the vicinity of / / and. in free variation:
Diane:	 (atd1]	 /stjd,e:+/ "stayed there."

Jeanette: [': 'ivin) /'ris'dajvin^/ "and the diving."

,,	 : t'dxvx]	 /'djvid.+/ "David."

also palatalized. [,), in the vicinity of /j/:

Jenny:	 ['dsjs,ds]	 /'dQj&,duw/ "Do you do,..?"
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and alveolo-palatal [), the lenis equivalent of () :

Rosa:	 [I1kfflj1't1x2]
	

/p4 'kn'duwit/

"They can do it..."
Slighter variations in tongue-position may be reflected in

the affricated. release, which may be, for example, slightly

retroflex - [a) - both before In and. in free variation:
Elaine:	 feied'u&kx2s.]	 /riad-'rokits-/

"We had. rockets,"

Russell: ('2ATd.]	 /+'awd.^/ "old."

Teresa:	 [wxdfiaYtxa1) /w1duwistrij+/ "We do history,"

Voiced frictionlese continuants may be found in /d/, though

these are not common:

Russell: [ l A,n1nYJ /I3d9tfl3w+/ "I don't know."

/d/ is very often devoiced, mainly in mit	 final

positions, though also occasionally in medial position and.

initial position (see Table):

Jackie:	 (Q2'da.I]	 /Qt'dajd.+/ "it died,"

Elaine:	 [Ise1,sahJ
	

/ sij ,aaid.+/ "sea-side."

Kathleen: [be 'bo 91]
	

/be'bodij/" the bod,y"

Elaine:	 [t.59'n.u]
	

/d.e' xlaw+/ "Don' t know."

As these examples show, devoiced /d/ is also liable to both

aspiration and affrication. It is possibLe for final /d/ to

have progressive devoicing, when the hold stage of the plosive

has voicing, the vocal cords continuing to vibrate behind the

oral closure until pressure builds up In the chamber behind.
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this closure. The release of the plosive is, boweve, unaccom-

panied by voicing -

Dianez	 [A$dx'a	 /a'&td+/	 wI did.1'

There an utterance ends with a yowel followed, by /5,1 it seems

to be a partietilax' tendency of girls' speech to lengthen the

vowel and devoic the /5/:

Te.ckiëte: [kQj!j'u't9 J /kasagud+/ "cause it's good,"

Teanette: [s g']	 /e'gth1+/ "it's goode"

Kathleen: t 'st yanzj. 5]	 /'st1vQn?ewd+/

(st.) Stephen's Road."

Even the foits, affricated voiceless loaive (ts ) is regarded

as an allophone of /d/, not It!, in final position, because

it does not have the glottalizatlon characteristic of final.

/t!. In a sample of 20 consecutive utterances from each of the

speakers tn the 9—year old group the following numbers were

found of viced unattz"icatedj voiced and. affrieated., devoiced

lenia, devolced. and affricated. fortis allophonee of /i/:

Girls
	

Boys
	

Total

[a]
	

23
	

38
	

61

[d.t)
	

12
	

17

iii.	 5
	

19

[t6)
	

14.	 1
	

5

It can be seen, that girls exceed boys i. this sample in both

devoicing end. arfilcatlon of //.
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Distribution of It! and Id!

The salient feature of final It! is that it is glottalized;
voiceless fortis plosives that are not glottalized. are allo-

phones of /d/, as explained above:

Vjyjejme: [1sifkcerxts] /b9'seknd+/ "the second."

Teresa:	 [,2: 't,asben2 t 5 )	 /-1G: 'rasbent+/ "her husband."

A feature of the dialect is the presence of final /t! in some

words where Standard English has /d/ - "husband";"cupboard".-

/'kabQt/,

In the negative expressions wouldn h t, fcouldntW , "didn't"

and. so on, medial Ia! is replaced by the glottal allophone

of /t!:

JeriDy:	 {d.i2*n'1xkem] /ditin'la.jkem+/ "didn't like them."

Clifford: [1wur2enjJ
	

/'wutnjG+/ "wouldn't you?"

Elaine:	 [A'k'u2en2]
	

/aj'kut9nt/ "I couldn't"

In inter-vocalic position there is a tendency for voiceless

segments to acquire some voicing, or other features of lenis
consonants. /t/ may, for example, be unaspirated:

Philip: [n2s 'dztu 1 "As}	 /neka'dotuw1as/

"next door to us"

and. it Is in this position that the voiced flap allophone of

/t/ - [a.) - Is found in rapid speech. In common expressions

such as "got it", /t! may be replaced by /d/ in rapid and

less careful speech:
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Clifford: [dAYn2 'gcz2) /dewnt'getit+/ "don't get it."

Jenny:	 ['gzIx2b2)
	

/'godip'bk/	 "got it back"

Jackie:	 [j 193d.12J
	

/jnt'godIt+/ "ain't got it,"

Note also:

David Gl: [dx'3spI 1 döJ /di.'ospi,dow+/ "the hospital."

Clifford: ['omz'9xe] /owmi'dijf/ " all my teeth."

Both It! and. /d/ are frequently omitted in non-formal speech,

particularly in clusters and in word-final positions:

Jeanette: ['dezgn9]	 /'dmzg9n9/ "Dad's going to"

Russell: t 'k:bod]	 /'ka:bowd.-/ "cardboard"
David Or: ['k4%]	 /'kl9ws+/ "closed,"

Clifford: ['fw92 1 na.I) /'fajwt 1 naj+/ "Pirework Night."

John:	 [1o4f'lf]	 /1a:f'lef+/ "half left."

Conversely, an intrusive It! is sometimes encountered in the

sequence Ins!:

Jackie:	 ['st1vQn2 tt8'Yt 5 ]	 /' stivents 'rewd+/
"(st.) Stephen's Road,"

Clifford: [saxmenh I ba.n.t 5) /sajm9n+'ba:nts+/

"Simon Barnes."

This is presumably analogous with /nte/ in the forms "once"

/'wants/; "chance" /'tla:nts/; "threepence" /'frupnts/.
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Ve].ap Pipsivee 1k!. /pJ

"Cb.r1etmaa"/'kr1sms/ "anything" /'enifiijk/ "volcanoes"

/v9w' kjnews/

/g/: "guy" /'gaj/ "dog" /'dog/"Cadogan" /kQ'dag9n/

For the velar plosives a closure 18 formed by the back of the

tongue pressing against the velum. The release is aspirated or

affricated for /k/, depending on the speed of the release,

and accompanied by the onset of voicing for /g/. There is

considerable variation in the points of contact of the artic-

ulators, varying with the nature of nearby vowels. The

plosivea may be more fronted before close front vowels -

- and. more retracted before close back vowels and

velarized segments such as dark /J -
Vivienne: [1ma1).1IzJ

	
/'maij-kiz/ "Monkees"

Philip:	 [I2s'bcxn)
	

/its'begln+/ "it's begging."

Jeanette: [s'hyt]
	

/s'gud+/ "it's good."

Jackie:	 ['2arj.]
	

/-'alkQls/	 "uncle's"

These variations will not, however, be marked in ensuing

sections of the thesis, except where they appear to be due

to more than contextual conditioning.

Lip-rounding may accompany the plosive articulation, and this

lip-rounding may in itself be sufficient to express the presence

ofa/w/ora/r/:
	 S
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Diane:	 [92'Thmes)	 4k'krism9s/ "at Christmas"

Like /p/ and /b/, the velar ploelves may have fricative allo-

phones:- [x,T) - or a voiced frictionless continuant I!]:

David Gr: [i'sxzo]	 /i'skow+/ Win school?"

: [khA.m1b'xxx) /ka;m'brjk1+/ "can't break it."

Clifford: [i2 tbxb Ib:n2J /got s bi.b I be:nt/ "got big burnt..."

,	 : [eni 1 'r . z] 	 /9ni1gwz/ "and ILt goes..."

Jenny:	 [t' 1 xj. en, t5 ]	 /t9, gwn 1 tel—/

"to go and tell,,."

may have ejective realization in utterance-final position,

a very emphatic and final-sounding device :

Clifford: [ g 22Q ' 8t2k '] /'get'atik+/ "get he stick."

Jeanette: { Sb:29 1 wi2k') /'b:t'wijk+/ "about a week."

Like /b/ and /d/, /g/ may be devoiced, and this may be accom-

panied by aspiration or affrication:

Vivienne: [1gen.xv9Id9gh]	 /'g9nrvGldog+/

"going to have a dog."

Jeny:	 [d'dg)	 /ddog+/ "had a dog,"

Assimilation to /pJ

/d,' assimilates to /g/ very readily:

Kathleen: [d.gk4ainzi2] /dgklijnzit/ "Dad cleans it"

Jenny:	 [Iwzkh 19 gblznz)	 /wikig' g oblinz/ "wicked goblins"

/9/ may assimilate to a following /b/, but not invariably so:

John:	 ('bib'brnj1fa] / 4bibbom 1 faj+/ "big bonfire."

Tony:	 [thzg,b32k5)	 /'big1boks/	 "big box."
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5.1. Pi,jcatjves

I Labi,o-d.ental ortjs ?ricati ye If!
"cafe" /'ktef/ "flreworks"/'fajw9:ka/ "have to"/'fte/ "nothing"

/'na!Irjk/

This fricative is produced by friction between the top teeth

and the top of the lower lip. Varlatidn in articulation, is

slight. Rounding and protruding of the lips may take place if

/w/ follows, or may be unconditioned by a rounded vowel.

Diane:	 ['I1f1wx 1ift)	 /blifo:witleft+/

"before we left."

Elaine: ['2w2f)
	

1+ 'wlpt+/ "(4wiIth."
Dati& Gi: [rrJ'rxigs) /tij'rngs+/ "fish fingers."

John:
	

[k4AB 'e.t) /kla:s 4rwij+/ "Class 3."
Philip:
	

[mu '.2j
	

/mij 'fowj+/ "my fort."
if! is found, In. Cockney in a number of words which have /b/
in Standard English. P0p some speakers there are alternating
forms with /f! an //, the latter corresponding to a more

formal style of speech. Other speakers however appear to use

/r/ all the time - being perhaps less affected by the formality
of a situation - and. there are certain common words in which

rarely if ever found
/6/ i.s/mt	 In this study 1 such as " thInk", "three":

[2A'daiinj2fi2J /+aj'd.awmpfiijk/ " don't think.."

Jenny;	 [*fai1ftJ	 /'frij'fi!+/ "Three fish,"
Jackie:	 [ 4 tycnt"Q'seY9lTjf	 /'twent9'sevm/

"twenty-seventh"
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/f' may have syllabic function, whether it is long, preserving

the rhythm of the intended utterance, or short:

Teresa:	 ['.Af.'gc2)	 /'ajr&get/ "I forget"

John:	 ['ea.r:'bigwanJ	 /'sa:f'big,wari/ "it's half a
big one"

Jackie:	 [f*bim 1 wan2tB) /()fbim I wants+/"I'ye been once,"

Kathleent [fç'gA29'bJa 1v)	 /fja'got&bpa1ya+/

"Have you gotma brother?"

I Lablo—dental. Lenis Fricative !vI
"brother"/'brava / "favourite" /'jvrit/ "Vivienne" /'vivian/
"with" /wiv/, /wuv/

/v/ is produced in the same way as /f/, but with less energy

than the fortis fricative, and with some voicing:

Diane:	 [n$vmb9)	 /nwIvemba/	 "November"

Russell: [9 1 ].zv ê batc:z) /e 1 liv'abste:z/ "I live upstairs"

However the voicing of /v/ is not consistently maintained by

these speakers, even in inter—vocalic positions:

Russell: [mI'bay]	 /mi'brave^/ "my brother."

Vivienne: ['v'lz2uf12a)	 /'r9wv'].Itu1flts+/ "row of littl
flats."

Kathleen: E'T9 ' sa.xd ]	 /'avQ'sajd^/"other side."

Indeed, the fortis /f/ is often found In words and expressions

which normally take /v/:

Jackie:	 [ta'gefJ	 /t9'gef9+/ "together."
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/ij 'lebømwoksts/ "eleven rockets'

/'fupbowwlb 'bojz+/

Viviezme: (I wc 'i.r] /'	 'iir^/ "Where do you live?"

Elaine:	 ['1A.f9fe 'man ) / '1a :ffe' maui j^/ "ha]. of her money."

Jeanette: tw1 1 f uit$ e]	 /w1j'f-tø/ "We have to.."

/v/ has aflophones that are frlctionleas continuants - [) -

dltteri.ng from [ia] in that the lower lip 18 lees protruded and

the upper teeth approach the top rather than the inside of the

lip:

John:	 ['cy:,wcj	 /'evG,we:/ "everywhere."

Dat*d Gr: [wI'gTzJ	 /wlv'gelz/ "with girls."

Ross:	 E'bt9'.xIs]	 /hare'rjs/ "have a race"

Diane:	 [9nbIgwán) /'v9ns'b1gwan/ "having a big one"

A bilablal fricative [p) is also found tor /v/:

Jeanette: fw[39'gan]	 /wiv'gan/	 "with a gun"

Before /n/ or /b/, /v/ may have plosive realization, as the

lablo-d.ental[ t9], or replaced by /b/:

Diane:	 ['wty2jjiLpi] /Iwutjuwlbam/ "What you having?"

Ross:	 En 'lcbii'"zk'e2s]

David. Gr: ['fu2b2.wlb'b9Iz]

"football with boys."

/v/ occui'a In words where more standard forms of English have

/Z/ in medial or final position. Most speakers - probably all

the speakers in the 9-year old group - are able to alternate

the two forms:

Vivienne: ['ba . sJ	 /Ibra9s/ "brothers.. 
•"
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Vivienne: [1b.Tay.j& sThtj	 /'braveren' siste+/

"brother and. sister."

Like /t/, /v/ may have syllable function:

David. Gl ['B y•Je 3	 /'owverez+/ "over us."

John:	 ';t: 1 wc]	 I' eve 3we:+/ "everywhere."

Elaine:	 ['nèv.'seimi) /'nlve'sijlm/ "never see him"

Kathleen:	 /'Gwv99'pa:k+/

"over the park."

/vr/, /fw! . /vw/

/fr/ and. /'rr/ may be realized In a cluster or sequence of

fricative + continuant; the continuant may be post-alveolar

[ J ], lablo-dental [t,],or lablo-dental rounded [c]:

Jenny:	 [f.e;wud.z] /fruw9'wudz/ "through the woods"

Teanette: ['tV8i.]	 /'fri+/	 "Three."

John:	 [1k4Astf,e.j) / 1 kla.s'wi+/ "Class 3"

Jenny:	 [wv'auzzz]	 /wiv'rewziz/ "with roses"

Teresa:	 [trivoe2j	 /'fjvret/ "favourite"

It Is also quite common for ttese sequences to be realized as

a single segment. These may be labia-dental - -where

the lower lip Is more protruded than for [f,v], and. friction

is produced. between the top teeth and. the Inside of the lower

lip. Another possibility Is that of lablalized. and. lip-protruded

segments -	 or, for /fr/, the rounded. bilablal fricative
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Jackie:	 t'].c9j'f' kx . 2s]	 /'letof'frokits+/

"let off rockets."

Ros	 [fomIepidwiê.] /frm'spijd.wj/ "from Speedway"

Philip:	 [I'9i'mnx2s)	 /frij'minite/ "three minutes"

Diane:	 ['fxe2 3pVgàn]	 /'fvrt'prQwgr/

Jeanette: ['lxeax2,nz:)

Diane:	 ['Uxdi]

Teresa:	 [fx*2J

Vjyjenne: ['dij.2]

"favourite programme"

/'livrajt 1 ni:/ "live right near"

/1 fi'ajd.i/ "Friday"

/' fe.jvrit/ "favourite"

/* difwt/ "different"

Similarly, /fw/, /yw/ may be realized, by two segments in sequ-

ence, or by single, rounded segments:

Jenny:	 [It'wàn3J	 /wiylwan9/ "with one of..."

Clifford: [Y'thiz1 blQidIn]	 /i 'ti jfwz ,blijd.iiV

"my teeth was bleeding"

- Dental Fortie Fricative /e/
"nothing" /'nae ii3k/ "Kathleen" /' keli jn/" thousand" /'6: z9nd/

The blade of the tongue approaches the front upper teeth, while

the sides or the tongue are pressed against the back upper
teeth to prevent lateral escape of air. Air is forced between

the tongue and the upper teeth, causing friction. The fortis
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/6/ Ia articulated. with more eneretie friction than the lenis

/b/. /e/ has a more restricted. distribution in this form of

English than In more standard. dialects, and tends to occur

mainly in rather formal styleB of speech, lit all positions it

is comnion for If! to be found. in. placee where /e/ would. occur

In formal style:

Russell: ['eo:2x lI1k) /169 :tj ' aiks/ "Thirty-six"

Ross:
	

/ 'roa'smIO/ "Ross Smith."

Diane:
	

/ IpjfQ:+/ "three or four."
Jenny:	 [lceikxqs] f'enleiij'kels+/ "anything else?"

but

Teresaz	 ['f:t'f:st) / l f:t I fa:st/ "thirty first"

Diane;	 f'do2kt91BmrfJ /'dokt,smIf+/ "Doctor Smith."

Elaine:	 ['i)	 /lfrij/ "three"

Jenny:	 [cn1fzi2]	 /en.ifi1k/	 "anything"

The rules governing the substitution of if! for /0/ eid.-vio

-o& appear to have been well learnt by these children, so
substitution

that over-compensatoryAof /6/ for If!, in a context for which
Standard English provides no precedent, Is rave. Only one

instance is found. among tbeni9-year old. speakers:

Philip:	 [b12'ta09J	 /bit'ra69/ "bit rougher"

A double-articulation [re] Is recorded. For this segment the

tongae-tlp and. blade approach the upper teeth while at the same
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time the upper teeth approach the lower lip, so that the tonge-

tip rests on the inside of the lower lip, forming an unbroken

floor to the oral chamber. Air is directed through the aperture

below the upper teeth at or near the point where the tongue

approximates to the lower 11p. This segment is to be considered
an allophone of /6/ and not If!, since it occurs only in those
places where /6/ is possible, but never in contexts where If!
could occur and /6/not:
David Gr: ta 1 f.9th:z9n t1 ]	 /9e:z9n+/ "a thousand."
] yid. Gi: [ l Jz)s I sm. 1 te) /'ros'sin±6+/ "Ross Smith,"
Tony:	 ['got,nafeziJ /'go4 1 na6i1)+/ "ain't got nothing."

Other fricatives that may occur in place of /6/include [s:J,[},

[h];
Diane:	 ['k'isstçd1&J

"Keith stayed there."
Philip:	 ['mçt5?s1nz) /'inetu 1 siijz/ "metal things"
David Gl [ I enIhzJ l kAsJ / t enihil) t kels+/ "Anything else?"

/ e / may replace // in some places, a long /0/ acting with

syllabic function. It Is to be distinguished from /à/ In these

contexts by its fortis nature, seen, for example, in the

shortness of a preceding vowel:

Jackie:	 [we:'skzoJ	 /wI66'skow+/ "with the school."

Jeanette: [sf2' t 5 Em.?'tyfJ	 /set' tem6e 'twelf+/

"September the twelfth."
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Diane:	 jn'vgnb96. 'tynt''scv9O) /n9w'vemb96atwent 'sev9n6+/

"November the twenty seventh"

Dental Lenis rative /i/

"the"// "this" /1a/ "there","thelr", "they're"/e:/ "brother"

/'bra/ "with" /w1/

/V 18 produced In the same way as /0/, but friction Is less

strong at the point of turbulence between teeth and tongue, and.

voicing Is usual, though not invariable:

Jeanette: ['b1x1a]
	

/'bra,e+/ "brother."

Philip:	 ['wT]
	

/ ; wib,im+/ "with them."

David. Gi:
	

/3v'plj+/ "of the play."

Teresa:	 [Iwan:bIganJ /'wans,a'ganz/ "one of their guns"

Kathleen: [' sombl32ks. I	 /ø 'sjm'bloks+/

I,"the same blocks,

Friction may be completely absent, so that a dental or alveo-

lar voiced continuant results -

Elaine:	 i: 1 aeex'øs.pi2 ,o)	 /'ap1josspit,ow+/

"up the hospital."

Jenny	 [s2'ixz] /stG'rawziz/"at the roses"

John:	 ['2te'wx]	 /'tsQ'wj+/ "that's the way,"

Diane:	 (lya91I2ps) /tQwv9hfopa/ "over the shops"
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It will be Been that [] Is an allophone common to both. Ja/ a

and //. It is considered an ailophone of // i+ontexts where

may occur, rather than an allophone of /d/, because of

its elose acoustic similarity tolhe contlnuant J], and because
of the iIgb. proportion of continuanta appearing for initial

/, compared with their apparent rarity as al1ophone of /dJ
(see Table in V,Li.liy).

The tpicatiye and voiced frictionless contirxuants described.

above may be found as allophones of // in Initial, medial and
final position. oweyer, there are certain differences In the
behaviour of the phoneme in initial position, When it is also

word-Initial, and in other positions, as rar as the less common

allophones and substitutions by other phonemes are concerned..

Initial /Y/

Word-initial // - in other words in 4emonstratives "this",

"that","there","them", the aticles"the", and. a few other

grammatical items - has a characteristic allophone in the

voiced alveolar flap [f], which was noted as an aflophone of
medial It! (5.3 iv above), Among 9-year old speakers this segment
has a higher f"equency of distribti.tlon as an allophone of

// th it doe8 for It! - 12 ocburrencea in // to 3 occur-

rences in /t!. Again, the pattern of the /t/-allophone is

repeathd here; all 12 occurrences of [a.) are noted. In boys'

speech:
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John:	 ['t5anz9,kc2s]	 /az'tanz,kets/ "$here'a tons of
cats"

Clifford: [*ga21stx2k] /'g9t'stik-/ "get the stIck"
To:	 [2: t Ikh ola nmh)	 /t-'jkow1nin+/

"that acorning,"
David. Gi: ['td'ta. im]

	
/1tel9'tajm+/ "tell the time."

Word-initial // may be replaced by /]J. This is also a common
realization of the medial sequence /l/:
Kathleen [AI t lim,sX12] /ow'lem,sowt/ "all them sort..."
Teresa;	 t'ól9'Vn19nz] /'owlQ'r9wmanz/ "all the Roxnans"

Clifford: [l2'd'2b]	 /1lt'd.i3p/ "that deep"
Jeanette; [ 1 lsw2)	 /'lswot/ "That's what"
In the same way as /l/ may be reduced to /i/, so may other
sequences of Alveolar + // be reduced to the alveolar alone.

may become In!; /zi/ may become /z/; /d/ may become /d/;
/s/ may become /s/:

David 0: ['gii .n 4p2] /'gawtinQ'pi/ "go on the pitch"

David Gi: [ 1 I'z2'o]	 /+j'ztow+/ "Is that all?"

Russell: [vié.n 1 d.)	 /r:n,de:/	 "round there"

Teresa:	 [*2:'te&.n] /9t-'ses'nn+/ "it's this man,"

The presence of /b/ may be indicated by the dentalization of

these single segments, so that /n/,/z/,/d/,/s/ are realized

respectively aa[J, [), [i], [)Z
Elaine: ['wcz'w,n2) /'wen'went/ "when they went"

Vivienxie: [ I ktii . oji 'lçid.x]	 /'kild9roi'ljd.i/

"killed the wrong lady"
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Clifford: ['xzwtr'b2) /')izwuz,9bfflk/ "this was the bank"

1W may be replaced in these sequences by a second consonant

at the alveolar position; /n/ becomes /nn/, /zb/ becomes /zz/
and. so on:

Jenny:	 [kuzza'lidi] /kuzzs'1jdi/ "because the lady"

Kathleen: [':n:s'bo2.iJ /Er:nnsIbot9m/ "round the bottom"

Ross:	 [t1i 1fLs tdZJ.v9) /tuw'fa:ssG'dravQ/

"(going) too fast, the driver"

Both cues - d.entalization and lengthening - may be found

together:

Jenny:	 ['aczcwGzJ	 /1sedejw9z/ "said they was..."

Tony:	 txz'box:x) /(sn)iz'bozj/ "and. these boys, they.

Ross:	 [da,.n.'ni3nThJ /'d:n9'moni/ "down the Monier"

/ /may be replaced by an alveolar consonant, which is usually

/d/, but may be /z,/ or mi in a context there there are assimi-

latory influences towards these articulations:

Joim:	 [dk'A!9*n] /dQ'kajne'dzmps/ "the kind, of dump"

Tony:	 [1a2pd:]	 /,apd.:+/ "up there."

Joim:	 [28%1z9sw) /+ 1 aa_$zsswaj/ "That's, 	 why.."

Clifford: t'xn2n	 /jntne:+/ "...ain't there?"

The glottal creak ['] is found in a number of utterances In

places where // might occur in more formal style. It is found

even after C23 :
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Diane:
	

('72nx'ata:2xd)	 /+'(b)teni'sta:tjd/

"That only started "
Elaine a
	

['sa.n2'la.2'72J	 /Bant'lajk'(Z)M+/

"something like that."

Clifford.: ('s&m9nx1'bz2ks] 	 /'samQn1t()e'boks-i1/

Nsomeone bit the box,"
%PtII çt sk oI *i. bo'c	 tk)

seems rarely i,	 to occur as the glottal onset to a

vowel after 1+! ci" 1.-I, unlike the atop t2) :

John:	 j2czo'kAnsId.am2p")	 /+ezo'kajn'damp/'therea a kind.
of dump"

Diane:	 [2r.zIphoipt,] f+ijz'pijpu/ "these
people"

A more detailed investigation might establish that [1) 	 an

allophone of / / in initial position, just as it is an aflophone

of /t/ in medial position paralleling the distribution of
[]. This appears an attractive idea, but one on which judge-

ment must for' the present be reserved, particularly when it is

borne in mind, the number of times that // has zero realization:

John	 /ni a'trjn/ "near the train..."
David Gla Eato.ti' sn 1kyxn] / stox"ie-e' anaw,kwijn+/

"$tory of the Snow Queen?"

Diane:	 ['dx2',UIdx1x'rz:1	 /'d.ito'fi'ajdibi'fo: /
"Had. it the Friday before."

Word-medial and Word-final //

Word-media]. and. word-final //, as far as this study is concerned,

has certain allophones wh3ch distinguish it from initial /)/.
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In addition to the voiced dental fricative and the continuanta

described at the beginning of this section, [0/ in medial
position. may be realized as the 'doubld articulation [yb), the

lenis equivalent of [te) (see 5.41v). It is interpreted as

an ailophone of //, although It does occur In some places wh

where it Is medial but not word-medial, and coald perhaps be
regarded as a realization ot /v/;

Jeanette: (mI'ba,vj9.] /xni'bra,a-/ "my brother"

Ross:	 ['nliinavm]	 /'najnøiQm/ "nine of' them"

Ross:	 ['f2v'd\ia9y9] /'fi1kGe'drav9/

"think of the driver"

The fact that this segment occurs only in places where [0/ is
possible, never where /v/ might occur and. // not, and the fact
that "of" Is as often found in the form /9/ as In the form

/QY/, inclines this surver to regard it as a realization of
the single phoieme /
Perhaps the most common feature of word-medial and. final IbI
is its alerriation with /v/. As with /f/ and. /6/, it is sug-

gested. that the lablo-denta]. is the informal ox' dialectal e
exponent, and the dental fricative the more formal exponent:
Elaine:	 ['s.m,baiy)	 /tsam,bjy/ "sunbathe."
Djane	 ['bJav9. ․ )	 /'bravGs+/ "brotherB."
Russell: [ 1bja 1 e.s]	 /Ibra1bQs+/ "brothers."
Jeanette [cni 4. 1 st.xk']	 /enI'a91str9wk/

"any other stroke ...
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Jeanette: t m nave,5k09]	 /'naT9Skow+/ "another school."

It is only rarely that this alternation f twQ torms produces

over—compensation, in the substitution of ,k/ fez' ,/v/ in

an inappropriate context:

Tony:	 ['rizxz Im9tfJ 1' n:riz 'muith/ "now he's moved"

The use of a form with // may be influenced by the context.

In one case // in "with" is undoubtedly caused by a sub-

eepient //:

Philip :	['w,	 3	 1' wi 1 )im+/ "with them."

The word. "clothes" is Invariably /klswz/ or /klsws/ in this

study:

Elaine:	 [1g2'k1m.iz] /a,gek t k].wz/ "I get clothes"

vi Alveolar Fortis Fricative Is!
"Sir"/'s:/ "sums" /'sams/"Nursery"/'n9:srij/ "Miss" /'mis/

For the most common realization of Is! - [a] - the edges of

the tongue and the upper back teeth form a closure, preventing

lateral escape of air. Air is then forced down a narrow groove

in the centre of the tongue, so that audible and. relatively

energetic X'rj.ction is produced between the tongue-tip and

blade end the alyeolar ridge. The area of the tongue' s

surface in use for Es] Is relatively small:
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Jom	 [eame)
	

/'eanie+/ "Sums"

reanettet [k.ra'szf9'gz2J
	

/icus'89 :fa'gt/

Jac'de:	 'na
	

"because Sir forgot"

Jackie: [te na • s]
	

/Qts lnajs+/	 nice."

Other allophonee vary according to the phonetic context.

Dentaljzed. /5, - tJ jg found before //:

)enise M:
(6,7)	 ['d&'ti) / I dts l tri)+/ "That's the tree."

Before post-alyeolar realizations of /r/ retrofiez variants

may occur:

Jeanette: [nB.j9i)	 /'nG:sr1/ "Nursery"

Jackie:	 Eti') /'mlntstru,Jew/ "Minstrel Show"

(where retroflexion is the cue that indicates the presence f

the phoneme In)
Teresa:	 E't1zi)	 /'istri/	 "1iiatory"

Before /jJ a palatalized. frjcative may occur -

Djane2	 fr'fx92) /s3o:'ftejvret/ "Whats your favourite"

and. before /w/ a labiaLized. variants -

Jackie:	 /-a1)ksle1wj+/ "(my) uncleta way."

The seqttences 1s3/ and. /sw/ may be realized. as the single

segments ki. [s,) (though/s/ is in the majoi'ty of cases

coalesced. to the boneme /J/; see

Clifford: 2 lwaGnh t nw.]	 /9t'wantBi9flW+/

" at once, you know."
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Diane s	 ['mxn)	 /' swlinin+/ "Swimming."

In clusters ox, close-juncture sequences of /s/ + Plosive,

/8/ may have the alveolo-palatal al].ophone [ p), This is

, alveolar but slightly palata].ized, and the tongae 18 flat

or spread, somewhat like /f/, rather than the grooved, position
associated. with [s]

Clifford: [ 1 9y' 1 tYnçJ /,fruw' stQwna/ "threw sbones"

: ['pxinJ	 /'sprinz/"aap1r1ns"

Russeilt ['9.t9z)	 /lsistaz/ "sisters"

John:	 /Ms'trlj/"thls tree"

It is noticeable that the alveolo-palata]. segment is not

eon.fine& to the pre-consonantal position in these utterances.

However, the /s/ + Plosive sequence is common to a].]. the

examples, end it is presumed. that the other cases of [ca), and.

oe' [J, are the results of dilation. More palatalized. variants

still are perceptually closer to Ij! than to /s!, but occur-

ring as they do before plosives, they must be regarded as

allophones of /a,", since sequences such as /Jp/, /it/, /Jk/

are not English:

Clifford: t 'kamft ' ''ku] /' kams-te 'sku/ "c qmes to school"

/wi 1 ska:p/ "we scarper"

Jenny:	 [1ftJ9nu2J	 /'sanut/ "Astronut(sic)"

Even in the pre-consonanta]. context these spread-tongu.e artic-

ulations are not invariable. They may be a dialectal feature,
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or a characteristic of certain id.iolects within the dialect.

Another allophone is the tensely articulated [2. Por this

segment the tongue is in the position for the normal alveolar

described. above, but is held more firmly in position against

the alveolar ridge. There is less aperture for air to escape

through, with the result that greater force probably has to be

used. in articulation. Acoustically, a more attenuated,

flhissingW effect is heard. This sndh seems to occur partic-

ularly in. the speech of girls in utterance—final positions:

Jenny:	 ['p4i3'gzia) /'p]. 1)'gjms+/ "playing games."

Diane:	 [de.mx1Ai,.2te .]	 /dm:ini'a:nts+/ "down my
AuntIs.W

Kathleen: ['f 1 txne]	 /'f:n1tins+/ "fountains."

though It Is also found. occasionally in other positions:

John:
	

['2awx]
	

/ts9,w3/ "That's the way"

Diane:
	

['and.i]
	

/'sandij/	 "Sunday"

Apart from the conditioned variations of Is,/ described so far

there is much free variation in its allophones, As well as

variants which show relatively gross divergences from [a),

there are those whose differences are more slight. Beside the
dentalized [s], palatalized. [s), retroflex [i), there are

the slightly dentalized. [se), slightly palatalized. [s),

slightly retroflex [s e ), all of which may be In free variation
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with the alvelar norm:

Jeanett $ ['nave ko9) 	 I' nay9 1 skow+/ "another school."

Diane:	 'b,xav9.sfl	 /lbravas+/	 "brothers."

Teanette: t'J3kx2 . )	 /'rokjts+/	 "rockets."

Elaine:	 [ 4 s'mxs 1 t) /3as'mist 1 9+/ "just missed her."
John:	 t1avbt5axmah) /'eabtajxna/ "sometimes"

Thiesell: ['b2kszaJ	 /'boksis/ "boxe&'

The slightly retroflex variant Is a characteristic idioleetal

feature of these last two boy speakers. Some speakers may

draw back the whole of the tongue while articulating /8/p

rther than just curling back the tongue-tip as for [v) . The

tip and. blade approach the roof of the mouth, but at a point

ftp.'ther back on the alveolar ridge - J. The tongue is held.

rather more tensely than for Es) , and Is more 'bunched up'.

Both 'boys and girls may use this variant, which does not seem

to be conditioned:

Russell; E'e3:2x'I2k] /'8s:ti'eika/ "Thirty six"

Clitford: Jk1w.)
	

/'klQwa+/ "clothes."

Elaine:	 jai 'xn!' set*) /81j'majsIBti/"See, my sister.,,"

A complex and. rare allophone is a double fricative [Ac), with

both palatal and labial friction, the lips being rounded:

Elaine: Ld '*çpcMx2) /jsenditf "They epend it"
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Length of /8/

/8/ is otten lengthened in slower more deliberate styles of
speech, especially before 1+! and /-/:
Kathleen: ['lAs.,tco)	 /'la:s-tj:+/ "last year."
Ross:	 [mis. 'g.ximb.g)	 /miB-'gr1jInb:g/"Mi Greenberg"
Jenny:	 [enzrp.2s:J /enl'pets+/ "any pets?"
Diane:	 ['wnis:)	 /'wanls+/ "One is,"

Long /2/ may also have syllabic function, indicating the
presence of one or more syllables:
Rosa:	 /'pijsQs9v'str1x/ "pieces of

string"
Jackie:	 /kesasgud+/ "because It's good.W

and. it may of couee be sri expression of /88/:

Ross:	 /'djz4,res,sis 'spowt/

"dangerousest sport "•. .
Tony:	 E'sts.,q1	 /sisst9+/	 "sister "

Consistency of Articulation

It is particularly noticeable in connection with this phoneme
that where /s/ is articulated more than once within an utter-

ance jt .e very often the same variant of /s/ that Is used. in
both cases. Speakers at this age are thus comparatively consis-

tent in their articulation over short stretches of speech, even

though they may have a large number of variants in use for a
phoneme. This may be compared with the speech of younger chil-
dren in which several different variants of this phoneme In
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axiciflar, but alsO other phonemes, may be found within one

shit eiretcb. of speech,

ii Alveolar Lente Pipsive /z/

"zoc" /'zuw/ "noisy /'nojzij/ clothes" /klGwz/'S3oueifl" /'kazQn

/z/ is the lenis counterpart of /8/. Its voicing is fullest

in iter-yocalic position, or before or after a lenis consonant
in the middle of an utterance:

Dayj. Gri tQ're:z9n'2	 /'e:sn+/ "a thousand."
David G2.z ['x2 1 jxz'Td.) /t 1 ji:z l awd^/ "Eight years old."
Clifford: 'b.d'!.] /'bd'i:zow+/ "bad eare though."
Russell: tmx'].eg ;wu 1uIdj	 /mi'legzwuz 'njd/

"My legs was made ". ..

mn ut,terance-fjna], position, however, /z/ is frequently devoiced..
Indeed, /s/ may be found in almost every tterance-final
position where /z/ may occur, in plural and verb endings, and

words sueh as "was", "because", even names such as "MoBes"x

Teresa:	 /'rnøwzijz + lm9wzia+/

though it is possible that words like "buzz","cheese","noise"

will be less subject to this devoicing, being less common

forms than "was","is, and. not haying endings reminiscent of

singular verbs or of plural nouns, as it might be argued 'i

has. Cf.:
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Lindsey: ['].I2sG'nLx] /'1oteo'noz+/ "lots of noise."

( [xJ is 'tense' /z/ - the lenie cowiterpai't to [] ).

'When final /z/ is d.evoieed, the voiceless fricative is almost

always tortis [8] rather than lenia [ci . The former segment
is to be regarded as Is!:
Philip:	 ['samz)	 /'samz+/ "sums."

Tony:	 ['earns]	 /'sama+/ "sums."

Teresa:	 [,j3.taI]	 /,jo:'rajz+/ "your eyesV'

Vivienne: [fbA.s]	 /Io'haj8+t4.(is) your eyes?"

Jenny:	 [&:2s9n'aIz] /'atSQn'az+/ "hearts and. eyes,"

David Gr: wI'gTz]	 /wiv'gelz+/ "with girls."

Jackie:	 [ty'gcAs]	 /tuw'gels+/ "two girls."

/z/ may also be re:placed. by the voiceless form in the middle

of an utterance:

John:	 ['m&xG'ksen] / I majs l kasQn/ "My, ci', cousilk"

Kathleen: ['wAsIs'n . I& 1'] /'wosis'njm+/ "Whata his name?"

Elaine:	 [dVn'çwIs'Y2m9i]	 /d9wn'owwjs 'ipm.ti+/

adon i t always hit me,"

It is not often that /s! is replaced by /z/ . When this does

happen it is the lenis nature of the fricative, rather than

its voicing, which Is most distinctive:

Clifford.: ['.1'gi,a.J /'owl9gra:z+/ "all the grass."

David Gl: [k4Annd. 'Vv.zo]	 /klajmd'awvQrz+/

"climbed over
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/z/ displays some of the varieties in articulation that were

noted for /5/s though it may be because of the lesser promin-

ence of lenis cOn8onants in coiparison with fortis that the

analyst did not distinguish so large a number of varieties of

/z/ as of 1EV. Dentalized allophones are recorded in the con-

text of	 and in free variation:

Tony:	 [xz'bI:x) /1z'bojzj/ "these boys, they..."

Jenny:	 [bIkhu.c,wzJ /bi'kuze,wuz/ "because there was"
Teresa:	 [,jo: 'z]	 /, o: 'rajz+/	 "your eyes?"

There are retracted variants [] -

Tony:	 [IIkhO,)	 /'mjkownz+/ "acorns."

alveo].o-palatal variants - [;] -

Russell: [mx'lcgwty 'nid] 	 /mi'legzwuz1njd/

"My lea was made "IS.

and labialized [z), as a conditioned allophone in the proximity

of /r/ and rounded vowels -

David G: [wu;'big]

Vivienne: [tr'vYlx]

/wuz'blg-i-/	 "was big,"

/uz'ri:li/ "was really "•5S

and also as a realization of /zw/:

David Gi: [L1 x 'gxmzvI2]	 /p]j ginzwivit+/

"play games with it."

Bilabia]. fricative segments ( ,),[j3) may result from the conflat-

ion of the features of /z/ (friction, voicing) and /w/ (bilabial

articulation) into one segment:
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David Gr: ['2.'p4x!3:O2) /+'uw'p].jzwot/ "Who plays what..."

Clifford.: [Aj'f:f'ka.xn) /(owz)a:r'krajin+/ "(I) was half crying

One speaker who was sucking a sweet at the same time as be was

talking produced. some 'spluttery' dentalized. fricati yes, with

a great deal of excess noise:

David. Gr: [JYk9i 1O :vx2 1 ow ) /rikij'sa:vit1bow^/

"Ricky Seryltbul].,"

[29i 'gA23b2G If:znh ] /+ljz 'gotbeta'O: zn+/
1	 WHeIB got about a thousand.W

ii Palato-alveolap Portia ricatiye If/I
"shop"/' fop/ "shallow" /'Jlo/"machine" /m IiizV'"Ashmore"

/ 'fmo :/"crash"/ I krJ/"finish" /' flnif/

For // the blade and. partmof the tip of the tongue approach

the alveolar ridge, while the front of the tongue approaches

the hard palate. The tongue is flat compared with Its grooved

position for the articulation of /s!, and friction occurs over

a relatively large area of the tongue, If, may be accompanied

by some lip-rounding, especially in the proximity of a rounded

vowel, though Cockney /j! does not seem to have as much lip-
rounding as is given to the sound by many speakers of Standard

English:

Philip:	 ['ffImwnsJ /'flfim,wans+/ "Fishing ones."
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Vivienne: [J .m)	 /fiwfl+/ Ashmore.M

Russell: [f*fln]	 /4J1.lin^/ "Shilling."

[.fta'j 1pe) /'n1a'Jops+/ "neax' the shOps."

Teresa:	 ['bë:nzn. 'ba.] /'be:rL1fl.1bu5+/ "burning bush,"

Among the variants recorded for /$! is a more pa1atalize

Begment [h], in which there is lees alyeolar ath more palatal
friction. A retracted Torsion 	 has friction at the same
area of the roof of the nouth, but the region of the tongue
used, is more blade and. tip than front? the tongue being pulled
back from Its position for [jJ:

Ross:	 [v'kx'am,t'mzJ /Iew'kj'Jam,tajms+/
"She'e okay sometimes."

Elaine:	 ['dA.id)	 /Ii'd.ad+/ "she died,"
.Tobn:	 [i'gs]	 /fi'gws/ "She goes..."

C11$'fordt [ I kan1tt9kur J / t kamst t Bku/ *"comes to school"

This articulation, having more tongue-tip involved than for

[fl, gives the impression of being retroflex, In. the last

example above, it occurs immediately before retroflex It!,
whléh as affx'ieation of the same retracted palato-alveolar

type, A 'fronted' segment [) is more alveolar than palatal.
Auditorily it has a 'thinner' sound Ithan i: i ], an a higher
pitch, the result of friction being produced over a lesser

*Por the interpretation, of (J as /8/ in this utterance see
5.Ii. vi. above.
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area. Allophones with only alight palatal friction, but with

a flat or spread-tongue articulation - f) - are also found

for this phoneme:

Teresa:	 [,:lt'knw) If 9:lo'k9wzns+/ "Sherlock Holmes."

Jackie:	 [1axn'kw, n)	 /,fam'kwel 1nz+/
"Borne q3leStlOns.W

Vivienne: [?IgO21waR	 /fe'got'wan+/ "She got one,"

/8/ may g.ulte easily be replaced by // in the context of other

palato-alveolara: before plosivea, where // may not occur In

English, a palato-alveolar segment muBt be interpreted as

Is!:
Jackie:	 [1m'ky1n]

	
/jezn'kwef jtlsnz+/

W some questions."

Ross:
	

[i'kI'jam 1 t 1'A9m8J /Jaw'kj 'fam1tajma+/

"She's okay sometimes."

Jenny:
	

[i 'tJ9nr2' Je]	 /Ij 'Str9nut 'Jaw+/

"The Astronut Show."
weak

Short/vowels after if' seem to be readily elided, giving the

consonant syllabic function:

Elaine:	 [fu. ']Iz9l%'w.I)	 /kuf 9 'lIzlo1) 'w3+/
"Because she lives a long way."

David Gri [jlA,aJsk&nL]	 /f1a31a:'ek1m / " Shall I ask him.."

Kathleen: [ I p hA].xfspçnasJ	 /'polifis'pnQs+/

"polishes pianos,"
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Before another vowel, the weak vowel may disappear completely:

Elaine;	 /' Je3dsanhIJk ro/ "She had. aomethi9
wrong

Diane:	 (kjTwiz'n)	 tkuJ'Jowwmiz'nuw/

"because you always knew, W

a2ato-alyeolar Lenis PrIcatiye /L

"teleyision"/' telI 1 vi39n/ "usually"!' juwslij/ "Was you,.?"

/W039/

This phoneme is comparatively rare in Cockney, and ha a limit-

ed diati,'ibution. As in other forms of English it is never

found. word-initially. Unlike Standard English, however, L is

not toiand In word-final position either. There Standard English

wo'tfl4 have final // i4, "garage" ockney has the affz'icate

/IJ/
Debra G [tai1:'i,xc] /t11w9tgri3+/ "to a garage."
(,o)
In this study, then, // Is found. word-medially or at word-
boundaries, where it is a result of coalescence of /z/ and. //,

/5/
ox' of assimilation of /z/ in the direction of a nearby4 /3/. In

these situations It may be syllable-medial or initial: it may

also form part of a medial cluster:

Jenny*	 'tua 1 v139fl] I' tel9 ,Y13GU+/ "television."

iyienne	 /'wok1kale'3oh+/

"What colour's your hair?"



Teresa:	 [k,3fy1koi2') /ku3fij'kijp-/ "Because she keep..."

Apart from the palato-alveolar variety, there is recorded an

alveolo-palatal segment [;]:

Tony:	 t'Iziizx1pjmiz]	 /1Jijjuwzi31pljz/

"She usually plays,,."

C1jffop: [1 wcmweT.9&bon]	 I' wemwuw 'bown+/
"When was you born?"

/sj/, /zj/ and. If!, /3/

It is a characteristic of 9-year old speech that sequences of

/s! or /z/ + /j/ should. coalesce in rapid informal speech to

produce /j/ or /3/ :

Vivienne: [ rtr2 1k4A9fiIn) /wuk 1kla:Juwin+/ "What class you in?"

John:
	

/& laft:+/	 "last year."

Philip:
	

Li. ' i9 'f39J /Jias'fl3e+/ "She just fouls you."

John:
	

[12 'mGin,a 'warn]
	

/+at 'mijn. 'wam+/

"That means you wont"

/sj/, /zj/ may be expressed in these positions by two segments -

{ s j J,zJ, or by one palatalized fricative - [),( ]:

Diane:	 [j3.'rx2] /ajoz 1 fmj' p t/ "What's your fayourite"

Teresa:	 [1khlQJs1p: ',Q)	 /'kalor9+sjo:'re:+/

"(What) coloura your hair?"

ClifTord	 /o&&eto,dizji 'kn+/

"On Saturdays you can."

A process of back-formation may account for the replacement
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of /f/ by ] in:

Jenny:	 {'fo.s'wcn2) /'f9:ssji'went/ "First she went..."

:i Glottal ('orti Fricative /h/

"Hackney" /'btni/ "have" /'hev/ "hair" /'he:/

/h/ is produced by air passing at some pressure through the

glottal and. PharYneaJas8aes, resulting in voiceless

friction in the ]o-pbarym.g.oI-oc y-i±y. [h] is vowel-like in

that the tongue and the oral cavity in front of the pharynx

assume a position as for a vowel - usually that of the vowel

which is to follow. In whispered speech, such as Is found in

recordings obtained from some shy or nervous girls, many vowels

are produced with this voiceless friction and little or no

voicing;

Jackie:	 [ltwcnthêl scvxTjfJ 	 /' twent sevemf/ "twenty seventh"

Vjyjenne: ['ba . s 'ssts]	 /Ibra9sG Isjsts+/

"brothers or sisters."

However, there is no contrast in this type of speech between

voiced and voiceless vowels; /li/ is only contrastive in

syllable-initial positions, where It is usually the onset to

a stressed syllable, and occasionally in medial position:

Rosa:	 ['2v th:dQ] /+ ' eve 'ba:d9/ "Ever beard of..."

Jenny:	 ['h2nx'wi2k1 3 / ' htnI 'wik-/ "Hackney Wick"
Clifford.: f'dz2n 1hv)	 /'d.itQn,1iv/ "didn't have..."
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Teresat	 [ 'snd2wz t herS2t) / 'and-wz 'hot+/

"The sand. was hot."

Viviennes [1wA2.kZala13hc.]	 /'wok1kalG'3ohe:+/

"That colour' s your hair?"

David Gi: ['tnxh*rj'kAsJ /'eTlih12)'kels+/ "Anything else?"

Clifford.; 'lx2i I.xzkZxhr:9 'aiJ ('litis 'rokihinn9'dj+/
"ut this rocket in the dat."

/b/ does not often occur medially.Then it does it may be sub-

stituting for another fortis consonant, as in the last two

examples above.

Compared with Standard. English and educated London English,

/i-./ in Cockney has a reduced functional load. This is partic-

ularly noieeable when 1W Is absent in an inter-vocalic
position, where some kind of linking device has to be intro-

duced, such as/ri, or a linking [W);

VIvienne [;gan9Lt ydoh) 	 /tg9py 'd.og+/

"going to have a dog."

Teresa: [e;,Ayd.ju] /:'rawd 1 juw+/ "How old are you?"

Dayid Gr: [c'ac 9 ':dJ /e'row'a:d+/ "They're all hard."

/b/ is sometimes introduced at the beginning of a word where

Standard English would not have it:

Vivienne: ('kalI5'hjj. s] /'kal9!o'baja+/"(what) colour's your
eyes?"

lffpr
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Tony:	 ['2.t5n'hznz'a.x)	 '3tn'hiniz'aj+/

"Eighteen inches high."

In both these utterances the 'intrusi ye' /b/ can be explained.

as occurring under special circumstances. In the first case

the /i/ in. Vivienne's question is undoubtedly a perseveration

from her previous utterance /wok 1kalQ'3ohe;+/ "What colour's

your hair?" In the second utterance the form /'hinhiz/ results

simply from the transference of initial /h/ from "high" to

"inches" Intrusive /i,J may also be a product of emphatic

speech, the voiöe].ess onset to an initial vowel functioning

in mueb. the same way as [2):

David G] [hiz2 1 gua d	 /+b.iz'k'gud.+/ "Is that good?"

Ross:	 [hAb:InIp4n] /+(i)ajbbin'pljn/ "I've been playing"

Laughter and. speech together may produce an inter-vocalic

voiceless segment that is non-phonemic:

Ross:	 /+'nw+/	 "No."

VoiceleBs nasal friction may be interpreted as /li/ in:

Clifford: ('kmWinmm' sk) 	 / 'kammhGni'skow/

"come home from school"

5.5 Nasala

As with the plosiyes, so with the nasal consonants there is a

total closure within the mouth, the closure being at the

bilabial, alveolar and. velar positions respectively for /m/,
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In! and. /rj/. Nasals are distinguished. in articulation by the

lowering of the soft palate SO that air escapes through the

nasal passage. Voicing is heard throughout the articulation of

a nasal and, with it the d.istinctiye nasal resonance, caused

by resonance In the naso-pharyngeal chamber. Th.Is Is often

carried ov into vowel articulations before or after a nasal

consonant.

Non-nasal Realizations

It sometimes happens that the nasal passage is obstructed,

either for some physiological reason such as swelling of the

adenoids or a 'cold in the nose', gr as a result of a deliber-

ate raising of the soft palate on the part of the speaker. If

the speaker than attempts to produce a nasal in the normal way

a voiced plosive articulation will result:

Debra C: ['tab,2)	 /'trabpIt+/ "trumpet."

Janice:	 [1sd:a 'uclJ /sIddr're1a/ "Cinderella"

Lindsey: tgk9If)	 /i1gk9ijf/ the hshtkerchIef

In the case of /n/ a flapped articulation may distinguish it

from /d/ when there Is no nasal resonance:

Dawn E:	 [,d.i'd'mx]	 /1down'ed.-'inIj^/

"Dawn Edmeade.W

It is also possible to simulate the resonance of an egressive

nasal with an 'ti!gressive' articulatIon, at least for /iD! and
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/n,'. The oral closure is maintained at the bilabial or alveolar

point of articulation, and the soft palate 1.6 raised. Then the
iharynx is lowered, causing a--ae	 in the oral chamber, To
fill this vacuum, some air travels from the lungs into the

mouth and, passing as it does through the vocal cords on its

way, causes them to vibrate, giving what is often described as

Vjngejye voicing. This cannot be sustained for long as the
C-
harynx soon reaches the limit of its downward travel. After

a brief period of voicing and. resonance .n the back of the
1

oral cavity, then, the oral qiosure is released. If thearynx

is still travelling down and. away from the lips at the time

the closure is released there is still a vacuum in the mouth,

so that there is a slight implosion at the point of articala-

tion. The symbols [) and [1 may be used for these articul-

ations, even though they are not exactly the same as the

'imploelvea' usually signified by these symbols. A brief,

flapped contoid of this type is found in inter-vOcalic positions,

arid may 'be symbolized [],(). There may be no release of the

oral closure - [61],[c(7] - or the release may take place, in

utterance-final positions especially, with some aspirated or

voiced egressive outrush of air. This is because the downward
C-

movement of the p^iarynx builds up more ressnre in the lungs

than can be relieved in. the slight escape of air through the

glottis, and, also causes a temporary interruption in breathing,
which is resumed after the articulation of (6] or [ct with a
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voiceless or voiced exhalation of breath, as in 	 or

Debra C: ['bcf1]	 jetbjm9fl.p/	 a woman

['2agsv'cf.)	 /'majgew'n:+/ "My go now."
[ i sU.ph a 1 f) /'suwp I nn+/ "Superman."

Jackie:	 ['fi29d)	 /mnuwtd.+/ "Newton."

Tracy P:	 /majrnamweksbøt'rtotrn1j'd

/	 "My Mum works but not my Dad."

Kathleen: [1ke13ic(h)	 /'kmelijn+/ "Kathleen."
l.i	 p7	 N	 N['aax.a 3	 /'najn-p/	 Nine.

[Iwsisi. i 6 h] / l wOBS m fljIfl+/ "What's his name?"
Debra Ct ['gdcf 'ue '3 'a'C)

/ 'gowdn9 3 r9wmo 'wiv'znaj 'nffln*/

"Go down the Roman (Road) with my Nan."

Thiantype of articulation is not found for /i3/in the present

stud,y, the reason probably being that the yelar closure would

provide only a small chamber behind it, in which a vacuum
t.

would be created by the downward movement of the arynx much

more quickly than in the larger ctjambera behind the alveolar

and. bilabial closures. This would not allow voicing to continue

for any appreciable length of time before the release of the

velar closure was necessitated by the build-up of pressure in

the lungs. Empirically, a velar ingressive articulation of this

type is much more difficult than the articulation of [B] or [CC].
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With many speakers it is hard to say how far these aUophonea hi

have physiological causes and. bow far they are learnt. It

is striking that all the examp].es of ingressive articulation

of this type recox'ded. in. the present study come from the

speech of girls, which may indicate that they az'e learnt

from other girls, or from some other female source such as

the mother. It is not likely that girls should be especially

prone to colds or adenoid in.fectlon in this part of London,

while boys remain immune. Among the older girls a good.

indication that this is a learned characteristic, and. can

be controlled, is the tact that ingressive realizations ot

/rn/ and /ri/ may be found in the same utterance as their more

normal, nasal realizations:

Kathleen: [6I'maIn 1 c42mi] 	 /xni'mam1elpmij+/

"My Mum helped me."

w	 : [A'nIsQn 1/m1j O njB9n? / "My maisoi(ette)"

unless it is the case that with practice Kathleen has become

able to produce an ingressive allophone that is indisting-

uishable for the analyst from Em).

Nasality of Vocoid.s

/m,/,/rJ/ and /xj/, as was remarked abovã, commonly produce

nasa). resonance in nearby vowels, It may happen also that

nasal resonance in a yocoid. is the sole indication of the

presence of a nasal consonant, closure of any kind, in the
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oral cavity being absent:

Elajne*	 ['w2xn1J)

David Or: (e2')

Russellj [M:'miij

Ross:	 ['na!.'s!2ks)

Elaln1	 [ø].V.x)

/ ' w 3iin , reW "waltin9 room"

/s' Qwzn/	 "at home"
/ ': l menij+/ "How maxiy?"

/Jnajnlnlsika+/ "Nine and six."

/slOrJ I wj+/ "a long way."

When this nasaiJ.ty is absent, the nasa]. has zeroinrealization:

Katb1eenIm'hwf. )	 Jrnaj'haw/ "my home"

Toziy:	 [kam t.	 /kam' r: +/	 "come z'omd."

Vivienne: ['dx*.e2 1 gkoo) /'d.ifw3t 1 skow+/ "Different school."

In the expressions W somethlngW , *S5omefle, the medial nasal

is often realized ii the nasality of a vocoida3. segment. Then

this nasality Is bet there may result an otherwise impossible

sequence of /a/ + Vowel:

E].aine	 t1s.n2lA22] /tBnt1ajkt+/* "something like that,"
I	 /'sanhIk'ro13/ "something wrong"

Clitford.i ['&á:n'1i1 1 x2) /'saan'Utlt+/ "someone lit It."

Syllabic Nasals

A].]. three nasale may perform syllable function:

David Gr: [1Jc,rnj I, kxx.281	 /'leym'ro1klts+/ "eleven.
rockets."

ROBB*	 txi'lcbjil	 /i3'].ebm/ "eleven"

Diane:	 [zpJMx')	 /mQ'Iild+/ "machine,"
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John:	 ['ga:cinj	 /'ga:d9n/	 "garden"

Philip:	 [It3,2]un)	 /'tot(s)nQnV' "Tottenhain."

Teresa:	 ['wan:'gan) /'wanae'ganz+/ "one of their guns."

Roes:	 [nile 'mgi1 'kzm]	 /rnls 'mowyar) lkjm/

"Miss Morgan came"

Jenny:	 [kGId.,gxtStJIsJ	 /ka'dawgsl)'terls/

"Cadogan Terrace"

Ass imilati on

As is the case with the voiced plosives, the alveolar member

of the nasal set of consonants is more liable to assimilate

to a following segment - labial, labio-denta]. or ve].ar - than

are the other two, /in/ and /nJ. /n/ may assimilate to /m/

bet ore and. sometimes after /m/',/p/,/b/,/f/,/v/,/w/ and in:

John:	 ['onm2 'd3nQ .)	 /3onmt d.onowd+/

"John Macdonald."

piilip:	 [PhTY1d.9 'b.ti2ks)	 /em'powde 'bniks/

Teresa:	 ['sanlbM2]

Jackie:	 [i'ria.2s)

David Gp: ['cvnI2k]

Elaine :	['spinim' w'iut)

Ross:	 ['fI!Ind..)

"and pulled the bricks"

/ samb9: t+/ "sunburnt."

/iznflte/ "in flats"

/ 'seY9m'siks/ "seven and. six"

/'apinim'wils+/ "spinning wheels"

/'f1finod/ "fishing rod"

Before velars, it assimilates to /rj/:
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Diane:	 E keifij 'gxrn)	 /'kijfaz' grjam/

"Keith and. Graham."

Vivienne: [,k4. s I f,Qi) /iij,kla:s'fz'ij+/ "in Class 3"

/m/ is sometimes assimilated to //, especially in the expree-

elon "I'm going to":

Robby:	 tI1)flQ1lAI2) /'9rJn9,lajt/ "I'm going to light"
(7,0)

Kathleen: [ I A1)gena lbax) /'ang9nQ'baj/"I'm going to buy..."

and,occasionally, to liv':

Kathleen: [ssn't:zez] /s9n't]:z9z/ "some trousers"

TjU:	 tisanithaims] /'san'tajms+/ "sometimes,"
(-7,9)

Generally, however, it resists this type o1' assimilation:

Jackie:	 [1fm'kw,9n)	 /fem'kweJ,9nzI./

"some queetions "

Jeanette: [,gIm'k5o) / 1 gjm'kowd-/ "game called..,"

/i/ is rarely assimilated., either to /m/ or to /n/. One Instance

only Is recorded In the entire study:

Dawn. E;	 [e,lôm'wx]	 /9,lom'wj+/ "a long way."

1.1 Bilabial Nasal /rn/

"Mum" /'mam/ "remember" /rI'memb/ "dump" /'damp/

Variation in	 includes a lablo-dental articulation - [z) -

not only in the context 01' /1'/,/v/ and. lablo-dental /r,, but
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also in free variation with [m]. It may occui' when a speaker

is smiling*

Dayl4 Gi': [1AcvnJ1u3kX.2s] /1 levam Iro1 kjts+/ "•leven
rockets."

Cliffopd.t (nj1 tc2kf en) /1m flekjen+/ "inflection"

( z"jnfection")

Jenny:	 ['p'gzje) /'plmj1)gjms+/ "p].aying games,"

Labio-dental /n/ may also be an expression of the seajience

Teresa:	 Egea Iu:nd.te 'zznd.) '/gews ,r':Mem'r:nd/

"goes round, and. round"

Lip-rounding f /W is noticeable when the blLablal closure is
released, in the transition to the next vocoi&Xt may be caused

by the proximity of /w/, and rounded [rn may ltse].f be an

expression of the sequence /mw!:

Clifford [1 wcee'bonJ	 I 'wemwe3uwbown+/
"When was you born?"

Jenny:	 ('wcnx2)	 /em'wenit/ "and when it..."

Ross:	 ['manee 1 inm] /em a wanee mem/ "and one of the men"

If the 'bilabial closm'e is not complete a friotionless cont-

inuant [fl, with egress of air tlu'ough bot nose and. mouth,
and resonance in the naso-pharyngeal cavityj. This is almost

the same as a nasalized. vocoid, differing trom it In haying

marginal function, and in a smaller aperture a% the lips:
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Ross:	 ['g32zs.&f'bG:n2) 	 /'gotniiselt'bo:nt+/

"got myself burnt."

Tony:	 [Iso:j9.OnItScl1]	 /'so:rmontelij+/

"Saw them on telly ".

Non-nasal variants include bilabial plosives and. the ingressive

articulations described in the preceding section:

John:	 [IstsaIxns] /'sabtajms I "sometimes"

Philip;	 [1'kmU:n5J	 /b'ka:new/ "Meccano"

Kathleen: [A.'aB'w2ksJ /maj'maln'wG:ks/ "My Mum works"
: C1ws ia1n6h ] /Pwosislnjnp/ "What 1 a his name?

Double articulations are recorded, with closure at both bilab-

ial and. aly-eolar positions. 'n one case the two closures are

simultaneous:

Tony:	 tiai 'aikt,J	 /maj'aijku/ "My uncle.."
koIL

In another, the bilabial closure Is first - the um'eleasedh

ttage of a preceding /p/. This Is held while the tongie

forms a second closure at the alveolar ridge:

David G].: [ 1 wz2'apmns]	 /1wotapGms/ "What appens...?"

Long syllabic un,! may express more than one weak syllable; the

sustained continuant may be 'separated' Into perceptible

segments by a rhythmic pulse in the speaker's voicing:

phil1p : [IsaIn13lnx2tsJ 	 /'sam9mnjtB/ "some of zn mates"



ii Alveolar Nasal In!
WNanW /'xen/ WNewtonW /'nuwtan/"ain't" /'jfltPwenty one"

/' twenij 'wan!

/n! has allophones which vary with its phonetic context. In

the neighbourhood of f/dentalized variants may be found,

Dentalized. {n] itself can be an expression of /n/, or even

of // after another nasa].

Jenny:	 [aph99I3)	 /ap9n-'e: / "up in the ai1"

Jackie:	 [In.9'kA.]	 /iri'ka:/ "in the car"

Philip:	 [d:r'n)	 /d:ne:+/ "down there."

(] is also in free variation with En) in aore places:

Joim:	 ['gaxgj	 /'ga:d.n/ "gai'd.en."

Elaine:	 [zn'gj. 'A 8 )	 /maj'grn'dajd+/

"My Gran died,"

A palatalized segment [i,) is found in the vicinity of lu,

and. long [;) may be an expression of /nj/:

Tony:	 [we1j*!lI2m) /wenji'la3t9m/ when you light them"

David. Gr: t9I.'k?in2] 	 /9njG'ka:nt/ "and you can't"

Vivienrte: ['3I):,t)	 /'1nj3,re/ "January"

This segment may be in free variation with En) in places:

Teresa:	 ['B.no'lr2T) /'wni'Utu/"only a little"

A comparatively rare palatai. nasal is found here - [ji) -
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once before an a1veolo-pall plosivo and. once in free yarla-

ti on:

Ross:
	

[x'kpoUx2]	 /J'kart'duw1t/
"Theycan do it..."

Elaine 8
	

f c1Se jr.)	 /dQ'naw+/ "Don' t know."

A feattu'e of Cockney is that words that hare	 in other'
forms of English - "newe","Newton" - invariably have /n/ alone

here:

Jackie: t i4'j.1)	 / nuwted+/	 "Newton"

Robby	 [':fomI'nGU] /'a:ttaini'nuw3+/ "After my news."

A nasalized oral continuant 18 found for	 as for /n/ -

Jeanettes [.xlInmlax)	 /ewn1'telinla+/

"only telling lie(s) a

Jackie:	 [ 1 uw'no21	 /,nøwwi1not+/ "No, we're not."

Other segments recorded for In! at this age include a nasal
Ized. alveolar frl?atiye [J a lateral nasal ti), end. a

-voiced, nasalized, glottal or pbs.ryngeal fl'ieative -

Viyieime:
	

/fajdQn9w+/ "I don't know."

Elajne	 [d9'zAY)
	

/d.'new+/ "don't know"

Elaine:	 'i. i
	

/d9 tn9w^/	 know."

Much of Elaine's speech and. Ihat of other gina a this age -

Vivienne, Kathleen, Jackie, Diane - is characterized by a voice-
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quality which has pharyngeal resonanceA, similar to that in

this fricative, but without much of its nasality (see above,

12 ), It is in these same speakers that many of the non—nasal

allophonee of /n/, both plosive and. ingressive, are toimd:

Teresa:	 EdeId:J
	

/da'daw^/ "donit know.W

Vjyjeime: [9d 1wan 'onj /Qd 1 wan(t3on+/ "and one' s John."

Jackie: ['CvU29&]
	

/ 'nuwt3d+/ "Newton.

Kathleen: ['kei("]
	

/ 'k611 jn+/ "Kathleen."

Long /ri/ with syllabic fwiction may express the presence of

one or more syllables. As with /m/, a sustained continuant

may be divided into separate segments by a rhythmic pglBe in

the speaker's voicing:

Vivienne: [ ngxa1ij'kV2) /a'mnangrijij'k9wt/ '

"a man in a green coat"

Jeanette: { 1 kam '1njwja IgaImon2stGIdaQIS)

/ 1 kamG '1oiwi 'gan3nna 'montst9'dajd+/

"...conie along with a gun and the monster died."

v Velar Nasal /riJ

"banger" /'bmjQ/ "nothing" /'nafimk/ "long" /lor/

As with the velaz' plosives, the quality ot the velar nasal

varies with the nature of neighbouring -vocoids. A fronted

articulation is found in the proximity of front vowels, and
varicty

a retracted	 will occur in the proximity of back vowels.
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Again, however, these variations are not marked in this trans-

cription (see 5.3'vl). /?/ never occurs word.- or utterance-

initially, and. one rare case of a fronted yelar nasal contold.

in this position must be regarded as an allophone of ml;
[ jI 2I.s h A9 I waG2fIjz] /nijs?'is,kajna'wajt

/,fll)z/ "and these, these kind, of white things,"

In the verb and. participle ending " -ing" the form / mi is

the moat usual one in Cockney, Cases of /113/ may be condi.t-

loned. by a subsequent velar, or are products of a more careful

style of speech:

John:	 /' o:rin+/ "Drawing."

Tbny:	 EIikh5i1n•inh] / 'jkownin+/ "acornlng."

Jenny:	 ['p4ij'gxieJ /'plj1)'gjms+/ "playing games"

Ross:	 (Ikhamx13G	 /'kamli '1o13+/ "coming along,"

Although "thing" always ends in /ij/ in the forms /fi13/,/'6iV,
tI W 	 NWthe ending of anything , eyeryt1ng , something , nothing

las almost, though not quite, always /'flijk/or /6113k/:

Jenny:	 (cn.11fi132]	 /enlft1)k/ "anything"
Philip: [1naeTIkxJ	 /JnaOiijk+/ "nothing"

]..a1ne: • ["sAxiJ2'DxJ)	 /'sanhijk'roz)/ "something wrong"

but

Tony:	 [ij'gtnarerij) /'god 1 na6iI3.i/ "ain't got nothing."

/rj/ does not appear to have ingressive allophones among this
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group of speakers; though some non-nasal realizations are found
they must be ascribed o the phoneme /g/:

Jeanette: [ttxgk'x2sgI:.8) 	 /,rigkits 'gud^t

"think it 1 s good."

/x/ is occasionally found with syllabic functton in a length-
ened form

Tony:	 [wcrj. 'kaz 1 kámz)	 /weis'kazsi,kamz/

"when my cousin comes"

5.6 LIquids

I Alveolar Lateral /i/

"London" I' landn/ "silly" I' silIj/"play" /'pia/ "class"/tkla:s/
"doll" /'dawl^/ "Paul" /'powl+/ "Skittle' /'skitel/

In initial, and medial positions [iJ is articulated with the
tongue-tip pressed against the alveolar ridge and the bulk of

the tongue lowered so that air escapes over one or both edges

ot the tongue. Initial and lnter-yocalie /i/ is usually voiced:
Teresa:	 [2'kal)	 /mok'kalG/ "What colpux'..."

Philip:	 ('lolGi etx2ks) /'lolij,atika( "buy sticks"
Where /31 follow a fortic consonant in close juncture it is
generally devoiced - [) - and. after a fortis plosive it may

be a voiceless a.veolarfricative - [iJ $

Jeanette: ['ba2e 14a.]j /IbatQ 1flaj+/ "bttex'tly."

Kathleeni	 h9jcfh]

David Gr:
/'kelijn+/ "Kathleen "I
/:'kla:s/ "our class"
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Dayid. Gi: !'4xe&çik4Axrnd.)	 /'plmdxikla3md/

"played and climbeL,."

Cliffoz'd: [nix dd 1 tlamxnj /ini' dmd 1 karnin/ "My Dad come in"

However, /pi/ may be realised as a co-articulated, segment [)

in whic]i the tongue is positioned, as for [13 while the lips

are closed as for [pJ The two articulatory stances are

i'eleased almost simultaneously, so that there is little or

no lateral trigtion, and. the only auditory cue for /1/ Ia in

the transition to the siibeeq.uent yocoid.:

Russell; t I 	 L t3a!]	 /1pl tam/ "play-time"

Jobnt	 [px' ftr2bbi] /pl 11'upbow/ "plar footbaliW

This also happens rather less frequeztly with /k]Js
Teresa;	 t.s 1 t'ii.) /kla:s_ L tuw+/ "Class 2

After /n/, /:t/ may be realized as a nasal alveolar contoid

with lateral release -

Jeanette; EtclXn1i.ax) /'telin'laj+/ "telling lie(s)"
Teresa: EmeI k bonnlQj) /rnkonlij+/ "McConnolly."

As well as the lateral continuant, a flapped lateral [] is

occasionally found. There is also the alveolar tap (J, which

occurs only rarely as an a].lophone of /r/, so that con.tuaion

is not very likely if it appears for /1/:

David Gri [ I cvnJ 1 1,kxx.2s)	 , /'leram'ro,kita+/

"eleven rockets."

Teresa;	 [I. sn2'iMkmJ	 /d,awnt'lakixn+/

"Don't like him."
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The sequence /nh/ may be reduced te /n j at times, and. /1/ Is

occasionally replaced by /n! or /d/ in less careful speech:
Tony:	 [9'nu2kta2pJ /9'ntlktap/"and. looked. up"
Jeanette: [dZ1ax22h]	 /d.a'najk,t+/

"don't like that."

Clifford: [29z ,nY2" 'ni .fz]	 /+Qz1nUt- 'mo:fiz/

"There's lot more things.."
Jeanette: tmi 1 nin]	 /Qmtn3: 1 nIn+/ WI*m learning"
Clifford: tw02p'Qtx2,4. lfja]/wOppe1titdIfjs+/

"That particular things?"
As was noted above (5.4v), /1/ may replace a sequence /i/

and, a single initial //. It may also replace medial It!,
paralleling a similar distribution of the alveolar flap [).
This appears to be a feature of inl'ormal speech:

Clifford: [gQ'l:vx2)	 /ge'l:vit/ "Get out of It...!"
Dawn P:	 [ 1 j 1 l 2p]	 /'Ja.1ip+/ "Shut up!"

Clifford I [ J wolxceti'de.)	 /'woli uw' duw+/

"What did. you do?"

In the word "only", /1/ is almost Invariably omitted in this
group of speakers:

John:	 [1.'tw)	 /'ewni'tuw+/ "only two."

Jeanette [ '4x't].in'nlazJ /'QwnI'telin'laj+/

"only telling lie(s)."

Diane:	 /'øwnl'duwerl/"only do three..."
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Final /1/

Velax'ized. or 'dark' IJJ - [] is produced by raising the back

of the tongue towards the velum while the tip and blade of t

the tongue makes the alveolar contact, and the sides of the

tongue are 'owered as for (1). This variety of /1/ occurs

only in word-final position in Cockney, as in other forms of

Southern English. It is however very often omitted in this

position, particularly after the vowel /0w/s

Clifford: [' 2 ooxiz'faxw9 2ksj 	/+'owijz'fajw9ks/
"Al]. his fireworks"

David Gr: {iphxbowA2) /'pit9'bowap+/ "pick the ball up."

Other speakers do have an /]/ here, when /i/ is inter-vocal Ic..

Then /1/ has replaced a eequenoe /Th/ it may be velarized:

Jenny:	 ['l.'f:z)	 /owle:'fa:z/ "all her furs"

Elaine:	 [ 1 n&2'o.3etA1)/ 1 not'owletaj+/ "not all the time."

Teresa:	 [119't.xm) /,owlQ'tajm+/ "all the time"

(where the lateral also has a voiceless fricative release).

Before 1+1 or I-/the lateral is invariably velarized:

John:	 ('p3iJ	 /'powl+/ "Paul."

Elaine	 ['d.Ay3)	 /tdawl+/ "doll."

though in moat cases before open or external juncture /1/ Ia

realized not as a lateral contoid but as a vocoid. glide to

back half-close (see l.,i iv )3.1 	).
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(3: may ha've syUabie f.i1nction!

ohn:	 /tfupbowlmewsal+/ "football mostly1"

Jackie I	 /Inok9IskftjI:n/

"Znocklng skittle(s) down."

Post-alveolar 01 Lablo-dental Contintiant It!
"rocketa"/'x'okits/"memory"/'memGr'ij/"allright" /ow'i'djt/

'drawing" /'dro:rin/ "favourite" /'t'vrit/

fr/ isnifor the majority of seakera at this age a post-al'veolar

frictiorilese continuant. The tongie-tip is curled. back slightly

in the direction of the roof of the mouth at the back ot the

alveolar ridge, though. there is no actual contact between

the tongne aM the roof of the mouth nor any friction.

Voicing usually accompanies this articulation, ee:peoially in

interi-vocalie position and aftel' 'voiced consonants

Elaine:	 (lst5..xzz)	 /'sto:rizf "stories"

KatbleenZ (1cjzn]
	

/1()pjn I "Drawing,"
Vivieaxae* ('j:,t4)

	 f'*j91 re/ "anuary..."
('JAs'emIO]
	 ftrossrnie+/ "ROBS Smith."

Diane :	['Aolo 1 skr2s) /'rawle,skjts+/ "roller skates."

The articulation described above may be accom:panied by some

lip-rounding or , more frequently, by secondary lablo-dental

articulation, In the absence of tongue-retx'of'lexioii this
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labio-d.ental. articulation may be the only cue for Ix'!, which

is then a lablo-d.enta]. frictionlees continuant - (vi. Pox' some

speakers, including not only the youngest member of the 9-

year old group, Russell (8,2) but also one of the oldest,

Teresa (9,10) thIs Is their main if not only allophone of

In. Some speakers have both articulations in free variation-

Jackie, Clifford, David Gx' - while others use the labio-dental

variant only occasionally, In special circumstances such as

following a /v/ or /f/:

Russell: ('uasJ
	

/ 'rasow+/ WRussell W

,,	 : ['ix2'b'fxg]
	

/'rajt'blg+/ "z'Ight big,"

Thresa:	 [: 'L,AT& e jGiiJ / 'rawdg , juw+/ "How old are you?"

Jenny:
	

['cvuf!fxk)
	 ft evrfiik/ "eveyything"

Elaine:
	

['ri'insJ /'frij'jna+/ "three trains"

[u] is, strictly speaking, a lateral articulation. The upper

front teeth touch the Inside of the lower lip, and air

escapes without friction between the teeth and at either side

of this central obstruction. If there Is no contact 'between

teeth and. lower lip a non-lateral continuant (ii) results:

Jackie:	 [oi 'big. 'dA) /or9 'big 'daw+/ "or a big doll."

Russell: [ 12' d. I
	

/ 'red.+/	 Red.W

John:
	

/ ro kits-i.! "..rockets?"

The voiced fricative (1) occasionally found. as a realization



of /vr/, may occur for /x/:
Diane:	 E Ifi	 'p.zgtzm)	 I' fjvrap' prwgrn+/

"favourite prog ranune,"
Clifford: ['zbz)
	

/'robi/ "Robby"
Jenny:	 /Ijz 1 rob9_./ "these robber,"

At this age 1w! appears only rarely in place of /x,': a rounded
labio-d.ental	 is found in 'some places;
Teresa:	 ['xn. we)	 /11n9; 'wuw+/ "in her room."(sic)
John:	 [1k!.As'ft..i)	 / 1 kla:s'fwij+/ "Class 3."wo

Though the post-alveolar' [iJ is the most frequently-occurring
allophone of fr/ at this age (187 instances of J,x) hi. a
3.year' old sample, compared to 95 of fi,) and t 12] together),
yet it is clear that /r/ Is treated by speakers in this group
as having a feature of 'labiality' which is as distInctIe In
some contexts as that of retroflexionç. In support of this
may be adduced the tendency of some alveolar segments, 1partic-
ularly /ri/ to assimilate to a labial place of articulation -
[m] or [iJ - before In;
Ross:	 ['frfm.1i].J /'fIIIxn 1 rijl/ "fishing reel"
Teresa:	 ['u:na.o IflIfldZ]

W round and, round."
Terry:	 ['IA.isx1z 'p1Iz)	 /'ka:mrIli'p].ji+/

"can't really play it"
In addition, clusters of Consonant + In are often realized as
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single labialized. segments, where lip—rounding expresses the

presence of In:

Djane$	 {o2'zsmss]
	

/QkkniSm98/ "at ChnistmaeW

David Gis [j3x'ave3
	

/bi'brave/ "My brother"

Clifford.:
	 /,fruw'stwn.s/ "Threw atones,.."

In in-clusters

After voiceless contolds In is devoiced., as in the clusters

/pn/,/kr/,/tn/,/f.r/, for example. In some clusters however

simultaneous articulation of two segments is found, as in

and also tb]. [] is not voiced in the first two

of these articulations, but at the same time there is no

noticeable friction such as is often beard j.n [pc), [4] and

so on:

Da'rid. Or: [o1v 1 t.xai]	 /'o].s,tniz.w'c "hollow tree;"

Teresa:	 [ l stk9 1 t'i,oi) / t aekrG,teni4i/ "secretary,"

Vjrjeune: ( Lb'&fpQi]	 /'bewi'fnij+/ "Bow, Eç3."

Jenny	 'pIn2sQsQm'pfln2s3 /'pnintsesm'pnints/

"princess and. prince"

David Or: [mL'fnd.]
	

/maj t frend/ "my fn1.x4"

Jackie	 (oIa1a]
	

/9'bra,vQ^/ "a brother."

Some sequences of Voiced Plosive + In, on the other band,

may be so disjunct that an intrusive /a/ a:ppears between them:
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David Gi': (b I !x,kh x.2J /brekit+/ "break it."

Linking in
In may be used. to link one vowel to the initial vowel of the

next word, even though historically and. morphemically speaking

there should be no In in this position. In this case it may

be termed	 Linking /r/ seems to occur particul-

arly after /Q/ and. the vowels of the 'long' series - /i:t,
/e:/,/:/,/s:/,/a:/, /0:1 :

Diane:	 ['nz:d.29'Ia.x) / I no:d.9 l raj+/ "Nor do I."

Viyjenne: [lg9fl9V9 !dt1]	 /IgngvGIaog /
"going to have a dog."

Teresa:
	 [:hi,ATdZejoUJ /:'rawd9 1 juw+/ "iow old are you?"

Tony:	 [r.xzImGtTh] /'nm:niz'muw^/ "Now 	 moved,"

Kathleen: [:1xin)	 /'dro:nln+/ "Drawing."

Tony:	 ['w1'so:1x]	 /'wij'so:rm/ "We saw them"

In all these eases In! is intrusive. After /i:/,/e:/,/9: and

Ia:! most cases of linking /r/ are not intrusive, since these

YoweiB occur predominantly in syllables terminated orthograph-

icallyby 'Pt.

/tr/ ,/dr/

/tr/ and. /th/ are considered in this study as clusters of two

phonemic elements, rather than as affricatee, even though many

of their realizations have phonetically affricate forms. The
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reasons for this classification are considered in 5.81 below.

a) when these clusters are realized as	 a closure
is formed, by the tongue blade and, tip, slightly retracted. from
the position for Et) and. Ed]. As the closure Is released, the
tongue-tip moves back and. curls upwards slightly towards the
position of post-alveolar [j). There may be some friction If

the tongue moves away from the alveolar ridge slowly. This
will be voiceless in the case of /tr/. Foi, /di'/ voicing begins
as the closure Is released. These articulations may be accom-
panled. by lip-rounding:

Jeanette: [t!ns2]
	

/ttrjnset/ "train set"
David. G],: ['tjIza,fànliJ

	
/'trime 1fli3+/

Jackie *	 [ I tf*wcLx9nJ

"Tree-hotise Family "

I" ildran/ "children"

DevoIcj.ng of In is less marked in /str/: it may be slightly

or fully voiced, and [t) is usually lenis:

Philipt	 ['hYett]	 /'hIstri+/ "history."
Diane:	 ['b2k, sti .Y2k]	 /'bk1strswk+/ "back stroke."

Ross:	 ['txi)	 /'strii/ "string"

b) The clusters may also be realized, as the affricates [t),
[d.z1J, where the plosive closure is effected by the tongue-tip
rather than by tip and blade, and the point of articulation
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18 toward.s the back of the alveolar ridge, P.s the atfricate
release takes place the tongue apartnfrom the tip remains In
position while the tip moves slightly back, Again lip-rounding
may accompanr the sffricate in part or in whole 2

Jackie: ['kan2tjstJ	 /'kanttrif "countrY-"

Kathleen ['fak.ti)	 /Tr$rij_( "factory"

2 ['bad.zI,gM.j /'badxiga:d.+/ "budgerigar."
Jermys	 ['bcd4hnl
	

/'bedzum/ "bedroom"

Here It Is undoubtedly retroflexion that is the cue for In.
In one instance of /str/ the presence of In Is conveyed by
the retroflex articulation of only two segments;

Jackie:	 ['mxn2to1 IxJ f'mintstrw 1 Iew+/ "Minstrel Show,"

c) Other affricates in the alveolar region are found In words

which have /tn/ or far,, though it is not clear whether

phonetic units such as [i,[tJ,(1,[) are distinct from

// and. /dy' for these speakers without the all-important
cues of context. To the anRlyst it seems that the retracted

affnlcates (), [] are nearer to /tr/ and. /dr/ than the noun-

dod. palato-alveolars or other affnIoatea such astt); a
classification of convenience is made on these lines:
John:	 ['tinp.azns J / ' trnla ns+/ "train lines."

Kathleen: ['cXn)	 /'drotrin+/ "Drawing."

Elaine:	 [1pai'xns] /'fni'tfjns+/ "three trains"

John:	 / l(o:riil "Drawing"
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a) The realizations so far considered. have been close-knit

clusterB. However /tr/ and far, are quite often realized as
relatively disjunct sequences, especially across word-' or s

syllable-boundaries. Then the release of the plosiye is accom-
plished, with perhaps aspiration or affrlcation, before /r/,

which mar be post-alveolar or lablo-dental, partly or fully
voiced, begins to be articulated:
Elaine:	 [ItedZ1u&kx2s.]	 /vid.(-) 'rokits^/

"We had rockets "p

Tony:	 [tkxan2tsiuei] /'kant(-)ri3 / "country"

John:	 ['woodj'ZpJ	 I' wowd-rawb+/ "wardrobe,"

Vivienne: [I2AYfo1d.z xb]	 /+'awfowd(-) 1rewb/

"Old. Ford Road"

Ross:	 [is.lçd,.txsen] /sled(-) 1 rjsQn/ "sled-racing"

ja t5e.ptjofl of the two elements in the sequence may also

occur within a word., V 'ieing associated. with In commences

after the ploeive release, which is usually affricated., and.

may be of an al'fx'icated type other than [t 5 ] or ta7 :!. It is

not considered. necessary to postulate open juncture between the

two phonemic elements in this situation, since open juncture

is associated with syllable-boundaries, and these disjunct

sequences do not alter the syllable-division of the utterance

within which they occur:

Teresa:	 ['du.i,zn)	 /Jdrosrin+/	 "Drawing."
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JohnZ	 [x'txai)
	

/iis'tx'i/ "this tree"
Teresa:	 ['g1t.z!.] /1 g9ws 1 trn+/ "Ghost-tra±i
Roast	 t9 'd.'JC9T9]

	
/*dra,9+/ Ythe &riyer,"

5.7 Semli-owels

The Benziyowe].e 1w! and /j/ are characterized by an eesenially
vocoidal articulation,For Jw/ the tongue is in the position of

a back close vowel and the li:ps are usually rounded. - t]
/j/ similarly has the tongue-position of a front close vowel
without lip-rounding - Ii), However in terms of syllable-.

structure the aemlyowels are consonantal in that they appear
initially or medially, before vowels, Their most important
feature is probably their rapid. glide from ['iJ or [U] to the
tongue-position of the next 'vocoid, and the fact that they
are non-prominent in relation to the yocoida following them.
In the allophonic transcription used in this study the symbols
[j] ax4 tw] or [J) , (W) are taken to represent these two features
of rapid. glide and. vocoida]. non-prominence,

Labio-vei.ar Semivowel 1w!

For consonnnta]. /w/ the tongje is positioned as for a back case
vowel, such as the latter part of a relatiyely close allOphone
of /ow/, The lips are generaUy closely rouzed, particularly

when followed by a rounded Towel, In the artiCulation of /'wew/
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"wall" 01' "wool" for example, the lips would be rounded through-

out, though closer and. tenser at the beginning and end.. The

most noticeable movement would be that of the back of the

tongue, moving from above half-close to below half-close central

[ç) and. back again, 1w! occurs only initially and. medially:

Jackie *
	

1' fajwa :kt "firework"

Russell; ['wt.rQ'd9fi]
	

wuc39'd.uw/ "What (did) you do...?"

Kathleen: [ vu9i'wi2k) / 1 evrij'wijk+/ "every week."

Before nn'cunded vowels the lips may be slackly rounded, or

even loosely spread, though the tongue still retains Its back

close position. For this unrounded /w! the symbol fw) may

be adopted.

Vivienne: i'2'k'al9)
	

/'wok'ka].Q/ "What colour...?"

Jenny:	 [en2'bla.xn)
	

/1went'blajnd.+/ "went blind."

Jeanette: I!' 'ney.] /wI $nevG/ "We neverS..

After a fortis plosive with whichnit lB in close juncture /w!

may be devoiced.:

Jackie: ['tycnt"Q]
	

/'twentQ/ "twenty

David. Or: ['kyJnz]
	

/ 'kwejanz/ "questions"

Jenny:	 [Jipwtim]
	

/ 'lmppwuIn9n/ "Lapp woman"

Lablo-clental lip-formation may accompany a back close tongue

position and. lip-rounding to give [2), for which the lips are

rounded but the lower lip is pushed forward; the upper teeth

approaches the lower lip without making contact:
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John:	 L,kA.s'f9.iJ /,kla:s'fwij+/ "Class 3."
Cljfford. t'4:n2'f,11
	

fuxtny."

David. Gi: [w'.st9)
	

/wi'uwate/ "We used to.."

Voicing fox' /w, is sometimes nasalized for non—phonemic reasons,

as in £*J or

Rosa	 [ItSaxdIphajsx)

" We tied pieces "

Jeanettes t*IidldzznGJ /wijed'dina/ "we had dinner"

In unstressed eyllables weak yowels after /w/ are sometimes

reduced, and may be elided, as in the first example above from

Ross. A long back close rounded vocoid. may be a realization

of /wu/ or

Jeanettet [d.2'lx	 /w9d.Gwntfllv/ "We don t live.,."

David. Gri [w'd'fV9jJ	 /wid.lfri/ "We had three"

Russell: [9rn:2tt9)	 /niwu'tta/ "and we had, tow

Rosa	 wcr.uz 'uanz) I' wenajwu 'ranin/ "when I were ruxlningW

Some sequences of Consonant + /w! may be realized as a single

lab lalized. segment:

Ross:	 ['Sp9ibX]	 /'spijbi,/ "speedway"

Diane:	 ['sxmn]	 /ts'rjm9n+/	 "swfnmrtng."

David Gi: [& gxmvx21	 I' gjmzwiyit/ "games with it."

Clifford: t 'ths°i.z,blsid.xn)	 I' tifw9z1blijdin+f

"(My) teeth was bleeding."
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Palatal Semivowel Iii
"year" /'ji:/ "yellow" /'jel/"piano" /'pn9/"January"
/1	 njri/

For consonantal /j/ the tongue is in the position for the

front close vowel [i] and, where /j/ has sy]i.abic function it

is this tongae position alone which identifies the phoneme:

Vivienne [ik'xi2 I :]	 /ii.katnt' is / "you can't hear"

Before a Towel, however, it is the r apid. glide from this

front close tengue position which distinguishes /j/s

Philips [!119'man9i] / 1 owetnurn1j/ "all your money"

Teresa:	 [t jcl.°jsabm3 I 1Qjfl )	 /* jelçsabmstriin+/
"Yellow. Submarine."

Russell:	 /d3j9'lajkskow+/ ' bo	 Ik

If the tongue position is very close,. palatal friction may

result in a segment 1ii:
t B Y]	 /,tuwja+t "to you."

/j/ occurs predominantly in initial pOsition, though it may

also be found medially:

David Gp ['sije'nf.vJ f'sij a ' xnuwv+/ "Say you move?"

In some cases it occurs that the close-front tongue position

at the end of a vocalic glide to /j/ may have the rapid glide

to a subsequent vocoid associated with consonantal /j/. This

is not consonantal lu, but a non-phonemic linking segment
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between two vowels:

Jeanette: [I	 d9IJXB] /id.G'rjs+/ "B:e bad. a race."

/j/ generauy has a fronting and closing effect on vowels

that follow it. This probably accounts for "you" having forms

in // as well as /jQ/S

Clifford: [j* 1 n4VJ	 /jl1nGw+/ "you know."

Tony:	 twcI1äI9m) /wenji l lajt9m/ "when you light them"

It may also account for fronted ar1ants of /uW/ after lu:

	

Jenny:
	

/1djuwtwo/ "Do you watchW

	

n :
	

/wod.9' juwd9/ "What do you do.,.?"

n "yes" or "yeah" 

/j/ 

has a variety of realizations. It

may have the realization described at the beginning of this

section, which may have a glottal onset in initial position -

[2jj , [2jc . ). It may also have a plosiye onset -

or be realized as a apalatal plosive - 	 ; there is also

a rounded variant [t.). All these realizations have the

feature of palatal articulation in common.

After /jJ weak vowels are often elided or reduced before other
vowels, when 

/j/ 

mayrperhaps be regarded as haying syllabic

function. A long front close ocoid may be a realization of /

/;ji/:

Clifford: [J'yt3aJ
	

/ju'av-t/ "you have to"

Rosa;
	

[I 32siJ
	

/owtasj/ "you ought to see"

John:	 [1si.je1	 /4sij5s/"$ee, you has.,,"
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Clusters with /3/

In Clusters of Yortis Consonant + /3/, /3/ may be a voiceless
segment, usually with friction:

Kathleens [pcnes]
	

/'pjnGa+/ pianos."
: [fç'gi2'ba,v)
	

/rj 'gote 'bra
"Eave you got a brother?"

: ['1ks.tço)
	

/la:s- 1 t3Q:+/ "last year,"

Other clusters, such as /nj/,/c.j/, may have a carefully
articulated, form [njJ,[j) and. a somewhat reduced, monosegmenta].
realization, as

Cliffordi ['c3jowej] /'njw9ri+/ "January."
Jenny:	 [i,pt/'t'clQ,vI39nJ /d.ju,wo—'tol9,vi39n+/

"Do you watch television?"

Vivierine: t'43I,	 / d3nj 1 re/ "January"

David Gi':
	

/'wod.ji'duw/ "What do you do?"

The seq,uences /d.3/,/tj/,/sj/,/zj/ are commonly coalesced or

reduced, to the phonemes /d.3/,/tj/,/J/ ,/3/, both across word-

bou,nd.aries and within the word. (see 5.4%i,iV,atI'f i.Oi, ii)
Forms such as /' cuw/, / ' tfuwn/ have been beard., though not
recorded, from these children for "due", "tune". The omission

of the palatai. feature in words like these, to give forms such

as /'thiw/, /'tuwn/, popularly supposed to be characteristic

of Cockney, was not noted in this study. Iowever, /3/ was

lost between nasala and /uw/ in certain words, giving
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pronunciations /'nuwz/ "news"; /muw I zijGm/ "museum"; /Jxmiwzik/

and. / I nuwzik/ 'musio", where more standard dialects would.

have /r&j/ and. /mj/ in these words.

/j/ may occasionAlly be replaced. by the voiced. affricate/d3/

In the second example given below this is the product of
extended juncture:

Viviexme: [Gd.3ii' gA2QnI) 	 /au'got9ni / "Jaye you got any,.?"

Diane:	 ['eta: 2xdd3cst9d.xiJ	 /sta:tt&3estedij+/

"started yesterday,"

5.8 Affricatee

I In articulatory terms affrlcates ar* characterized by a ploelve

a.t'ticulatioit whose release is so slow that marked. homorganlo

friction occurs immediately after the stop. In the material.

under discussion here we could exemplify: [ p, f, ts, dz,

e,	 , 4, di, t, d.;, kx,	 ). However few of these have

a sufficiently general distribution to entitle them to
consi.deration as phonemic units, The main cand.id.ates for

phonemic statue on distributional grounds are [,tjj ami
[t,7,dxJ or [t,d;], which can be considered as possible

phonemes /tj/,k/, /tr/,/dzf.

a) // and /f may Ocux'- word—initially, *edial.ly and. finally,
as in
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"George". /tr/ and /th'/, on the other hand, may occur word-

initially and medially, but not word-finally - "trousers",

"mattress" thawingW , "children",

b) /t/ and /c/ are close-knit affricatea in all realizations.
There is a potential contrast at word-boundaries between /tf/
and/t/+ 7ff, which may be a disjunct sequence, and. in which

the It! is often realized as the glottal stop:

Jenny:	 Es1woahla2]	 /aj'woa'lot "I watch a lot"

Elaine:	 [wO2I'd'zJ] /'wot(-)fiUroij+/ "what she bad.
wrong.

On the othez' band. /tr/ and Ion may have closeknit or disjunct
realizations within a word. and at word-boundaries without

any oontrast(see above,5.611i).

o) In. medial position the fortis aftricate realizations of

/tr/ are almost invariably glottalized.. In this respect it

behaves like any other medial sequences of Portis Plosive +

Continuant:

Ross:	 i: 'ni2tszz]
	

/ 'nttr9siz/ "mattresses"

Jackie:	 t 1kLan2t1]	 /'kanttrij+/ "country."

Medial /tf,', however, is not oftenglottalized. among 9-year

old speakers:
Russell: [tbeiI1u.S) f'bitfij'r9wd+/ "Beacby Road."

Tony:	 ['nttfs)
	

f'nmjtfe+/ "Nature."

John:	 [mi'mxoJ
	

/mia'initjowz/ "Miss Mitchella"
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/t/ is glottalized. finafly. In this respect then /tJ'/ is like

the single plosive elements /p/,/t/, rather than a sequence

of two elements.

d.) Thus, on account of their more general distribution, their

more close-knit artioulatory features, and their greater

contrastive significance, as well as the characteristics that

/t/ chares with single plosive consonants as far as g1ottal.w

ization larconcerned., // and /3/ may be regard.ed as single

phonemic units. /tr/ and /dr/ are condideed for the puz'poaes

of this work as sequences of two phonemic elements.

e) However, in. phonetic terms there Is much in common between

the affricate realizations of /t(/ and /c3/ and those of /tr/

and /dr/0 Confusion between the fortis and. lenis members of

these pairs is encountered. widely in the speech of younger

children in this study, and even occasionally among the 9-year

olds, as the ensuing sections and	 will show.

ii Pal*to-alveolar Portia Affricate (tI/
"chair" /' 1e: / "stitches" /'stldttiz/ "pinchi.ng"/'pint(in/

"watch" /'wo1/

The plosive closure for // is as for It!, with the front of
the tongue raised towards the hard. palate in preparation for
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the affricated palato-alveolaz' releasex
Rose	 [Its et	 • z I /' tuw'tje : z/ "two chairs"

Tepesa	 [It1ni,M]	 /tf91ni,tJ+/ "fUi?XLiture"

Tony;	 [1pn*n1x2) /'pinin,it/ "pinching it"

The ups may be rounded slightly In this artiu1ation,, more
so probably in the neighbourhood of rotnded. vowels, though

rowiding may also be unconditioned;

Tenn:	 ['.)	 "hurt you."

Tony;	 /'ne+/ "Nature,"

There is little variation in the articulation Of this phoneme
among 9-year olds. The plosire part may be reduced in prominence,

or may be reinforced In medial position either by glottalIz-
tion, or by a voiced alveolar plosive segment before the
voiceless ploelve stage:

David G].: [wfcrLtJ	 /'woenV "watch any...."

Jeanette: t1eA2iphai2ava) 	 /'elp1pit'aye+/

"help each othe:r"

Elaine:	 t'atxdUxzI	 /'stid.'jz/	 "stitches"

The affrication may be lees :palatal and more alveolar - [)

John:	 ['w21 t],.'ai] / I wo l telli3+/ "watch telly,"

More retracted articulations ax's presumably avoided, because

of the danger of these being confused with /tr/,
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jjjP6to-alveolar Lenis Affricate /d.3/

"ginger" /'4 in a/ "bridge" /'brid/"Teimy" /'eni/

There appears to be considerably more 'variation in realizat-

loris of the lenis affricate than of the fortla for this group
of speakers. Alveolo-pa].atal variants are founds
Teresa;	 [i')	 /in3s+/ "ginger."
Diane:	 [n]	 /t4enj/	 "Jenny"

There are more pa].atalized. versions, and in ohe place a palatal
voiced plosive -

Elainel	 [,a5'mist1) /as'mjst1 o .V "just missed her."
,,	 :	 [o.cx.J	 /towj/	 "Georgie"

Jeanettes [j'n2)	 /di'net+/ "Jeanette."

A purely alveolar aftricate appears in initial position, where
/dz/ may not occur:

Russell: [dz9s'la.ekY2J /39s'lajkit+/ "just like it."

The palatalized segment [) presumably results from a wrongftl
analogy with the // that arises from a coalescence of /d!
and /j,I
Elainel	 ['d,v.sna!]	 /am'd.jas1najn+/	 just nine."

Retracted ox' post-alveolar aftricates and. seuences associat-
ed withnfdr/ may occur in place of / 3/Qr 1(. Sepiesce. /r/:

David Gr: [I w7'dau)	 / 'wodre' duw / "What did you do?"
Eathleen: ['badz,gAt] /'badri ga:d^/ budgerigar,

lvi enne
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Vj.yjennei [t.dxthzas)	 /tuw' dmjnd-ras+/

"too dangerous."

In the form /'badrigcdd/ given by Kathleen it may be that
the z"eplacement of	 by /dx'/ is a dialectal teatnre and.

intended 'by the speaker, rather than an accidental Yarlanthin

the other two utterances.

A devoiced. // may be otuid in place of	 it ±8 still

identified as /&/by its ].enls nature and, by the absence of

glottalization in final Dosition:

Philip I (1 A.mUi 3	 a: ndlQ +/ "Chandler."

Jenny:	 [69'w]4]	 ''wi4/ "the witch"

Diane:	 [.1jna]	 /: 'rna/ "How much...?"
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CHAPTER IV - TH1 SPEECH OP MJRSERY CHIlDREN

1.1 Relative Lack pf,Homogenejty in Nursep - Steech

Aslin the previous chapter the procedure here will be to treat

each oie of the phonemic Items In this form of English as it

behaves In the speech of a group of informants: in this case

the informants are from the Nursery Class at Pordway School,

and are aged from 3,5 to Ii. ,9. Emphasis will be placed on those

areas where Nursery specb differs most markedly from the

9-year old. terminal model. It must be recognized that there

Is a general but essential difference between the two forms

of speech to be compared. Whereas the older children give the

Impression of sharing many common features of speech In a

relatively homogeneous speech coniinunity, the younger group

presents a much less unified picture, Not only Is the speech

of each child very unstable and. variable In comparison with

the mature model, but each individual speaker has peculiarities

of speech which mark him or her off from the rest of the

group. This is not to say that there are not definable charac-

teristics of Nursery speech: such characteristics do exist

and. will be outlined In the following sections. However each

child shows these characteristics In his speech In different

ways. It Is demonstrable for instance, that young children

overlap Items iii their vowel systems, but while one speaker
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may overlap /a:/ and. /0:1, 88 ins

Fern:	 [IdA.In9Isa.21sl91.2ph)/Idajnslsa:_9ts11jp+/

wDinosaur asleept"

another will overlap two different items, a8 1n

Mark:	 ['t.2tn2J /'tra:nit+/ "Church, ainitV'

Reasons for such disparities among younger speakers are not

hard. to find.

a) Firstly, though all these children are developing along

the same gensral lines towards phonological maturity, yet as

was seen in II,l.lvl and elsewhere in Chapter II, this

development proceeds at different rates and in alightty diff-

erent ways in different children. It would be surprising if

thiB were not so. Differences in development can also be shown

to be due to factors such as sex, number and position tn

family, home background, the quality and quantity of adult

stimulation and so on (11,2.1).

b) Secondly, these children have probably less motivation

to sound. like each other than have oiler groups. There is less

truly social activity at this age, less true conversation

between children: language is more concerned with individual

expression related to the community than with communicating

with the community (cf.ii,6.i)ç

c) Thirdly, although coming from the same geographical location

and the same soclo-economic background, these children have
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been Ln school only a relatively short time, and, their langu-

age is still largely modelled on that of parents and the imme-

diate family circle, rather than on that of other children.

Although the parents are natives of London and, have a comiiion

linguistic background., yet it may be that the degree of

regional accent in parents' speech differs from one family to

the next. The teacher in charge of the Nueery Class at the

time this study was started noticed, that the mothers of

Fern and of Trevor had a form of speech which was less strongly

Cockney and. more t educated' than the mothers of other Nursery

children, This may account for some of the idiolectal features

noted in these children.

). Informants

In presenting details of the ch.ld.ren who acted as informants

in. the Nursery group it might be useful also to record, some

of the phonological peculiarities of each chil4 along with

their age and. position in faintly. The children are in order

of age at the time of their recording, youngest first.

I Mark GIl].ard('Mark'). Aged 3,5. 2nd of 2 cb..t1drer

Some vowel oppositions are frequently rsduced. in Mark's s:peech.

Ia:! may be found in place of mature Ia:!:

/'lawd.a 1 d.a:t/ "load. of dirt"

[ I + .2't t nY2]	 f'tz'as	 nit+/ "Church, ainit?"
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mong the retracting vowels /w/ is often confused with low!:
r	 s>
i'ic ].vv 1bt	 .

['lx2s'w1)

/IJelewlbotQw/ "yellow bottle"

/'litew'wanf "little one"

/'litu'Qw+/ "little hoisey,"

The short vowel /0/ commonly functions for Mark as a weak

vowel in positions where older speech would have /9/,and even

in stressed syllables:

/'n,mI&Ld.ont/ "Mans didn't."

[tJdxsfl]
	

/ tmed.lson/	 medicine't
[1bxgTn]
	

/'bigon/ "big one"

0 ,robow/ "Horrible

In Mark's consonantal system there is no evidence of a phoneme

/6/. // in word-initial position is largely replaced by /1/:

['l2wànw,v 1 l2)
	

/' ltwanwiv lt / "that one with that. ..'

/'le:'pljin/ "They're playing.."

[1wzsJi2)
	

/'wos'lt/ "That's that?"

Though /s/ is established in isolated positions, it is replaced

in certain clusters by another fricative, which may be labial

before a labial consonant, or nasal before a nasal:

[2øo'fwonJ	 /^ow'fwons / "iii swans"

['j9fmcli2]	 /'juw'emelit+/ "ou smell it."

[øipmônin]	 /Q'smownin/ "this morning"
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ii Peter Tuckfield ('Peter'). Aged 3,6. let of 2 children.

Peters vowel system is relatively well established., there
being few cases of consistent confusion between phonemes in

neighbouring areas. /oj/ and /aj/ may overlap; His proninc-
lation of "toys" - ['isa.z) - is interpreted by two other
boys present at the same recording as /'tajs/ "ties",
In the consonantal system Peter has difficulty with velar

articulations, so that /k/,/g/,/i/ are commonly replaced. in.
his speech by the alveolars /t/,/d/,/n/:

[ld.32Iyufai2tSa2 IA]
	

/'d.otiv'fittat'of+/ "got his feet

cut oft,"

[ .2sa ld.la1eT]
	

/itsQ I glay+/ "It's a glove."

[iiz 'cjxn2T)
	

/iz'intin/ "He s s drinking"

// is replaced b this speaker with /d/, both word-initially
and finally:

[. a' ,1 d Qi]	 /,ds'ddi^/ "That's Daddy."
[i JImrnxn'1d9 'sx]	 /' munin' id.' eij+/ "swimming in the

sea,"

[iwxd.zjwId2phcosI	 /,wid-1wid-'powa^/ "with, with
apples.

though a dental continuant is recorded. in some places:
['uv: Ib92h]
	

/ I 9Wy99 lbt+/ "over the back,"
[':a'2x2s]
	

/Ine:Ld.jtdjts+/

"(and) there (are) the dick-dicke(birde
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Lii Treyor Bees ('Thevor'). Aged 3,7, 1st of 2 children.

Much of the speech recorded from Trevor' was unintelligible

to the analyst, and. did. not lend itself easily to phonemic

interpretation Those utterances which were transcribed and.

were able to be credited with some meaning reveUed. a number

of confusions within both Towel and consonant systems. Among

the short vowels /e/,/W and. /a/ are often confused, and.
may alternate with each other in. certain positions;

['i,eI2infv'da2wnJ
	

/rjtinf 'dat ,wen+/

"waiting for that one1"

[1 2 yzno 'oi A)
	

/+'aTin9 t sLjao+/"hay1ng a see saw."
t '2fp'en'zl9m)
	

/4 'ipanzam+/ "open them.W

In other words these three degrees of front opening are at

this stage relatively undifferentiated for Trevor, and. one

super-segment or archiphonenie /M' can be postulated for
all these vocoids (see 5,1 below).

Among retracting rounding vowels /0w! overlaps in. some places

with the articulatory area of the more open-starting law,":

[ 1 l2m9i 1 t1vkxn 12) /t1epmiItawkin Lit!

"Let me talk in it"

['Q wo21t]
	

/ino a wawt,te+/ "in. the water,"

There is also iontusion of /ew/ with other vowels - /uw/,

/:/ and. /ow/:
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[,Am'd.isQnx)
	

/1djm'dawani+/ "I'm doing its"

[Gj 1 w&: 2ksin' ntrJ
	

/Iiw9:ks1 ' nGws /" She works in. the)
house

[2w1èz]
	 /+QW1siZ/ "Horses"

These retracting vowels are evidently still in a somewhat

undifferentiated state for Thevor

As with Peter, 

/oj/ 

is not yet differentiated, from /aj/:
ibxg1b&iIbf2kJ	 /'big'baz'buks+/ "big boys' books"

Treyor's speech is also characterized by some exceptionally

long and exaggeratedly glided vocoids:
[IkZz,zjgø 'u.a.5J	 /'kgruw+/ "kangaroo."

['txg gz.]
	

/'tajg l gs+/ "tiger."
[ih19]	 /'jes+/ "Yes."

In the consonants, Treyor has the velars well established,

although in one or two utterahces they are replaced by alveo-
lars, either through a relapse to an earlier articulation or

through the persistence of the earlier articulation In a

common word:

/•d.j,wittil1+/ "They will kill youl"

[1t5lTkzxniI21rJ I' tawkinIt9 'djn+/

"talk in it again."

/f/ and. /s! are not dLfTerentlated at this stage of Trevor's

linguistic development. The mature palato-alveolar [) does

not occur in his recorded speech, and. allophones that appear
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in place of mature // are the same as appear at other times

for /e/, inclua1ig [e], [a], [ç]:

['w3eIn 1 a2p)	 /'wof(a)ln'ap+/ "washing-up,"

['n&2 'fxnx)	 /'not rinij(s)t.V "not finished."

[,cxi'dirn21	 /,J(s)ij'cIQwnt+/ "she don't."

This speaker has not yet achieved mature articulation of

affricates, either the palato-alveolar phoneme / br the

post-alveolar cluster /tr/

t1s1thx	 /1cI3as'tilo+/ "just kill you."

[zas,g2t2'ut]	 /'daa,gotlt'awt+/"just got jt out."

['2cv'uis]	 ,4sev9'rijs+/ "Treyor Rees."

The fricatives //,/e/,/b/ are not found at all in the record.-

ing of Trevor's speech. // has a variety of substitutions

(seeLi..2111).

lv Pern Smith ('Fern')Jged 3,8. 5th of 5 children.

In Per&s speech the short vowels in the back region, /0/ and

/u/, are sometimes eonfused or alternated., for example in

the word. "look" and in the reduced form of "godng to":

[1Z.2k)	 /tlok+/ "Look"

/'lutts'd.ls/ "Look at this"

[g9tkl2phhx2]	 /guna1kijppib/ "going to keep it."

['z:z,gn)	 /lfljz,gons/ "She's goingto...."
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There is sqme overlapping of yowels in the front half-open
to open region, particularly of /e/ and. //:

/'a.)ria,dat+/ "I know that."

/'te:imet'or+tturn that off,"
[d2s)	 /dkB+/ "Ducks"

E t ta3wx1	 /tJwi/ "cherry"

In comparison with Mark and Trevor, however, Pern t s v'owel
system is well established.

Among the consonants only the dental fricatives /6/,// have
flot been mastered by Fern. /6/ is largely replaced. by dental-
ized. /d/,/n/,/z/ and. so on, but since alveolare in her speech

are generally dentalized. most of the time, dentalization can

not be considered to be contrastlye:

C 1 gc2 1h oa3 .f)	 /'get'taw'd.of+/ "get told. orr,"

['ge l Axe 1 s]	 /Igot9tdajna1soz^/ "got a dinosaur."

[ 1,tskAtm3r832ks]	 /'dws-kand.oy' soks+/

"those kind of socks,"

v Andrew Marren ('Andrew'). Aged 14,0. let o 2 children,

/9w! in Andrew's speech has a starting-point which is lower
and. more retracted. than its mature norm - () or [] • This

is the starting-point for some older realizations of /aw!,

though for this speaker the glide does not move to so close

and. back a point as mature law! :
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[1lukce 'lcm1bu2s]
	

/'].l]kQtlembQwta/"Look at them boats"

['snfpt1a19x?!u] / 'sxrf-p9' tjt 1 aws+/ "smashed
potatoes."

There wdnild probably be no contrast for Andrew of the pairs

"boat - bolt", "bow - bowl", though no case is recorded in

Andrew's sample of speech of a word. which would have /aw! in

older langaage.

Word-initial //may be realized by Andrew as the dents). trio-

ative or cont1nuant-{] or (] , Where other phonemes are

substituted for It they arebthe same as the substtutIona

which appear in the speech of other children at this age -

/d/,/l,/ri/,/z/ (see 4. iy below). Word-final //, however,

behaves differently for Andrew, who instead of replacing It

with /v/ as older 8eakers do, has the glottal stop [21 in

this context. This can be Interpreted, as /p/,/t/ or 1k!

according to context as in 9-year old speech:

[ 1 wx2m3i 'mamGiJ / 1 wlpmi j mRm1 / "with my Mummy "...

/e/ is not recorded in Andrew's speech, though the voiceless

dental fricative is a frequent allophone of /s!:

['jce&'wx]	 /'esa.j'wIl+/ "Yes I will."
>

[21 Ocb 'bi, yn' OeuT9]	 1+11 seb 'br9wn' suwgs+f

"He said 'brown sugars."

Initial / is not common In Andrew's speech. It does occur

once, but seems to require some effort:
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[h3 hi :t 'a2 '21g zr' 29' iI) /h9?huw?ts? 'uwgiv' dMt' juw+/

"Who...., give that to you?"

vi Tracy Gjilsrd (TracyI). Aged !i,5. 1st of 2 children - sister

of Mark ( I above),

Although a year older than her brother, Tracy sbares many

features of speech with him. or her too /a:/ and. /9:! may

over1ap /as/ replacing /a:/ in some contexts:

[inx'sa: Ikh,J
	

/ ',ini 'sa: 'k9w+/ "in the circus."

i: lwbad.z)
	

/wam,ba:d1 "one bird"

In general Tracy's vocalic oppositions are more stable than

Mark's. Her consonantal system Is less well differentiated in

one area, where there is little or no differentiation of /w/

and /r/. The bilablal semivowel [w)and the lablo-dental con-

tinuant [i,) appear freely in. imoontrasted. variation where

older models have fri or 1w!. Though the phonemic transcrip-

tion gjyes[,,) as /r/ and. [w) as /w/, both segments are really

allophonea of a super-segment or archiphoneme /1W/f:

['wanzin:Q 'wçotw)

['i9i 'ThunsQm' wuz 29)

[wcnz2s ',)n29 ,t&*m)

/)wanziDneIwOwta+(Wruna in the water,"

/ 'remrij 'f9wns9m'wowtQ/

Wwhen we found some waterW

/wenits 'P111t31 tajnr

"when it's winter time,"
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Like her brother, Tracy frepiently substitute8 /i/ for a word-

initial 1W:
,2h)
	

/wosLowt].t+/Whatta all that?"
['2xt.çiai]
	

/+ 1 ilj v a:/ "here they are"

For the article "the" she may omit the consonant altogether,
giving a form Il or fijI:
t t ici uii
	

/Ile:r1jlkr9,flg/ "There the caravans"
/ 1 cIidi*d.og_/ "How did the dog...?"

1. Lynn Copk ('Lynn t ) Aged 14,5 k 2nd of 2 chfldren,

Lynns vowe]. oppositions are almost complete. There is only
some conueion among the front half-open short vowels /e/ and

/, and 1W and /a/:

t12zJ
	

/+'agz/ 1ggs."

['2cz9'bofsxzJ
	

/+enns'how 1 siz+/ "and. the horses.W
1a2s IthA2psxjJ	 /atstopsij / "That t s Topsy"

[IlI200lkhlaG2]
	

/ t litow l kat^/ "little cat."

Like .Anth"ew, Lynn is a t ].isper of /s/ and /z/, giving them
dental fricative articulation:

['esi'2ie)
	

/aijwotJtiz/ 5 what that is'

Unlike Anthew, however, he has relatively controlled use of
the phonemes // and. /0/, so that there lB some overlap here

of /s/ and /0/, and of /z/ nLl 1W:
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{ s9n'rzIe)
	

/sQn'9wzi6/ "St Osyth's"

/be:lrowIbfflvin9tpa:ti+/

"They're all haying a party."

Though this speaker has a higher proportion of occurrences of

/b/ thar younger children, she still substitutes other

phonemes for it quite frequently: -,/i/,/d/,/n/:

[2e 'nc:lQ ISTZ]
	

/+9 nelQ' elz/ Wand there the sails"

[ J h9119 'do2 k 1 thB.)
	

/ IhuwdG I dQktO+/ "Who the doctor."

(= Doctor Who)

1'2:s 'JlSIZJ
	

/^lenn1how1siz+/ "and the horses"

ii Deborah Cook ('Debby') Aged 4,6. Only child.

Debby's peech is relatively mature, in that every phoneme of

the terminal model, with the exception of the rare item //,
is recorded. in her speech. owever the phonemic oppositions

of mature speech are not regularly maintained in her epeech.

One particular departure from the model is in her frequent

reduction of the short-long opposition in the vowels- pairs

let /e:/, /0/ - /o:/ :

[tx'a.]	 /ej'a;^/ "There they are."

[baxa 'hczm]
	

/bajs'hezom/ "by the hairs on..?

E wIIfç2llmvs]
	

/wi t fjob:a/ "with your house"

i: 1xt3iei)
	

/,is'storij/ "this story"

though in places the length of /o:/ is observed:
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['r2 ) /'fo:+/	 "Four,"

Lx Dayld Lejgh( 'David'). Aged L,7. 2nd. of 2 children - brother of

Jeanette in the 9-year old. group.

David and the remaining two speakers of this group have well

established and relatively complete phonemic systems, thoug

their speech displays mapy characteristics of childish speech

which are discussed in full in section 2 below.

David appears in his recordings, both in the Nursery group at

the age of 4,7 and. when a year older at 5,7 ('David II'), to

be a shy boy. His voice is high-pitched and varies in

quality, giving him the Impression of being linguistically

less mature than a closer analysis of his phonological char-

acteristics reveals him to be.

The other children In the Nursery group are

Margaret Knox ('Margaret'). Aged Li,8. 2nd. of 3 children.

I Steven Spicer ('Steven'), Aged 11,9. 2nd. ofm2 children.

Steven was recorded in February 1968 at the age of 4,9 and

again in October 1968 at the age of 5,5 ( t Steven II').

Other informants

Recordings	 made of a number of children additional to the

eleven presented above, but for a variety of reasons record-

ings of their speech were not suitable for transcription, or
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did not provide anything like 50 utterances, Many of these c

chilth'eii were aby of the recordist, or their speech was too

quiet end. Indistinct to be subjected to phonetic transcription,
or they were shouted down by the noisier and. more energetic

speakers, Some 'utterances were recorded from this source, and.

have been found. to i.1ustrate points of interest, They are

therefore included. in the material on which this account of

Nursery speech Is based. The speakers ax'e all girls:

enise Raw1ins (DenIee'). Aged 3,11. 2nd of 2,

Kay Philhlys ('Kay'). Aged 4,2. Size Of family imkiown.

Paula gyans ('Paula'). Aged. 14,3. 2nd. of 2.

Janis Lazarus ('Janis'). Aged. 4,1]., Size of family 11knoWn.

Lynn Cook ('Lynn I'). Aged 3,10. The same speaker as above,

recorded in February 1968. In this first recording she was

shouted, down much of the time by Fern. The second recording

in September 1968 was much more fruitful, but some of the

utterances from the earlier recording have been used,

2. Some Characteristics of Nursery Speech

2.1 Reduced Phonemic Systems

As a result of overlapping of phonemes, and confusions between

jtema resulting in reduced oppositions, examples of which were

noted in the above section, it will be appreciated that young

children are operating with reduced. phonemic systems, in which
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there are less contrasts, and contrasts are lees consistently

observed than in the mature model. The maximal oppositions

within a child's speech are classified. in terms of archi.'.

phonemes, and the ways in which mature phonemes develop from

these less differentiated wilts Is discussed at the end of

this chapter (5.1, 5.2) and the beginning of the next. The

arehiphonemic model presented. there is not, however to be

taken as a model of any particular child's speech, nor Is any

attempt made in the phonemic transcription used in this chapter

to reflect these a.rchlphonemic contrasts. With a speaker such

as Trevor it might seem attractive to adopt a symbol i/A/I to

demonstrate the coniuslona in his system between /e/, // and

/a/. Bowe'rer for other speakers there may be confusion between

/e/ and /E3/ and also between // and La!, but none between /e/

and /a/. Por these speakers then two more symbols would be

necessary, say //// and/E//, so that three archiphonemie

symbols Would be in use in place of three phonemic symbols,

with no gain in clarity or simplicity, Many speakers eoAfuse

two phonemes in some places but contrast them consistently

in others, so th4t a decision would have to be made each time

a certain phonetic segment occurred as to whether it was the

realization of a distinct phoneme, or the uxteontrasted. reali-

zation of the archiphon.eme from which the phoneme is ultimately

to develop, Each child haying, as we have seen, individual
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phonological characteristics, and. characteristic confusions

between phonemic items, it might be found necessary ultimately

to set up several differing phonemic and. archiphonemic systems,

resulting in an individual phonemic notation for each child.

This would clearly be a complex and confusing procedure, and

would. serve only to mask the fact that these children are all

developing towards the same form of language, and. are all

using forms of language that are derivations of the same term-

inal mo1e1,

The alternative method of notation, which has been adopted

here, using what is basically the phonemic transcription

devised to account for 9-year old speech, also involves some

difficulties of classification. For example, if a child. has

only occasional contrast between two vowels such as /e/ and

1W a or / and /a/, some way has to be found of deciding

whether some segment such as [ci in a word is to be classified
as /e/ ox 4J, or whether [] is an. instance of 4/ or /a,'.

There are obvious dangers, given the confusions in the child's

systems in talking of close aflophones of /r/' or 'open

allophones of /e/ 1 , and. thus suggesting that the child, is

operating a contrast when in fact there is none. The solution

which has been adopted for this chapter and the next is to

have recourse in any doubtful situation to the terminal model.
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Thua, ir' a segment [ç Occurs in the word. head.N it is class-

ified. as /e/, and if in "had" as 4/, Some deolsions arrived
at in this way wifl inevitably be arbitrary, but will at least

have tb merit of consistency. TJsing this notation has the

advantage of keeping in view the relationship of Nursery lang-

uage to the older' model towards which it is developing. It is

possible that in some places a child. may be made to appear mote

mature in phonological terms than he or she really is, but It

is hoped that this impression will be corrected by the comment-

ary of the text. It is important to remember hat young child-

ren do speak to other people and. that their speech is, among
other things, a means of communication, By using the phonemic

notation devised for older' chlld..reu we are in effect listening
to the Nursery child with the ears of a 9-year old, and describ-

ing the impression that the 9-year old might carry away from

a young cild's speech,

2.2 Prosodic Features in Nursery SDeech

Stress

The simple system of stress used. for 9-year old speech (see III,

Is unaltered for Nixery speech, with one exception: the

limitation on the number of primary stresseá that a word may

carry is lifted.,L This means that primary and. secondary stress

will correspond. more close]. to the degree of prominence that
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a syllable has. Many utterances of Nursery children have a

high ropox'tion of stressed syllables and are nearer to

a syllable-timed than a foot-timed rbytbm:

David:	 ['t,:n'd.:s]	 /'r:n'de+/ "Rounders "

Trevor:	 [I2a2pnQQi'A)	 /+'avinsij so:+/

"Haying a see-saw."

Peter:	 ['fis21b2.'n.ons]	 /1fup1bow'men+/

"Football mans."

David:	 [twcchzcf9i2) /'wes 1 is'fit^/ "Where's his feet?"

Lynn:	 ['go2Q1n9U't1'si1tA]	 /'gotnuw'tij1tf+/

"Got a new teacher "

Li Juncture

Allied with a high proportion of stressed to unstressed syll-

ables in Nursery speech Is a high proportion of extended and.

open ji.incture at syllable-boundaries. In 9-year old speech

cases of extended juncture were few and. tended to occur mainly

at word-boundaries. Much more commonly , within an utterance

a word-boundary would be marked by a single medial consonant,

such as 1W in:

Elaine: [d2 tla.z.kZ Qm]	 /dwnthlajkøm+/ "don't like
them."

In Nursery speech however word-boundaries are more likely to

be ]narked by extended juncture:

Janis:	 [1k,la"92 'k t'çg? ]	 /'aj,].ak'keg+/
"I like egg."
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Fern:	 ['k9i2px2)	 /'kijppit+/ keep it.

Denise:	 [2xzt1.2pInsIs1ei2tpkalp,g&x1dè:n]

,4 iz' slippin3' eli jp ,pap,saj, d.:n+/

"He's sleeping asleep upside down."

Extended juncture is also found at syllable-boundaries within

polysyllabic words, where not only plosives end fricatives, but

also continuants which are not usually geminated. may be

lengthened. to produce sequences such as /rr/, /11/, /b/:
Debby:	 ['inamisi)	 /mwriij/	 "Mummy"

Lynn;	 ['d.cb1bxi)	 /'deb,bij-/	 "Debby,"

Trevor:	 ['nji2,cxz]	 /tma1k,kiz+/ "Monkeys."

Fern:	 /1p,powz+/	 "Apples "

Debby:	 ['nat: swnJ	 /'nawan+/ "another one."

David:	 ['&f x ,w J	 / aff 9, wan+ /' (an) other one."

Peter:	 ['WIT ,bu:]	 /'wil ,brrs/ "wheelbarrow"

Treyor:	 [,2A1'].r]	 /+1al'19w+/ "Hufl.o."

Lynn:	 ['mlis,stG:d) /'mas 1 st9d+/ "mustard."

It may also be that where glides to vocalic /w/ and to 

/j/ 

are

followed by a rapid glide [w) or [j) on to a subsequent vowel,

extended juncture can also be postulated here:

Debby:	 £1sw1wsi1khudQn2J	 /'saw'wij'kudent+/

"So he couldntt."

Tracy:	 ['891, jQm'xn9'z]	 fsij1j9m11n9zuw/

"Bee them in the Zoo."
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Open juncture OCCUrS predominantly at word-boundaries rather

than within the polysyllabic word:

Lynnz	 tte'hQi2t '1cm)

W to eat them."

E'gu.5 1 wa')	 /a'gud.(-)1waa.^/ "a good one."

Steven:	 ['big Ibffld.Z ',ôorJ	 J'big 'bd.-'rowf/
wBig Bad Wolfe

Fern:	 [ '2lx,gI2" . )	 /9-s3l1,gejt,+/

"a alligator,"

I Tenrto

In absolute terms the speech of children in the Nursery group

is perceptibly slower than that of older children. Over a

measured period of approximately nine seconds it was found

that two speakers in the 9-year old group, Jenxiy and Ross,

uttered. 36 syllables of connected speech (taking pauses for

breath and at the end of phrases into account: these were

counted. as one syllable each), Over exactly the same meas-

u.red period of time, and using the same criterion for what

constituted a syllable, two Nursery speakers had a relatively

slow rate of utterance. Mark and Fern uttered 26 and. 20

syllableB respectively or connected. speech. Apart from such

guantitative differences, however, there are a number of other

factors which contribute to an overall impressiQn of reduced

tempo in Nursery speech by comparison with older models.
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a) The rhythmic unit of a:peech at this stage typically consists
of a small number of syllables, often only one stressed syll-

able. The rhytbin of' Nursery speech is nearer to a ayllable-
based rhythm than the older model. This gives the impression
of deliberate, emphatic delivery, and will obviously Blow down
the production of a given number of syllables.

b) Connected with this is a tendency to give full value to

vowels in stressed and unstressed syllables 0 This is most

noticeable in unstressed position, where the model language

would have a weak or weakened form, but Nursery speakers use
an unweakied vowel:

Lynn:	 [,zI2j3&'1t1n] / 1 zit-jo:'rawn^/"Is it your own?"
Mark:	 ['tU' thçk°xzA. 'uon2] I' tuw'tekiza: 'ronit+/

"Two teddies are on it."

,, :	 [xnxz'bi,is]	 /iniz'brw/ (not /'br9/)

Wj his barrow"

c) These two factors are probably related to characteristic

Nursery features in stress and juncture, and. can perhaps be

summarized, as a tendency to deal with the syllable as the

basic unit of speech. At this stage of development syllables

are not linked together in large cohesive units, but are treated

as discrete items which are probably easier to haladle one at

a time, as it were, than in a fluent sequence. The child has
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largely mastered the component parts of the sentence but as

yet lacks the skill to combine thea with, ease 1.nto a whole.

d) As we might perhaps expect in this type of syllable-by-
syllable enunciation, phonotsotie features of coalescence of

phonemes are not marked in Nursery epeech except in those
phrases that are relatively familiar and. widely used by a speak-
er,, Alveolar consonants /t,d.,s,z/ are less likely to coal-
esce with a subsequent /j/ into /tl,d,f,3/ across word-bound.-
aries;

Mark	 ['wdjfik1] /'wod9iijk-/ "What do you think..?"

Steyei;	 [w1 'go2i,'idc2)	 /wiJ'gotu'wijdjet+/

"...we got to read ,yet.W

though it is possible that coalesced forms may be learnt direct-

ly from older models, which may be the case in:

David	 ('wt1fz I xm,p haj2I) /twot1jo:tx1jm1p1jtte^/

"What's you2" name Peter?"

where a form associated with rapid speech j.a delivered in a

heavily stressed, emphatic or declamatory style, caused perhaps

by anticipation of the joke's effect,

There is a great deal of distorted and noit-standard speech

recorded from these speakers niuch of which is the result of

coalescence or elision, but it is suggested that this is due

to accidents in the production of speech, rather than to any
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systematic modification of phonological base-forms, as is the

case in mature eptech:

David:	 ('p'u2lQb tgIn,nn)	 /'putlebi 'gln1non+/

"Put the beginning on."

Debby:	 ['29,J.x1'kxi'ws'b9:L) /+'uw1fixj'kij'wu'bij^/

"Who do you think he will be?"
Trevop :
	

[i w:2k5xn'nuM] /fi 'w:ksin'nws/

"She works in the house"

e) Some of the younger speakers in this group have not mastered.

some of the morphophonemic rules operating in connected. speech,
such as the aIternaton of /e/aW and /sn/ "an" before nouns

beginning with consonants and with 'vowels:

Fern	 [oI2mlxIgI2hB.]	 /a-'li1gjt,a+/
(3,8)

"a alligator,W

Denise:
(3,11)

[cG2sa1wol91dc.x) 	 /'d.etsa'wolG1dj+/

"That's a holiday."

This, again, contributes to the impression of a slow, careful

and. somewhat deliberate style of speech.

f) A fux'ther contributory factor to the slowing down of speech

is the difficulty that some speakers experience with certain

phonemes and phoneme clusters. When the articulation of a sound.

or sequence of sounds is only recently acquired. some segments
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may have a lomgprrthan usual duration. For example, in

Fern:	 [o'st.xi)	 /d.Q'strilj4/ the string.

the It! is lengthened while the speaker prepares for the

relatively difficult post-alveolar articulation of /x'/, Some

fricatives may have glided articulations, when the speaker's

tongue moves from an approximation of the desired articulation

towards a more correct position:

Peter:	 ['xnxi'ys]	 /'inij':s+/ "in the house."

Steven:	 [2s3'fi]	 /'rts3'fij+/ 't.t."that's a 'she',"

2.3 Non-Systemic Features

I Nursery Alloi,hones

As the following sections will demonstrate Nursery speech is

characterized by certain typical allophones which are not

normally found In great numbers in mature speech. It is also

marked by the absence of other allophones which can be

described perhaps as Involving a degree of articulatory

sophistication. The medial pre-glottalized. voiced segments

[2b],[2g ) for example, as allophones of /p/,/k/, are complex

in terms of articulatory features, combining the glottalizatlon

associated with fortis consonants and. the voicing associated

with lefl.IB features which the speaker has to learn first to

use In contrast before be can learn to use them in conjunc-

tion. t Double' articulations such as [re),[v) for /e/,//,
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Ingressive articulations [63,[&) for /mf,/n/ and the a].veolo-

palatal plosivea [],[] are not found in Ntu'sel7lnepeech;
though these last two segments, together with the roud.ed.

labio-dent4 ontInuant [ j , which Xe relatively rare at this

age, are not associated with normal mature a:peecb, yet they

are relatively late to appear in chIl&renta speech - around.

5 ox' 6 years of age. Among the vowels we may' point to the

rarity of glides to front close as allophonea of /aw!, whose

distinctive features at this age seem to be those asaoc

isted ITith a retracting and rounding glide.

I Voice-Quality

It is outsid.e the scope of this thesis to consider voice-

q.uality in any great detail, but mention can be made of the

great amount of variation in yoice-qualities among the Nurs-

ery group as compared. with older groups. There Is nothing 1i]e

the similarity between speakers that was found, with some 9-
year old. girls (III, 2.3 ). oIco-quality among young

children Is probably governed to some extent by physiological

factors, but many variations in voice in these recordings

appear to be systematic, related to the subjects and. attit-

udes contained in the	 .a'hic component of speech, and thus

in this sense expressive. This may indicate the presence of

learned as well as Innate features In the child's handling
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ol' voice-quality,

It would be dangerous to speculate fLuther along these lines,

particularly in the absence of any suitable means of class-

ification of voice 'qualities and qualifications' (Crystal and.

Quirk, l96) for children - though approache a to the problem

of classification of adult voices have been made by La yer (196Z),

Catford. (19611), Crystal and. Quirk (l9j.).

3.1 Nursery Phonolo gy - Vowels

In discussing the phonology of Nursery children we are dealing

with a group of speakers who are already some way advanced

toward.8 the mature model of phonology outlined in Chapter III.

A table or diagram illustrating the main allophones of eacti

vowel item would give little more information than is presented

in the table in III, 11.1, if this were done on the statistical

basis of presenting the most common allophones of each Towel

at this age, since these will be the same as at the older age.

However, if we concentrate on what are the most atriking diff-

erences between the two ages in vowel realizations certain

points emerge.

i Substitutions

There is much variation and. fluctuation in vowel qua1ity in

Nursery speech, even in realizations of' the same vowel in the
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same word. as uttered by the same speaker. One result of this

is that from the point of view of the terminal model some

'vowels are frequently substituted for others. The direction of

substitution varies for the individual speaker, as we have

already noticed, but there ai'e certain common substitutions

that seem to be common to most of the speakers in this group.

These can be seeruiin. Table 4 The mature phonemes are down the

left-hand. side and the Nursery forms along the top. Filled-in

squares represent more than five substitutions of a sound.

j. Pro ,(e1%t1Fprm5

Certain glided Towels in Nursery speech have allophones which

in older speech occur predominantly in prominent positions,

such as in primary-stressed or utterance-final syllables.

Quite often, however, these allophones occur in positions

in the Nurpery child' a utterance which do not have any part-.

icular prominence. Of this type are the allophones of /ij/,

/uw/ and /ow/ with relati.vely open starting-points - i) or

[ii], [1] or [ü], [30] or [Aoj, This may be due to the fact

that the child learns more easily those forms which receive

greatest stress or prominence in the model language (of. the

discussion of 'telegraphic language' in Chapter 11,1.211 ).

It is probably also to these open allophones of 

/ij/ 

and. /uw

that is due substitution of /j/ for /ij/ and, of /9w! for /uw/.

/aw! is also occasionally substituted for low! (see 3.2 11,
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xxiv, xxv below).

Li Retracting and Rounding Vowels

Both /aw/ and /uw/ have aflophonea at this age that involve

more rounding than the most freluent 9-year old, realizations.

Such rounded allophones are not universal in Nursery speech,
together with a torgue-poi

but occur frequently enough to suggest that lip-roundi.ng,(ln 	 10]

the back half-close or close Zegion is an important percept-

ua]. cue to these vowels. /uw/ has some allophonea that have

a more truly back close end-point than i found among any

9-year old speakers. Unrounded. variants of this vowel are

relatively rare at this age. The fronted. glides of 9w/ found

in the speech of some 9-year old girls are also rare, occurr-

only a few times in the speech of one inrormant, 'ern (see

3.ZZv? xxiv).

3.2 Vowel Phonemes

iL
This short vowel is generally rea],ized. as in 9-year old. speech.

There are a number of closer and more fronted. variants,

both short vocoids, and glides Thom [') in the direction of

Cardinal [jji In some places these closer realizations may be

associated with palatal or palatalized. contoid.s; in others

they are unconditioned:
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Debby:	 {,sxi'dxj	 /1sQwij'did+/ "so he did."
Paula:	 ['w(d'1nx2)	 /'wed'init+/ "went in it."
David:	 [9i2I21cyI.2cS)	 /ijtik'kwik+/

"eat it quick?"

Mark:	 [12'dx"dJ	 /it'd.id.+/ "it did."
Tracy:	 ['xn1x"2)	 /'in1it+/ "in it."

Most glides in /1/ however are to central position. There are

also long unglided allophonea, usually before 1+1:
Margaret: [y'wan'xm]	 /ajywan'im+/ "I've won him."
Mark:	 ['çnz2J	 /nit^/ "ainit?"
Peter:	 ['p4x'wr,,.n] /'p1j'woJ,in+/ "play washing,"
Trevor:	 2I'mnx:zJ	 /-i'rnj.z+/ "in Nanny's."

Allophones of /1/ which are more open than half-close may be

counted. as cases of substitution by /e/. This is a relatively
common occurrence in Nursery speech:

Fern:	 [,2uI2tl)	 /+tuw'izet+/ "Who i.e it?"

1471111 *	 [1l2o.Ik'2)	 /'letow'kt/ "little cat"

Steven:	 ['2estU'f2] /+'es-tuw 1 ft/ "It's too fat"

A further peculiarity, not found in older speech, is an on-

glide from a more open position than fi) on to this posit-
ion. This may be due to the fact that the child does not move

his tongue quickly enough in the transition from a consonant
to the tongue-position of the next vowel, so that there is a
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short period of indeterminate voicing between contoid and

yocoid, This feature has been round after voiced continuants:

Mark:	 [wz)s'iIs)	 /wos'l.ts+f "That's this?"

Tracy:	 ['wals9i li,an1nexn)	 /'wasij 'rannin+/

"Why' a be running?"

This vowel behaves very much as in 9-year old speech, with the

exception of al].ophones with a more open and. fronted start-

ing-point than usual - [ si ], [iJ. In the terinina].. model these
variants were found. mainly in 'utterance-final syllables and.

occasionally in prominent syllables that were not utterance-

final. Among the younger speakers in the Nursery group,

however, such allophonea are found in a].]. positions in the

utterance:

Trevor:	 [tn3,di 1bY2ks]	 /'no1dij'buks+/ "Nod.d.y Books."

Mark:	 [1txp2h]	 /'tijpot+/ "Teapot."
Steven:	 [21z'21sax'dnj	 /+ijz'ap1saj'da:n+/

WEe?s upside down.

Denise;	 [Q'nB'zj	 /d.$nijs+/ "Denise."

Peter:	 E]..:zxz'dIx) /'lc:ziz'ddi/ "There s a his Daddy"

One speaker, Mark, seems consistently to use this open fronted

allophone of /i/, which can probably best 'be interpreted as

a case of substitution by /j/ as far as his speech is con-
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cerned., since these more open variants are not conditioned

by any obvious linguistic factors, and since the same

speaker does make use of a narrower glide for the same

phoneme in plaees — txi) :

Mark;	 [I27,sx1	 /+'ews+/ "Horeey"

,.	 (1iz'pt'5id.x2] / 1 jzpowd.1t/ 1 J 1 pulled, it"

,	 [sbxjn'ma:A'lid) /9sbtn'ma. mma'ljd./
is;$ 

beem	 r4e."
Long wiglided. allophones of /ij/ are found:

Steven;	 [Qnz'kxI;] /erij'kjrij/ "and. they carry..."

ern:	 ['i;z,gno3	 /'Jijz,gon/ fl5Ø going to..."

The alternation of It," and 

/jj/ 

in some contexts was noted in

9-year old speech In the Nursery group it is found that the

two vowels may alternate in places where older speecl, forms

give no precedents

Denise;	 t2xz t t .2p 0xn] /+lz'slippin/ "bes sleepLng"

Tracy:	 ['2eexi'1x2u1d3g) 	 /+'951j'litu1dog+f

"That's a (the) little dog"

Stevens	 ]s'gud'xinx2] /lffls l gudijnit+/ "That's good., ain.tt?"

"Really" and "Nearly" are both found at this age with, forms

in /i/ rather than /1;!. The latter vowel is probably late

in being established in cbil&rene speech (see iii below),

and. there az's precedents foz' the alternation of the two

phoneme8 in these words in mature speech. It is to be expected

then that young children would prefer the form which fits in
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with the longer-established. teatures of their phonemic system:

Debby:	 ['nxjlxi'tim] /'nili'tajrn/ "nearly time"

Steven II;[ '! 'v9i1xi)	 /'jn'rijlij/ "am 1 t really"

iii /1:1
Many cases of /1:! show a usage as in the terminal model:

Debby:	 ['p2sQ'bxea2p')	 /'puts'bj:rap+/

"puts the beer up."

Margaret: ['2i'x]	 /'b2siz'i:+/	 his ear,"
lark:	 [1QbIg'lou,si] /i:big'lorij/ "hear big lorry"
Debby:	 [stx hx:nibzd)	 /sthi:embild./

"stay here and. build."

An&rew:	 ['d:n'xA]	 /Jd:n'i:+/ "down here."

However there are many other phonetic segments which hare

the same form as allophones of /i:/, being long yocoids at

above half-close central of front or glides from there to

centre - [x:j or [ 19 ] - which occur in contexts where /1:1

would not normally be found.:

Trevor:	 [2x'rni;zJ	 /+i1mmiz+/ "in Nanny's."

Fern:	 [tfpz1g3nsJ	 /1iz1gon9/ "She'ø going to"

Debby:	 [iôO'kji] / 1 ow'k pjjjn/ "all carrying"

Denise:	 ['2zçg2'd.z,azxn)	 /+'i)sgut'd.ra:mea/
"He's gotjamasW
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This suggests that the segments Li:), [19] are not yet at this

stage completely contrastive, and. that the phoneme /1:/ is

not as completely established as it is to become at later

stages of development. The pronouns "he", ewe", "she" are

found in some places with a ,ong unglided. vocoid or glide

to centre similar to allophones o:r /1:!:

Lyx3n:	 [wi: 'g329 1 n9U t t' boi 11] /wij '90t9 1 nUw'tij 1tJQ/

"we got a new teacher."

Fern;	 ['wgX2 'ni1) /'wijgot tnuw/ "We got new..."

Denise:	 ['z:bai'k.o.&7]	 /'ijbij'kawd+/

"He ('ii) be cold"

Fern:	 [1Jx:zgz)fl3]	 /'Iiiz,90fl9/

It may be that these forms arise by analogy from forms such

as	 - /wi:/ in the mature language - in which case

they could be interpreted, as /wij/ or /wi:/, /ij/ or /1:1.

Certainly they must be considered as products of a system that

does not have a fully contrastive opposition of /ij/ and /i:/.

r/il/

In the great majority of cases lu before consonants and
before /+j, I-! behaves as in the-year old model. It is a
vocoid. glide from Lx) to back half-close to close, which may

or may not be followed by [:

Paula:	 ['m.qvma.n]	 /'milp'men+/ "milkman."
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Pete]';	 '.T ,bu 19)
	

I' wil 1brre / "wheelbarrow"

.Andiew i
	

E 'bxd2sJ
	

/ 'bi].d.its / "buildings"

A triphthongal glide does not appear to be contrastive:

['wzn'nU)	 /'1n'mil+/ "windmill"

In one case Trevor has a usage that is not that of older

speakerB, in that clear unvelarized El] is allowed to occur'

syllable—finally before a consonant:

Trevor;	 ['duziI Ithz1j)	 /'d.awzd.i 'til3fiThose, they
kiU you."

,, :	 [x1't5xl,ja]	 /'dj1wi'til1 j+/

"They will kill you,"

At this point Treor is operating with a phonological rule

that permits clear [1] finally. This is presumably a matur-

atlonal stage in the acquisi,tion of adult phonological usage

of final 1)1, sImilar to one in the developmental process

outlined by Hutcheson (see II,7.1a. ). These two utterances

probably represent a 'relapse' by the speaker to a somewhat

earlier stage of phonologca1 development. He had seen a

picture of some bees in a book, and became very agitated at

the prospect of being 'bitten' by them. Under the pressure of

this excitement doubtless he reverted to an earlier stage,

not only with regard to the treatment of final /1/, but also

substituting It! for the ve].ai' /k/, which elsewhere he Is
able to articulate adequately.
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vLL
As with older speakers the most usual realization of /e/ at

this age is a short front yowel at half-open or above, Glides

to a more central or a closer position occur in prominent and
utterance-final. syllables, Roiinded and slightly centralized.
yocoi.ds are occasionally found:

Paula:	 [ma Ia. nI dat t1cn2)	 /maj'3enjd' tent-/

"My Jenny had a ent,
Steven:	 jtncmwi'g12] / nemwi J got/ "and then we got..."
Pter:	 [1xGd. ] /9flEet8 1 red+/"and. that's red."

Trevor:	 [undcem)	 /r:n'dem/ "owid them..."

As at older ages too, closer variants are recorded, and, these
are classified as /i/ if they are raised to half-close or'

closer:

David.*	 [9 Ibit Zf2dj /&bigtftid.+/ "a big fa1head.

Debby:	 [ ' h2xn)
	

/o'r'atin/ "all right then:"

Whereas open variants of /e/ were relatively rare among older

speakers, they are found. quite frequently among Nur'aery chil-

dren. These variants, which may be almost completely open or,

more commonly in the region of [) , coupled 'with allophones

of 1W which are raised to half-open, suggest an. incomplete

differentiation of the phonemes /e/ and 4e/, and even of /e/
and /a/, in some children a phonological systems:
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Fern:	 [h z 'fuç .rid) /h? 1 frend+/* 'her frien&'

Lymi:	 ['2z)	 ,4gz+/ "eggs."

Iracy:	 [txz1bd.*) /tuiz'bd+/ "to his bed."

Fern:	 ['oçd'4wY]	 /'red'tfvi/ "red cherry"

Pre y-or:	 [i2ptan1zIam) 1+ 'ipan'zam+/ "Open them."

David:	 ['c2n9'w)	 /'setnQ'wow+/ "sat on a wall."

Lynn:	 {1kzcl3Igclon.9 'baa)	 /,kei'gelonn9'bas/

"can get on the bus"

Ti 1e/
As in mature speech the length distinction is often lost in

the pair /e:/ - /e/, reducing the long vowel to its short

counterpart, In this particular sample /e:/ was weakened more

frequently in Nur8ery children's speech than in that of the

older group. A short vocoid of the type i: j or [c) was found

20 times in place of /e:/, while of long or' glided allop-.

hones there were 22 instances, The ratio is almost 1:1. For

9-year old speakers on the other band. 19 Instances of [) or

[ci were counted, to 36 long or glided realizations of the

vowel - a ratio of l:2(see also Table 	 V,3.2i ). ThIa

is auggestve of a relatively late acquisition by children

of the contrast /e/ - /e:/ :

Fern:	 [cz'yz2'lo2eJ /dez'ow-'lota/ "There's all lots..."
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Debby:	 [wc9'stetms,a)	 /we9'stQwns1 a:^/

"where the stones are,W

Steven:	 ['w&Xj3't]	 /1waj9'bet+/ "while you're there,"

When long monophthongs and glides do appeal' in Nursery speech

it seems to be predominantly in those positions where leng-

thening and gliding are favoured, such as open final syfl-

ables and prominent stressed syllables within an utterance:

Lynn: -	 [11n'lçBl	 /in'le:+/ "in there?"

Ma'garet: ['tfcz) 	 /'t$ez+/ "chairs."

Tracy:	 ['].cn,il 'ki,awnsJ	 /'le:r'jj 'krewns+/
"There the caravans.W

.&ndi'ew:	 /tderjjiz19w'y-te:s/

"There be is over there."

Open a].lophones of /e:/, or substitutions of the phoneme by

were found to be infreq.uent, except in the speech of

Tracy:

	

Tracy:	 ['din'lw.)	 /'duwin'l:+/ "doing there?"

	

,, :	 (a'p1:wif'dig] /a'pl:wif'd.og^/ "up there with a
dog"

E 'luzn9'b9u2J / t lrin9 lb9wt^/"They ? re in a boat."

ii /iL

This sequence behaves quite regularly in Nursery speech by

the standards of the terminal model. Even for Trevor, who
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realized /11/ 1efore consonants as an unorthodox [xl) , pro—

dues a norma]. v000id. glide from half-open f:ront to back

half-close or slightly lower -

Treyor:	 [2e2 ,p'xz 'Incn .)	 /+ *el:p,piz 'menz+/

"helps mene."

Paula:	 ('Aj.tir7z'nmi]	 /IaGjjeljolninij/

"I'm going to tell your mummy"

Andrew: [itwç()	 /izwel+/ "as well,"

iiLJ
Variation in the length of this phoneme is governed.by the

same conditions as were found to apply in 9-year old speech.

Long or glided vocoids are found for /w/ in utterance-final

syllables, before medial clusters of Nasal + Voiced Consonant,

whether or not these occur at word-boundaries (cf II]., 4.3
viii) 3

David z	 [r' 'go2Qb.2'].&2)	 /feIgotQb&t1lt+/

"Forgot about that."

Peterl	 Ev:d'b2') /l9yQdIb+/ "over the back1"

Mark:	 [1w,s1la)	 /Iwos1l+/ "What's that?"

Paula:	 (22.'n:s.)	 /+1oW'11mcI+/	 "a].]. mans,"

Fern:	 [etgu.m,ma] /grn 1 ina:/ "a grandma"

Margaret: [)ph:n4)	 /'pri1da+/ "Panda."

Andrew:	 (rsii)	 /18nWi&.3iz/ "sandwiches"
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// is liable to overlap with both the closer /e/ and. the more

open /a! in Niu'sery speech. Juatbas it was shown in v above

that words with /e/ could. have a form with a vocoid I:m], and

words with // might take a vocoid. Ec], so it can be shown

that [a) may be found. in place o /f, arid t) in place of
/a/I

Trevor:	 ['2a2Txn9's9i'A)	 /+IaYineIsijIso+/

"having a see saw."

David:	 ['bla2kx]	 /'blak+/	 "black."

Lynn:	 ['a2a 't'&psxi)	 /'ats 'topsi/ "That' a Topsy"

Fern:	 f 'n' d .2]	 / 'a jn'dat+ / "I know that."

Mark:	 ['saknda'buI)	 /Iaakad9lbri.+/

"stuck under bridge."

Tracy:	 [2n:xi'v9) /+ffTTh1j'v9/ "and, the other,.,"

Steven:	 ['ddi,wxi] /'ddij 1 n+/ "Daddy one."

x___

The relationship between /re/ and. /:/ differs somewhat from

that of /1/ and. /1:! or of id and /e:/. /:/ occurs more

freg.uently than the other two long vowels ($5 ocurrencee in

the sample of Nursery speech, to 11. of /i:/ and Li4L of /e:/)

and. is contrastive in more contexts than these two with the

corresponding short vowel //, It is thereThre to be expected

that this contrast will be established. in ch1ldrens speech at
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at a relatively early age, and. that features such as length

or glide which govern the contrast will be handled by the

Nursery group in a more mature way in these Items than In

closer vowels. The only important differences that are found.

between 9-year old. and Nursery usage are in annumber of

glides to close central position - [) - and a higher pro-

portion of glides to back of centre, with lip-rounding relat-

Ively pronounced in the later part of the glide:

Lynn:	 [1 uaindi2 'i	 nd.)	 /'rajndlts 'r:nd+/

"wind. It around."

David:	 C'sute.3	 /taQ:r:B+/ "it's her house."

Peter:	 [I mu wis'] / inij : a^/ "in the house."
Steven:	 ['BclXnl9'ktr] /selirila'k:+/ "selling the cow."

Trevor:	 [''tr9]	 /':t':s/ "out (of the) house"

The distribution of different realizations of /:/ is largely

a matter of idlolect at this age. Paula, for Instance, baa

a long ungllded. vocoid [: 	 almost exclusively. Debby's

recording contained. a high proportion of glided vocoida -

f. tr) - though this may be due to the fact that she was tell-

ing a story throughout most of this recording, so may have
been using features of formal speech. SteVen's speech is

marked by a number of cases of /:/ weakening to /, while

Lynn's speech shows a high proportion of glides to close

central or front of central - [J:
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Paulai	 [gon'a2p,.'nez)	 /gon'ap,nffl$ 'rj+/

"gone up now, eli?"

f i]	 /':s1.z+/ "houses."

Debby:	 [bxid.trnaxb&e.rs) /biU'm.j]:s+/ "build, my house."

,,	 ['blts' j'bs) /'blQw' jO'12&a+/ "blow your house."

Steven:	 [	 Id.Z1,g9n)	 /9 'bt 'th'gn+/

"about the dragon."

['29vxz 'in6) / 1 tav1z 1 n6/ "BUt of his mouth"
Lynn:	 t 'eml 1 29'42J /'smel 1 :tvet+/ "smell out of it."

/'d9wnt1g9w'r:n+/

"don't go round,."
It is interestIng to ace that although Debby generally gives

"house" a form f'i ys) or E l uaJ ,Lccasionally using a long
wiglld.ed. vocoid., In "down", the preposition and adverb, she

Invar1abl has

Id:n:a 'tf imbleI ]	 /d:nn9 'tIIinbli j/ "down the chIrnney
[tphy2nrzl1.j2 1 d:nJ	 /'pntenIzJfut1d.:n/ "putting hIs foot

down

The word. "our" izivariably has the form /:f, but the sepienoe
/li	 may be found In some less common words;

Margaret: t l azrf,i t mx1 2k'h )	 /' a:ft;'milk+/ "after our milk.

w	 $	 /t:a+/ "Tower."
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[29 L ]al) I lxJ 'wax)

t ' xc 'xc)

[cx4wsrm2]

/a'd+f "again."

/+a 'lol) 'lorJ1wj+/

"A long, long way."

/'d.ia'rmjs+/ "this race

/ , wewnt+/ "they won' t."

/sJwole,dmj+/ "a holiday."

Peter:

.Andpew

Trevor:

Mark:

Denise:

The starting-point of thin vowel is rather variable for Nw's-'

ery speakers in comparisQn with the 9-year' old. norm, and. may

move from front open to above bnlf'-open. There i.e no xeal

systematic departure from the mature norm for this 'rowel:

The starting-point appears to be we].l fronted., presumably to

avoid. con.tasion with /ij/. The overlap of /ijJ and. /j/ in
Mark's speech was noticed. in ii above. A peculiarity of

this phoneme at the Nursery 8tage i.s its occurrence in some

demonstrative forms, "they" and. a cognate form "theyse" being

used. where older children would. have "them", "these", "those":

Yern:	 [ZwIfa'dLd.xz'd.2a) /Iwifaj1jztks+/

"Wish I had. theyse ducks."

Mark:
	

['wd.1e ,4rJ2k' 'lxz 1 aJ /'wodie ,fi!Jk'liz, a:+/

"What do you think theyse are?"

Trevor:
	

[fe 'wane' x] /fe 'wane dj+/ f or one of they:

In general this vowel has a 'rer pronounced glide: in inal

open syllables the closure may be so extreme as to produce



non-phonemic friction:

	

Peru:	 [aisanGi1&e.i.J /a l san1j,dj+/ "a suxmy day."

	

,, :	 tth912l9dij.J /ta-'ol9d+/"to holiday."

xi /]J

No real differences have been fotind. between 9-year old and

Nursery usage in this item. There is one Interesting exmaple

of assimilation, where a glide te vocoldal /1/ in one

syllable creates the vocoid glide associated with /&./ in

the following syllable:

Paula:	 ['wm'b)
	

/'wI], 'bl+/ "wheelbarrow"

iiL
/a/ may be replaced by closer vocoids that are regarded as

instances of isv' or /e/:

Tracy:
	

[lkI9jy9J /'kemzwv9+/ "comes over,"

Trevop:
	

['A9ng2,wii'd9iz ] /'agot1wen'dIjz+/

"I've got one of these,"

(For other examples see 3.2viIi above). /wen/ is Tre'ror's

standard form of the word "one"t he uses it seven or eight

times in his recording. Some instances are foimd. of vowels

that are far removed from /a/ in place of the item, includ-

ing /0/, /aw/, possibly /u/:



.Anth'ew g	r).I'wn1	 /1ewnitwOn+/ "only one.

Peteri	 22ta1$dain2')	 /+tewttiJdarnp..j

"Thimpty Dumpty (sic)"

Lynn:	 f'*2p'ti)	 /"up(9p?)le:+/ "up there."

iiLil
As at older ages, // occurs widely in. stressed syllables

within the utterance:

Lynn:	 [dQznai)	 /'d.z9nij+/"d.oesntt he?"

L'racy:	 {'n9i1	 /Qnij+/ "ain't he?"

Fern:	 ['kaxA.v1	 /kaiiajv/ "Can I b.ave..?"

Lynn:	 [12on:e*g'1'xn9i1p'xgz] /+1nn'gin1jp1gz+/

"And the guinea pIgs."

Steven:	 ['fndx2,a.21la:s]	 /1fndIt19t,la:s/

"foitnd. it at last"

A striking difference from 9-year old peecb, however, is the

trequency with whIcb utterance-final syllables containing

this vowel have secondary oz primary stresS, Ai.lophones of

// in these syllables are sometimes exaggeratedly open

and. fronted, or lengthened:

Steven:	 EImxata1bai.k0a.nJ	 /ImjstGrbijkon+/

"Mister Beaken! "

David:
	

('wo2aZ I
	

/ wowt1+/ "water."

Trevor:
	 ' t3 axg 'g.:4]
	

/'tajg 'ga+/ "Pjger"
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Tx'eyor:	 [x'wt72,t) /inG'wawt 1 ta+/"jn the water."

Peter:	 [l2].szn)	 /+119fl^/ "Alan."

Paula:	 f'czox1lg)	 /pow1le+/	 Paula,'t

Within the utterance in unstressed, syllables this weak vowel

is often replaced. by a centralized allophone of /1/ by

many speakers:

Paula:	 [2ri.'spad.e]	 f+ine t spajd.e/ "and. a spider..."

Steven:	 [1d2xnntxm] /dtetjnin'im/"That ai.n?t an'him,'"

Peru:	 [l21m9i11gxJ

"Let me iave a go(si.c)ç"

Other short Towels may function occasionally as weak forms,

including /e/,/o/,/u/ (See V,3.lv).

/9:1

Most of the Nux'sery children are able to produce this phoneme

in a relatively mature form as in the 9-year old. model -

-

Peru:	 (fê:n]	 /'fQ:ri+/ "Fern,"

LYTn:	 ['bi2xm,sc'tf 1 /'h9 :titflSelf+/ "burt himself."

Mark:	 ['pa:,tiim]	 /'p9: 1 fjuwm/ "perfuxn'

Closer and. more open variants are relatively rare:

Lynn:	 t'p°Ir:j9m]	 /'p9f1j9m/ "perfume"

Trêvers	 ['w:2kexn'nu)	 /'we:kain'naws/

"works in (the) house"
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Except in the case of Mark, who frequently replaces mature /

/a:! with a backinopen unrounded vocold. similar to 1(1:1,

there is no consistent pattern of substitution for this

vowel among Nursery ohil&ren, It is interesting to see that

in anaaple given above Mark has produced a	 allo-

phone of /a:/, though elsewhere be replaces it with /a:!.

It can be suggested that forms with Ia:! are for this speak-

er	 surviving from an earlier phonological state,

A form such as /'pa: 1 fjuwm/ is a tfore_.er word,

initiating a change in the vowel system that will become

general at a later atagea:

Mark:	 [I tj a .	 / t tra :i/ "Church"

:	 /llewda1da:t/ "load, of dirt"

The word "bird", presumably one that most children learn at

an early age, has a variety of realizations:

Lynn:	 ['dxk°ai1bz] /'diki3 1badz/ "Dicky birds"

Tracy:	 ['wanii)	 /'wairi,a:d-/ "One bird"

,, :	 [o'bxbii'b5'] /a'bjbij'bod-/ "a baby bird"

v law!

The starting-point of this glide shows considerable variation

at this age. From the position that it normally has in older

speech - [ J - it may fluctuate to positions that are more



t 'xtr13Vt3 I

('iid.z9 rxjJ

['Ugatn'b)

[t°a 1 gu't7m)

/ 1naot_/ "Kzmw what,..?"

I-i. 1 aw zij+/ "orse7."

/ tfrQ,Isaw7g/ "throw stones"

/].awdza'fif/ "loads of fish"

/'asijn'bawts/ "*een boats"
/tagawawm+/ "to 9O'h01fl5,"

/'bewts/ "boats"

Lynn:

Trevor:

Debby&

Dayjd.*

Andrew:

Debby:

Andrew

front and. perhape closer - [),[) , more central - [i), [a)

or x,etraote.	 J, [) open and fronteâ[a], central [A)

an&etraoted.

Many øf these variants can be tQUd. at different times in

the id.iolect of any one speaker, tb.ougb there are certain

children who consistently use one realization more th,n

others. Andrew, for Instance, cO)flfliOni3r	 a starting-point

that Xe back of central and somewha lower than half-open.

This is the region in which mature /aw/ has its starting-point,

so that Andrew would probably be unable tq Zealized the opp-

osition. of /Gw/ and /aw/, David, on the other band, commonly

has a relatively fronted. starting-point — [)

Andrew:	 ['lu]'l m 1bu2s]	 /luktlem1b9wtB/'

"Look at them boats"

,,	 *	 ttsIphe1x1?tT)	 /I_p l'ff+/
"Smashed potatoes "p



	

David.:	 ['(Qi,bY2s)
	

/"tz'ij 1bQwts+/ "three boats."
	:	 [mnux2IIn2] I' nQwit 'nt/ "No it ainttfl

As at older ages the glide may be reduced, and monopthonga

may result, in situations BuQh as before a vowel or in an

unstressed syllable:

Denise:	 /'9OWintQ'WolQd3+/

"going to holiday."

Fern:
	

[zp"?n21o.z]	 /',z1pintsowz+/

"those pencils."

Andrew: [n' thacvQ)
	

/nGw'ajnev9/ "No, I neverw

In:
	

f1den2'nV)
	

/ L d.wntnew^/ "Dont know,"
Ilowe'ver In a slow deliberate style of speech glides may be

produced that are longer and more extensively glided than
in older forms of speech:

Lynn;	 ['Ixd.un2'ntni] /'a.jd.Gwnt'n9w+/ "I don't know,"

Tracy:	 [xne'bu2)	 /inQbowt+/ 'n a boat,"
Fern:	 [1e,skzAxnd] /'dws-kajnd/ "those kind,,,"

Mark:	 ['2iu'].x2e?1w1]	 /+;aw1lit,wwan+/

To younger speakers ±t seems that rounding may be an import-

ant perceptual cue to this phoneme. There are probably more

rounded. glides at this age than at older ones, especially

where the phoneme is fully and carefully articulated. In. one

case it is realized as a back half-close monophtlxrng which,

though rounded, is not as rounded as monopb.tbongal allophonea
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of /ow/ in the same region:

Steven:	 ['bQn'JuJ	 /'bowGn'rDw+/ "bow and arrow."

In speakers whose phonological system is relatively unstable

this phoneme is foimd in some words substituting for other

vowels which are characterized by glld.e8 to back half-close

or close - low! and /uw/, and in one instance 4:1:

Trevox':
	

/+ s ewzi+/ "Eorsey."

Mark:
	

/4. I G1B^/ "horsey."

Trevor:
	 [,Azu'dunx]
	

/ctjm'dQwani+/"!'m doing it."

Mark:
	

['widai]
	

/wijd.Qw+/ ",..we do."

Trevor:	 /'wQ:ksin'nws/

"works in (the) house"

One girl onl produces the glides to front close noted as

characteristic of female speech at 9 years - t1,[) -

though it occurs in her speech in only a few places:

Fern:
	

/G'gaWBt/ "a ghost"

['n ,dz'bzoz]
	

/ 'ow, dwz-'bowz+/

"all those balls"

Rounding of front vocoid.s is a feature which is relatively

late in being mastered by children (Jakobson l96, cf. II

4.2 ) ,and if this rounding is not incorporated Into a glide

to front close then a segment sounding something like

"if will result, This may be what has happened in such

utterances as:

"UI.



Fex'n	 [lc2'mif'gx) e'mi-t'g+/ "Let me have a go."

Ilarkt	 t2Gtl'tc)	 /+s'lj+/ Wff]]0W

This may slaG be part of the bxplanation Of the peculiar

demonstrative form /'dzjz/ mentioned, in 3.2x above, sinCe

it is only the rounding in the second. part of the glide that

distinguishes [] from a somewhat cemtral-starttng //.

xvi Jaw!

The factbthat /Qw/ has BUCb¼ S vatiety of starting-points at
this age means that the contrast /ew/ - /aw/ cannot be
completely clear for all speakers. There is always the poss-

ibility that what appears to be /aw!, in a wo pd. that

takes this phoneme in the model language, may turn out to

be an allophone of /aw/. The vocoid. in Lynns [hisd] is

the same as that inAn&vews ('bu2), yet in terms of the

terminal model these ahou].d. be two different items, /aw! and.

/aw!. /ow/ also has relatively open variants, so that

although Trevor appears to have mature uaage of a phoneme

/aw/ in; ['k&od.x'l 2c%j "Gol&tloeks", yet when we see

a very similar vocoid in:

t'i.2mGi tlTkzn 1 22]	 /letmi'taw(ow)kjnjt/

"Let me talk in it"

it appears that the /aw/ - /ow/contrast is not properly est-

ablished far this speaker. In omparison with /ow/ and /aw/
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this phoneme has a limited distribution and functional load,

and. it is to be erpected that it should. be  acquired at a

late stage of phonological devetopment by the young speaker,

It would seem that /aw! is perceptually nearer to /awf than
to /ow, 0 Where /aw! is replaced by another Towel it is /aw/:

Tracy:	 E'sue'it] /is9wc30'1e:f "a soldier there"

ru /ai/

The 'varieties of starting-point for the glided allophonea

of /aj/ are probably as numerous at this age as at older ages

They range from fully back open to front of central open,

sometimes to almost fully front open: the centre of distrib-

ution tends to be more central and frorrted. at this age than

it is with older childre&

Denise:	 [ t b . x)	 /g'baj+/ "Goodbye."

Steven:	 [tarpaxn.) I' a:f'frajt9nd+/ "half frightened"
Debby:	 ISbAx2t8]	 /'wajt+/	 "Right"

Fern:	 [1lI2t)	 /aj'lajtt3/ "I like to"

Iynn:	 [,m&iIism]	 /,nic4'awm/ "my home"

As with older children monopbthongs ape found. in both stressed

and, unstressed syllables, and. "I", "I'm", "my",very often

have an ung].1.ded Tocold, whether stressed. ox' not:

Fern:	 [,da,.n2 i1: 2khxm]	 /1d.a1z3nt 'lak-himf
"d.oest i.ike him"
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Debby:

Ln:

Paula:

David.:

['1i.t'xnQ'rao) /'lajtin9'faj/ "lighting a fire"

['2Ln,n&2'hz'i,x]	 /+1ajm1not1h9sIr+/

"I'm not her age."

[2Anirn':ox 1l] 	/+ajnLejnh'spow,lG+/

"My name's Paula.W

[a 'd11ax2 Ixnx%2kz]	 /a'duwlajp 'milk+/

"I do like milk."

However, the glided vocold in "I", "my" and so on is much

more common at this stage than among 9-year dde. If the

monophthonga]. a].lophone of /aj/ is symbolized as [U . ) and the

glide as [ax], it is found that for "I" there are 33 occur-

rences of [n.) in the Nursery group, to 19 occurrences of

[ ax], whereas in them9-year old group to 24 occurrences of

[se] there were only 5 instances of [ai), (this count covered

only stressed /aj/). Now taking both stressed. and. unstressed

occurrences of "my" the figures are more telling. [max)

appears 15 times in the Nursery sample of speech, and. rma.]

only 8 times, while at the 9-year old level there are only

5 instances of [max]to 31 recorded cases of [zn1.), Ecaually

significant is the increase in the 'use of the weak forms

/mi/ and. /mij/ for "my". Only 4 occurrences of these forms

are found at the Nurserybstage, compared to 16 instances at

the 9-year level. These figures are set out in full in

Chapter V,3.3iii.
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Seguences of /a/ + /Q/may be treated. as disyllables, or

may! be coalesced. to /a:/ or /aj/ as at older ages:

Tracy:	 ibg't 1 1ain 1 InItsa: ,kw) /'big tlajiiini 'sa: k9w+/

"big lion in the circus."

Trevox';	 L'l,ns]
	

/ l laj 1 jna/ "1iO1LB"

Tracy;	 t'iaxn)
	

/'lajnf "lion"

Paula;	 ['A:dG't1x12j /'a:d'tent/ "I had a tent."

Mark produces an unusual disyllable a one point:

['np:'fiAn]	 /IfwQasLflajn/ "Swans are 'lying"

This can be compared with other two—directional glides in

/aj/ that the same speaker and. his sister Tracy produce; they

are to be interpreted, as allophones of the singl phoneme

/a/
Tracy;	 ['ixri2Q't&'m) /'rinttajm+/ "wintei time"

Mark:	 ['rirxn'a"]	 fine vjri aj+/"To alnt t Ii,"
(	 No I ain't.)

Tracy:	 ['gi3	 /'gaj+/ "guy."

ii 1a!
As with /a/ yoimg children's realization of this vowel tends

to be generail3r more fronted. than in older speech, although

even ully 'back vocoids are ot infrequent;

L7DX1:	 tkhLi2tOm1j / 1ka8ntsmel/ "can't smell"
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Andrew:	 t Ims2 1 k t%azJ /'m9wt9,ka;z+/ "motor cars,"

Fern:	 [IikZfl21k2Ct, .2hJ /jlka:ntIkfjt+/

"He can't catch it."

If these fronted variants are shortened there viii be a

risk of confusion with /a! and even // these phonemes do

indeed, replace /a:! in some places. A similar thing is of c

course possible with fronteded aliophones of tail when

they are weakened:

Lynn:	 ['Azk°än1'a)	 /tajkant?tajka:nt/

"I can't.,. I can't"

Marks
	

/+,hok9fl'd(j)i /
"I can harday..."

Trevor:	 ['Ai1gz2'UJ	 /'aij 1 got'tuw/ "I've got two..."

/u/ is near in q.uality to /o:/ at this age, and. confusion of

the two vowels may result from the rounding of one or the

unroundJ,ng of the other:

Fern:
	

E 'wm,mz '].sn]	 /wam1ma:-1isan/

"one more listen"

dx Ia:].!

The vocoid. glide associated. with this eeq,uence before 1+1,7-I
an& consonants Xe found only twice in the :recorded speech of

the Nursery children, where .t appears to be a form that has

been learnt in a ritualistic expression from the nursery story
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of 'The Three Pigs':

Debby:	 [1ax1phafcnpta1en&1blw) f1aj'pafenaj'pafena:l'blQw1

"I puff and. I puff and I'll blow..."

Steven:	 [ 'hafna' phas]	 Ia: i 'baf-anaj' pas-/

"I 11 huff, and I puff,"

Here it is probably at this stage a stylistic aflophone of

/a/, a form that is used in a special situation • The fact

that these children fluctuate between the unglided and

glided vocoid suggests that they have not yet fully master-

ed the inorphophoneinic distinction between "I" and "I'll",

and that /aj/ and. /a:l/ are not truly contrastie in this

context. Steven fails to mark the contrast in another place:

['w&1j9 'bc]	 /'waj 'e-./ "Thile you're there, "

xxLg/

This vowel does not show any very significant differences

from 9-year old patterns in nursery speech. Rounded and

unrounded vocoids occur in approximately the same proportions

as at the older age - 2L. cases of(ij and 37 of fJ in the
Nursery group, to 23 [A) and 1.i.8 [o) in the 9-year old sample.

A slight proportional increase in unrounded allophones is

probably due to idiolectal characteristics of certain Nursery

informants rather than to differences in age. Due to the
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comparative instability of vowel articulations among this group
there are ratkier mom open variants of /0/ at this age:
Lynn:	 [Iphzip.og2tkh] /'pipow,got9'kof+/

"people (who) got a cough."

Debby	 L2'dgs)	 /'not'd,ogs+/"No dogs,"

Fern:	 [9'igA2'mA.xnJ /9'juwgOp'majn+/"Have you got mine?"
" :	 /'t:nzat'of^/ "turn that off."

Peter:	 ['diyfi2] /'cIotivfijt( "got his feet.."

As at older ages, certain common words may have alternative

forms with /u/z

Andrew:	 E'wtsl'b:2m9iJ	 /'wulb:p'mij+/

"Vhat about me?W

Dayidr	 ['n&2'jc21	 /*nutljet+/ "not yet."

Denise:	 ('2!:çg2'dza:m)	 /+1ijsgu1dpa:rne/

"He'a got (py)jamas"

Equally, words which normally have /12/ may be fotind at this

age with forms in /o/. These are mainly "look" and words that

rhyme with it - "book","Cook",

Denise:	 [l?s2'9iIn2] /lokJijjnt/ "Look, she ain't,.."

Pern:	 [I]1.2k*]	 /'lok^/ "Look,"
Lynn I	 ['txs'kz2k]	 /1trjBitkok+/

w (Iiyzin) Tracy Cook,"

Lynn:	 ['b2ks]	 /'boks+/	 "books."
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A more deliberate style of speech and a slower rate of deliv

ery at this age mean that there is less contrast between

stressed and, unstressed syllables. The weak vowel /e/ has a

lighter functional load, for Nursery children (Bee V,3.lV'i)

and one speaker, Mark, substitutes /0/ for /a/ in both

stressed and unstressed syllables:

['mdxs3n'nx2]
	

/med1son'rnjt+/ "Medicine, aint it?"

1 '2lEx 1fri2]
	

/+ t	1font+/ "elephant

E

	
/l irnzdjdont+/ "Mane didn't."

d, /o:/

Realizations of this yowel may be more open at the Nursery

level than in the terminal model, or may be glides to a more

open final poixt. Unrounded and almost open back vocoids

are inter:preted as /a:!:

Yern:	 ('xn,:J	 /'dajn91Bo:+/ "&lnosaur."

Paula:	 [,lcfdo'd2:ipton]	 /1lefd.G'd.o:r9wpan/

Wieft the door open,"

Trevor:	 [9 ai '82A3
	

/9'siJ'ao$+/ "a see saw."

Lynn:	 [1zx2jotT'i,un) / 1 zitjo:'rwn+/ "Is it your own

Pern:	 [ld,&.xneIsa.J /'dajn'sa:/ "Dinosaur"

Trevox':	 [ zv,f' 'xns] /v fat 'dine+/ "have tor dinner,"

As was found with /i:/ and. let!, the feature of length that

distinguishes this vowel from Its corresponding short vowel
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/0/ is not alwaye maintained. Among the younger children of

this group this may be due to the relatively late acajilsition

of this phoneme. WLthg an older speaker such as Steven short

'vocoids may be found in positions - such as utterance-final

open syllables - where /0/ may not occur, and are thus to

be regarded as /o/, as in. the 9-year old system:

Debby:
	

[wx 'fçQl's)
	

/wi'fo1:s/ "with your house"

"	 [,e'stiiJ
	

/,is'storij/ "this story"

Mark:
	

[1d'án'fzi,i2]
	

/ 1 dan'forit/ "done for i."

David:
	

[2 'l'Di]
	 I dt'lo:x'ij / "that lorry"

However the proportion of short vocoids to long and glided

vocoids at this age - 5 and 12 occurrences respectively -
is not significantly different from the proportion at the

older age - 7 short to 21 long and glided.

ii /oj,/

This vowel generally behaves as in the 9-year old system,

though some more open and unrounded allophones may cause

overlapping with /aj/.The differentiation of /oj/ and. /aj/

may be accomplished relatively late in1ife, owing to the

comparative rarity of the phoneme /oj/. The confusion of the

two items was found only in the speech of boys in this sample:

Trevor:	 ['bxg'b&xbTs2kaJ]	 /lbig 'bajz	 --/

"big boys' books."
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Peter:	 t'ts&'xzj	 /'tajz+/ "toys."

[a'tt axzbcs) /; I tajz,besV "..the toys best."

Two-directional oi' even thee-direct1onal glides are found

at this age:

Ka:
	

[a1lax2k' t5&'xz]
	

/aj,lajk'toz+/

"I like toys."

Mark:	 [s't'xdLg) /'tod.og+/ a toy dog."

Lii LiaL

A feature of this vowel at the Rursery level isrrits alternat-

ion with /0/ in certain words, mainly in "look" and words

rhyming with it (see 3.2xx aboe) but also in:

Feriile:	 I'gb'bAx]	 /'gob'baj+/ "Goodbye,"

Trevoi':	 (p2t h x2 1 Xen) / I pottit l on+/ "put it on,"

"Look" also has forms with lit and Is!:

Andrew	 1lge3	 /'ligse/ "Look at the..."
Debby:	 [12Ii'U.'l2k'] /+i l a: 1lk+/ 'Here (you) ere, look"

/u/ appears in many unstressed syllables where older speech

would use /e/s

Andrew:	 [2t'wsigun9 's2J	 /+u'wijgwns 'sit+/

"There we going to sit?"

Peter:	 [o21eb2t.r'wxi)	 /'wotlsbtu'wi]..s+/

"What about the wheels?"
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Margaret: (t$jI.jz) /'woJju'rrid.z+/ "Wash your hands."

xiv /uw/

The aflophone that was found most commonly in 9-.year old speech,

a glide from central to close back of central -	 or [en) -

is also widely used. in Nursery speech. The phoneme shows two

important differences, however, from the older model in

its allophones at this age,

a) Prominent Allotthone

It was found in connection with the terminal Towel Bystem

that /uw/ in prominent positions had an allophone that took

the form of a glide from a more open and fronted positipn than

usual - i1],f*J,[y). This kind of glide is found q.uits

freq.uently for /uw/ in Nursery speech in positions which need.

not necessarily be fully prominent:

David:	 ['21.p'bcuxd) /+'uwylberid.+/ "Who t se buried?"

Markt	 {'tfi't"çkxz] /'tnw'tekiz/ "two ted.dies"

And.rew:	 [i E 'd1)	 / 'a j 'duw+ / "I do, $

Fern:	 [g32'bl.n	 /gotQlblwya+/ "got a balloon."

The prevalence of this type of allophone among young children

could be said. to be due to the part played by differential

stress in langiage-learning, Those forms which are given most

prominente in an utterance by a mature speaker will clearly

be relatively easy for the child to hear, perceive and, event-
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[5f9l.u]

[iblaijn]

Is.26

iu/0f9'juw+/ off of you."

/ofal uw^/ "off of you."

/'b].uwn^ / "balloon,"

Paula:

Denise
a

Margaret:

ually learn to use actively, Within the Cockney vowel system

however the use of a vocoid glide with such a fronted and

open starting-point endangers the distinction of /uw/ and

law,. Confusion of these two vowels Is found in the younger

speakers in the Nursery group;

Trevor:	 [,Azn1d.uani)	 /1ajm'd.awanl+/ "I'm doing It."

Mark:	 [ 'dAuJ	 /aJ'd.aw+/ ."I do"

b) Pully Back Rounded Alloyhone

Both monophthongs and. glides to back in /uw/ may be found

at this age at or moving towards an almost fully close and

back position, sometimes with pronounced lip-rounding. This

Is a type of allophone that would not be heard from older

speakers, and one which occurs often enough to suggest that

it is not the result merely of accidental varIatIon in the

phoneme. It seems to suggest that within the vowel system

/uw/ is strongly associated for these children with the feat-

ures of a back, close rounded vowel, and. that these features

arebreproduced in the articulation of the phoneme to pre-

serve an effective contrast with other members of the vowel

system:



Margaret: [n 1 m9]a.n,khamz i dn] /nQ *muwn,karnz1d:n+/

Wajid the Moon comes down,W

Peter	 [1tu.d.IsaiI /tuwd9'd.ij+/ "to the set"

Tracy:	 (pmo.n1	 /muw(ow)n+/ "moons"

,,	 z	 / 11r191zuw+/ "in the Zoo,W

In positions that are not stressed. and not iitterance-fina].

/uw/ may be weakened to /u/. One speaker seems to have deduced

from this that syllables with /uJ may take /r/ in strongly

stressed positions:

Andrew:	 [ Ibi,un 1 eefjfe) /'brawn'suwg9+/ Wbrown ai1gar"

xv (ow/

Wjt /0w!, as with /jj/ and. /uw/, the prominent form of the

'-owel is found in all positions among Nursery speakers.

The prominent allophone of /ow/ is a glide from halt-open to

halt-c'ose which remains relatiely retracted throughout —

[ao] • At this age more open starting-points occur occasional-

ly, the resiitt probably of accidental variations in articu-.

lations

	

Fern:	 [I291b3o) /qotsetbows+/ "iota Of balls."

	

:	 [ø'bai21boox)	 /ø'bi1bowit/

"a beach ball it..."
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Paula:	 {'w2o21&.]	 /'wowt1e+/ "water."

Steven:	 [ 1 flo29 Ij,os]	 /1flOt9ihOWB./ "Not a borse,...W

Mark:	 [oe'ijimnxn)	 /asmownin/ "this morning"

The greater frequency of these open-starting glides for low!

may be due to the presence of retracted and. close variants

of /uw/ .n Nursery speech, as well as to the effect of ditf-

erentia]. stress, The less prominent allophones of low!,

including glides from more central position to back half-close,

and. monophthongs at back half-close, are also found in

Nursery speech:

Andrew:	 [IpIikx2ollalp']	 /1wiikitow1lap+/

"d.rixk it all up,"

Peter	 ['sc2Xnwc2) /'seton9'wow+/ "sat on a wall."

Paulas	 [':o].8]	 /powlo+/ "Paula,"

Por,Maz'lc there is a persistent contusion of this vowel with

/aw/', although as can be seen in an example of bis speech

above he has the phoneme /ow! in his phonemic sytem$

[ lbl1sws)	 /lbluwsQws+/ "blue sauce,"

['2usxJ	 /4Igw1sj+/ "Horsey."

[ I lI2 1 9u1 sX]	 /litu'aw1sj / "little horsey."

[].x2,f 1 wAJ	 /1lit1Gw1wanf/ "little one,"

[Q'xnmoonxn]	 /a'sniownin/ "this morning"
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14, Consonants

1,l Plosi'ves

Ploeiye articulations are acq.nired at an early age 'by children

in first—language learning, and appear to be well established

in the speech of all the children in the Thxrsery group, with

one or two exceptions who have difficulty with velarsi The

bilabiala /p/,/b/ cause no difficulty for any speake at this

age, and. it is not proposed. to dwell on them, The alveolars
and yel plosives do show certain characteristics from

older phonological models.

i /t/ and /a/

There is no child without oppositions involving It! and /d!,

but the characteristic allophones of these phonemes at this

age differ in Borne respects from the 9—year old norms. Dent-'

alized variants -	 are freq.uentz

Fern:	 (lg9IAjrj91s.)	 /1got9dajnQso:^/

w yot a d.inosaupW

Steven,	 [cz' hai1b9 lT1ns]	 /ez tuwbs 1 ltiwns+/

two balloons."

Lynn:	 ['masta)	 /1mastQd.+/ "mustard."

Margaret: f'spax	 )	 /1spa,ds+/ "sp1dei','

Mark:	 [IbXkbztWOf)	 /lbigIbdtwowf^/
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Palatalized aflophones are also common -

Markt	 ['axbxg'l3iei]	 /'ajdbig'lor'i/

"X had a big lorry"

Treyox':	 [ 1 rU.dxns]	 /1fa:'dine+/ "for dinner."

Margaret: ['lz a 'b3o) /'lawd.ze 'bows+/ "loads of balls."

: ['1ji'lxy 'dixibed) 	 I' tuw'].i]. 'dikibd/
'Two kHtt. ctiekj rUc

Retroflex articulations are not so common among Nursery child-

ren, but are exclusive to this ag as allophonea of single
plosive items:

Peter:	 [lbfI31mtyte) /'bI13'mGwte/ "bashed his motor'"

David:	 (d'9ii'9i2X2]	 /duw*Ljtit^/"Do (he) eat It?"

It! may have a characteristic alveolo-palatal release at this

age - tt]

Debbyt	 /lbjswa&tuw+/"thiB one too,"

Peter:	 [1teilsei]	 /'tuwte'sij+/"to the sea."

Both /t! and /a/ may have a lateral release, producing some

lateral alTric$tion. Again, this does not occur freq.uently,

but is found only among thigroup of speakers:

Andrew: ['2.tJ	 /4bt+/ "hat."

Tracy:	 [dxd.t'd] /'jdj'dog-/ "How did. the dog,.."

Given the relatively slow tempo of Nursery s:peecb, it is

perhaps surprising to find that the flapped medial allophone

of /t/ - [a. ) seems to occur as often among these children
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as at older ages, even though In 9—year old speech it Is a

product of rapid. speech. Whereas In the jnatui'e model this

flap was found only In the speech of boys, in Nursery speech

It occurs equally among boys and. girls:

Lynn:	 [1pPlu.X213nje] /'putit'onje/ "putt on you"

Paula:	 [2Iz1g3I2]	 /+Izlgotlt/ "Hes got it"

Andrew:	 /pa'tJt1sws+/ "potatoes."

[] occurs not only for medial /t/ but also for /d/:

Andrew: [ma'dx]	 /maj'ddi/ "My Daddy"

Fern.:	 [x2khun2J	 /ik,kud9nt/ "It couldh't

The d.entalized segment [a.) occurs at this age, as at older

ages, in gx'anunatical items., such as "the","that","this".

Where a 9—year old speaker uses a dentalized. segment in such

a word It has been interpreted, as an occurrence of //, but
since at this age denta].izatlon is so common a feature of

all the phonemes classified as 'alveolar' it cannot be allowed

that there is any contrast between [d) anil [a.]:

Fern:	 [bastid1dm] /'bastid,dexn+/ "busted them."

David:	 [,2s 't2pei]	 /1dts'topaij+/

"Thata Topsy"
Trevor:	 [''bzg'bx]	 /'dwzd.Q'big 'baz/

"those the big boys'"

Fern:	 ['.na1d.a.2J	 /'ajned.at^/ "I know that."

peteri	 [,d.2'bl9i]	 /1dsbluw / "That's blue"
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I ikiandIJ

Pal4tal allophon.es of /k! and /g/ are oharacteriatic of

younger ape akera:

Trevorz	 ['mczj	 /'mal2k,kiz+/ "monkeys."

Jan.js	 [11we2moi,caml f. )	 /'].ipmi kam' in+/

"let me come In."

('91212 Icwx2cJ	 /'ijtik'kwik+/

"eat it quick,"

Andrew:	 ( ImUd;usta twt: 2k1 /'njadg'g9wat9'w9k+/

a} Dad goes to work."

Peru:	 /dezag9watf "there's a ghost"

For oe speaker, Andrew, inter-yocalic /k, tends to lose

some of its fortis features, and. may be replaced. by Il,
particularly in well-used expressions such as "Look at..,"

/'luk9lit'be$/"Look at t there"

[Il*gq3 lX2OotkA)	 /'1ig99'Utow'kaz+/

"Look at the little cax"

[ tlug912 b2 .t3 	 /'ltig9lt.m'bt+/ "Look atbthat bat."

Peter has difficulty in producing the yelar phonemes These

he usually replaces with /t/ oz/d/$

fd2xn'bxd.)	 /rdetlnlbido/	 "getting bigger"

{'&d2a'bxbwàu]	 /'adotbibwaxV "I got a big one"

[Itts a. 1 n2] 	 /ita*nt/ "ile can't,.."

E
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[xz 1 dj2xy1ri2t2 t dAJ	 /iz'd.oti'v-'fijttat'of+/

"He's got his feet cut off."

or be avoids the d.ifficn].ty by omitting the ve1ai'

t ?c2xn'bxd1
	

/+'etin'bid.Q/ "getting bigger"

[Xi32 'bx: 1j'9j 'amJ
	

/iote'bi: ftij'd.am+f

"He got a big fatty turn (f)."

In final position, where 1k! may be realized, as the glottal

stop, this incapacity is less noticeable:

[ Bx2sGu' i.f)
	

/'sit(Q)sQ&a:r/ "six and a half"

1 xn wo)
	

/3intin'wow/ "dx'inking water"

On occasions, however he is able to produce yelars, though

it is only after some effort:

[1bx;Ibxd.tbxg' tbIg'r 'f2d]
	

/'big 'bid'big-'big-'fted+/

"Big..., fathead,"

[r9igo2b!d'lgz)
	

/niIgOpbid1legz+/

"(Hasn't) he got big legs?"

Another speaker, Treyo,, is normally capable of producing 1k!

and /gJ, but in a moment of over-excitement - when a picture

of some bees had. ai1rming associations for him he seems to

have relapsed to an earlier phonological state, where yelars

are replaced, as in Peter's speech, by alyeolazsg

/'d.awzdiltilje/ " hose they kill you"

[1sIthj]
	

/,c3aB't1lje+/ "just kill you."
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L.,2 Pricatlycs

Lf/ and i'y/

Oppositions inyolvcng the lablo-dental frjcatj ye feature are

well established, at this age, though whether these chIl&t'en

have the voiced-voiceless distinction in this pair as much

wider cotol as o].deL' children have i doubtful (of, the

results of the test in Chapter	 /v/ is often fulls'

or partly de'voiced,:

Thacy:
	

[wxr'&g]
	

/wit'dog+/ "with(s) dog."

Debby*
	

[WI 'fh&'s]
	

/wi'to1:s/ "with your house"

David
	

/'affwan+/ "other one.W

MarkZ	 ['xnxgM'nz2] /'yinig&rnit^/ "vinegar, ainit?"

There are, however no instances of /f/ being voIced as might

have been expected

/f/ may be articulated with some 'ounding and pouting of the

-

Lynn:	 ['mäxrv42) f'ma3tvrjt/ "myfayou,jte..,"

Peter*	 ['.xjj	 /'fiJ+/ " fish."

Tracy:	 [sanjt,J	 /BGmL±t1+/ "some iBh"

and. may occasionally have bilabIa tx'icative aUophonee;

['x:c2'x) /teixmet'of+ / "turn that Off,"

Peter:	 tIvsi2tSa21)	 /ivfittat'of+/

"his feet cut off."

/y/may be replaced by the continuant /w/'
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Tracy:	 ['k'1,9wr1)	 /'krGwn+/ "caravan."

Other varieties noted. in this sample include an. eective

It!, with syllabic function, and. a glottalized. medial /v/:

[r''gz2)	 /t'got/ "torgot..."

Treyoi'	 [2a2yxnG'sei 's2A)	 It 'avins 'ei 'so:+/

"Haying a see-saw,"

ii IeL

In this sample this phoneme is not foud Bt all in the speech

of some children. Only Debby end Steven produce LO, as

an allopbone of /e/, more than once in these recordings

However, those children who dId use this phoneme uae& it

q.uite regularly, only in plac governed by the olderr model,

even in word-final position where perceptual distinctions

are hardest for young children to make (ef, II, 5.2 1):

Debby:	 [1 c1GiØX1kxn t Xg )	 /tevri6inkinni :+/

"everything in here,"

Steven:	 [aexrjkts'de11)	 /'naeil)ktQ'duw+/

"nothing to do."

2	 ['2Yxz 1 nOfcJ /t9viz'nEfo:+/
W out of his mouth tor?w

Lynn:
	

[sans trzxe)
	

/Bnt9wzi6^/ "St. Osyth('e)."

1vid:
	

[x 'Oz.x]
	

/i l eiij+/ "in the thing."
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Lynn frequently gives [6] as a allophone of Is,', in contra-

diction to Ingram's (l96& finding that children who lisp

ax'e generally those who are unable to use the voiceless

inter-dental fricative for f/(p.5):

Lynn;	 ['6siwo2'2x) / t s1jwot t t1z/ "See what that is"

It may be that Lynn is in the process of acquiring this

relatively infrequent phoneme, and. that /san'awzte/ is

a fore-runner word, introducing a distinction that the

speaker has not hitherto observed., Elsewhere, Lynn substitutes

/f/ for this phoneme, as do most Nursery children:

['nIk'XIi 1 nsff'fxrj]	 /'nkinexrnw'fir+/
"making a new thing."

The double-articulation [re) is rare at this age: only one

case occurs:

[,21nixA'nr	 /—,imma 'n:6+/ "in my mouth."

iii Xnitial Ij1/

Most of the children in this group produced one or another

allophone found f or	 in the model language - [ s), [k],
[zJ, [d.J * Z, owever only two speakers - Debby and Steven -

could be said. to be using the phoneme in a consistent and

controlled, way:
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Debby:	 [blu b&wan) /bl9w' twan/ "blow that one
t 1 a2p9 t1c11 / l apa t ]ied+/ "u the ladder."

Steven	 [sJt 2:psxij / 1 s'topai3/ "That's Topsy"

*
	

ttbxs:atb2Id.zl,ggn]

"This is about the dragon."

And. even he speech of these two diepla-a features typical of

immature speech with. respect to this phoneme.Perhapa the

most striking difference from older usage for word-Initial
// at this age is the number of aubstitutiona of /1/,

not only the clear alveolar laterl.l continuat, but ai.so
a lateral fricative 4] , a lateral—released. plosl're CJ ,
and. a palatal lateral Lj:

Mark:	 Pwza'].2)	 /'woaIlt+/ "What t s that?"

Tracy	 [1 l2dn4 l.	 l2wn1 / ltwans'3.inon'ltwan+/
"That one's laying on that one."

etert
	

[l:zxz'ddei)	 /1e*z1z,d.i+/

"There t s hid Daddy."

Steven:	 [frl9'b'w:f) /ful'bd'wowf I "for the Bad Wolf"

Tracy	 t'dz'gs4c)	 /'d.ogs1e:+f "dog'd there."

s	 E2xax'ar)	 /+'Uj'a:+/ "Here they are."

Trevoz'z	 [1gX29 'k 1'A2 1 cnJ	 /,gote'ka(?)t1len^/

"(Who) got a cart (kite? cat?) then?"
Some speakers favour Ed) or I.] in place of f6J. This does
not of course exclude children who su2atltute /2J in places:
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Pern:	 [id.izgphe,o.z)	 /'dGwzpnt1sowz+/

"•- those pencils."

Denise:	 [ 1 iiz 1 lx2 1 .1wn]	 /'dewziit,ow'wans+f

"those little ones."
Steven: 1 'g2zi4n'xm) /dtnjn 1 im+/ "That ain't an

Petex':	 t'ixmmxn' d.9 sdi]	 /'jnpmin;id9 'sij+/

"Swimming in the sea,"

As at the older age, /n/ may replace // in the vicinity

of another nasal, and. /r1./ is frequently rethice& td the single

phoneme Il:

Steven:	 ['w2b lIn]	 / ' wontnobe luwn+/

"want the balloon."

Debby:	 [1imn'wof) /,fronin $ wowf+/ "from the wolf."

Trevor:	 fi'wu2t3) /in9 l wowt 1 t9+/ "in the watereW

Lynn:	 [2Qtnc:].9tsTz] /+ fne:lQ'slz+/ "and there(arâ)he
satls.W

Andrew has relatively consistent use of the Toiced. flap [)

as an ailophone of Initial /)/ $

[x'kyf 3	 /j'kwJ'+/ "They crash."

/'9w'y-Q'e:-/ "over there,"

It may be that in perceptual terms this flap is easier to

learn from the model language than dental f'1cat1ves or

frictionless continuants. It is noticeable too that those
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speakers who produce adult—type aflophônes of // only

infreQuently, tend to favour the continuants [] or [J,
rather than the voiced Inter—dental frIcatIve This suggests

that the former articulations may be somewhat more distinctive

in perceptual terms than the latter:

Andrew:	 ['cu: ,i:]	 /le:r1jIa:+/"There they are."

David:	 [Mx'in2]	 /j'int+/ "They ain't."

Trevor:	 ['wcde'k1Odx1l52cbV2cS'cn]

/'wede 'kawd.i ,]ks 'buk'en+/" Where the Gold.ilocks book
then?"

iv Medial and Final /i/

In medial and. final position / j/ Is rare among these speakers.

It occurs twice medially, and. not at all finally:

Mark:	 ['ne 'hdusj	 /'nae(r) 'i: s/ "another house"

Debby	 [G'na:e,wAxJ /e I naG,wan+/ "another one."

However other speakers show that final / in the mature model

is perceptually different from /v/ for them by using sounds

not normally associated with the usual substituted /v/. For

Peter, for example, /W In final position is replaced by /a/,

as it may be In initial position. For Andrew the glottal stop

may be used In place of //:

Peter	 [,wxd2 1W±d2I2PhOOs] 	 / 1 wid 1 wid . 'pows+/

"with, with... apples"
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Andrew:	 [1wI2mIi'mami] / 1 wipmij'mfimij/ "with my Mummy.."

['wi2e Iphjs5ikh]	 /'witQ 'pusijkt+/

"with a pussy-cat."

This may be a first step towards differentiation of // In
final position from other phonemes; an indication that at

this early age these speakers have learnt that a word such

as "with" may have two forms, one with /v/ and another with

a phoneme that Is not /v/.

v LL
A number of variants of /s! are found in the speech of these

children which are peculiar to Nursery and younger groups

of spekkers. There is the voiceless lateral fricative [4)

Mark:	 [000'bx3n] /owsow'bigons+/ "Ooh it's all big

['wu1,MI'g2] /'wus,j'got+/	 ones.

"What's he got?"

]vid:	 ['2ijii gu4: Iin:sIphn:] /+'irijgsws'sinn'pon+/

"Here he goes, In the pond."
a

There are voiceless palAtal fricatives, produced with the

front of the tongue and. the hard palate - [ c 3- and with

added velarization, giving more 'back' reson,ance - [] :

Trevor:	 [xç'uic]	 /dis'rjs+/ "this race."

Denise:	 ['2f:çgo2'd;azm)	 /+'ijsgut'dra:ms/

got 'jamas"



Peter:	 /ldotizlsipQz/ "got his slippers"

Tracy:	 fx19id3g}	 /'silijd.og/ "Silly dog"

Debb*	 [w9i'9nJ	 /w1jsuwn/ "We soon.."

As at 9 years, palatalized [) occurs, but is much more freq-

uent at this than at the older age (see V,4.2ii):

Andrew:	 [1t.nIda2ph) /'stn'dap^/ "stand up."
Margaret: ['lVaG'b3osJ /'lewd.zebows+/ "loads Of balls."

Trevor:	 [Ji1woozJ	 /l8i1wowz+/ "squirrels."

Similarly the d.entalized frieative [J has greater frequency

in Nui'sery speech. The more heavily dentalized [p8) and
the dental fricative [6] are found in the s:peech of the

same children who dentalize /s!:

Fern:	 [11u2te'dIswAan] 	 f'lutde'dis,wan.+/

"Look to this one"

[x2'bax.J	 /it_lbastid/ "it busted"

Deb.ise:	 [ 'iime' n . i]	 Ia 'njmsd9'ni je ^1

"My name's Denise."

Ijinni	 [,gu'vr /'a,skrim'vn/ "ice cream vanu

['gk°eib.z 'b 0 ]	 /'dikijbadz'bs+f

"..,Dicky-blrd best."

['eGiwo2'2xJ /'sijwot't1z/ "see what that is"
Apew	 ['kzxtiz]	 /'kristijnz/ "Christines"

/'la:s'naj+/ "last night."
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A denta].ized. plosive J is also found occasionally for /s/:
a iess mature articulation in terms or Jakobsoxi' order

of acquisition of phonemes, which puts frtcatj yes at a later

stage than plosivea at the same point ot' articulation:

Fern:	 ['dg.xnG':] /'do.jn9 o2+/ flDinosaur.W

As at older ages the spread-tongue alveolo-palatal [] is

found among these children in positions immediately pre-.

ceding other consonants, though it may also occur in. other

contexts:

Janis:	 [1TImnt9xIj	 /1raj'nost ri43+/

"Rhinoceros."

Peter:	 E'dxbu2t'1	 /'dlsbuk+/ "this book,"

tebby:	 {ixwanJ	 /11is'wan^/ "this .one"

Trevor:	 ['2uzj	 /+'aw1siz+/ flHorses,W

Margaret: ['2cY'x)	 /'taiz'i:+/	 his ear,"

In all these 'varieties it would appear to be the case that

where these children have a].lophones of /s/ that are diverg-

ent from the mature norm [s], they are more grossly diverg-

ent than at older ages, Dentalizing, for instance, extendes

to [] and. Eel, whereas the slightly dentalized. te A ] is
not a Nursery form (see III,5, L.vi ).

A very long 'voiceless tricati ye glide is recorded from two

speakers in the same word WhouseW. This glide continues the

Lip-rowtcting at the end of the [fflty ] aflopbone of /ffl:/, which
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is made more extreme so that bilabial friction results, The

tongue then moves into position for [a) , and friction may

then be taking place at the i].ips and between tongue and roof

of mouth simultaneously. Then the lips slowly umlound.. In

case a complete closure may be formed at the alveolar

ridge or at the glottis. The length of these glides Is

suggestive o a recently-acquired articulation that is still

giving considerable difficulty to the speakers:

Peter:	 [tInxi1uAst1) /'inij':s+/ "in. the house,"

/':s+/ "house."

Trevor:	 [i Iw:2ksxn1fltjss] Ii ij 'wa:ksin'nows+/
"She works in (the) house.

[ Iy2 Ijj&ç: jl dm2) /':t':ssij'd.Qwnt+/

"(don't work) out(of the) house, she don't,"

viLL

As with /s/, so with /z/ there are characteristic Nursery

aflophones that may be lateral fricative ft), palatal

or Ralatalized. [),[z), dental or dentalized. [bJ,[,),
a

and alveolo-patal with spread-tongue articulation:

Steven:	 2Gfl 'xng uxvA)	 1+, ijz' ma 'riva../

"He's in the r.rer."

Peter:	 [xi13':2]	 /ijz:t/ "He's out"

['&I2-'Xp'Qz] /'dotiz'sipaz/ "got his slippers"
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Peter:

Fern:

Margare'

Trevor:

Steven:

Peter:

Trevor:

[Ipo9ndIIaI] /'ewpend1zajz+/ "opened his eyes."

[ ' yi,wx)	 /'ow,wjz/ "always"

['24a1bicx2] /+'d'bisk,it+/ "Had. a biecuit."
[c.xaixJ	 /derijiz/ "there be is"

t,bg 'bg)	 /b1g 'bowz+/' "big balls."

/ez 'tuw/ "there's two"

['hi'dcdJ	 /'hijz'ded+/ "He's dead."

['bxg'bxJ	 /'b1g'baz/	 "big boys' "

The voiced. palato-a].veolar [ 3 J appears more frequently in

Nursery speech for /z/ than does ff3 for /s!. This can robab-

ly be attributed to 'the relatively early emergence as a

phoneme of /1/ , and. the relatively late appearance of /il

which has a more limited distribution and lighter functional

load than /f/ in Cockney, [] can be considered. at this age

as an aflophone of /z/. In some places its occ'in'rence is

conditioned by a nearby ff3

Peter:	 [I3'pQnd]	 /iz'awpGnd/	 "He's opened..."

'3 'mu't a) /'bfjz'mawta/ "bash(ed.) his motor"

David:	 [fai3'a2pJ	 /fijz'ap/	 SheTs up..."

ru LLI
For most children of this age this phoneme is at a develop

mental stage where the contrast of /f! and other consonantal

items - in particular /s! - is occasionally but not consistently



observed, Many of the variants of /j/ at this age are the

same honetie segments that appear as al].Ophones ot /5/ -

t],	 J, Ic'.:1 le)
Fern:	 ['cxi1da1zn2]

Trevox':	 (,çxi d*rn2 :i

Debby:	 [ ' BC&Q1

Tracys
	

[go2 Jfi]

Peter:

reyor:

Andrew:
	

I 'eiij]

/'$ij1d.az1Gnt/ "she doesn't"

/1rii'd.wnt+/ "she don't."

/ji 'sed-i se&+/

"she a&U, be said *

/got I ti+/ "got rish,"
/ IdsQtJed+/ "That's a shed,W

/ l wQjjfl l ap+/ "washing up.

/'s(j)uwg+/ "sugar."

A1,thugh in the segments recorded here /s/ and /J/ could be

said to overlap, yet there is a measure of contrast between

the two phonemes In Nursery speech. Certain, segments, allo-

phones of /s/, are never found in contexts where mature speech

would have ff/ -	 , for example. Similarly the palo-

alveolar [fl is hardly ever found for /s/, except where other
palto-a],veolara in the context produce assimilation, and.

perhaps immediately before a plosive consonant where /sf and.
If! a.vg et in g *tration (cf. III5,1v1,viu.):

Fern:	 ['dxfibu2cl]	 /'dlj1buk+/ "this book

In other words, where the segment [y1 occurs, it is to be

regard.ed as an allophone ot' the newly-acquired phoneme /j/



Andrew:	 [IsjphGI x?,	 I' snJ-pe 'tt, ews+/

"smashed potatoes."

Debby:	 ['w!;].a'sxJ /'woflaj's/ "What shall :i: 88.y?"

Peter:	 ['wfx.n]	 /twof1in+/ "washing,"

There 18 no evidence to show that children who cannot pro -
ab Viis

duce [f) are ableR to realize a g %r /s, and. /f/ with
other segments, such as [ç] , 1J :
Trevor:	 ['k'uA1wXen2, t&ff)	 /'kuaa'wont1 tuw+/

"because I want to."

,,	 :	 ['&2'fxnii	 /tioti'jnis()t+/ "not finished,"

/f/ seems to give some articnlatory difficulty to some

speakers, who produce fricative glides in which the ai"ticulators

move towards the desired artioulatory position, friction being

produced before that position is reached:

Steven:	 ['rl28G'S9j J	 /xts9'fij+/ "and. that's aehe',"

Paula:	 [sAksen1sJ1zJ / t sokssn h luwz/ "socks and, shoes"

David:	 [5Gi't]	 /f1jst8/ "she has to"

iiLL

Compared withnthe recordings of 9-year old. children - wbo

were probably much more aware of the formality of the inter-

view situation than Nursery children would be /b/ is found

relatively infreq.uently In the recordings of these Informants.

Some speakers who use this phoneme are relatively consistent
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by older standards:

Fern:	 ['b2p1lod,'t,&xts] /'bp2ij'er'rafte+/

"happily ever afteru

[2'hthn]	 /gt_lhewm+/ "at home"

Debby:	 ['nIk°xnG 'be."s)	 /'njkins 'be: s+/

"making a house*

fIbxmdS ma,hfflj59stIbx:] /'bild-1ma:sd39Bt-hiJ

"build my house just here"

Lynn:	 fhxi'u1dxzx2'3nIz'b0d) / hij'haw1dizit'oniz'hd+/

"holds it an his bead."

[uiingIph aztS iJ 	 /'1yin9'pa:ti+/
"having a party."

However there are a great many cases of intrusive /i/, where

initial /bJ is produced in s. word that starts with a vowel in

older speech. It is not unreasonable to suppose that before

children have learnt the lexicon of words which may begin

with /, there is a stage when initial lb.' and zero may
alternate in any word. that sta;ts with a vowel. The child

observed the behaviOur of his target models, and notices that

/h/ occurs at the beginning of words when the model is

speaking carefully, but not when speech is more rapid and

less formal. An early phonological rule is then induced,

stating that that careful speech, such as might be used in

telling a story, repeating the names of objects in a picture-



book, ox' talking to adults other than parents, is character-

ized by a high proportion of initial lb/a

Lynn:	 (t5e Ihgj2tS1fm	 /tQ1hijt_lem+/

"fo eat them."

Debby:	 ['jQil	 'bDnl	 1' juw k1j 'hon+/

"You carry on,"

Margaret ['hcilif9n.]	 /'helijf'Qn+/ "Elephant."

['hxl)2k']	 /'hiijk+/	 "Ink."

There is little variation in the realization ot /b/ at this

age. One case is recorded of a velar fricative [xl

Debby:	 ['nIzlsiJbx1d'xyss)	 /1nizUj1bildt:s+/

"nearly bttild house."

1.j 1 5 NasaiB
iLJ
There are no imporatant differences between the realization

of/m/ at this age and. atn9 years, Medial /rn/ may be leng-

thenedt	 -

Debby:	 [ImAmz9i9m"bxb9i1	 /mjemIbejbiJ/

"iLisny aM baby,"

Noi-nasal variants are round. at thj.s age, though there are

none of the Ingressive type that some ol.er speakers use. These

are presumably rather too sophisticated, in articulatory terms,

for young speakers:

David.:	 [2abteildabts 91] /+'abtij'd.abtij/ "Humpty-
Dumpty"
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Peter:	 ['t3s'tb'] /'ts-tib+/ "That's Tim."

Margaret: ['jzxk 1' ob2ksJ	 /bjuwzikow,boks+/

"musical box,"

It is noteworthy that the only speaker in this study who

could really be said. to have a severe cold (though this is

riot, admittedly, the same as adenolâal infection) at the

time of recordthng was Debby (Li.,6), who bad. no difficulty in

producing nasals [m,n,13] and. did. not in fact produce one

non-nasal variety. This Is suggestive of the fact that those

who have non-nasal variants of the nasa]. phonemes haye learnt

them from other models, rather than acquired them through

physiological necessity.

Rounded /m/ - [m] is an expression of /mw! in:

Da'v-id.t	 ['Gi2n&siiDd3] /'ijtsn 1 e:' samwi1èt "eating their sand-
wich"

and. of 1w! in:

David:	 [jsi 'I1xd3' gnu]
	 /rj 'wonid9'g9w/

"She wanted to go."

iiLJ

Like /m/, In! may be doubled in medial position:

Mark:	 ['yxn:xg]	 /'vinnigs^/ "vinegar',"

1n. deliberate s:peech an utterance-final /nJ ma have a strong

voiced release, creating an extra non-phonemic syllable:

Margaret: ['spfi:n. a]	 /'spuwn+/ "Spoon."
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Non—nasal forms are found for /n/ - the alveolar voiced ploeve

end the alveolar voiced flap t], both of which, are to be
regarded as

Dattd:	 {i5'dgu]	 /ow'd3w+/ "øoh not"

Peter:	 [9OIQd.z]	 /'powjed+/ "portion"

Margaret: fQ I bax 1 ,mbz a 2'] /'e'badirbit+/ a bun.ny rabbit

David:	 ['z.zi1bxg'rc] /'idij,bigri:+/ "Isn 1 t he big now?"

/n/ and /jJ may coalesce into one palatalized. segment fi :

Peter:	 Eflj e4' w8un2]	 /njuw' w9wnt+/ "No you won' t"

LII LJ1
Those speakers who have difficulty with velar ploevies may

be expected to have similar trouble with this nasal, and this

is In fact the case with Peter. The alveolar In! is usually

substituted In his speech:

[IIz'd3xn2!w9o]	 /Ij3intintwow/ "be's drinking
water,.."

IV may also be replaced by /ri/ in the speech of those
children who have mattered velar articulations:

David:	 ['bxnx2'bf2)	 /'bwinlplbek/ "bring It back"

This is presumed to be by analogy with the alternatiqn of

/In/ and /Ii/ that can be observed in participla]. endings,

atbleast among older speakers (see III.5v)..
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k.4 Lianids

A feature of Nursery speech is a high proportion of /1/ for

initial // and. also for ineäial /t/i

Andrew:	 thlrkL e1]. mbu2sJ	 /I]ukollem,bowtsf

"Look; at them boats"

Mark	 'lxwAn'].bj1k)	 /'liswan'lisbuk+/

"this one, this book."

Steven:	 t'd.12ç1'gclz2'xn]	 /td.itangelithin+f

"didn't get it in."

David.:	 [xf.ge:'l2]	 /j'kuijge'lffl:t/

"They (he?) cou1d.nt get out"

Palatal andialatalized. laterals [3J ), fLJ areoun4 occas-

ionally in the Bpeech of the younger children in this group:

Mark:	 ['Lço'p4!J	 /],e:pljin/ "they're playing"

Trevort	 [ka'bc:z] /Ikol(j)e'be:z+/ "Koala bears."

Elnally and. before consonants	 is normally yelarized at t
this age, though in one place Treror reverts to- an earlier

phonological stage when he uses a clear 11 tinall, This is

nder the pressure of excitement aee above, 3.2 iv).

/j/ may assimilate to /1/ before another /X/:

Peter:	 (lc1l.u)	 /'le1iaw+/ "Yellow."
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1iLJ

Many of the members of the Nursery group hare not mastered

In fully, and replace It at times with /w/:
Steveng
	

El g32uiId]
	

/'gotu'wIjd / "got to read."

Tracy:
	

[f3 twaxdJ
	

/fo:9'wajd/	 "for a ride"

Peter:
	 [i 24wn)
	

/+'owix4+/ "Orange."
Lynn:
	 [tph3]	 /'powI / "porridge"

The ].ablo-dental continuant Eu] or [ii) is by far the most

freq,uent allophone of In at this age (see V,4.4ii). It is
pobably easier for the child to master the comparatively

simple movement of teeth and, lower lip than the fine musc-

ular movement Involved in curling the tongue-tip. The 9-year

old norm for /r/ usually has some secondary labio-d.ental

articulatidn, and. it may be that the labial feature of IrI

is perceptually as significant for children as the retroflex

or posts-alveolar feature:

Mark:	 [llouei.	 /'lorij/ "loçry"

Fern:	 {lunz1w.X] /'ranzaw+/ "runs away."

David:	 [e'l,11axd]	 /tloi1rajd/	 "a long ride"

Debby:	 'p'?2ee 1bx9i,a2ph)	 /putsa'bi2rap+/

"puts the beer up."

Where a speaker produces a post-alveolar continuant it seems

to occur predominantly in inter-vocalic positions at this age.
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Xt is possible that gJ presents less articulatoz7 problems

in this position; the tongue-tip does not have to be held.

in one oait1on, but can be moved into and. theit away from the

retroflexi position as the tongue moves from one yocoid posit-
ion to the next:

Paula;	 f ,lfø t;9ph9J	 /1lefd9 'do rawp+/

"left the door open"

Denisei	 [n34cJgp4E.x]	 /1n9 t rer pij+f

"in a aeroplane."

Janis;	 'nt.z)	 /1raVnoste1rdf

"rhinoeroa."
Andrew:	 ['dexixi	 /'de;rijlz/ "there be is"
Steven:	 ['xsa.z:e IvcII1,k4*y9iphx ')

/sQrr' yeri4,klev9pig^/ "This were a verr clever
pig."

As in this last example, inter-vocalic in is lengthened. at

this age, a feature of In that is not found in mature speech:

Peter;
	 [1 w' bu: 9]
	

/ wjl tbrra+/ "wheelbar'ow"

['EIn iiJ / er,rj l a:+/ "There they are."

Although [v],[i) are considered as allophonés of In!', and.

the maonity ot their occurrences are in places where the

mature model would have In!, there a:r'e a numberr ct cases of

these segments appearing for /w/, Some of thes8 may be due

a still imperfect differentiation of the two phonemes In and.
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/w/. Other cases may result from over-compensation by a speaker

who previously replaced. In with 1w!, and. having learnt that

this was incorrect by older standards, now suppresses /w/ in

favour of In. It is noteworthy, however, that when /r/

replaces /w! it is always the lablo-dental allophone of In
that is involved, never - in this study - the post-alveolar:

Mark:	 ['i,xlx2J	 /'nilit+/ "...will it?"

Paula:	 [9IgyZflJ	 /'guc1-ran/ "a good. one"

Lynn:	 ['DaIndx2 'Dend)	 /rand.it 'r:nd/

"wind. it around.."

Trevor:	 [Anj'ux2zn)	 /ajm'rjti.n./ "I'm waiting"

!,$ Semj.Vowels in Nursery SDeech

In examining the behaviour of /w! and. /j/ at this age in their

vocalic function, as the end-points of fronting and. retracting

vowels, we find further evidence that children tend. to learn

the forms of Towels associated. with positions of prominence in

the utterance. It is in prominent positions that diphthongal

vowels have their most extensive glides, and. a Btu&y of

vowels in Nursery speech, shows that vigorous closing glides

towards /w! or /j/ are a characteristic of speech at this age.

In these glides the closure may be so vigorous as to result

in. friction at the palatal or bilabial points of articulation:

Fern:	 [thQI2ld1j.} /tG-'oledj+/ to holiday.
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Pern:	 [a'819192p']	 /s'slijp/ "asleep"

Peter:	 {'1uzGiç:]	 /'rwzij+/ "Rosey."

Mark:	 {'fu21b8u{3]	 /'fup1bsw+/ "football."

Trevor:	 {in'nu&ssJ	 /in'nsws/ "In (the) house"

Peter:	 [at8t7 ]	 /': s+/	 "house,"

These glides correspond to the phonological analysis on which

this survey of London speech is based, with the exception of

/':/, which Is here a glide to back close, while this stu&y

treats It as a long vowel. In fact this Item has characteris-

tics in common with both the retracting and the long vowels

(see III,L..iv).

Where one of the closing diphthongs Is followed by another

vowel in close juncture it often happens, particularly among

younger speakers though It is observed at all ages, that a

phonetically linking segment [w) or {j] may intrude between

the two vowels. This is the result of extreme rounding of the

lips In the final part of vowels to /w!, and of extreme clos-

ure to a front-close position of the tongue, followed by a

rapid transition to the next vocoid., In the final part of

vowels to 

/j/. 

These are in effect syllable-medial semivowels

with consonantal function. If the Intrusive glide becomes

prominent In relation to the vocoids on EIther side of It

we can consider h extra, consonantal, semivowel to be pro-



duced through the action of something very like extended

Juncture:

Denise:	 ['&:si)e'ciL'nG.'s3.J /'ajsijo'daj'no'so:+/

"I see a dinosaur,"

Paula:
	

[1dmi 'zn2J
	

/ 1 dj'jnt+/ "There ain't(sic)."
David:
	

['li2o'w	 3
	

/ I ljtow I: s/ "'ittle house"
Debby:	 ['seu'wGl Ikhud)	 /'sGw'wij'kudnt+/

"So he couldn't."

Tracy:	 ['soi, jGm'InG'z] 	 /'sij1 jm'in'.zuw+/

"see them in the Zoo."

This phenomenon is not restricted to children of less than

5 years of age:

Kathleen M: ['kuoo 'wGi,lt3	 /'krow'wij ,ljn+/
(6,6)

"Carol Elaine."

Tony 8:
(8,1)

['2Adn2 gu ' w3ig's] 1+' ajd9wnt, gGw'wijgGws /

"I don't go, he goes"

but since this is a feature of deliberate emphatic speech

we might expect to find it occurring more frequently among

speakers with a slower tempo, a more syllable—based rhythm,

and a lesser facility in the reductions and coalescences of

mature rapid speech - in short, among speakers of the nursery

group's age. Then a vowel is followed by another vowel in

older speech the tendency is rather for the quality of the

first vowel to be weakened - the glide reduced, for example,
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and the whole vocoid shortened - than for this type of

extreme closure, with the possible production of another

intrusiVe segment, to take place. It is to be noted that

/:/ is not one of the vowels which may be followed by an

Intrusive semivowel, so that In this respect the classificat-

ion of vowels In this thesis is justified, ,4:/ tends to be.

linked to a following vowel by /r/:

Paula:	 [izgon'a2p.'I]	 /Izgon'an:'rj+/

"He's gone up now, eh?"

iiLL

This phoneme causes little difficulty to any of the children

in this group, though certain allophones of /w! at this age

are rare In older forms of speech - such as the bilabial

fricative [[3] and the rounded bilablal nasal [] :

Trevor.	 {1i1ptSIl,ja]	 /'dJ,wi'til1jG+/

"They will kill you."

Lynn:	 ['nuj3Xt5]	 /mnowwot_/ "Know what... ?"

David:	 ['fol,mKnxd]	 /fij1wonid/ "She wanted"

A labio-denta]. but rounded segment [] occurs here, though

it is relatively rare at this age:

Debby: ['snJwc 'DCAS] /'samwe 'rels-f/ "somewhere else."

The confusion of /w! and /r/ is a marked feature of Nursery

speech (seeLi..4i1 above).
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il/i!

There is very little to distinguish Nursery usage of lu from

that of 9-year old.s. Linking /j/ is more frequent at this

than at older ages, as was suggested above (4.51). Voiced

fricative allophones [J may be a characteristic of younger

speakers, being more contoidal In both articulatory and

perceptual terms than the semivowel :

Fern:	 {'ugA2+mAIn] /'uwgo'mcijn+/ "Have you got mine?"

4. Affricates /tr/./th/

These phonemes appear to be well established in the speech of

Nursery children, except in the phonemic systems of one or

two of the youngest members of the group - Mark, Trevor and.

Peter, for example. The most common realizations of these

phonemes are the alveolo-palatal affricates [i),[]:

['ts1 1 t9A]	 /'tij1G+/ "teacher."

Margaret: {,w32tpI 1 sko]	 /,wotplj1skow/

"watch	 "

Tracy:	 {'sua'lc]	 /'s9w33tle : .t "soldier there."

Mark:	 ['and3'buI:d] / 'andbr13+/ "under bridge."

Fern:	 {'n	 ,!2kJ
	

/'n3,Ik+/	 "magic."

The more palatal [t ],[] are perhaps nearer to the mature

norm:
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Paula:	 ['.zait22]	 /'rijtftit/ "reach at it"

Debby:
	

[19st'hx:]
	

/ ,3est_ 1 hi:/	 "just here"

In mature speech the palato-alveolar affricates often arise

as a result of coalescence of It! or /d/ with a subsequent

/j/. In Nursery speech we find, the beginnings of application

of a rule of coalescence. The rule is over-generalized to a

context where mature speech does not usually apply it:

Fern:	 /on9,rjd3 w/ "on the radio"

It may be as a result of back-formation from this process that

// is in Borne places realized as [aj] :

Tracy:	 ['wosl2'd.ja:]

David,:	 [dje Inçe2h]

/'woslt'a:+/ "What's that jar?"

/ e'net+/ "Jeanette .

though this may also be a result of perceptual confusion among

affrlcates.

Confusions among Affricates

When one considers Nursery realizations of clusters and sequ-

ences formed by an alveolar plosive + some kind of continuant

consonant, there is evidence of considerable confusion. The

pairs /tf/ - /tr/ and /c33/ - /dr/ are frequently confused,

and a rather complex articulation is recorded that seems to

combine the palatal quality of one with the retroflex of the

other member of each pair - [ t5, [vJ:
Andrew:	 [â,g2'xn] /aj 1 got'tfxnd,, / "I got change,"

David:	 ['jo:c]	 /'ow/	 "George"
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It should not be too surprising that these pairs of affrlcates

are confused in Nursery speech, since some alternation of

these forms In certain words Is found in 9-year old speech.

Among the younger group of speakers however there are also

confusions between the affricates mentioned above and. [ts),

[d.z],[ty],[clw]. It Is hard to see any consistent direction of

substitution among the affricates atbthls age: all these items

are relatively undifferentiated:

Mark:	 {1t3h:ltn2] / tra:t'nIt+/ "Church, ainit?"
[and 'maIbDId] /and 'majbrid.+/ "under my bridge."

Trevor:	 [,2efhlin2tJ	 /+,ef'lin+/ "Elephants."

[ 1 dzstt h I jg] /as't1lje+/ "Just kill you."

cv'u1s]	 /#'trevG'rijs+/ "Trevor Rees."

Peter:	 ['.ni]	 /nuw*/"ndrew,"

['In2]	 /'intin/ "drinking"

[,d3c: 'tfin2s]	 /3e: 't!ints+/ "they're twins."

Denise:	 tgo2'd;a:me]	 /gut'd.ra:mes/ "got	 amas"

Fern:	 ['sam.i'tod.id]	 /'samea.lj'troa.did/

"somebody trodded"

Tracy:	 ['tsisiJ	 /'trjs1+/ "Tracy."

5.1 Archiphonemes in Early Phonology

Many of the characteristics of Nursery phonology studied In

the foregoing sections can be summarized by saying that young
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children operate with phonemic units which in comparison

with mature phonologles are cruder, less differentiated, and

cover a larger articulatory areas. A useful concept In this

connection is the archiphoneme, a phonological unit which

incorporates two or more of the mature phonemes, and. from

which these phonemes will eventually emerge, and can be

observed emerging in this study. The process of development

is one of Increasing contrastivenees between what were orig-

inal].y allophones of the same archiphoneme. In most of the

children in this Nursery group the outlines of the mature

phonemic system are clear, almost perfectly so in the

older members of the group. However, just as a study of

children's grammatica]. mistakes and over-generalizations re-

veals details of their developing grammatical structure, so

may the earlier stages of phonological development be discerned

In the areas of confusion and over-lapping of certain phonemes,

and In the relative absence of confusions between other

phonemes.

5.2 Vowel .Archiphonemes

i. Snort Vowels

It has been seen that in the front region there Is for some

speakers an overlap of lu and /e/. There Is also overlapping

of /e/ and /a/, of /e/ and. /a/, and In some places of /e/ and



/a! - as in Trevor's ['da2wc 1n] "that one" and different

realizations of "that", [ãa2],[d2],[c1c2], However /1/ and

MI , or /1/ and /a/, are never found to overlap, so that a

basic contrast may be postulated between the short vowels in

this area in the archiphonemes 1/1/ and/ 1/. //i// will
develop later into /1/ and /e/, while I/fE/I will split

three ways, into /e/,4/ and /a/. Thus some speakers may

have an /1/-type vowel for mature /e/ in some words, arid an

4/-type vowel for /e/ in others - cf. Fern's ['windIi1tys]

"Wendy-house" and ['tw] "cherry". One possibility is

that /e/ may be the first contrast to develop from //fE// from

an area of overlap between this archiphoneme and //i,//.

Another possibility is that //AE// may develop two contrasted

allophones corresponding to mature /e/ and. /a/, with a

middle-ground between them which may overlap with either of

these two, but which serves to separate them, so that they

remain contrastive. Some children may develop one way, some

another. One child may have three contrasts in the front area,

/i/, /e/ and. an //A// iricorporating a later contrast of /W
and /a/, Another may have /1/,/e/ and /a/, with an area

corresponding to mature /W, overlapping frequently with
both /e/ and. /a/. A word with // In the mature system might

be found with both /e/-type and. /a/-type vpwels, in the latt€

arrangement,
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In the back region we have seen that /u/ and. /0/ overlap in

stressed and unstressed syllables. This may be explained by

an archiphoneme I/U/I at an earlier stage. Thu8 "book"

would have forms ['bu2c] and { 'bo 2kJ -//l3mc//.

The central short vowel Is! seems to emerge relatively early

and does not overlap with any other short phoneme consistently.

ii Lpmg Vowels

/i:/,/e:/ and /o:/ are often replaced. by the corresponding

short vowel /i/,/e/,/o/, causing a reduction In the short-

long contrast. Archlphonemes //I//,//E//,//O//, incorporating

long and short phonemes, are feasible. It Is probable that

these contrasts are not developed until after the split of

//E// from //E// and of //0// from //u//. The long phoneme

/:/ has a greater functional load than /i:7,/e:/,/o:/

(of. V,3.2i) and it seems therefore reasonable to suppose

that / and. /:/ are in contrastive distinction within the

phonological system at an earlier stage. /:/ probably emerges

from //E// before the latter begins to split into its

component short vowels. This long vowel is In any case distin-

guished from // by more than length alone, having also

rounding and glide to back half-close among its features.

/a:! Is in contrast with no short vowel, though it may be

that It develops In contrast with /aj/ from some archiphoneme
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such as //M//. For some speakers /0:1 and /a:! are very close
in quality and often overlap, so that /o:/ may have two

sources, developing either from I/O/I In contrast with /o/,

or from //A;// in contrast with /a:/. For Mark and. Tracy

there can be advanced an archiphoneme //A:// incorporating

/a:! and. /:/ (cf.3.2xh,i,xvIii. above). However /s:!

probably develops for most speakers from 1/3/!, Incorporating

/s/ and /a:!

iii Fronting Vowels

There is frequent overlapping of /ij/ and /J/ In Nursery

speech, particularly for the younger speakers, Mark and

Trevor. Here then an archiphoneme //EJ// can be postulated.

This Is contrasted with the back glide //M//, from which

emerge /aj/ and lou - lou has relatively open starting-

points for many Nursery children, and often overlaps with

/aj/. Prom //M/! also may develop the contrast of /aj/ and.
/ci:/.

iv Retracting Vowels

The vowel /sw/ seems for many speakers to occupy a middle

ground between /ow/,/uw/ and to a lesser extent ,4e:/. For

all these vowels it may be substituted. (cf. 3.2xv above). For

a speaker such as Mark we may erect an archiphoneme //uw//,
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which is in train of splitting into two contrasting phonemes

/uw/ and low!, with a middle ground from which law! Is to

emerge, /uw/ and low! do not overlap at all freq.uently, and

it may be presumed that this Is a basic opposition among

glides to back half-close-to-close, Confusion of /uw/ and

/9w! Is more frequent than that of low! and /w/, and It

may be that another pattern of development sees the early

formation of low!, distinct from //UW// in which /uw/ and

/aw/ are as yet still merged with, for some speakers, some

instances of /a:/. The basic organization among retracting,

rounding glides seems to be on the axis of //iiw// and. I/ow/i.
law! emerges either from an area of overlap between them, or

from a subsequent split of //UW//. law!, a comparatively rare

phoneme, probably develops much later, and would seem to

emerge from an archiphoneme incorporating it and /aw! - say,

These developments may be expressed in dlagranunatized. form

(Figures 5-). It Is not suggested that these diagrams

correspond to the phonological development of any one speaker.

Rather these archiphoneines represent areas of maximal contrast

within the vowel system outlined in this chapter. §ome children

may develop a contrast between /u/ and /o/ long before !!.//
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is differentiated into its component phonemes. 8ome may

develop /o:/ from //0//, incorporating long and. short vowel,

while other s develop /o :/ and La:! from the one unit //A: 1/,
and so on. The changes plotted here seem the most likely

way for the child's primitive phonological units to develop,

but there may be ®thers.

Changes in Vowel Quality

It will be seen that as the number of contrasts in the child's

phonemic system increases there are slight changes in the

phonetic quality of some vowels. This is most noticeable in

the series of retracting vowels, where Nursery allophones of

/uw/ and low! have rather more open starting-points than their

maitutt norms. A /sw/, /:/ and later /aw/ emerge, all of

which have starting-points in the half-open to open area,

allophones of /uw/ and /ow/ become more narrow glides, with

closer starting-points. Similarly /o:/ and /oj/ are rather

more open In some of their allophones at the Nursery than at
itkt r

the 9-year old level. It could be aruedthat their Nursery

realizations are due to confusion of these items with Ia:!

and with /aj/ respectively, or that confusion of the items

is due to the more open nature of their Nursery realizations.

The first of these explanations fits in much more conveniently

with the concept of the breaking-down of archiphonemic units.
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5.3 Consonantal Phonemes

The concept of the archiphoneme may be applied to the develop-

ment of consonantal phonemes. As with vowels, so with the

consonants the laws of irreversible solidarity propounded by

Jakobeon apply.

I Plosjyes

Among the plosives most speakers have a complete system. In

the speech of Peter and one or two other speakers can be

seen traces of ah earlier phonological state where vears

and alveolars were not differentiated, and which had only

four plosive items - /p/,/b/ and the archiphonemea I/TI!
and //D//, incorporating respectively /t/,/k/ and /d/,/g/.

ii Pricatives

The minimal fricative system here appears in the speech of

young informants such as Trevor, for whom If! and /e/ are

undifferentiated, giving an archiphoneme //P//, and /s/ and

/s/ are only just starting to gain contrastiveness, emerging

from a fricative archiphonenie I/s/I. I/v/I subsumes at this
stage both /v/ and medial and final //, but not initial //.

This item has a peculiar history, developing as it does from

a number of reduced oppositions involving different archi-

phonemes in different contexts. The main archlphonemic source



of initial // is //D//, but there are also lesser sources in

//N//,//Z//,//L//,//S//. /z/ and. // - which develops relat-

ively late - are incorporated originally in liz/I. In the
present study the voiced -voiceless distinction appears to

operate consistently between //s// and liz/I, but if! and

/v/ are not so clearly contrasted from the point of view of

voicing. This suggests that the emergence of /f/ and. /v/

from an archiphoneine //F// (which may still incorporate /0/

and medial/final /j/) is relatively late.

Lii Nasals

/m/ is rarely confused with other items. //N// may not yet

have split for some speakers such as Peter Into In! and /i/.

iv Liquids and Semivowels

For many children /r/ and. 1w! are undifferentiated for a

considerable period, Indicating the existence of an archi-

phoneme //w//. /j/ and initial and medial /i/ are distinguished

as phonemes at a relatively early stage - though notice Peter's

/' le,law/ for "yellow", and Mark' s / 'dji/ "hardly".

v Affricates

Many of the confusions noted. In the affricate system In

Nursery speech are adequately explained in terms of archi-

phonemes. At first it appears that a number of different
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affricates are undifferentiated: for this state of affairs

two super-archiphonemes may be proposed - //TS//,//DZ// -

these incorporating not only /tr/,/clr/ and /t(/,5/ but

also /ts/,/dz/,/tw/ and other such less functionally weighted

Items. A later split separates these less frequently occurring

and. less close-knit eeuences from the archiphonemes////

and //i//, from which eventually are to emerge /tj/ and.

/a/, and /tr/ and /dr/.

vi Consonant Clusters

vi The same processes will be found at work in consonant clusters.

Here It Is regretted that a shortage of examples In the speech

samples collected from these children prevents any detailed

study. However an example of what might be found In a larger

study Is seen in the speech of the five-year old Paul Snellin

(see V,I+.4v). In this speaker's phonological system clusters

of voiced ploslve ^ In are undifferentiated in the form

/gr/. We can thus speak of a supercluster //GR// in the

words "bridge" {'gui ] , "drunk" [IguorJkz] , "green(mouse'

['gueim 1 m:s], More extensive studies in the speech of

children at this age and. younger would probably reveal more

of these mass undifferentiated units. The development of

consonantal Items within this period may be presented in

tabular form as follows:
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vii DeveloDment from Consonantal Archiphonemes

Ploej.yes

/p/,/b/

//T//	 /t/+/k/

//D//	 La/ + /g/ (+ initial /i/)

Fricatives

//F// .. ------//// - - - - - /r/ + /e/

//v// - - - - - /v/ + medial/final //

/s/+//

//z// .. - - - - /z/ + // (+ initial //)

Nasal s

/W

- - — -- - /n! + /1J/ (4 InI ,'')

Liquids and Semivowels

//L//	 /l/(+ initial IV)

Affrlcates

////.. - - ../tç/ + /tr/

etc.

/di/etc
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CHAPTER V - DEELOPMENT PROM NURSERY TO MATURE PHONOLOGY

1.1 Informants

This chapter is based partly on the speech of the children

already mentioned In previous chapters, but predominantly

on that of 27 chIldren, aged from 5 years exactly to 8,1.
IV'f(t'ioQ5 cA*,Ievj

Three of the boys were also used as Informan9, two at a

slighily lesser age - David II and Steven II - and one at a
1

somewhat greater age - Clifford I. The children are as follows:

( Class 5 )

Lorraine Beswick ('Lorraine'), Aged 5,0. 1st of 2 children.

Paul Sheekey ('Paul 811'). Aged 5,3. Li-th of Lj.,

Paul Snellin ('Paul Sn'). Aged 5,3. 2nd of 2.

Shane Webb ('Shane'). Aged 5,) j.. 3rd of 3.

Steven Syicer ('Stev'). Aged 5,5. 2nd. of 3.

David Leigh ('David ii'). Aged 5,7. 2nd of 2.

Nicholas If ield ('Nicholas'). Aged 5,7. 2nd of 2.

Kim Chandler - female - ('Kim'). Aged 5,8. 2nd of 2.

Carl De'ath ('Carl'). Aged 5,10. 1st of 2.

Carol Otterwell ('Carol'). Aged 5,10. 3rd of Li..

( Class Li. )

Sean Rice ('Sean'). Aged. 5,11. 2nd of 3.

Kathleen Moss ('Kathleen M'). Aged 6,6. 1st of 3.
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Dawn Edineade ('Dawn'). Aged 6,6. A twin, and joint 3rd of 4.

Denise McDonnell ('Denise M'). Aged 6,7. 2nd of 3.

Janice Cook ('Janice'). Aged 6,8. 1st of 2.

SteDhen Glynn ('Stephen'). Aged 6,10. 2nd. of 3.

Paul Hill ('Paul H'). Aged 6,ii. 2nd of 2.

Tracy Pollard ('Tracy P'). Aged 7,0. 3rd of 3.

Robby Goddard ('Robby'). Aged 7,0. 3rd of 3.

( Class 3 )

Dawn Price ('Dawn P')..Aged 7,24. Family Size unknown; at least

one other sister.

Debra Cox ('Debra C'). Aged. 7,5. 2nd of 3.

Terry Sullivan ('Terry'). Aged 7,7. 2nd. of 3.

Jill Williams ('Jill'). Aged. 7,9. 24th of 5.

Debra Games ('Debra G'). Aged 8,0. 1st of 2.

Lindsey Bald.ock - female- ('Lindsey'). Aged. 8,1. 1st of 3.

Tony Siincock ('Tony s'). Aged 8,1. 2nd. of 2.

Clifford North ('Clifford. I'). Aged 8,1. 2nd of 3.

1.2 Changes in Behaviour s 5 to 8 years

I Social Attitude

In the period covered by the ages of these children thex are

continuous changes taking place at all levels of behaviour.

One significant change is the growth of a group-orientated

attitude among children from the age of 6 to 7 years onward..
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This may be presumed to encourage the child in the acquisit-

ion of features of the language spoken by other members of

his peer-group, if such features are not already present in

his speech. This Is perhaps not so marked in the children

in this study as it might be with, for example, Immigrant

children from English-speaking areas outside England, or

children from other parts of the British Isles. It is pre-

sumably at this age and und.er the Influence of the peer-

group's pressure to conformity, that some girls begin to

adopt co characteristics of voice-quality, and certain

specific allophones of vowels and consonants, such as those

described in Chapter III (i. et). Tracy P. is a good instance

of this.

It is at this age that the British educational system trans-

fers children from the 'infailt' to the 'junior' school, In

transcriptions of some of the older infants, such as Tracy

P., Robby, Stephen, we can see that these children are much

more socially-minded than younger chfldren in the class

below them. There are references to activities with other

children, to 'playing out' with their 'mates', whereas at

lower ages, though the children may have a best friend, they

do not talk of group-activities, and. references to parents

or to other members of the family are more frequent.
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ii Com plexity of Activity

From the age of 5 onwards there is a growth in complexity at

all levels of activity, and not least in linguistic activity.

In quantitative terms there are increases In vocabulary arid

sentence-length (Smith 1926), and in the number of syntactic

structures that the child Is capable of handling. More

important, however, is the nature of these structures, which

are produced by an increasingly complex system of grammatical

transformations, the early stages of which are described by

Miller and Ervin (196L1), Brown and Bellugi (1966), McNeil

(1966). A!ter a certain stage quantitative Improvements are

less significant, except In size of vocabulary. Improvement

then takes place In the efficiency and economy of speech,

in its increasing flexibility, and its capacity to handle

an ever-widening range of experience. This efficiency may

sometimes mean a reduction in the number of units used In an

utterance. On the semantic level, for example, we find

expressions such as "writing thing" (Paul Sn) and "football

mans" (Peter). These are children's coinages which are

ultimately replaced by the more economical, as well as more

standard forms pens and'footballers'. A mature sentence may

encompass the same number of morphemic units as a younger

child's sentence, but it is likely that the number of phonetic
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segments and of phonological units will be less. Compare:

Lynn:	 [ h1jy 'nuJ	 ,4' (h) ajdswnt' nsw/
(Li.,5)

"I	 't know"

Kathleen: ['dsnej] 	 /aj'dsnaw/ "I don't know.."
(9,2)

It is with the phonological aspects of efficiency and economy

of speech that this chapter is partly concerned.

1.3 Phonological Efficiency

I The most obvious increase in efficiency In this period Is

increased efficiency of communication resulting from the

establishment of stable distinctive contrasts between items

In the child's phonemic system. This reduces the number of

confusions and ambiguities inherent in the child's speech,

a necessary development as his language-situation becomes

less synpratic and more referential to objects and. experiences

outside the immediate range of reference. A8 reference to

things outside the visual field Increases, so expressions

like "this one", "that 	 jflg?, "there", become less adecivate

In a communication system. Not only must the child's vocab-

ulary become more precise, but the phonemic realization of

lexical items must approximate relatively closely to adult

or mature forms.
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i Improvement in Articulation

Linked with the completion of the phonemic system is a neces-

sary improvement in articulation which must also approximate

to mature standards If communication is to take place effic-

iently. The development of articulation through this period

is to be thoght of not as a simple progression from 'childish'

and	 articulations to adult 'perfect' forms. In

fact on the way to a mature articulation some children pass

through some relatively complex articulations, more complex,

it may be, than the eventual mature form. Such are the double

articulations [ee] for /6/, [Vs] for //, or the alveolo-

palatal plosives [],{4] for /t/ or /k/, /d/ or

Lii Reduced Forms

As the efficiency of speech Increases so the tempo of the

utterance increases (cf. IV,2.2.iii). The most noticeable

product of this Increase Is the extension of the basic rhyth-

mic unit of speech, the foot. Where the Nursery child typic-

ally used a rhythmic unit of 
A 

two and occasionally three

syllables, older children learn to compress more syllables

within the foot in such a way that intelligibility is not

impaired. This Is achieved by the reduction of phoneme sequences

in a conventionalized way, the conventions being implicit In

the mature model of this form of English. "What did you do?"
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may be reduced to /'wod'duw/, the difference betweeen this

and "What dOc. you do?" being supplied by the context.

Grammatical items may be greatly reduced in rapid speech,

though important lexical items, vital to communication, are

less liable to reduction. Thus "What's your name?" /9ftnjnh/;

"What' s your favourite programme?" / 'uJ 'fjvrit'pr9w 1 grern/.

This again is a feature of a very homogeneous form of speech,

a common language in which much information may be abbreviated

or omitted because it is implicit, and. understood by all

speakers. Coalescence of phonemes across word-boundaries

becomes increasirly common as the 5pea5 age increases,
as in the reduction of sequences of /s,z,t,d.,/ + /j/ to

/S,3, tI, d3/ (see L.6jj below).

l.L1. Dialectal Features

A further aspect of language development after the age of 5

years is the emergence in the speech of 5 and. 6-year olds of

features of speech which can best be described as dialectal.

These include the use of two-directional glides in the vowels

/i:/,/e:/,/:/,/o:/,/aj/, and the appearance of dialectal

forms such as I' g own/ " gone" /owf/ "off" /' jo :n/ "yourn"

(for "yours") /':n/ "ourn" (for "ours"). That these features

do not occur very much in the speech of younger children
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seems to indicate that they are 'surface' features of English,

rather than part of the child's basic competence, and are

learnt relatively late. The relatively infrequent occurrence

of such features among older children in these recordings

calls for some explanation. It seems likely that the 5-year

old child learns these forms, associated for mature speakers

with informal situations, from his immediate family circle:

they are almost certainly forms which would be heard in

domestic surroundings. The 5 or 6-year old then probably uses

these forms in speech in free variation with the more formal

elements, which he has also learnt. At this time there is

not such sri acute awareness in the child of what Is a formal

and what an informal situation. When the child does become

sensitive to the degree of formality in his speech-situation

he probably becomes more discriminating in the use of these

dialectal features, reserving them for the language of the

peer-group and the family circle, while the more formal

elements are reserved fcr school. This formal - informal

dichotomy is emphasized by the nature of the British educat-

ional system, since the child begins 'formal' schooling at

the 6-year stage, after a relatively non-academIc year spent

in the Reception Class (Class 5 in Fordway School), and it

Is shortly after this that the child becomes sensitive to s
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social situation.

Some informal elements were recorded in the speech of older

children, such as Terry, Clifford I, Debra C. This may be

because all these children were very talkative and seemed

quite unself-conscious. They all appeardd. to enjoy making the

recording, and felt perhaps that the recording situation

was informal by contrast with the formal classroom which

they had just left.

In contrast, the recording of Dawn Price gives a good illustrat-

ion of a 7-year old girl's exaggeratedly formal style, or

rather of one aspect of the formal style, that associated wth

recounting a story. This can perhaps be called the 'recital'

style (see Appendix B, and cf. also the recital of Janice Cook,

and a monologue of Denise McDonnell - more of a soliloquy

than a recital).

2.1 The DeveloDment of the Phoneme in its Later Stages

The following sections set out to outline some of the later

stages in the development of the child's phonemic system. It

is hoped to show that the development of each phoneme within

the system is rather more complex than a simple progression

from a state of 'no contrastiveness', through 'occasional
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'S

contrastiveness' to 'complete	 as suggested

by Lewis (1951, p.111), Jones (1967, p . 9 ). The phoneme seems

to evolve, and Its features to emerge from the relatively

und.ffferentiated units of archiphonemes, in a way reminiscent

of organic growth.

Li History of //s//

he evolutionary process of phonemes can best be followedrin

the history of one archlphoneme //S//:

a) The archiphoneme //S// has at first a great number of

realizations Involving voiceless friction produced mainly by

means of the tongue and the roof of the mouth, alveolar rIdge

or teeth, though there may be nasal fricatives [ rn ],[ i J and

other types of fricative. //s// appears In words where the

model language has /s/, Ii!, and occasionally other phonemes

such as /e/ - /' sij/ "thing". At first there is no systematic

use of allophones in a way corresponding to mature usage.

b) The first sign of an emergent contrast may be said to

appear when something like the mature allophones come to be

used In words or situations where there Is a precedent In the

model 1angage: when, for Instance [$] or [] Is found

consistently In the words "ship", "shop","fish", while other

allophones such as [sJ are not normally found in these words,

but are confined to contexts where mature speakers have the
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phoneme /s/ - word-finally after consonants, for Instance,

and in words such as "horse", "sand". In these situations

these a].lophones are in distinctive contrast, though in others

they may be still in free alternation, together with other

allophones that occur where the model language may have either

/5/ or /5/ -

c) In time such 'ambiguous' allophones fall out of use, and

the child comes more and more to use /8/-like or /5/-like

realizations in his speech, even though these may not always

have the same distribution as in the terminal model. In other

words, the ambiguities of the middle ground between /s/ and.

/5/ are crystallizing into one or the other of these two

phonemes.

d) Now the child has to make decisions about those places

where previously he used segments that were common to /s/ and

/j/ (or, it could be said, that were neither one phoneme nor

the other, though still within the archiphoneme //s//). In

deciding which of two forms to use mistakes are bound to be

made, and forms such as /'fis/ "fish" /'bras/ 	 as well

as /'fikjpants/ "sixpence" /'owf 13/ "horses" start to appear.

It is now that we may speak of over-gompensation or over-

generalization. This is found not only with /s/ and. /f/, but

most other pairs of phonemes that derive from an earlier
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archiphoneme, such as /r/ and. 1w!, /f/ and /e/, /tr/ and /tf/,
and. so on.

I eveloDment of Vowel Phonemes

In the case of //s//, as with most consonantal archiphonemes,

we are concerned with only a two-way split. In vowel archi-

phnnemes however these larger units may split in more complex

ways. In the front half-open to open region it is possible

that the archiphoneme //// may develop the contrast /e2 -
/a/ first, and then // emerges from the middle ground

between these two. On the other hand the phoneme /e/ may

develop first from the region between 1/11/ and //ftE//, so
that Iii and /e/ are in contrast with a mass unit I/A/I,
containing the embryonic // and /a/. Mature phoneme /e/ can

develop from both //i// and //// for some speakers, (though

the latter archiphoneme is probably the most usual source of

this vowel), so that It will be seen that these archiphonemes,

although incorporating Items which come to correspond with

adult phonemes, do not have defined boundaries in the same

way as mature phoneme boundaries (cf. Liberinarm l95 for a

discussion of this term). The boundaries of child. archiphonemes

may have areas of overlap in the very regions that will later

represent contrastive phonemic units.
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3. Deyelopment of Vowel Phonemes from 5 to 8 Years

3,]. Short Vowels

It was found in the discussion of Nursery speech that many

of the short vowels could be said. to be confused or to over-

lap in the phonemic systems of Nursery speakers. The pairs

/1/ - /e/, /e/ - 1W, /w/ - /a!, /0/ -/u/ all overlapped in

such a way that either member of a pair of short yowels

might be found substituting in a word for he other member.

/e/ might overlap with /i/ in some places and with 1W in
others, while / might overlap with both /e/ and /a/. These

areas of confusion we have explained as being relics of

earlier mass archiphonemic units. As the short vowel phonemes

emerge from the archiphonemes the overlapping of items does

not disappear entirely, but it becomes much more regular and.

consistent as the terminal model is approached. Development

after 5 years of age seems to govern the direction In which

substitution of short vowels can take place. Whereas In

Nursery speech a vowel such as 1W could be replaced. 'by a

more open form /a/ and by the closer Item /e/, after the

5-year stage substitution Is predominantly by closer vowels

only. /1/ may replace /e/, /e/ may replace lay', 1W may

(rather infreq.uently) replace /a/, /,,/ may replace /0/s but

the converse subetthtutions do not take place, and must be

considered to be peculiar to Nursery speech. The vowel Ia!
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18 not subject to Et.bst1tut1on by closer forms to the same

extent as some of the other short vowels, as we shall see

in section 111 below.

I /iland/e/

/1/ ana. /e/ are distinguished not only by degree of closure

but also on distributional grounds, since /11 may occur in

open final syllables and /e/ may not. After 5 years of age

open variants of /1/ are found occasionally In closed

syllables within the utterance, where they can be regarded

as /e/:

Shane:	 Ets1rs)	 /'fef-'fej+/ "Fish, fish."
David II:['bkib]
	

/'begkrb/ "big crab"

but more and more such open variants are confined to final

open syllables, where no contrast with /e/ Is possible; these

segments are to be regarded as aflophones of /1/:
Dawn P: f'dd]	 /'did.I+/ "Did he"

Carol: [A'f:nfl	 /aj'f:ni^/ "I found It."

Clifford.: [Iw2IsjIfanh]	 /'wot'sw'fanI+/

"What' s so funny?

Closer versions of /e/, on the other hand., are found in

positions where there Is potential contrast with /1/, and

this contrast being obscured they must be considered as cases

of substitution by /1/. It may be that among older speakers
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this substitution is confined to certain common words such

as "get","yesterday", while for younger children it may

be observed more generally in grammatical and lexical items.

On the other hand, it may be that the /1/-form of words that

normally have /e/ 18 a dialectal variant, and. for the reasons

outlined above (i.L1.) these forms are to be found. more often

in. the recordings of 5 and 6-year olds than In those of

older informants:

Iicholas: [Qi '41 'du1va]
(5,7)

Carl:	 ['wane 'em]
(5,10)

Carol:	 ['jeriA.'f:nJ
(5,10)

Stephen: ['2ist1d.oiJ
(6,10)

Terry:	 1i.ngI2J
(7,7)

/ij'fi1w,v+/ "he fell over,"

/ 'wan9'ijm/ "one of them"

/'jinaj'f:ni+/ "Yea and I found. it."

1+ 'istG 1 dij / "yesterday"

/'tra:negit+/ "trying to get,"

It is Interesting to note the alternation of /1/ and /e/ in

another word "just", which over this period has forms

/4est/, /cist/ and /est/, but not /3ast/:

Denise: {d.2 s t lukhInl /dis 1ukin+/ "just looking."

	

Debra:	 ['dGstAnd9'tj:nxnJ	 /'c3sstond9 'tfs:nin+/ "just on tb

	

,, :	 the turning."

/ '45este'koss'rGwd / "just across the road."

though /'ft3as(t)/ can be found In Nursery and. 9-year old speech.
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ii /e/ and IJ
Not one instance of the substitution of 4/ for /e/ is record-
ed. in chil&ren of over 5 years, although this was a common

feature of Nursery speech. /e/ in place of 4/, on the
other hand, persieiB throughout this period. As with the

/i/-forms that replace /e/ in certain words (see above),

5-year olds substitute /e/ for 4/ quite freely, and probably
in words that might not take an /et in the terminal model.

Older children, however, seem to confine /e/-forms to certain

dialectal Items, such as /'kei/ "catch" , /'tenG/ "tanner".

Again, this may be due merely to the tendency of older

speakers to reserve informal exponents to informal situations:

Carl:	 ['a:ftG'c2)	 /'a:ft9'et+/ "after that."
(,io)

Steven II[m:'dçg 1 gsus] /maj 1 deg 1 gws/ "My Dad. goes..."

Pauj Su: J'bc2kfan2h) /'bek-fwant+/ "back (to) front."

Lindsy: ['kc1iz1.m] 	 I' ketji.z 1 Qm+/ "catches them,"

: ['ps29 inc2tf] /'pute 'met!! "put a match"

iii /a) In substituted forms

In Nursery speech /a/ may be replaced by a closer vowel, most

commonly one in the region of 4/, while the replacement of
4/by a more open vowel /a/ is also freguently observed.

After the age of 5 years these alternations both persist for

a time. At first the replacement of / by /a/ Is as common,
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if not commoner, than the reverse substitution. However more

open forms of / become very rare after 7 years, only one

or two instances being recorded after that age in thismsurvey.

C1ose variants of /a!, though riot strikingly frequent at

younger ages, continue to occur at all ages:

Lorraine: [' ayXn 1 n't5øi] /'avin,ne 'ti4+/ "having their tea."
(5,0)

Kim:	 E'a,ôo].c'rxzJ /'asowle'riz/ "That's all there Is."

Jan..ic2 [ant I' ts i. J 	 /antij 't$jnd/

"and he changed"

Tony 5: [ 1 bIg t tfI J	 /'big'matfis/ "big matches"
(8,i)

Carl:
(5,10)
anice
(6,8)

Dawn P:
7,14)

Terry:
(7,7)

['2wn]
	

/' twan/ "that one"

[iphkIn]
	

/1 pnpkin/ "puinpkin"

/'J,lp+/ "Shut up,"

[Ip h 2jgIt $ ] /'pmpj'ta:/ "ptimp your tyre"

There Is also a number of cases where /a/ is replaced by /0/.

In some cases this may be due to a perceptual similarity

between allophones of /a/ and wu sounded allophones of /0/.

This can be seen in the wide variety of starting-points in

the vowel law!, which may start at points ranging from [ a]

to [] aM [] . In the form /won/ "one" it may be that the

/w/ has the effect of rounding the vowel:

Kim:	 [,p°u2 IX92ph] /,put 'op+/ "put up."
(5,8)
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Paul Sn: 1 tguOl)kXoo)
(5,3)

: ['boa)

Tracy P: i: wO'byo)
, 0).)

Sean:ni	 ['2	 'worn]
(5,11)

Shane:	 ['nz maJ
(5,1.i.)

/'grozjkow/ "drunk all..."

/ 'bos/ "bus"

/ 'wom'bray3/ "one brother"

/ 'mtsd9'wom/ "That's the one"

/ 'wonzrnaj-/ OneTB my..."

This feature s not found among speakers over 7 years old.

iv /0/ and

Among Nursery speakers it was noted that /0/ sometimes appeared

in place of /u/ in words such as "look","book". This alter-

nation becomes rare after 5 years of age, although one example
Is found In a 5-year old speaker:

5hane*	 [Ibt2kzJ	 /'bok+/ "Book,"
(5,1#)

However, lvi continues to occur for /0/ in certain common

grammatical and lexical items:

Carol:	 {inidug'nim] /majd.ugz'njrn+/ "my dog's name."
(5,10)

Sean:	 [mnx2'wysn2:J /ntt'wuzQnt/ "aiic. It wasn't"
(511)	 .2	 t

Paul H: [f ym'da:nain) /frum'da.:nsin/ "from dancing"
(6,11)

Terry:	 ['giyo. 'ri!J	 I' guo: 'njm/ "What is your name?"
(7,7)

v Developnientof /9/as a Weak Form

The proportion of final syllables of polysyllabic words with

stressed. /9/ - as In [1tkaj2I1J/1tjjt,tf9/teacher - seems
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to decrease as the age of apeakerrincreases. This Is not so

much because it Is a 'childish' or 'Nursery' feature of speech,

in the way that a lIsped /8/ is, for example, but because It

is largely an emphatic device, associated with slow, delib-

erate speech. lthough slow deliberate speech is found at all

age, among adults as well as among children, t seems to

be more typical on the whole of	 speech. As

Miller and Ervin (196Li.) point out, adults use a special,

highly conventionalized type of language to children (see II,

• . ), and from an adult speaking slowly and deliberately

a child will probably learn features of this type of speech

more readily than those of rapid, conversational adult

discourse. Also, fully and carefully articulated syllables

represent something nearer to a childt a phonological comp-

etence than the rapid, sometimes elided, slurred and coales-

ced forms that characterize older types of speech. This is

not the place to embark on a detailed discussion of the

rhythm of children' a speech, but a rough outlIne of the

development of rhythmic features may d.Iatingixish several

significant stages In the changing status of stressed arid

unstressed syllables, and of strong and weak vowel forms.

a) In the earliest stages of language children have a

'syllable-based' rather than a 'foot-based 1 rhythm. As the

child speaks he enunciates each syllable as he comes to It,
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giving each one an uncontrasted if not equal stress, At this

stage he ía probably not capable of dealing with larger

phonological units than the 8lngle syllable. even the young-

est child in this survey has progressed beyond such a develop-

mental state, though some examples of 8yllable-baeed. rhythm

can be found:

Trevor:	 IAJjg32LtitbgIbo1) /1ajIgotttuwIbigbowz+ /
(3,7)

"Itye got two big balls."

Denise: [ 1 dJz u lI2Q. Iw]	 /Id.9wzIlitowtwans+/
(3,11)

"those little ones,"

B:ere each syllable is markd. in the phonemic transcription

with primary stress because there is no contrast in the

degree of prominence given by the speaker to each syllable.

It is probably exceptional for utterances as long as these

to be produced with uncontrasted stress.

b) A second stage of deyelopment sees the differentiation

of two degrees of stress, primary and xion-primary, These do

not correspond to stressed and unstressed syllables, for

many non-primary' syllables may have as much force and. Inten-

sity in their articulation as primary ones. The distributio;

of primary stress, however, governs the division of an

utterance into m1ts corresponding roughly to words; one word.

may have no more than one primary stress. Now some words may
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have a non-primary-stressed syllable that is weakly stressed

or 'unstressed' - thus: [IvGn2J /'&vant/ "haven't"; ['p

fip howi] I' powi / "porridge". Others may have two strongly
stressed. syllables, one of which Is primary, the other non-

prjmary: 1 2u 1 zzJ "horses"; ['wo2, g ] "water". At this

time however there is no real contrast of unstressed and.

secondary stressed syllables, of weak and non-primary strong

stress. As long as the rhythm of a child's speech is based

on the syllable and the d.Ieyllable, rather than on the tpot,

there may be no contrast of length between primary and non-

primary syllables. The 'unstressed' syllables in:

Fern:	 ['çzi1da1n2'].L2khxm'nI'inJ

I' Iii,d.a, z9nt 'lajk-him'eni mo:-f/
"She doesn't like him any more,"

are more prominent than the unstressed syllables in a 9-year

olds utterance, and. though not as prominent as the primary

stressed Byllables in the same utterance, are still relat-

ively long and unred.uced, and cannot properly be called 'weak'.

While there are no truly	 or unstressed syllables in

the child's speech it is probable that there are no rules

for producing the weak forms of vowels from the unweakened.

phonemes. Syllables with uh/9/are learnt Item by item from

the model language, and. unweakened. forms occur in the child's
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speech In places where older speech would use the weak vowel

1sf:

Fern:	 fItpijovIppowz/

"tree of apples."

Peter:	 [,wcn2()u.d.' ssi]	 /went1 tuwd.s 'si j+/

"went to the sea."

Mark:	 [tma:mI]IdJ / I ma:mma t ljd/ "marmalade"

Lynn:	 [b'ltIn ,ij'gclzn.) /bs'luwns1keij'gelon/

"balloons can get on"

instead of /'trtjsy .. .1, /,wentts. ' .1, /'ma:niljd/,

,/bs'luwnsksrj.../. The cb.ild. is in each of these cases

reproducing a word. In the form in which it Is stored In his

or her phonological competence, without applying the

phonological transformation which in older children results

In a weak vowel In an unstressed syllable. It Is to be

expected, then, thatg/s/ should have a mqre limited distri-

bution and. lighter functional load among children at thlss

stage. Some of the younger children in the Nursery group

are at this point of deveLopment.

c) As the tempo of speech Incx'eases, and as the child gains

in mastery of larger phonetic units than the syllable or

dIsyllable, so a contrast of both length and. intensity or

prominence begins to operate, producing syllables that are
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closer in terms of stress and rhythm to the mature stressed

and unstressed syllable. We may begin to talk also of

non-prominent syllables, which probably occur at first

within an utterance, while final syllables may have only

primary or secondary stress. Later, secondary stress on a

syllable before 1+1 is associated mainly with emphatic or

deliberate speech. As the child begins to use unstressed and

stressed syllables in conformity with the model language, so

does he start to acquire the rules of phonological weakening.

Most vowels in Cockney can be reduced to // in an unstressed

syllable, but some vowels are more commonly weakened to lu

or lu!, and. it is also possible for most vowels to occur In
unstressed syllables in a weakened, though not entirely

non-distinctive form. 8ome children may pass through a

phase when they use /i/,/u/ and even in some cases other

short vowels such as /e/, /0/, in unstressed syllables in

place of //. This seems to indicate that they are in the

process of acquiring the rules of phonological weakening,

even though they are not quite clear which vowels are to

be reduced to which weak forms. Not only Nursery children

but also some 5-year olds are at this stage:

Carl:	 [*m'wanz)
(5,10)

Nicholas: [ nxkX
(5,7)

Paul Sn: [1 t 5 : ' landInj
(5,3)

/im'wanz/ "them ones"

/'niki 1 1Qs/ "Nicholas ".

/' t: I landin/ "Tower of London"
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Nicholas: [b:27 'x1an 1 dJjid2 J	 /bt9 'Dan1drtld*/

"about an hundred.W

Margaret:[ps.lc2uzJ / I pws_ h letuz/ "post letters"

Mark:	 f'j : bu2J	 /1 e:bttt/ "Yeah, but...."

Margaret: [d.rJ	 /demnow+/ "Doz't know."

Kim:	 ts 'sOo2Gy ikham2ph]	 / 'Bowt9ve 'kamp+/

a sort of a camp."

Mark:
	

['mcdIs3n'Dnx2)	 /'med1son'rnit+/

"medicine, ainit"

Kim:	 ['wyjX'p4a.s:te]	 /'wotfonpla:sete/

"washing the plaster"

This is a very different phenomenon from the one noted above

in b) , where short vowels are giVen full phonetic value

in unstressed or stressed syllables. In the former case,

at an earlier stage of development, the child has the same

form of a word in both primary-stressed and non-primary-

stressed positions. In the latter case a word has two forms,

a strong form and. a weak form differing from the strong form

in a way that has not been copied from oldermodels, but is

rather originated by ther speaker on the basis of his having

noticed that certain vowels appear regularly in unstressed

syllables.
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d) In, early stages some words that have /o/ in stressed

syllables appear to be forms that are learnt directly from

older models. Expressions such as "doesn't", "going to"

may have alternative forms, one with /9/, one with another

vowel: or the /9/-form may be the only one that a child

uses:

Debb
	

[i gens 1m9uv]
	

/ 1 g9n9'muwv/ "going to move"

Lynn:
	

r 'd3z9n91]
	

/'d9z3nij/ "doesn't he?"

Tracy:	 i'fli
	

/'enlj+ / "ain't he ?"

At a rather later stage a rule may be extrapolated from

these forms, such that most vowels In stressed position

may be replaced by /9/ In certain conditions. This seems to

be a stylistic feature associated with rapid thouØi not

necessarily informal or dialectal styles of speech, and Is

found at all ages after 5 years of age:

Lorraine; [ '3WUz	 J I' dvniz 'awd+/ "They was old."
(5,0)	 0	

k
Robby:	 ['k9ziaf1e1tla.x2ke2] /'kazajzdes'lajk9t+/

(7,0)
"Cause I just like it."

Debra G: {'9w9z92)	 /tQwQzat/ "I was at..."
(8,0)

Terry:

(7,7)

/'s3mGs'naj,dow/

"(the) same as Nigel."



vi/o/ as a weak form

It has been seen that only /i/, /uJ and. /9/ are truly weak

vowels In the mature model (111,4.2). In. other wards, it is

to one of these three segments that other vowels may be ulti-

mately reduced either by loss of prominence or by a phonolo-

gica]. transformation producing the weak form.In section v

above it was also observed that /0/ may for some Nursery

or slightly older speakers have the function of a weak vowel.

This may be the reason for the existence of some forms such

as /gonG/ "going to" in early speech, by the side of /gune/

and. /gsno/ which persist into older speech, and. of /o'rajt/

by the side of /ow'rajt/, /u'rajt/, forms which replace the

/0/ - form, It may be that mature speakers occasionally

give precedents for the use of /o/ in ceitain common express-'

ions, for example in /bi'koz/, but in this study forms with

/0/ are recorded mainly in the speech of children of less than

7 years:

Fern:
(3,8)

Paul Sn:
(5,3)

Debby
(4,6

Tracy P:
(7,0)

[Is;:z,g3ng]

['g6e 'gc2]

[z ,x2in]

[2'ia: 27c.")

/'Jljz,gon3/ "She's going to..,"

/'gon3'get/ "going to get "S..

/o'rajtin/ "All right then,"

/+o'rajte+/ "All right then,"
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3.2 Long Vowels

i Short and. Long Vpeoid.e

It has been observed with some long vowels - /i:/,/e:/,/:/,

/e:/, /o:/ - that the distinctive feature of length is often

lost, this resulting in either a short allophone of a long

vowel, or a weakening of the vowel to its corresponding short

vowel phoneme. The proportions of short to long vocoids In

these vowels do not alter dramatically with age. They may be

presented in tabular form. tLongt realizations of the vowel

includes long vocoids, glides to centre and two-directional

glides or trlphthongs such as

Vowel	 Nur- 5-plus 6-plus 7-plus 9 years Total
sery

/1:/ short	 2	 7	 5	 2	 6	 22

lomg	 12	 13	 12	 11	 20	 68

/e:/ short

long

/:/: short

long

/a:/ short

long

/o:/ short

long

20	 20

22	 lL.

11	 10
	

hi.

7L1.	 614
	

Lj.9

3	 2	 10

10	 25	 32

5	 5	 7
12	 17	 15

500

13	 17

55	 108

11	 17

19	 149

11	 7

13	 21

97
106

65

350

143

135

35
78

10	 28	 19

20	 lLi.	 36



It will be apparent from this table that the greatest

number of short yocolds are found. for the vowel /e:/. Short

and, long vocoids are overall in the proportion of almost

1 : 1. The rLo for /o:/ Is approximately 1 : 2, for

/1:1 and 1z/ roughly 1 : 3, and for /:/ almost 1 : 6.

ii wo-dIrectIonal Glides

Many of the long Towels are characterized. in strongly dial-

ectal speech by triphthongal glides from their normal

startlng-pojnts to a closer position and thence to central

or front of central, between half-open and open. Very

often the middle-point of these triphthongs is non-prominent

In relation to the end. and the beginning, and. there Is a

rapid movement away from the close tongue-positIon assoc-

lated. with it, such that a contoidal semivowel ti) or [w]
is produced.. Thus t'iJ for /I:/, [ej) for /e:/, [jeJ
for /:/, [zw] for /o:/. These glides are found. in both

open and closed syllables, but always before 1+1. In this

study nearly every instance of these glides Is found In

the recorded speech of a child in the 5-year old group,

with a few cases among Nursery children and 6-year olde.

Both boys and. girls use these forms:

Nicholas: [y1ri1,1j8h]	 /Qwv'ri:+/ "over here."
5,7)
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[ I fw]

Lorraine: ['lIt)a2pstcj9zJ /'livz 'apste:z+/ "lives upstairs."

Nicholas: ['sij2cjn]

Carl:	 [k9ini2 'js2J
(5,10)

Carol:
(5 ,io)

Kathleen:
6,6)

/'sijt'e:+/ "See that there?"

/klijnit':t+/ "clean it out."

/ 1 flo:z+/ "floors."

/ 'fo:+/ "four."

In one place a similar two-directional glide is found in

/83J, a further indication of the length of this vowel,

unique among the short vowels:

Dawn E:	 ['fani'nieJ	 /1fanij1nns+/ "funny mans,"
(6,6)

lii /:/ and /e:/

Some girls appear to pass through a stage where these two

vowels are confused in speech, though only two or three

speakers are subject to this confusion, and it may be that

this is an idiolectal feature. When a long front of central

vocoid similar to that usually found for /:/, but without

any significant amount of rounding, occurs, it cszaa

is bomophonous with a centralized allophone of /e:/. Though

in most cases cues of context clear up any confusion in-

herent In this homophony, there are places where a real

ambiguity may arise:

Janice : ['fax 1 z2ksJ	 /'faj1we:ks+/ "fireworks"
(6,8)
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Janice:
	

{ d.z aA2stw,: 1 / 'da:ntstw1,e:^/ "danced with her."

i 'ê.w9Z9 '].avlsi..J /'e:w3z9'].avlij /
"There was a lovely. "S.

Lindsey: ['tz'z IbzJ	 /'to:nz'e: 'bg+/ "turns her(thelr?)
(8,1)	 back."

Jill:	 ['gc2'51p1'mn]	 /'getse'fo,pin+/ 	 "gets her (their?)
(7,9)	 shopping."

iv/L
Fully back allophones of this long vowel, with or without

lip-rounding, are probably associated with i.nformal styles

of speech for older speakers (cf. III,Li..3xviii). We may

therefore expect to find such allophones in the speech of

5 and 6-year olds even in the relatively formal situation of

an 'interview' with an adult, since at these ages the child

Is less sensitive to formality. tD:. or [s,:] Is probably not

such an obvious dialectal form as for example the triphthongal

glides noted above, and this type of allophone is found at

all ages, though the older the speaker, the more likely It is

that it will be recorded mainly In informal contexts:

Nicholas [o'ga:d]	 /ga:d/ "a guard"

[Ikpth In l ska:l I 2)	 /'kptin'ska:lit/
(5,L.)

"Captain Scarlett"

Stehen: [.ph2 ,9IJ
(6,10)	

iiRobby:	 ['k a: 'i,af]
(7,0)

/'pa:t,ij^/ "party."

/ 'ka: 'ra:f3/ "Car lire firm (sic),"
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3,3 Prontin Vowels
i. hi!

The only real divergences between Nursery and 9-year old. usage

of this item are in its more open-starting allophones,

leading sometimes to overlap of /ij/ and /j/, and certain

peculiarities of distribution. The phonetic peculiarities of

Nursery allophones are not found in the speech of the

5-year old. Informants or in older speakers in this study.

However, distributional characteristics of Nursery speech

continue for some time in the 5 to 8 year period. Younger

speakers tend to use the phoneme In place of other vowels,

and particularly to substitute dt for /1/ In contexts which

have no precedent In older models. Examples of such misplace-

ment become less frequent as the age of the s:peaker increases:

Kim:
(5,8)

Carl:
(5,10)

Dawn E:
(6,6)

{IXinIwI]
[IwariG '3em]

[me' 5iisth]

/ 'I jniwj / "anyway

/ 'wan'ijm/ "one of thed'

/m'sIs-t+/ "my sister."

Ii I!
In the younger groups of children there is for some speakers

an apparent lack of contrast between the forms /e:/"they're"

and /j/ "they". This is seen in an exchange betwwen Fern

and Paula - Fern: /dez3'gwstin,ne:+/ 	 a ghost in
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there". Paula: / d.j 'jnt+/ "There am' t". Forms with /e:/,

/e/ or /j/ may appear before both inflected vetbs and.

participial items:

Fern:	 [c gnt '2z1ad14)	 'g9wint-' o].Qdj+/

enis e
	

"They're going to holiday."

Denise:	 [dx 'gnt° 'w3lGIJ	 /d' gawint 'wo1edj+ /
(3,11)

"They going to holiday."

Lorraine: [,bt2E: a'I)	 /1butde: 'dajd.+/ "but they('re)d.led.."
(5,0)

Dawn E:	 [e'p4.zd.]	 /de'p1jd/"They('re)played..,. "
(6,6)

,,	 :	 /de'rjni'nik'gow /

ain't in this school."

The form "they've" in Cockney is generally expressed as

/ev/, /ev/ or simply /e/:

Carl:	 [cv'gorJ	 /ev'goti/
	

got it.."

Sbepben: [c'gz2dc'ba. 'k.2]
	

/e gote 'baj1k:t/

"They've got their bike out."

Debra G: [cv' gO29 1kf]
	

/ev'got9kf/"rI1ey've got a cafe"

iii Jail'

a) Trtphthongal Glides

A two-directional glide is found in this vowel, This takes the

form of a progression from back open, without rounding, to

a back half-close to close position, with L±pw*éluidtng, and
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thence to front half-close. The beginning and. the end. of the

glide are associated with spread lips, and if tongue and

lip movement in the middle of the glide are sufficiently

rapid a4t inter-vocalic contoid Ew) or [WJ may be produced.

This glide, like the triphthongs in /1:1, /e:/, /0:, and so

on, is recorded almost exclusively in the rispeech of 5 to

6-year old children:

Lorraine: t'cn:x'na'x] 	 /'ermj'najt+/ "Ain't they nice?"
('5 ho)

Carol:	 [I2'dauiJ	 /it'dajd.+/ "it died."

Kim:	 [elfangilkhawInã.] /e'fanij'kajnd+/ "a funny kind."
()
Rounded starting-points of this vowel are probably a feature

of strongly dialectal speech. Occurrences of this type of

aflophone - [ix], [iJ — are found. predominantly in the

5 to 6 year old group of speakers, as the following table

shows:

Rounded Allophones of /aj/

Nureery 5-plus	 6-plus 7-plus 9 years Total

Boys	 -	 6	 2	 -	 1	 9

Girls	 1	 2	 -	 -	 -	 3
These vocoids are mostly the work of Paul Sheekey and Paul

Sne].11n (5,3) and. Stephen Glynn at 6,10. The girl in the

5-plus group is Xliii Char1er (5,8), This table •hows guite

effectively how dialectal forms tend to appear at around 5
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years, then subsequertiy to disappear from recorded speech.

b) "My", "I"

An interesting progression takes place in the forms of the

word "my" over this period. For the youngest speakers the

unweakened form [ax] is the most frequently occurring, though

[ma.), the weakened form, is also found. However, at the

Nursery stage the weak forms /mi/ or /rni3/ are relatively

rare. These weak forms become more frequent over the years,

and. there is an equally marked decrease in the frequency of

the unweakened [max)'. This realization is in fact not

recorded at all at the 5-year stage, when the dialectal.

styles of speech are at their most evident in this study.

In the table below figures are based on only stressed

occurrences of "I", but on both stressed and unstressed "my".

There is no weak form of "I" in consistent use in Cockney,

but the development of this item sees a marked decrease in

frequency of the unweakened ['axj, which is generally replaced

by the weakened ['thJ from the 5-year stage onward.

Ratio of çlided. and. Monophthongal Vocoids in

Nursery 5-plus 6-plus 7-plus 9 years Total

[max)	 15 15
	

5	 6	 5
	

31

8 8
	

20
	

16	 12	 31
	

87

/mi/, /mij/
	

LI.
	

7	 L.	 16
	

35
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Glided and. Monophthongal Vocoid.s in. Stressed "I"

Nursery 5-plus 6-plus 7-plus 9 years Total

['d:]	 33	 37
	

2l.	 19	 21.	 137
[ l ax]	 19	 3
	

L.	 2	 5	 33

From the figures for "my" it would appear that the phonolog-

ical transformation producing the weak forms mu, /rnij/

is not brought widely into use until a relatively late

stage of development. It is perhaps surprising that forms

which are popularly supposed to be typical of Cockney should

not be as freguent at the 5-year old level as other dialectal

features, and do not become noticeably frequent until the

9-year leve]. It is to be remembered of course that these

weak forms are found only in unstressed syllables and. are

therefore relatively unpromineat.

iv lou

No dramatic developments take place in this vowel after five

years of age. Among younger children there are some instances

of more open variants overlapping with /aj/. These can be

considered as persisting Nursery forms deriving from the

original archiphoneme //AJ//, a glide from back open to front

close or half-close. Among older speakers are found closer

starting-points, and there is perhaps ,iiote rounding of the 1'
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first element - though unx'owided glides are si11 founci;

Shane:	 [']	 /'toz+/ "toys."
(% 5, LI.)

Kim:
(5,8)

Lorraine:
(5,0)

JL11:
(7,9)

Clifford:
(8,1)

Lindsey:
(8,1)

[tSaI 'exzjs]

['buG 'gq]

[bAI ttSO]
[,2Is 'böz.fl

[, &2sG'n4I]

/,ta'eixs+/ "toy things."

/'bajn'gel+/ "boy and a girl."

/ajbaj'tojs+/ "I buy toys,"

/+,is'bojs/ "This boy's...

/ lotss'nojz/ "lots of noise"

3,L. Retracting Vowels

j Readjustment of the System

As speech develops from the Nursery stage there is some re-

adjustment in the phonological structure to fit in the late-

acquired phoneme /aw,! among the other three glides to back

close, /ew/, /uw/ and low!. The starting-point of /aw! is

in the half-open to open region, and. its rounding glide

travels towards back half-close. As speech progresses through

this period under consideration the centre or locus round which

starting-points of 1Gw! cluster becomes more precisely

determined at a point between half-open and open and front of

central - [NJ, The open central or backmof central points

that were found in Nursery speech, such aa ], [A], become

less frequent, to avoid starting-points of law! such as

[XI, [],[A],[a]. Similarly the Btarting-polnt of /ow/, or
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the locus of its starti.ng-ponts, becomes closer, to avoid

glides of /aw! which start at []L]. As the atarting-point

of /ow/ is raised, so is its end-point, which occupies the
area at back half-close and above, although more open glides

are still found in utterance-final syllables, as at 9 years
(ef. III,L.3xxv). Those diphthongs in /uw/ which f.niaJied

very near to back close in Nursery speech are discouraged by

the presence of low! in the near vicinity, so that /uw/

tenasto be realized more and more as a glide to back or to

front of central close, pr as a monophthong in this area.

Just as the open allophones of /ow/-[zo],[Ao] - are confined

to utterance-final position, so do those open-starting

allopbone of /uw/ become restricted to utterartce-fina]. and.

prominent syllables - [ i),EJ. Other aspects of the devel-

opment of this series of vowels are mainly concerned with

distribution features.

iiL/
It is interesting to see the development in the final vowel

of such words as "potato", "yellow", "window". These words

seem to be learnt by the young child initially in a form

which ends in /Qw/:

Andrew:	 ['snfp'xuJ	 /'snf-p9'tjtQw8+/
(14,0)

"smashed potatoes,W

Margaret: ['win 1 duJ	 /'win,dew+/ "Window,"
(14,8)
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Peter:	 [1c,].Bu]
(3,6)

/ 'le 1 lw+/ "Yellow."

Later, a rule is applied which transforms the final /3w! into

the weak form //, and. this may be over-generalized to include

cases, like "photo", which are not normally so weakened in

matux'e speech:

David II: ['tfa2t'9ma3 'wxn 1d]	 /'tfattama 'win 1 d.3+/
(5,7)

"chucked. them out of the window."

Tony S:	 ['jleuGm'bl2J	 /IjelGr3m'blk/"yellow and. black."
(8,1)

David Cl: ['tSI2 z ]	 /'tjt3z/ "potatoes,"

Paul Sh: ['bm'fi2G t t'uk 3n]	 / 'brnaj'f3wt9, tuk9n/
(5,3)

"Had my photo tooken."

Glides to Front Half-close

Throughout this study, glides in /3w/ to front half-close or

closer, as in [J, [], are found exclusively in the speech
of girt:B:

Tracy P: ['2ax'dn2mn&]
(7,0)
Kathleen M['n]

(6,6)
Debra G: { 'mt . ,bk hem)

(8,0)
Jill:

(7,9)

/+'aj'd9wut'now/'I d.Ofl't know,"

/ 'flQW+/ "No."

/ 'mow,bazl,h9wm+/ "Mobile Home."

/d9 m nGw+/ "Don't know."
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iii tow!

Those open starting-points of low! that were found In

Nursery speech become relatiyely rare after the age of

5 or 6 years, except in final open syllables:

Kim:	 [eIb31tSoo]	 /9bo,tow+/ "a bottle."

Tracy:	 ['mIO'mi2tloo)	 /'mis'miow+/ "Miss Mitchell"

Pa'uJ. fl:	 [x.s'b2o]	 /in9'botow+/"in the bottle."

though a more open starting-point may be produced by assIm-

ilation to /aw/:

DèbfoC. I [ueid'XTx y ,bix2k]
(7,5)

/rid' awiaw1buk^/
"read all, the whole book."

low! may appear in closed syllables in certain dialectal forms

such as /'gown/ "gone", /owf/ "off". These items, which

occur only rarely In this study, are recorded only among

5 and 6-year old speakers, indIcating that although not

regularly heard from older children they are probably within

the competence of most of these speakers, but are perhaps

reserved for Informal occasions, such as home or the peer-

group:

Lorraine: [,2soo 'goon]	 /+1sowl gown+/ "t 's all gone."
(5,0)

Kathleen: [Iwcnoij,goonen] 	 /'weneij,gown9n/ "went and gone
(6,6)	 and..."

Stephen: [lsc2em1f]
(6,10)

/ 'setein'owf+/ " set them off."
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iv /aw/

This vowel has a variety of starting-points tlu"oughout the

5 to 8-year old. periods E[owever most children show that they

have the contrast of /w/ and. /aw/ well-established, In the

test of speech-sound discrimination described in Chapter VI,

for instance, the word-pair BOW - BOWL was not found to give

a significant amount of difficulty to listeners (see vi,32).
The low! - law! contrast Is similarly maintained by all

speaker8 above the age of 5 years. There Is no case of low!

appearing for mature /aw!, or vice versa. There are however

some neutralizations of the contrast of /aw! with other

sequences of Vowel + /1%. /al/ In "bulb" and. /ajl/ or

in "crocodile" both occur with vocoid glides starting from

points within the rather wide region that covers the

starting-points of law!:

Nicholas: [I'p 1'u2'bAob ) /ji'put'bawb+/ "You put a bulb."

Paul Sn: [nyu kwok 1 dlos]	 /new'kwokG daws-i./

"no crocodiles."

Paula:	 [1lu2 IZ] dao] / 1 luk'kwoke,daw+/ "Look, crocodile
(Li,3)

These vocoid.s then may be regarded as cases of substitution

by law,', and indicate once again the vocalic nature of

Vowel + /1/' sequences,
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LI. Consonants

4.i Plosives

I Glottal Allophones of Plosives

A count was made of the number of times final /p,t,k/ had.

the glottal aflophone [2] and the number of times they

had bilabia]., alveolar' and velar articulation respectively,

The count was based on 10 consecutive utterances of each

speaker, at each of five age-levels.

Nursery 5-plus 6-plus 7-plus 9 years Total

	

7	 2	 5	 2	 20

	[2ph] etc. 8	 3	 4	 6	 5	 26

It! []
	

62	 40
	

314	 311.
	 60	 230

[2t 5] etc.	 1	 2
	

3.	 2
	

3	 9

/k/ [2]
	

17	 9
	

1].	 9
	

8	 511.

	[2kz J etc. 14	 10
	

16	 6
	

12	 58

It will be seen from these figures that glottalization of

tortie plosives does not alter radca11y with age of speaker,

that /t! has the allophone [2 far more often than /p/ or /k/,

which are realized. b the glottal stop in almost equal pro-

portions.
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ii Bi].abial Plosivea lvi'. /b/

The only feature of these consonants that 9-year old speech

displays but Nursery speech does not, Is the use of pre-

glottalized. lenia segments in medial position for /p/. The

segments may be bilabial plosives or continuanta. These are

first recorded In speakers around the age of 6 years:

Sean:
(5 ,ii)

Stephen:
(6,10)

I 'u2n3'd]	 /'wpne'do:+/ "open the door."

/'strjtap1onte/

" straight up on to..."

Ejective plosives for /p/ are recorded., not only in utterance-

final position:

Dap E:	 ['li.1iin'ap']	 /'klI:rin'ap+/ "clearing up."

Lorraine: [,p'ifx7'zr]	 /1pikit of +/ "Pick It off."
(5,0)

A smiling articulation produces lablo-dental articulations

Steven II[[ ' I a . 'ba.l2'fQi 4 ,J 	/'ba:'ba: 'blk'IIjp+/
(5,5)

"Baa baa black sheep,"

[I'bgz'f6i]	 /frij'bgz'fow+/ "Three bags full."

Jill:	 [2A'b:n2x.x1pcf] /+aj'bQ:ntmaj,velf+/
(7,9)

"I burnt myself."

These segments mayralso be found in a lablo-dental context:

Dawn E:	 ['GuGu1a2s]	 /'gugu,pats+/ "Sugar puffs."

where /p/ may be thought of as having taken on the labio-
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dental feature of the 'missing' If!.
Sean:	 ['mddL9'rq)	 /'mcijdb'fow/ "My Dad thought..."

111 Alveolo-palatal Plosives [ 3 ,

These 6gments were described in III,5.3'vv, where it was

remaxked that they appear to have features of both /t/, /d/

and of /kJ,/g/. They are not found in Nursery speech, even

among speakers such as Peter who con.fuse alveolar and. velar

plosive phonemes. They begin to appear in this survey in the

speech of 5-year olds, where they may be allophonee of

either alveolars or velars:

Paul Sn: ['2IIn'dai.y]	 /+Jikentdajy+/ "He can di.ve,"

['X2G'n1 1 t5cle] /'got'nuwte1ij+ /

"Got a new telly."

Lorraine: [1 I2InG 't$ n]
(5,0)

DawnE	 [IG2'm]
(6,6)

Katbj.een: [I spA.2es . 3

/'gitine'trjn/"get in a train"

/'tjst'swm+/ stay at home.

/ 'spa:kklss/ "sparkere"

In one utterance of Paul Sh (5,3) /t/ and. /k/ seem to be

conflated into the one segment 1L], with features of both:

['b!a:) (cf. also k't t f.J by the same speaker)
	

/(ke) 'ta:.-/

"guitar"

In the case of Dawn Edmeade (6,6), a twin whose speech is in

many ways deviant from the speech of her 6-year old peer-



group, but who is not 'retarded' in the sense that her speech

cannot be compared with the early stages of Nursery speech,

there is often a lack of contrast between /t! and /k/ and

between Ia! arid /g/, caused by the use of alveolo-palata].
plosives,

[in' x2, b4i:s]
	

/in'ik,klas+/ "in this class,"

['wcn2'12fcJ9]	 /'wenttl9t'fe:+/ "went to the

faire"

[wai i aii.....wi i gnJ	 /wij'd(g)uw.....wi'gawn-i-/

",Sometimes) we do (but sometimes) we

['cv yI2'x]
	

/'evr1td/ "every da"

/nã.+ /	 "and,"

/'Ja:k+/ "a shark,"

It could be suggested that Dawn is at a stage in the develop-

ment of her plosive system where an ar'chiphonemes//D//, 1/TI!
are breaking down into their component parts /d/ and. /gJ,/t/

and 1k!,, with a middle ground between the occasionally

contrastive alveolars and. velars, occupied by these alveolo-

palatal segments. Dawn's speech is characterized by a number

of non-standard features, such as a high proportion of eject-

lye plosives, the termination of open syllables with [2J

as in/evrlt'dj/, /tsl9t'fe:/ above, and a great amount of

variation in her realization of the fricatives /,/, /z/

(see !j..2 vi below). It is greatly to be regretted that her
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twin sister was not available at the time of the recordings,

so that some idea could have been reached of the extent to

which these features are purely idiolecta]., and how far

they are consistent with a relatively struetured. twin's

idioglossia. Such an investigation could be the basis for
new

an entire/study.

iv	 Voiced Alveolar Flap [.]

The alveolar flap {.] has been found as an allophone of

initial // and of medial It! in both 9-year old speech

and. Nursery speech, where it was also recorded for medial

/d/. The segment never has a very widespread occurrence, but

it is interesting to note in the table below that it has its

highest frequency at the 5-year level, the period when most

dialectal features of Cockney make their appearance in child-

ren's speech:

Occurrences of [J as Aflophone of Initial // and of Medial

/t/ and /d/ Among Boy and Girl Speakers

Initial In!

Boys

Girls

Medial It/./a!

Boys

Girls

1.1.	 1

3	 1
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8
	

17	 7

1
	

5	 3

1	 1

7-plus 9 years Total

7	 12	 51

-	 9

3	 8

-	 6



As regards medial It! and /oJ there Is no substantial differ-

ence between the sexes In the use of this segment: three

instances In boys' speech at 9 years are not really enough

to be considered significant. As an allophone of initial /i/

however it is clear that the voiced alveolar flap is used by

boys much more than girls. The high frequency of this segment

at 5 years suggests that this Is felt to be a feature of

relatively informal, dialectal styles of speech.

L.2 Fricatives

iiLabio-dental Fricatives If!. !v/

Variants of /r/ and /v/ with protruded lower lip - [ fJ [] -
are occasionally found as allophones of the fricatives In

contexts with no connotation of In:
Carl:	 [t&Idi]	 /'ka:l 'dijf+/ "Carl De'ath."

Kathleen M [wI.9n' c.ztiJ /wiQnte:draj+/?vrIh an hair-

drier."

A noisy or 'spluttered.' fricative may be the result of a
speaker's articulating through laughtr*_[f]

Paul Sn: {'fanGi'fiIJg]	 /'fanIj'fiiges/ "funny fingers."

As the phoneme /0/ develops from the archiphonemic ////, so

there may be cases of over-compensation which produce /e/ In
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frn' da u2sxn]

[' o ,n,fn)

[,Z o ',i]

['2eviwanJ

{ '.3j'(9Z'ft]

Paul H:

Steven:

Debra C:

Tracy P:

Steven:

place of /r/. Similarly // may be found substituting for /v/:

Paul. Sn: ['rlaen'fei)	 /'rlajen'eis+/ "flying fish."

['daxô:rs 'sckem'bogJ 	 I' dajo(ow)fdQ' sekexn
'bowd.+/

"dived off the second board."

Sean:	 ['2ieeine 'ti) 1+' ajsijne 'trJij/

"I've seen a train ". ,.

ii iClusters /fr//fw/.Ivr!./vw/

There is not a great deal. of difference in perceptual or

articulatory terinbetween /f/,/v/ and the monosegmental

realizations of /fr/ and. /vr/ - 	 In many

utterances there is no way of telling whether the single

phoneme or the cluster is intended, so that contextual cues

have to be relied on:

Carl:	 {'di]

Steven:	 ['bols h1?.001G1)]

/fruzn'da:ntsin/ "from dancing"

/'3O ne fen+/ "jonathan."

/+,ow'fruw+/ "all fruit,"

1+' evriwans/ "Everyone's. •."

/'frij 'bgz'fow+/

"Three bags full."

/'dif+/ "De'ath."

/ 'bawl9vrowrerJ/ ... bowl of

",., bowl of water and gets..."
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Given this confusion it is hardly surprising that some

children should produce /fr/ or /vr/ clusters and. sequences

in places where the single fricative phonemes would normally

be found, Such sequences have not only the monosegmental

realizationz referred to above, but may have an In with
a clearly-defined post-alveolar continuant or even the

alveolar tap	 ]:

Tracy:	 ['kamz'Ivs]
(14,5)

Dawn E:	 [Ib1c21fpee.sth]

,,	 :	 ['k2 ,ft!. jJ

/ 'kamz'iyrs/ "comes with us."

/ 'bret 'frest+/ "breakfasts"

/'kt 1 frif+/ "cat-fish."

The /x'/ in /fr/ is usually devoiced, but in some slow and

careful utterances characteristic of young children artic-

ulating rather unfamiliar consonant clusters this may not

always be the case:

Paul Sh: [fz 'Dog]
	

/'frog/	 "frog"

Sean:
	

f 'kf1Dm,wIB]
	

/ 1kf 1 rim, wils^/

"Catherine Wheels."

/fw/ may, like /fr/, have monosegmental realization:

Carol:	 ['in&I'wôn2j	 /'ifwi'wont/ "It we want..."
(5,10)

and. such realizations are found. among the oldest speakers in

this study:

Vivienne: ('due2 skao]
(9,10)

The /w/ in /fw/ and. /rw/ may

I' difwt, skow+/ "different schools"

among younger children be more
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labio-dental than bilabial -

Paul Sn* I: l bc2kAan2 h ]	 /'bek1fwant+/ "back(to)front."

Stephen: [f',ei'dtrn2'metivJ 	 /i'fwlj'd.ewnt'muwv/

"if we don't move,"

Without lip-rounding [Di may result:

Stephen: [g ene'xnefivi,n 1dI]	 /g erie' muwyran, dj /

"going to move one day"

iii Li
Though If! appears for /6/ in the great majority of cases in

this study, yet the evidence of the Nursery children and the

5-year olds In this study points to a relatively early

acq.uisition of the phoneme /6/, which Is not, however, much

used In speech. Forms withri/f/ ax'e probably preferred for

ease of articulation at the early ages, and for social reasons,

as the more informal exponent, after 6 or 7 years,

The co-articulated segment [re] starts to become into general

use at the 5-year stage, It could be argued that this segment

results from confusion in & $peaker5 mind as to whether it!

or /e/ Is approprIate in a given context, so that features

of both are produced. However, the fact that [f6] occurs

almost exclusively in contexts where the phoneme /e/ is used

in the terminal model leads one to suppose that it Is a true
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contrastive allophone of /0/. It may represent a developmental

stage in the learning of the phoneme:

Kim:	 Eirjs....'exrjzJ	 /eirjB...tOiijZ/	 "things"
(5,8)

Carl:	 [i'feiij kr']	 /aj'0iikr/ "I think..
(5,10)

Stephen:	 /'ba:edjpa:t,ij+/
(6, 10)

"birthday party."

iv Initial //

The allophones of Initial // in the Nursery phase of speech

may be classified as fricatives [] frictioni.ess continuants

and the flap []. There are also four maIriypes of

substitution, which can be grouped under the phonemes hI,
/d/, /rJ/ and. the alveolar fricatives /s/,/z/. Finally, /W
f'requently has zero realization.

Nursery 5-plus 6-plus 7-plus 9 years Total

IV []	 38	 3L.	 66	 66	 101	 305

[],[]	 11	 17	 18	 13	 29	 88

[]	 9	 22	 10	 7	 12	 60

/1/	 65	 18	 7	 2	 1	 93

Id!	 87	 1].	 LiJ.	 29	 20	 218

/n!	 35	 L.8	 31.	 i3	 3L	 l9Li.

/s/,/z/	 2	 7	 1	 6	 12	 28

zero	 18	 26	 16	 12	 16	 86
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Several striking facts emerge from this table. It is clear

that there is a dramatic reduction in substitutions of /i/

for // between the Nursery and the 5-year stage, and. an

equally marked though more gradual decline in substitutions

by /d/ over the whole of the period. Occurrences of the

phoneme // itself increase steadily, although the fricative
is not quite as common at the 5-year stage as in the

Nursery stage. It is among 5 to 6 year old speakers that
the flap [.] has its highest occurrence. There Is no appre-

ciable Increase in the use of the frictionless continuants

One development which this table cannot show Is a change in

the context in which In! substitutes for //. At the older
levels when /ri/ or /rlrJ/ occurs for the dental fricative it

Is a result of a sequence /n/, or another nasal +

Clifford I [snn x't j3dx]	 /nnj'traj/ "and, they tried.."
(81)

Dawn'P:	 [3'niz'wob9s]	 /s'nijz'wobss/ "and, these robbers"
Da'i&r: [ 1 gi.n9p2tf] /'gGwunQ'pitj / "go on the pitch"

(9, )
Lindsey: ['2fsmn 'mx 1a]

(8,1)
1^ Ifn 'ml d,ow+/ "from the

middle."

Nicholas: [si' 2wan]
(5,7)

/siij'ntwan+/ "Sing that one."

Thisr is also true of younger speakers, as the last of these

examples shows, At younger levels, however, /n/ may be more
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generally substituted for / j/, in other situations than inune-

diately after a nasal:

Nicholas: [ 1 wann'ncm]
	

/ 1 wann'nem/ "one of them"

Paul S: {tonakkI3io1i3J	 I' own9 1 kiI3 'ow$i3/

"All the king's horses"
David:	 [Istkna2If!2ph] /'stknat'$ip+/ "sank that ehipç"

DawnE:	 ['oonle'fin)
	

/'owmle'fjnz+/ "all the things"

v Medial and. Final //

As with 'double' articulations of /6/, the segment IV1 appears
In children's speech at about the 5-year stage, and. occurs

only In places where it cart be considered as an allophone of

Steven II ['bI 1 bei'bDav] /'b,tj'brae/
	

baby brother

viLJ
When the characteristics of /s! in the speech of 5 and 6-year

olds are compared with those of Nursery speaker, one finding

is that although the older children display as many non-

mature features, such as palatalization, dentalizatlon, spread-

tongue articu'ation, as do the younger ones, there is a

tendency for Individual speakers to be more consistent in the

use of allophones. Where Nursery children use many different

realizations of /8/ in apparently free variation, the older
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child will use only a limited number of 'speaker-specific'

variants, Thus Carol consistently has palatalized. [J:
Carol:	 [Q'xt9]	 /e'sist/ "a sister"
(5,10)

{'am21tiui2]	 /'samp,tajmps/ "sometimes"

[Al&i2'boi]	 /ajlajp'bojs/ "I like boys"

Both Shane (5,Li.) and Sean (5,11) favour dental or dentalized

fricatives [e],[]

Shane:	 ['wcnin1i]	 /1wenin1sij+/ "went in the sea."

[e 'lI2u'6pd9]	 /91litu1spajd./ "a little spider"

['nuokIe'mcn2] / l nudGkins l men+/ "and all the
Kjflg5 men,"

Sean:	 {1kxcnirIkxae1t.] /kenu'kast9+/ "Colonel Custer0"

['kisme]	 /'krisms/	 "Christmas"

[12'gt2O 'TJgv]	 /ik'gets'tgud/ "it gets tangled"

Paul Sheekey (5,3) uses both [] and. [f] in place of /s/,the

latter a substituted form which may be regarded perhaps as

a case of over compensation on the part of a speaker who is

only just becoming able to realize the opposition of Is! and
If!. If! is similarly substituted for /s! by Robby (7,0),
who tends however to use a less patal or an a1veolo-paal

variant -[J,[J:

Paul Sh: [ irj 'O3mJ9v'ex2kfpni	 /1s1'somjv'sik$pns/

"Sing a song of sixpence,"

['wan' ,!ftJ	 /'wan'ai$tQ/ "one sister"
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Paul Sh: ['on9,k 1'Ij3'ooJI3]
	

/'own ,k1133'ow$13/

"All the King's horses,"
Robby:	 /+'aj$ijd9'rjfif+/"I see the races

/'lu'j.smes/	 "Christmas"
[' jy ca.'rôe )	 /'juwfed'fo:+/ "You said. four."

Stephen Glynn (6,10) has the retracted alveolar [], for which

the whole of the tongue is pulled back and slightly bunched

during articulation:

Stephen: { 'c2sm' thfJ
	

/lsetGmIowf/ "set theE off"

[1 i,imn 1 c2J
	

/ 'rjsin 1 set/ "racing set"

[iphneji+1jeJ	 / I penij l +Juws+/ "Penny Chews."

By contrast, Dawn Ed.meade (6,6), whose phonological system

Is In many ways deviant from the norms of her age (cf. L..liii

above) has a great variety of allophones for this phoneme,

Including [s,s,c,e,e,J, and. substitutions by /t/, /k,!:

Dawn:	 ['sxaIdIJ1'zQ]	 /'srajd.indo:s/ "sliding doors"

[dG'b€2ts]	 /d.'bets+/ "the best."

[ u bc2fVO . th ] /'brek 1 frest+/ "breakfast."

['eanetziy)	 /'fanijriis+/ "funny things"

['bigwan2e ]	 /'bigwan.e+/ "big ones"

[ma'sxet]	 /maj'sIs1ts+/ "my sister"

/'kQwguw'aj+/ "So do I,"

[zn'x2 1 gii]	 /Inik1gow^/ "In this school."

['si2.tJ	 /'sitt/	 "sister"
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Older speakers have allophones of /s/ that are lees grossly

divergent from /s/ than some of the allophones in Nursery

speech, such as the slightly retroflex [sJ : ( cf. III,5M-v.):

Tony 8:	 {'k1a:e'fu.]	 /'Ua:s'fx'ijt/ "Clasa 3"
(8,1)

Debra C: [1 d.ii' d.:ns]	 /' d.uw 1 downs / "Do Dawn's,.."
(7,5)

Articulations that arebrelatively late to appear in children's

speech are [] and [J. Both of these reqjiire a degree of

tenseness in the tongue, for the former holding the tongue

bunched and pulled back in the mouth thile still producing

friction at the a1veoar point of articulation; or the

latter the tongue is pushed. with some force against the roof

of the mouth.

The development of allophones of /s/ can be expressed in a tab1e

Nursery

[ s ),[e],[]	 175

117

[e	 9

r]	 19

13
[1	 20

li_/I [J	 3

others	 20

(including
4

5-plus

282

26

25

13

11

6-plus 7-plus 9 years

	

311.8 	 371	 61i4

	

22	 9	 9

	2L1-	 5	 -

	18	 11	 1.

	

5	 1	 -

	

32	 15	 16

	

9	 i.	 L.

3
	

2	 1
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It is interesting to see that many of these segments have a

greater distribution at the -ear level than in Nursery

speech. It can be conjectured that a this period in develop-

ment children, become more consistent in the allophones they

use, so that if a speaker uses one non-standard realization

of /s/ once, he will use it again, rather than make several

different attempts at the phoneme, producing differing segments

In a somewhat accidental way, as the Nursery speaker might

be supposed to do. The Increase In the use of /1/-type

fricatives after 5 years may indic.ate, as has been suggested

above, some over-compensation on the part of the child

who is learning to differentiate /8/ and /f/. However, these
allophones are not found In all speakers, arid when we examine

the degree to which /f/ replaces /8/ among boys and among girls,

it emerges that boss have a much greater use of this feature.

Similarly boys have many more /3/-type realizations of /z/:

/1/ -type realizations of /8,1*

Boys	 Nursery 5-plus 6-plus
B08	 2	 12	 9

Girls	 1	 1	 -

Il-type realizations of /z/
Boys	 2	 15	 8	 3

Girls	 -	 2	 -	 —

* EcL&J.vtj tL cr.ca1-t.	 /s/- rlosivt	 (qç Jr

Total

30

3

31

2

7-plus 9 years

3	 14

1	 -
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Lynn:

Fern:

Looked at in this way, this feature starts to take on the

appearance, not of a developmental stage in the contrast of

/5/ and /5/, but of a dialectal feature rather like the use
of [.] as an allophone of initial /b /, or the use of
rounded vocoid. glides in the vowel /a.j/, There is no hint,

however, among older boys of the use of /5/ ox' /3/ in place
of /s/ or /z/ as a feature of the dialect, and the writer

finds himself unable to give any explanation as to why this

feature should be restricted to boys in this form of English,

vii ØI'i/sters and Sequences with /s/

a) /s/ + Plosive

/st/, Isp!, /sk/ are all well established even among the

youngest speakers in this study:

Paula:	 {'spa:d9]	 /lspajd.G/ "spider"

['mas z t: C1)

['sic.o W]

/'inas ,std+/ "mustard."

I' skow-i-/ "school ".
Some speakers omit the /t/ in 1st!:

	

Mark:	 ['go2'k]	 /gotlsak/ "got stuck..."

	

rar	 [1gc2sa'kzn1n] /,getsa'kin,n:+/ "get stuck in(5)	 there."

Another young speaker conflates the bilabial. feature of /p/

and the fricative feature of /s/ into one segment [J:
Paula:	 [2Anxm':o: l] /+ajnjm'spovlG+/

(L.,3)
"My name's Paula."
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It is interesting to see that where there is a long [s] in

these seq,uences, or where there ismeilence between the /s! and

the p].osive, or even where /s! has non-fricative realization,

the plosive may still be unaspirated, marking close juncture

between two parts of a cluster or seq,uence:

Nicholas: ['s:d.ivari)
	

/' stijven/	 "Steven"

Lynn:	 ['mas:,t9:d'J
	

/ 'mae ,std+/ "mustard."

Dawn E:	 /'sis 1 tG/ "sister"

['sx2.t)
	

/e.t(s)t9/ "sister"
Shane:	 ['baxs: ,g&z]
	

/ 'bajs 1 skowz/ "bicycles"

compared with
Paul Sh: [laxs:kXOozJ	 /'ajs-kowz+/ "Icicles."

Jill:	 [.pA:s. lph,su]f /,pa:s(Q) 'pa:sow/ "Pass the Parcel"

Before plosives, and, in particular before It!, /s/' may be found.

to have spread-tongue articulation, as in [J and even [J,

[j], This can be tolerated iminEnglish because of the virtual

absence of clusters such as /J'p/,/ft/,/fk/. It is a feature

of speech at all ages, found perhaps more among boys than

among girls, and in this probably related to the generally

wider use of spread-tongue articulations among boys see

above, section vi, p . 529):

Carl:	 ['txi2 IIn]
	

/'strjt'in/ "straight in"

Steven:	 [si'	 21 toll]
	

/ij'juws,tuw+/ "he 'used to."
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Stephen: [ l ftu .02m1. t :sJ /'str	 pniij:s/ "straight at my
(6,10)	 house."

Tbny 5:
(8,1)

Debra G:
(8,0)

Debra C:
(7,5)

Tbny 8:

[Iph.!tznlofxfJ

['g.NLen't.xIi2]

['bi.ç?k2s)

/'p9wstin'ofi/ "posting office"

I' goW-fW9n' strijt+/ "Gawthorne
Street."

/'ba: skits/ "baskets"

/ 'nuwspj ,ps^/ "newspaper."

A similar thing is sometimes found before the fortis affricate

phansme;1lt	 tiitI 1J/:

Debra C: ['2Ai4 5 'koifl6) /+ t awd I koft!uwm+/ "old, costume"
Jackie:	 [sm'kyc1tfan) /1 fem'kwef 1 ,f9nz] / "some questions.

b) /s/ + Nasal

In the speech of Mark (3,5) and. Tracy (Li.,5) these clusters

are Imperfectly realized by the standards of mature speech.

/8/ may be realized. as a voiceless nasal fricative at the

same place of articulation as the o1lowing nasal, or, before
/m/, as a labio-dental voIce]ess fricative /f/:

Mark:	 [Grn'mconxn)
	

/Gsmown1n/ "this morning"

['jU'fmcli2)
	

/ 'juw'smelIt+/' you smel'. It,"
Tracy:	 [gc21xm2kx]
	

/gete'snk+/ "get a znack."

The reverse sequence /ms/ Is conflated by another speaker
Lynn ( Li,) into a single segment with the features of labial

and alveolar articulation combined with voiceless friction.
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This is a double articulation [si]:

Lynn I:
(3,10) ['ma'n7si&'1Iij]	 /'maj'zIjma'li1)/ "My name's Lynn..

c) /sw/.

The /5/ in this cluster is often assimilated in place of

articulation to labial or labè-denta1; it may even be

assimilated. in manner of voicing:

Mark:	 [2o 'fyzn)	 /+ow'.'wons/ "All swans"

TracY: )	t'yei2ts)	 /'rwijts/ "sweets"

['2pwcje tphu2l	 /+'zweje 'put/ "That's where you
put.."

It is not unusual for this cluster to be conflated. to one

segment:

Trevor:	 [,p4 'eimin)
(3,7)

Sean:	 [lfy.mphu]
(5,11)

Diane:	 t'sim'nJ
(8,11)

d) /s/ + Liq.uld.

/1p1j'swimin/ "play swimming"

/'fum,pu+/ "Swimming pool"

I' swimin/	 "Swimming"

There is no order of irreversibility, to use Jakobson's

expression, with /e/ and. /1/. One of these consonants is

not invariably mastered by children before the other. This

is reflected in the fact that where assimilation within the

cluster /s]J is concerned either segment may cede to the

other. /1/ may move closer to the quality of /s/ by acquiring
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the feature of fricative - [s4J:

Tiacy	 ['azgs'4J	 / d.o9s'le:+/ "(the) dog's there."
/+'ajc1s'le-t/"I just (will)

(5,11)	 have to41."

On the other hand, the first segment may equally take on the

the feature of lateral articulation from the second - in
both /81/ and /zl/:
Tracy:	 ['l2wan4' l . in3 / 'ltwans' 1jin/ "That one's

laying.. N

Robby:
(7,o)

Marki
(3,5)

DeniseJ:
(6,7)

[A1dc1 '1a . '2ket) / ajdeB'].ajkkat/
"I just like it"

[wJ2'xl2J	 /wut'izlt+/ "What is that?"
[2Gi2j'lukxn]	 /+ijz'lukin /"he's looking"

Aiiother immature stage of articulation is found in the speech

of Denise, who replaces the alveolar fricative with a plosive:
Denise:	 [2Iz't1.2pin]	 /+iz'slippin/ "He's sleeping"

(3,11)

Like the other realizations described above, this differs frmm

the mature norm for the cluster by only one feature, fricative
being replaced by plosive in[tJ, while alveolar was replaced
by alveolar lateral in [Ii], and lateral continuant replaced
by lateral fricative in Esi].

However where one segment is omitted from the cluster it seems
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to be predominantly /]./.rather than /s/:

Petet':	 [x'Ip'z]	 /iz'Bipz/ "his slippers"
(3,6)

Denise M [ I wan e1 .rkinJ	 /'wan'sukln/	 1ookin."
(6,7)

/81/ and /sr/ are not in contrast within a word., so that /sr/

may occasionally be tolerated in place of /s]J:

Dawn E:	 ['s.xard.xji'sJ	 /'Bkajd1i'do:s/ "sliding doors"
(6,6)

More surprising is a case of /sl/ in place of the sequence

/sr/ across a word-boundary:

Paul Sn: [s:'slA:2vVv) /sw's].ajt'wy/ "so It's right
(5,3)	 over..."

For some speakers a sequence of /s/ + Fricative ^ In may

become /sn/ or /ssr/:

Sean:	 k4A.s.',,oi]	 /kla:s'srij/ "Class 3"
(5, ii)

Clifford I ['us.m'nju32] I' tlsr9m'njr9p/
(8,1)

"Tales from Europe"

e) Triple Clusters - /s/ + Plosive + Liquid or Semivowel

Many of the Nursery group have mastered such clusters as /str/,

/sicr/, though their articulation may be more deliberate than

that of older speakers:

Margaret:
(L.,8)

Fern:
(3,8)

['s.ki,abinJ

[d 'st..znj]

/'skrabin/ "scrubbing"

/d 'stnii/ "the string"

Others may omit one or two items from a triple cluster or

sequence:
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Margaret:
(14,8)

Paul Sn:
(5,3)

Shane:
(5,14)

t

[gu	 iph]

['blfdin	 91]

Treyor:	 ['iix1xeimJ
	 / 'ajs 1 rljm / "ice-cream."

['	 1wooz]
	

/ 'si. ,wowz+/ "Squirrels."

When Is! Is the Item omitted the resulting cluster Is dis-
tinguished from the duple cluster /p]./, /kr/ and so on by

showing no d.evoiclng of the second element (the llquld. or
semivowel), and by some voicing of the plosive, which Is

lenie. The cluster is probably not distinguishable from

clusters of voiced plosive + continuarit, such as /gr/, /bl/:

/ 'gruw,drajva+/ "screwdriver."

/gruwd'ap+/ "screwed up."

/'blrd.ine'sij+/

"Splashed In the sea,"

viii LLL
The occurrence of the palato-alveo].ar fricative [J, In places

where the mature language has /z/, parallels very closely the
$t VI

distribution of [ç] for /s!. AsAtableA shows, both {] -

type realizations of /z/ and. [fl-type realizations of /5/

occur with greatest frequency in the 5 to year period.

After the age of 7 years, [3] occurs for /z/ only in the

vicinity of If!, where It can be thought of as a product of

assimilation:

Kim:	 [e3'l126't'fII]

a'

/i3'litow'fil/ "Here's little
fish"
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Paul Sh: ['8ali39n) 	 /'8UW39fl/ "Susan,
(5,3)	 0Robby:	 I'.ftengr m n9tI3 1 	/'a:ftmi'nuw3+/ "after my news."
(7,0)

Clifford: [25g2'3J 	 /+i3,got'fo+/ "He's got shot."
(8,1)

The alternation of [z] and. [] in and 6-year old speech is

probably as clear an indication as can be obtained from cliii-
oF'

dren's speech that the contrasth/z/ and. /3/ ±e established.

in speech at this stage of development. The rblative absence

of indeterminate aliophones such as [),[,),[] at this

period points' to a perceptual discrimination of [z] and [s].

The similarity between the distribution of 	 in place of

/z/ and of [f] in place of /s/, combined with the fact that

we know , or can be reasonab]. certain ,of the existence of

a phoneme /r/ at this age, also indicates that a phoneme /3/

is in existence, although the contrast of /z/ and // is

not yet completely mastered in terms of the relative distri-

bution of the phonemes, Some boys use /3/ in many more

places than mature speakers, This peculiarity of distribution
perkaps

cnnhbe considered 'meaningfil' in a sociological If not a

linguistic sense. The 5 or 6 year old boy Is able to discrim-

inate 13] and. [z], and identifies the use of the former as a

'boyish' characteristic. The use of this ailophone then, we

may suggest, is a way of establishing the speaker as a

member of his sex-group. It may not be irrelevant to add that

two of the boys who showed this characteristic, Paul Sheekey
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and. Robby Goddard, gave the writer the impression of being

very 'boyish', talking of theli' father rather than their

mother, and acting rather aggressively (Robby especially)

towards the other child present during their recording. (See

Appendix B-).

/s/ and /z/

Among the 5-year old group in this study some cases were found

of Is! being replaced by /z/. It may be that this is a develop-

mental feature of /z/ - possibly over-compensation by speakers

who were relatively late in mastering the voiced-voiceless

contrast:

Carl:	 ['nid'zwsi2sJ	 /'njd.'zwijts/ "made of sweets"
(5,10)

Stevenil: [i arntAsms)	 I' zaxntajxns/ "sometimes"
(5,5)

Both /8/ and /z/ may be realized among younger children by

plosives. In the case of /5/, an unaspiated [t] is found,

and tliis Is to be regarded as in contrast with it!:

Steven II:['nIkl9t]
(5,5)

Paul Ski: ['tam' th anna]
(5,3)

Lorraine: ['cn:x mna.hIJ*]
(5,0)

/ 'nIklas /	 "Nicholas"

/ 'sam,tajnis+/ "sometimes."

/'ennj'najs+/ "Ain't they nIce"

may be replaced by /oJ or there may be an intrusive /d/

before the /z/ of plural endings:

Carol:	 tyein: 1wivdT]
(5,10)

/be 'twi junG 'wjvd+/

"between the waves.N
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Paul Sn:
(5,3)

Kim:
(5,8)

Janice:
(6,8)

[,wand.e'taw]	 /,wand9'taj	 "One's a toy(sic."

['21z9' tS z idz]	 /+ 'izG 'to jdz/ "Here's the toys"

[,h . 'jUdz]	 /,h: 'Juwdz+/ "her shoes."

ix /s/ and. /3/

Many cases of /5/ arid. /3/ in place of the alveolar fricatives

/5/ and /z/ have been described as over-compensation, though
in the case of certain boy speakers over-compensation of a

rather special kind. It is of course also possible for over-

compensation to result in an /s/ in place of /5/, and. probably

also /z/ for /3/s though Instances of this are not recorded:
Paul Sh: [ I p h In2bua,sI31 /'pjntbra 1 si3+/ paint brushes.

Carol:	 ['il9z 'pin2buasJ	 I' I ijlz'pjntbras+/

"Sheila's paint-brush."

Some five-year olds have Idiolectal variants of /5/. Carol,

for instance, uses the lateral fricative {4J, while Paul Sn

Snellin has a number of palatal,or palatalized segments

representing attempts at this phoneme:

Carol:	 [Iphuldimi	 /'puldim/ "pushed him."
(,io)

[Q'avc]	 /9'Javow/ "a shovel"

Paul Sn: ['çja: 2k]	 /'fa:k+/ "sharks"
(5,3)

[çG.i2ph]	 /'.fijp+/ "a sheep."

['f.a9n'reIJ	 /'flajen'eis/ "flying fish."

[i12phJ	 /'slp+/ "Ship."
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6-plus

53

3

3

LI.	 *

1

7-plus 9 years

	

52	 97

	

1	 LI.

	1 	 1.

	

1	 -

As the table below will show, by 7 years at the latest this

phoneme has mature usage:

Main Variants of In
Nursery 5-plus

	

Li.].	 55

	

2	 5

[J	 2

[cbf]	 17
	

L.

[e]	 2

[4]	 -	 LI.

Similarly with //, which after the age àf 7 years is confined

to the situations where it may occur in the model language,

that is in medial position in a limited number of words, and

at word-boundaries where it is the result of coalescence of

/z/ + /j/:

Dawn P:	 [thcle1IvY3n]	 /telij'v139n/ "television."
(i,q.)
Jill:	 [wcJ' j3l'p 1'mj	 /wejil i31i 'punh/
(i,)

"where she usually put them"

Terry:	 ['wo2i;6' uiin!] /'WOti3U 'ru 1njm+/
(1,1)

"What is sour real name?"

x Intrusive /i/

It is Interesting to note that occurrences of / and partic-

ularly of Intrusive /h/ are rare in the 5 to 6-year old group
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and. that this is the very group in which dialectal features

are most marked in this study. This may be partly explained

by the fact of a less formal approach on the part of both

interviewer and subjects In the recordings of 5-year old.s.

The children were very ready to talk about themselves and.

their homes without stimuli to speech such as books and pic-

tures. At the same time they were less able to repeat stories

as some of the older children did, on account of less developed

memories and. repertoires. Among older speakers cases of Intru-

sive /iv' were associated with lingaistic activity in a relat-

ively formal context, when a speaker was recounting a story,

describing a picture in a book, interviewing another child,

and so on:

Denise M: [ I wavlt hQ: u ha.2p h 3 / I w9wtt: I hap+/ "woked her up."

	

(6,7)	 -

	

Paul H:	 [1w2: 'htsdja ,].Al2kx)	 /,wot-'helsd9j1lajk+/
(6,u)

"What else do you like?"

	

Janice:	 ['whk'k.1a:1in] /'waha:di'kraj1in+/

"Wily are you crying?"

Toj' S:
(8,1)

Dawn P:
(7,lj.)

[e'helei5f9n2]	 /9'hel1j1fnt+/ "a elephant."

['t'aia'la.Ins' 'hai 2 ts. azdJ

/ I tuw u lajne+'hijts l sajd/ "two lines, each side."

Debra G: [it: vbin]	 /haj'vbIn+/ "I have been,"
(8,0)



L.3 Nasals

iLJ
In gressive realizations of /m/ are relatively late develop-

ments in speech. In this study they are found exclusively

in girl speakers, the youngest of whom are in the 6 to 7-
year old group:

Kathleen M:[ t$Ist'A .ftGi] /tjst' a:ftGmij/ "chased after
(6,6)	 me"

Tracy P:
(7,0)

/maj 'mamw3 :ksbot 'notmij 'd+/ "My Mum works but not my
Dad."

These articulations are perhaps most common of all in the

speech of Debra Cox:

Debra C: [s'buS'J
WW

[Isa.6s]

/9 'btun9r/

/ Isams+/

"a woman"

"sums."

[Abg9 'gTd3 't, 6 yp ' 6a' cLcC]

/ajbg9o'g3wdn9'r9wm9'wivtmaj'nn+/

"I'm going to go down the Roman with my Nan."

ii 1mw!, /m]/

Among the older children in this period, but also to some

extent among those under 7 years old, there is a tendency

to coalesce /mw/ and /iar! into single segments, that may be

simply mv', or lip-rounded {], or for those who have labio-

dental realizations of In or 1w!, [nj]:
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Clifford: ['rrrwz 'la: . ,fxnj /'nnuzla: ,fin+ / "man was
(8,1)	 laughing."

Lindsey:
(8,1)

Paul Ut
(6,11)

Terry:
(7,7)

[ge1n'mii'gaJ	 /99w91n:rm1'gajz+/

"going round with guys."

[umi 'p4i 'g]	 /umwi 1 pij 'gjms+/
"and we play games."

[a.'ltr'dz 'zn2rxJ	 /sl9w'dfltLiwewntnj+/

"slow down, won' t they?"

['kan.n.]	 /'kamrend./ "come rouM"

iii LJ
As with /m/, non-nasal ingressive realizations of in! start
to appear in the speech of girls of 6 or 7 years. At this age,

however, non-nasal plosives or egressive flaps are more common

than the ingressive contoids:

Tracy P: [Qa.3 9 1 ube2J	 /9d9'rbit.t-/	 and. a rabbit.

Janice:	 [1sYd:e 'oU]	 /1sidd9 'rel9/ "Cinderella"

Dawn :	 [,dôo'cd''zniJ	 /,dowd'ed-'mij+/ "Dawn Edineade."

It is 8 and. 9-year olds who make this feature a consistent

part of their speech. Again, Debra Cox Is a good example:

Debra:	 [tskl1pthlce]	 /'ski,pin+/ "skipping."

[ 9 ,sd,6 cf k]	 /snw,nri+/ "a snowman."
/,wenikkam,:t-dij'avsn^/

"When It come out, the oven, "
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Pop one speaker, Dawn E, /n/ has palatal or alveolo-pa]..ata].

articulation [ji] immediately before or after an alveolo-

palatal segment:

Dawn E:	 ['dxpLev'cnI'nu] /'did9rv'eni'nuwz/

"didn't have any news."

{ IsxaxdIpljesJ	 /'sk'ajdindo:s/ "sliding doors."

The word Wother may be learnt by some children in the form

/nav/, by metathesis presumably from "an other":

Kathleen M[xs'1A.2'nv 1 di)	 /is'lajknav,dj+/

"It's like the other day"

[92'navG 1 sA.d] /t 'navQ,sajd+/

"at the other side."

Dawn P:
	

[1Imnav1pn1] /1j'riava'penij+/

"A nother penny."

ivj

Non-nasal a1a,Lants of /rj/ are all egressive In this study:

Debra a: ['loa:nGiJ	 /Gh1otnjj/ "a long journey"

Debra C: [ l aa:2a . d 1 sxg .t ) /'da:tsQd'sig+/"dance and, sing,"

Lindsey: ['gk' Qi(!f]	 / 'gkQtJif/ "handkerchief"

In the model language /In/ and fu ji are in free variation in

certain positions. Before the child learns that this varla-

tion is con.fined to verb and participlal endings he may well
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introduce it ininother contexts:

David:	 ['xnI2'bf)	 /'bwinip'bek/ "bring it back"
(14,5)

Steven II [iz'z:uinz]	 /1zi:r1nz/ "his earrings"

Shaie:	 ['nukie'incn2) /'nud9kins'men+/"and all the
(5,Li.)	 King's men,"

Carol:	 [go2'skxx,::rjinJ	 /got'skiij,in/ "got skin
(5,10)	 hanging..."

Tony 8:	 [2z9'd3e1,u]	 /+ezexjru/ "there's a general"

/i/ is usually ominitted. in the words "welUngton boot":

Clifford I [ 'wclI2Qm,bfi2] 	 /'welit9m,buwt+/

"Wellington boot."

The coalesced forms of "I'm going to" - /a1jn9/, /a!g9/,

/a1gonG/ and so on - seem to occur mainly in the recordings

of 5 and 6-year old informants, an indication that these are

forms that are felt by the children to be dialectal:

StevenlE: ['Ag9's . 2]	 /'aIJg9sjit+/"i!m going to sa
(5,5)	 it.

Bobby:	 [1Wn9 ,1Ai2 ''kx2 h] /'aIJ9n ,lajtG 'wokit+/
(7,0)

"I'm going to light a rocket."

KathleenM ['A1JgGn 'baIa9m'spiz2I9s.]
( 6,6)

/'aijgn9'bajBam'spa:kk1es+/ "I'm going to buy some
sparkler a."
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4.! Liquids

At an early stage of development it appears that some children

have not learnt to differentiate final and. initial/medial /1/,

failing to velarize the lateral in final position, as in :

Trevor:	 ['i1p*'t5xl1 ja] /'dj 1 wi'til, j9+/

"They will kill you."

It has been suggested (IV,3.21v) that this utterance represents

an even earlier stage of development for this speaker than his

chronological age (3,7) suggests: final unvelarized. /i/ Is

here a relapsa articulation, brought onnby a moment of

alarm. In the early stages of speech a fInal /1/ may be trans-

formed into medial /iJ, and. a monosyllabic word Into a

disyllabic, by the addition of an Intrusive vowel:

Fern:	 [dz'd3.1l]	 /1dwzdo,lazv' "those dolls."

This may be the result of an adult's 'spelling pronunciation',

irwhIch final /1/ is given an exaggerated, unvelarized.

articulation.

At a later stage final /1/ is velarized, but some children

extend this velarization, Irregularly by mature standards, to

word-final /i/ that Is Inter-vocalic, and thus syllable-

medial. In this context 9-year old speech would have a clear



/1pij-el-' ij+/

/'lih9l' s1s1?ija+/

" . . . .AJ..IJ.

"little sister."

unvelaz'ized /1/, exoept where /1/ was a reduction of the

sequence /ib/. The younger children (5 and 6-year olds)

may have adopted velarixation from this situation, or their

utterances may be products of over-generalization of a

newly-acquired rule concerning final /]J:
Sean:	 ['rcTa1fnae'wo:2h3]	 /'fel-gindb'wowtj9+/
(5,11)

"fell in the water."

Stephen: ['f6a'kci.J	 /'fowl-Q'ka:s+/ "full of cars."
(6,10)

In mature speech, either inter-vocalic word-final /1/ is

unvelarized., end there is no vocoid. glide towards back

half-close, or the vowel + /1/ sequence is a vocold. glide

to back half-close, and there is no [1):	 -

['bz2ksful'wud') /'boksfule'wud+/ "box full of
wood."

Jackie:	 ['gYn: lgq)
	

/)9 'gel-unne gel-/
"the girl end. the girl"

[3] is found before consonants or, if before a vowel, then in.

open juncture with it, a juncture which is marked by glottal

onset to the vowel:

Terry:	 [ih9ji2i29j]

Debra G: ['lxheztJ
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ii /r/

The mature phoneme In develops from an archiphoneme //w//,
comprising 1w! and. /r/. As the following table shows, substit-

ution of /w! for /r/ decreases appreciably as the age of

speaker increases:

Realizations of /n/(excluajng occurrences in /tr/, /dr/)

Nursery 5-plus 6-plus 7-plus 9years

In -[)	 29	 26	 19	 18	 187

[ i ],[a],[]	 135	 112	 133	 137	 95

	/w/-[w]	 25	 6
	

Lj.	 3
	

1

	[ta]	 2	 L.
	 6	 6
	

3

Of al].ophones ot' /r/ proper, the ratio of post-alveolar [.d
to lablo-dental realizations is about the same for the

Nursery and the 5-year stage, after which [J actually

declines in frequency at the 6 and. 7 year levels. In these

groups, in fact, [ix] was found predominantly in clusters

of Plosive + /r/. In other words, It would seem to be the

case that In the early stages the speaker fluctuates between

different realizations of ml and. substitutions by /w,/.

Then, after the 5-year stage,usage becomes more consistent,

and after 8 years or so [j) becomes very much more generally

used, although some speakers may never adopt Its use completely.
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Among the rarer allophones of /D/ recorded in this study were

the alveolar tap [r] - used. particularly by Dawn Edmead.e -

and the labio-dental 'protruded-lip' fricative [J:
Dawn :	 ['cyri2'ex]	 /'e'n'it'dj/ "every day"

['k2,fri. !1	 /'ktet frif+/	 "cat-fish."

[ I b.fc2f1V9e . t h )	 /'bret 1 frest+/ "breakfast."

Kim:	 [ôolc'zzzJ	 /owle'riz/ "all there is"

Carl:	 ['k4x:9'.Td1J	 /'kli:zz9'rwd^/ "clears the
road."

Dawn P:	 [w9iIidZIdz]	 /wij'rljd.id.+/ "we readed.,"

Linking In

The rule by which certain vowels are linked to other vowels

across word-boundaries appears t be learnt quickly by younger

speakers. However it Is often misapplied, by the standards

of older speech, especially after "a", where // + /r/ +

Vowel may appear in stead of "an" before a vowel:

Paul Sn: ['x2tssu1a:]	 /'its3raw'ka:/"it's a old. car"

Similarly we may find // + In instead of /i/ before a

vowel:

Paul Sn: [Iaphino,j]
	

/ 'apin,re:/ "up in the air"
Steven: n:
	

/'d:nne'rIl+/ "down the hill."
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Tracy:
(ti.,5)

Dawn E:
(6,6)

Sometimes linking /r' is found after a vowel which in older

language may not precede an In of this type, such as /aj/:

{'ltsø'ga'i,nx2) /'les'gaj'rnit+/
"That's a guy, ainit?"

[ma'uavG 's"tB) /maj'rav9 'siBt9/ "my other sister.'

It is probable that these forms are the iilt of the child's

learning words in a ietathetica1 model, such as / 1 rnit/ for

/',nit/ "ainitS", /'rav/ for /'avQ/ "other". This would

account for intrusive In found. after consonants:

Mark:	 [incd.IsonIrnI2] /'niedison'rsnit+/ "medicine,
(3	 ainit?"

Lind.sev: ['kLlIn'uan?'.) /'kolin'rant 1 e+/ "Cohn Hunter ".
(8,1)

iii Clusters /tr/, /dr/

As has been shown, Nursery speech is characterized by a

certain amount of confusion between different affricates,

and. most particularly between the affricates /tf/,/à.3 / and

affricate realizations of the clusters /tr/, /cir/. The history

of these clusters over the 5 to 8 year period is one of

developing contrast between them and the palato-alveolar

affricates. One of the ways in which children realize a

contrast between these two pairs of items is to make the

clusters /tx'% /dz/ a disjunct seg .uence In comparison with

the aftricate phonemes, Some realizations give the auditory
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Janice:
(6,8)

Stephen:
(6,10)

Tony 5:
(8,1)

Dawn. P:
(7,Li.)

impression of having two elements in open juncture. The plosive

is released and may have quite heavily affricated. release
before the /r/ is articulated. In 1k'jth/dra'esna /tr/, the In
may not be devoiced. by the preceding plosive, and. may be

continuant *ather than a fricative - [ j,J, [t31), [ii,J, [diJ
and. so on. These rather clumsy articulations must be consid-

ered. a product of relatively immature articulation, It

should be noted, however, that they persist in speech right

through the period covered. by this thesis, and. y be found

in the 9-year old. group. This is probably the area of artic-

ulation which is the last to be mastered by the child.:

Fern:	 ['tSj.v'p"o•z] / 1 trijov l p 1 powz/ "tree of
(3,8)	 apples."

Steven:
(4, 9)

Paul Sh:
(5,3)

hane:

[3 'dugn]
	

/id.nIegGn/ "the dragon."

[1tfIn]
	

/ 1 trjn/	 "train"

[ I t!1)a : nu I Gi2zm]
	

/ 4 tra:nu l ijtim/ "trying to eat
him"

[ 3 1 bcs . 1dxes]
	

/G'bes 1 d.1"eS/ "her (at) best dress.'

['l2 u!f2k'tDxn 1 s2] /G'lettrik'trjn1set/

"a (e)lectnic train set."
[ l d.u3:d.3 l ph z2tS] /'d.ro:d.9'pittI9/ "drawed. a picture"

[ 'dwc as]	 / 'dres+/ "a dress,"
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iv Consonant + Liquid Clusters

There is a tendency in Cockney as In other forms of English

to reduce the unstressed weak vowel between a consonant and.

IV or /r/ in trisyllable words such as "family", "Highbury",
"general", "Happily", thus reducing the word to a disyllable,

and. producing a Consonant + Liquid clusterbor sequence:

David Gl: ['frn19i]	 /'frnli/ "family"

Steven II: ['fm,li . ]	 /'fn(a) ,li-/ "family"

Tony 8:	 [9'3e1)uT.r]	 /9'c3ezJru/ "a general"

Davj.d Gr: ['aIbi)	 /'ajb(a)ri/"Highbupy"

Janice:	 { 'liie	 '2cv '2:ft)	 /'hpllj- 'eve- 'a:fte+/

"happily ever after,"

Weak vowels are similarly elided before a stressed syllable

as in "balloon", "collect", "Teresa", "Carina", producing a

cluster or sequence /bl/, /kl/, /kr/, /tr/. There the first

element is fortis the liquid may be devoiced, though this is

not always the case:

Fern:	 [e1blis.]	 /'bluwn+/ "a balloon."
(3,8)

Elaine:	 {k42's&ozJ	 /'klek'Jelz+/ "collect shells."

Dawn' P:	 ['landGn'p4xdm] /'landn'pljdiem/ "London
(7,1j.)	 Pafladju"

Teresa:	 ['tJGizJ	 /'trIjz/ "Teresa"
(9,10)

Tracy P: ['49i.,nQ]	 /'krlj,nG+/ "Carina,"
(7,0)

Andrew:	 ['plxn'pliii] /'p1jn'p1ijsiz/ "playing polices"
(Li3O)	 " 11
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This occasionally produces over—compensation by chilth'en who

introduce an intrusive /e/ between the two elements of a

Plosive + Liquid cluster:

Paul Sn: [Q29'kantai,x]

Dayl.cl. Gr: [b9'eI1k.2J

Elaine:	 [g'lA.s]

Tony 8:	 [9n'ambG'ul&]

/9t'kantQri/ "at the country..."

/b'rj,kit+/ "break it."

/g9'la:a/	 "glass"

,4n'amb9'rel9+/ "an umbrella."

There may also be a release of the first, plosive, element,

behaving as if it were in open juncture with the subsequent

liquid in the sequence, rather like some realizations of

/tr/, /dr/, though occurring much less frequently:

Debra C: [' p 1u.mz)	 /'prsnz/ "prams"

Kathleen: {1gT.x.nj14J	 /1gr:zn'flo:+/ "ground floor."

Coarticulated Segments

For the youngest children in this sx'vey Plosive + Liquid

clusters present little articulatory difficulty. The liquid

is normally devoiced, and may be friive:

Steven	 [k4&zm1'k4axmJ /klajrnd9z'klajm/ "climbed and
climb(ed)

Mark:	 { 'p4! 'fu2 1bu ,) /'pljn'fup 1 bew+/ "playing football

And.rew:	 ['k%tIstrz]	 /'kristijnz/" Christine's"

Fern2	 [$px2xiIag1lx)	 /'pritlj'ag ,].i+/ "pretty ugly."

One very energetic realization of ipx'! by Fern takes the form
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of a bilabial trill

Fern:	 [gX2d' 'n2 ,BB] /gotd 'print, Bes+/ Got the
princess."

However, the coarticulated articulations fti],{.J,[kl] for

/pr/, /pl/ and. /kl/, noted in III,5.3ii are relatively late

arrivals in child speech. In this study they are noted among
7-year old speakers and above:
DawnP:	 ['gii'k1I.'J	 /'gu9ij'klif^/ "GO on, Cliff."
Clifford: ['ncv	 'st12s] /'neva 'pljn9 'strijts/

(8,1)
"Never play on the streets"

Lindse': [G',tXp.]	 /o'prope/ "A proper..."

It was noted above (Li..141) that most occurrences of the post-

alveolar [iJ among the 6 to 7 and 7 to 8-year old speakers

were in clusters of Plosive + In. It may be as part of the

process of Increasing the efficiency and economy of speech

that childi'en over this period startnto abandon the relatively

clumsy and slow articulations [pJ,[k],[gu] and so on in favour

of the more close-kEkt articulations [pxJ, [ks), [gJ, In
which the tongue can begin to be taking up the position for

/r/ while the plosive articulation is under way, rather than

waiting for the completion of the plosive before the lips and.

teeth start to form a position for [ul. It may be suggested

that [,z) Is first mastered in these clusters, and then extended.

to other positions at the 9-year stage - and. probably extended
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to /tr/ and /dI'/ last of all. We may refer here to the observ-

ation of Spriesterebach and Curtis (i95i, p . 4g '5) that some

speech-detectives are able to articulate In in clusters

although their production of the sound is defective in other
places; they suggest that correct articulation in these

contexts be used as the basis for improving articulation in

other contexts.

/kl/ and /gl /

There being no clusters áf the type /tl/, Id].! in nglish

In contrast with /kl/, /g]J, there Is some tolerance for

variation in the place of articulation of the latter clusters,

that would not obtain for example for /kr/, /gr/. The plosive

IuJicl/ Is usually yelalt [k4) but may also be alveolo-palatal

[] or alveolar [t4). With /gl/ there Is found only one case

of an alveolar ploslve, in the speech of Peter (3,6), who

had. difficulty anyway in producing velars:

Dawn E:	 [,i..xin'a2p')
(6,6)

KathleenM [1 spA.243s•]
(6,6)

Janice:	 [ 't4X2k)
(6,8)

Robby:	 [22 ItiJiiIfl]
(7,0)

/1k11:rI&ap+/ "clearing up."
/1 spa:kkl9s+/ "sparkiers."

/klok-/ "the clock"

/+uk'kla Juwin+/

"What class you In?"

Peter:	 {G'd..lav]
(3,6)

/9'glav+/ "a glove."
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Alternation of Liquide in 1ueters

In this study it has been found that /r/ is occasionally
substituted for /i/ in clusters of Consonant + Liquid, In
no case has /1/been found to replace In in a cluster with-
in a word:

SteyenII {'buzx2t 3 J	 /'brwzit+% "blows it."
Tony 5:	 ['n.mbJ.9n'J	 /'nJ11brQwon/ "man blowing..."
Cliffordl ['in'bi,o2k'] 	/'rno'brok*/ "round the block,"
Peter:	 ['fVad':2)	 /'frajd':t/ "flied out"
Dawn E:	 ['s.xaIdxJ1'3e]	 /Israjdintdo:s/ "sliding doors"

Though /1/ replaces in! in:

Paul Sn: [s:'B1A:2'v9]	 /sws'lajt'Qwv9/ "so it's right
over.

and. in this connection may be noted varying forms of the
word "piano" in the speech of obby (7,0) - ['p4na1)
/'pin+/; ['pnGz] /'prnz/"pianos"

v Paul Snellin

One speaker, Paul 5nellin (5,3), though capable of producing
both /b/ and /d/ singly, commonly replaces the clusters /br/

and. /dz/ with /gr/, and /b]J with /gl/:
['btd]
	

/'bed+/ "bed,"
['dn:9'lxn)
	

/ dwnn ' 1e 3n+ / "down the Lane."

/ 'gred+/ "Bread."
['fa2'g,x:J
	

/'fat'9rid3 +1 "e1iut the bridge."
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['gkodG 'w9o.2]	 /s gro1)kowd3'wowt+/

"drunk all the water."

['gim1zr:s]
	

/ 'grijm,Ir:s^/ "green mouse,"

Thus there is no contrast for this speaker of /br/, Ian and

/gr/, and. we may speak of an archiphoneme //GR// operating

in place of these clusters. Strangely enough, Paul also

replaces the velar phonemes with /d! or It! in places; In.

other utterances velare and alveolars overlap In the a].veolo-

palatal segments [),[], while In some utterances /k/ and

/g/ are found, correctly used by mature standards:

['bag'ba,nG.iJ	 /'badz'ba,nij+/ "Bugs Bunny."

['tD2t]	 /'tajt+/ "Kite."

['oJ	 /'t,i+/ "Tail,"
[IatphJ	 /'kap+/ "Cup."

[2xben'dai .v]
	

/+ikn'dajy+/ "He can dive."

['4i2'nii,t 5 cl]	 /'got'nuw1telIj+/ "Got a new
"	 telly."

['k'!. sgu'kwosx2]	 /'ka:sg9w'kwos1lt+/

"Cars go (a) cross It."

It might seem at first sight contradictory that this speaker

has the velars apparently well-established in. voiced plosive

clusters, where they appear at the expense of labiala and.

alveolars, but that single velars are not consistently

contrasted with alveolars, while single labial ploalves are
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well established. Paul's losive system makes more sense if

viewed in terms of archiphonemes. Then we see that at this

phase of development the phonemes /k/ and It! are emerging

from a mass unit //T// and /g/ and /d/ from another unit

//D//, while thelarchlphonemic clusters //GR// and. also,

probably //GL//, have not yet started to split into their

component parts, /br/, /th/, /gr/, and /bl/, /gl/.

14.5 Seinivowels

L!J
For mature 1w! Nursery speakers were found to use segments

[w},[ u ) and. [1.2], and the labio-dental but rounded [] . The

occurrences of these segments with age is aesfollows:

Nursery 5-plus 6-plus 7-plus 9 years

[w]	 2O1
	

1146	 117	 161
	

398

	

18
	

8	 7	 3
	

1

[h)]	 1
	

5	 10	 11
	

7

It is clear that /1,1-type realizations of /w/ ,[o] and ['2]

show a decline In use with age, whereas the flgures for

[] show first a slight increase In the 6 and 7-year groups

of speakers, before diminishing slightly among 9-year old

speakers. If these figures are compared with those for the
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same segment In place of matixrem/r/ in the table in L.14I

above, It will be seen that the same pattern emerges there,

so that the total figures for this segment are:

Nursery 5-plus 6-plus 7-plus 9 years

3	 9
	

16	 17	 10

It seems certain then that this relatively complex articulation

Is associated with the later stages ofmde'd..opment in speech.

Whether the apparent decline in the use of '] at 9 years is

a true reflection of the development of this feature It would

be hard to say. Too much should not be read. into such a

small sample as this. It may be that [J represents a stage
through which children pass on their way to a mature treat-

ment' of the /r/ - 1w! contrast. On the other hand lablo-

dentallzatlon of /w/ may be a feature of some ockney

Idlolects.

Other allophones recorded for /w! include the relatively rare

bllabial fricative [p]:

Nicholas: [&un2'l3aJQi]	 /'downt'warlj/ "Don't worry,"

Terry:	 ['powj'sçd]	 /'i:wowl'sed+/ "hear what we sal4"

Jill:	 [a'a.nJ	 /aj'wan+/ "I won."

may also be replaced by /b/, and very rarely by /v/:

Debra C: ['bucC']	 /3'bumGn+/ "a woman."
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Stevenli: [x'bx2kIn:Q'rnxInJ	 /i'ba:ksinn9miJn/

"He works in the Mission."

DawnE:	 ['v32,waJt.j9ulAx2J	 /'vot,wandj3'lajk+/

"What one do you like?"

Clusters with 1w!

There is a tendency for clusters of Consonant + 1w! to

coalesce their features into one labialized segment. Thus

/f'w/ becomes I], 1mw! becomes [rn] and so on (seeLi..211;

Li. .3i1). blusters of Labial Plosie + /w! may result in a

labial fricative. /fw/ may become [&J, /bw/[p ] ;

Carol:	 ['IA&?'won2]	 /'ifwi'wont/	 if we want...

Kim:	 ['k'p:,vbz]	 /'kob,webz^/ "Cobwebs."

ii Li]
Syllabic /j/ is often an expression of unstressed "you":

Carl:	 [j.,u]	 /ji,aw+/ "you know."

Nicholas: ['p'u2e'bAob1 ]	 /ji'puta'bawb/ "You put a bulb"

Terry:	 [± 1n.wo2j*phan2] /ji 'n9wwOtji'pant/

"you know, what you pump"

Kathleen: [a'tiJ	 /ji'duw/ "You do..."

Fronted vocoids In the sequence /juw/ or /ji/ In place of

/ juw/ do not appear to be a feature of speech before 6 or 7

years:

Kathleen M:[ 'dinwx'wiv':] /'d:nwi?wIv' juw+/ "down.., with
(é ) )	 you."

ill	 [JI3Ol
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Jill:
(7,9)

Robby:
(7,0)

fi j.f3G1xJ

['a 'l:2J

6-plus 7-plus

,15	 19

17	 ii.

9 years Total

51	 95

16	 60

/1 j13911/ "usually"

/'duwj(d.1j?) 'lajk/

"Do you like...?"

As at the 9-year stage the greatest variation in realization

of /j/ is found in the word "yes" -

[ 'e.), ['mj.), ['Aç.].

iii Coalescence of Alveolar 1sive + lu

In the mature system a feature of rapid connected speecbiis

the coalescence of sequences of /t,d,s,z,/ + /j/ into the

palato-alveolar consonants /tI,a3,f,3/. These coalesced forms
are found at all ages, but a comparison of the number of times

these elements coalesce and the number of times they remain

as the sequences /t1/,/dj/,/sJ/7/zj/ across word-boundaries

at different age-levels gives the following picture:

Nursery 5-plus

Coalesced	 6	 14.
Forms

Uncoalesced 18	 5
Forms

In this table, /d'juw/ was counted as an uncoaesced form,

in comparison with the completely coalesced /3uw/. It is

a large number of questions beginning Jéd9' juw/ from Paul H111
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(6,11) that account for a high proportion of uncoalesced forms

at the 6-plus level. This does not however disguise the fact

that 9-year old speech has a far higher proportion of coal-

esced. forms than Nursery speech, and. that the development of

speech sees an increase in the ration of coalesced. to

uncoalesced forms, from 1:3 at Nursery level to 3:1 at the

mature level.

The type of coalescence discussed here takes place across

word-boundaries in the main. however among younger speakers

some over-compensation may result in alveolar + /j/ sequences

ixplace of mature /tI,3,S,3/ within a word:

Tracy:	 ['wos12'dja:J	 /'woslt'dja:+/ "What's that jar?"

DawnE:	 {ln2oo]
	

/'mittjow+/ "Mitchell."
Jarkce:	 ['djclG,fI.]

	 I' djel, fis+/ "jelly-fish."

1.j..6 Affricates

Alveolo-palatal articulation affrication for /d/ persists

until the 9-year old. stage (cf. III,5.8i). Strangely however

similar articulations in 3/t/ - [t] or the palatalized.

occur only rarely after the 5-year stage:

Nicholas: [ I wëe2io)	 /'wajt' tfpow/ "Whitechape]."
(5.1)

Paul H:	 [uphy2.5)	 /'pittIQs / "pictures"
(.u)
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Stephen: [IphenQ1IfiJ	 /tpenij't5uws^/ "Penny Chews."

Confusion among the affricates after the Nursery stage arise

only in occaslbnal alternations of /tr/,/dr'/ with/tf/,//.
Where a phonetic unit that may be identified as /tr/ oi /dr/
does occur in alternation with the palato-alveolar affricates

it is only the close-knit realization that is involved:

Shane:	 [Iphaf,inJ	 /'pafo,tfjn/ "puffer train"

Stebn$ ['bc1timJ	 /'be1d3um/ "bedroom"
Nicholas: ['aijgu1bukJ

Janice:	 [n	 i Itieith 3

/'draijgu 1 buk-i-/ "Jungle Book."

/ndij 'trjsit/
"and he changed (traced? chased?:

44	 ft
.L I... •

One spaaker, Debra Games (8,0) produces alveolar plosives

/t/,/a/ with pa]3to-alveolar affrication, which may cause

some overlap in her speech of these consonants and some of
her rather less affricated realizations of /tj/,//:

['d' est.And9 'zninJ	 /l9stondo 'tf :nin/

"just on the turning"

[ t kp° ItI I)
	

/'kapQ't (ts )ij/

"a cup of tea"

Single plosives, whether affrlcated. or not, may replace

the affricates in some places. This applies particularly

to the lenia //:
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Denise:
	

[9nc, & s Il1ykh1nJ /9nediS 'lukin/

"and. they're just looking"

Paul H:
	

t 1d9skhaxntxn)
	

/ 1 d.38-kam'in /"just come in"

Terry:
	

[Ir1x.]
	

/'najd.+/ "Nige' (="Nigel")
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CHAPTER VI - A TEST OP SPEECH-SOUND DISCRIMINA.TION

1.1 Aim of' the Test

It has been noticed in preceding chapters that certain pairs

of peecb-sounds are from time to time confused in the

speech of these children, either through the processes of

phonological development by which mature phonemes develop

from the archiphonemic units of infancy, or through the

phonetic similarity of items within the Cocey phonological

system. This test was designed to obtain a measure of child-

ren's ability to discriminate speech-sounds in spoken words

uttered by their peers or children of different ages but

from the same linguistic background - from the same school,

in other words. It was hoped to elicit a measure of a

general discriminatory ability over an age-range of 6 years,

and also a measure of the relative discriminatory ease or

difficulty of specific pairs of speech-sounds.

1.2 Constriiion of the Test

23 pairs of words were chosen to illustrate selected confusions

between phonemic Items. The list of words is presented In

Table 1 . The pairs were minimal pairs, or differed in one
phoneme only. Thus BLUE - BALLOON differ f or many young

speakers only in the presence or absence of final /n!, as

in /'bluw/ - /'bluwn/ or,poselbly, in very formal speech,
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- /b3'luwn/. PAN - POTYND has a contrast of presence

or absence of final /d!. Two pairs, PILE -PIE and TAIL -

TOWS differ In two phonemes, but as we have seen the seq,uences

/a:l/ and. /Eel/ are most commonly realized as vocoid. glides,

so that these pairs illustrate a contrast of two phonetic

vocolda]. units, even though on the phonemic level a less

simple contrast may seem to be involved. There Is of course

the possibility that final 1].! may be articulated as a

velarized lateral, In which case the contrast does become

somewhat more complex.

As tar as possible the words used In this test were items

which were judged to be familiar to young children, and

were concepts that could be relatively easily depicted.

Picture-cards with both a picture of the object or concept

and. the printed word were used to elicit the desired words

from children at all age-levels within the school. Prom

recordings thus obtained 811 tapes were prepared, on each

of which 23 words, each one a member of the 23 pairs to be

tested, were spoken by 6 boys of different ages, from classes

1,2,3, 14,5 and. the Nursery class. The boys' ages at the time

they were recorded were as follows:
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Tape 1 (Ian Macartney) 10,9

Tape 2 (Tony Sinicock)	 9,3

Tape 3 (Paul Harmon)	 8,2

Tape 1. (Paul Scally)	 7,0

Tape 5 (Paul Snellin)	 5,5

Tape 6 (Trevor Rees)	 14,9

Each spoken word was recorded twice from the original tape on

to the test tapes, and. these recordings were then played to

other children, both boys and girls, and also to the boys

whose voices provided the material for the test. 21.1. listening

sessions were conducted for each of the 5 age-groups above

the Nursery class, so that 211. speech-sound discrimination

scores were obtained for the 5-year olds (Class 5), for the
7 to

6 to 7 year olde (Class Lj.), for the8-year olds (Class 3),

for the 9-year olds (Class 2) and for the 10 to 11 year

old.s (Class i). A total of 120 lletenings took place: 11.

children in each class or age-group listened to each of the

6 tapes, so that 20 children of all ages listened to Tape 1,

20 listened to Tape 2 and so on.

1.3 Selection of Subjects as Listeners

In all 68 children took part in the test as listeners. All

were born in England of English-speaking parents. hone had.

markedly defective bearing (though audlograms were not
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Total Numbe:
of Children

14

available for all of the younger subjects). None was considered

educationally sub-normal. The age-range of the subjects was

5,1 to 11,2. In the top classes boys and girls were used in

equal numbers. Most children listened to two recordings, some

only one. In the lowest class, Class 5, there was a prepon-

derance of girls, so that 14 girls' but only 10 boys' listen-
ings could be conducted. Two children from Class 5 did the

test 3 times to make the numbers complete. This may have

biassed the scores slightly in favour of younger children,

though it seems unlikely.

Ages and. Numbers of Tests Taken by Children i.n Pordway School

Class Age- Median Mean
Range Age Age

1
	 9,11 10,4 10,5'3

-11,2

2	 8,4	 9,3	 9,0.4
- 9,7

3
	

7,3	 8,].	 7,10•7
- 8,3

4
	

6,3	 6,7	 6,8.3
- 7,3

5
	 5,1	 5,5	 5,4.7

- 6,2

Number of Children
who Took:
1 Test 2 Tests 3 Tests

4	 10	 -

2	 11	 -	 13

-	 12	 -	 12

8	 8	 -	 16

14.	 7	 2	 13
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Nursery Children not Tested

No Subjects from the Nursery Class were used as listeners

In this test, This was due partly to the limited amount of

time available to the tester. As the age of a subject dim-

inished, so the amount of time increased that had to be spent

on explaining what they had to do and on making sure that

the pictures were understood, that the right word was assoc-

iated with each illustration. Some of the subjects from Class

51did not appear to understand what they were supposed to do

till halfway through the first listening. Where this was

obviously the case the test was repeated after not too long

an interval, and the results of the first test were not used.

To have undertaken such a procedure with even younger children

would have taken a long time, and may have produced no satis-

factory result. It is for example very difficult to change

a child's mind when once he has made it up. During the period

when recordings were being collected of utterances of the

individual words on the picture-cards, many of the Nursery

children interpreted these pictures in a highly Individualistic

way, seeing the BOW as a whip or a mouth, theiiMOUTH as a

boat, the VAN as a bus and. so on, and. no amount o persuasion

would convince them otherwise 0 Even when the CAT was correctly
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identified as a cat, or the TOWER as a tower, the word that

was uttered was more likely to be a different lexical item

from the one desired. Thus "castle" for tower, "skinny" for

thin, or "pussy" for cat, "puffer-train", "choo-choo train"

for train, Under these circumetancee Nursery children were

not tested for speech-sound discrimination.

l.L. Conduct of a 'Listening'

The children listened to the recordings one at a time, as they

were played on a tape-recorder, through headphones, while

the tester listened in through another pair of headphones.

With younger subjects it was ensured that the child had. heard

the two words of the appropriate minimal pair at least once:

the tester showed the child thw two picture-cards and spoke

the two words. Then the recorded word was plated to the

listener through the headphones, and he or she was asked to

indicate, by pointing to one card or the other, which word

had been heard. This choice was recorded by the tester as

right or wrong.

Usually the children came into the testing-room in pairs,

and while one was doing the test the other would be asked to

participate by turning over the cards. This helped the children

to feel less nervous, even if it did not actually expedite
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the conduct of the test. As was seen bboye, the majority of

subjects did two tests, so that In the second listening the

words and. picture-cards were more familiax'. This appeared to

have little effect on the thoices made - though no child

li8tened to the same tape twice - or on the final results.

It did, however, speed up the process of testing

2.]. Scoring Methods

Two types of score were obtained from this test, one relating

to the ability of listeners to discriminate speech-sounds.

Variables to be considered In relation to this score - a

standardized score out of 20 - are age of listener and. age

of the speaker whose tape-recorded voice was used In the test.

The second type of score pertains to the relative difficulty

that each word-pair caused to listeners, Two types of result

were obtained in this connection. On the one hand word-pairs

can be listed In an order of difficulty to children of all

ages, On the other hand. certain pairs can be isolated whose

scores ilnerease significantly with age, indicating that the

older children In this study found them less difficult to

discriminate than younger ones. These 'raw' scores may also

be broken down to give some measure ot the intelligibility

of each utterance of the 6 tape-recorded speakers to the 20

children who listened to it.
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2.2Score of Discrimination Ability

Of the 23 items in the test it became clear as the test

proceeded that the pairs BULL - BALL and HILL - HK!T were

homophonous pairs within the 0ockney system of phonology.

An exception was perhaps 	 HEEL (See below,.I v

but even on this item, at no place did the score rise above

a level whichncould be expected from random choice or guessing.

Even it Trevor's pronunciation of this word could be said to

be nearer RI' than Cockney, it was interpreted by other

children as being homophonous with HILL, as would. be the case

with a Cockney speaker's pronunciation of the word. The scores

for BULL - BALL are in some places negatively significant,

that is, although the speaker uttered his realization of the

word BULL a significantly larger number of listeners inter-

preted this utterance as BALL, In most places however the

choice of listeners is random. With the pair THIN - FIN there

was felt to be an unfair premium placed on reading ability

and on size of vocabulary. The illustration for FIN did. not

suggest this word so much as 'Fish' (See Appendix c), Young

children may not even have the word 	 in their vocabulary,

and when confronted with a decision between two words so

nearly homophonous would be expected to choose the more

familiar word, even if they have just been told what the
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two pictures 'mean'. The illustration for THIN, a man with a

long scrawny neck (Appendix C), is much more striking than

the section of a fish on the other card. There is the added

consideration that Tape 5 did not include a recording of

one of this pair of words. Only In the score for Tape 3,

where the speaker articulates a very well-defined [el for

THIN, does the choice of listeners rise above the guessing

level (that Is, more than two standard deviations from a

chance or random result - in this case o%) to as much as

15. These three pairs are not then considered to be satis-

factory means for assessing speech-sound discrimination

ability, and. are eliminated from this core.

these
Having eliininated AunsatisfactOry word-pairs we arrive most

conveniently at a list of 20 items. By giving each listener

one point each time an Item listened to is correctly

identified in contrast to the member of a minimal or near-

minima], pair a score is obtained, out of 20, of the listener's

speech-sound. discrimination ability. In most cases the desired

response by the listener was the first member of each pair

as presented in Table7. Where the second Item was the word

used as stimulus an adjustment has been made, so that Table?

and Table	 show for each word-pair the number of times

that one Item from that pair was correctly Identified, followed
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by the number of times that the recorded utterance of the

first word was confused with the second word. In three places

a deviant articulation by a speaker, whether accidental or

systematic, caused a confusion, that it was felt should be

compensated for, lest otherwise a fair measure of speech-

sound discrimination be unduly distorted. So MOUSE - MOUTH

in Tape 3, where the first item was realized ['nrO], and

WING - RING and. OWL - WHALE i Tape 5, where the first Item

in eqch pair Is realized respectIvely as	 and.

are ignored so far as the standardized discrimination

score Is concerned, though account is taken of them below.

Results

Table ' shows the scores out of 20 for all the children who

took part In this test, arranged by age-group or class of

listener, and. by age of speaker. Table 6t shows the mean a

scores and standard deviations for eachnof the sub-groups

of L within each class who listened to the separate tapes,

and gives the total means for boys and girls of each group,

arid, for all children. The following results emerge from

these figures:

a a) The overall percentage of error for all listeners to all

tapes is 33.8%.
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b) There is a marked increase in speech-sound discrimination

score for each year-group as age increases. This is signi-

ficant over the whole age-range at the . 5% level (x = 77.l.5).

c) When scores are considered In terms of which of the 6

speakers have been listened to - groups (i),(ii),(iii),(v)

(v) anä. (vi), listening respectively to Tapes l,2,3,L,5 and

6 - there is also an overall increase with age in scores.

The increase is significant at the 1% level for groups (1),

(iii) and. (iv), for which f = 38 . 25, 22.73 and 16.148

respectively. It Is significant at the 5% level for group

(ii), where x2 = 9.91, and approaches the 5% level for

group Cv). The increase is less noticeable for group (vi).

di Then the scores are now considered by age-group, so that

the variable is now the age of speaker rather than of listener,

there is a slight increase in scores as this age rises. This

never attains the 5% level of significance, a1thogh approach-

ing it in the case of the three oldest groups, Classes 1,2

and 3. In fact the highest scores generally are found among

those children of all ages who listened to Tape 14 (Paul

Sc ally )

e) If however the 5 groups of listeners corresponding to

5 age-groups are divided into three older classes and. thoee
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Table 5.

Discrimination Scores of 30 Groups of Li. Children each,

Divided into Groups by Age of Listener and Age of Speaker

Listened to. Scored out of a Maximum of 80 for Each Group,

Speakers: (1)	 (ii) (iii) (iv) Cv)	 (vi) Total

Listeners_____ _____ ______ _____ ______ _____ _____

Class 1	 7i-	 73	 70	 73	 67	 6L.

Class 2	 76	 72	 73	 75	 65	 7].	 14.32

Class 3	 73	 67	 69	 68	 62	 62

Class 14.	 66	 614.	 69	 68	 61	 66	 3914.

Class 5	 52	 61	 53	 59	 514.	 59	 338

Total	 314.1 337 33L. 314.3 309 322 1986
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Table 6.
Mean Scores and. Standard Deviations for Each of the 30 Groups
of Listeners to 6 Speakers, with Mean Scores arid Standard
Deviations for Girl and. Boy Listeners. -

Speakers: (1)	 11) iii) (lv) ('v) &l)
Listeners	 Girls Boys Total

Class 1	 18.5 18.3 17,5 18,3 16.8 16 17.8 17,3 17,5
(s.d.)	 1,3	 2.2 1,3	 1.7 1,5 2.2 2	 1.7	 1.8 -
Class 2	 19	 18 18.3 18,8 16.3 17.8 18.3 17.6 15
(s.d.,)	 0,8	 1.8 1	 1.3 1.7 1	 1.L1.	 3	 1.5
Class 3	 18.3 16,8 17.3 17 15,5 15.5 16,3 17.2 16.7
(s.d.)	 1	 2.2 1	 0.8 2.1 1	 1.8	 1.3 1,6

4	 16.5 16 17.3 17 15.3 16.5 16,3 16.6 16.4
(s.d.)	 1	 2	 1.5 1.6 1.3 1	 1.8 1.4 1.4
Class 5	 13	 15.3 13.3 14.8 13.5 14.8 14.8 13.1 14.7
(s.d.)	 4.2	 2,5 1,5	 1.5 3.7 2.5 2.8	 2.5	 2.8
Girl	 17.2 16.8 16.14. 17.8 16.1 15.8 16.6 -
Listeners 2.7 2.3 2,7 2.3 2	 1.5 2.3 ____ _____
Boy	 16,9 16.9 17.1 16,8 14,9 16.6	 16.5
Listeners__________ 3.3 2.3 1.6 1.5 2,3 2.1 _____ 2.3 ______
All
Listeners 17.1 16.9 16.7 17.2 15.5 16.1	 16.5

2.9	 2.3 2.3 1.8 2.3 1.8	 2.3
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IAger ones, as they are in practice in the school, an

interesting comparison can be made between their scores

obtained by llsteyiing to different speakers. When the mean

score obtained by children in the older group (or 'Juniors')

listening to speakers from the Junior school is compared

with the score obtained by Junior subjects listening to

speakers from the younger age-group (or 'Infants'), there

is a highly significant difference, significant at the .5%

level ( t = 2 . 99) in favour of the group listening to its

peers. This difference is not observed in the Infant group,

where those listening to uit speakers show only a slight

gain over those listening to InfI.nt speakers. Thus:

JUNIORS

INB'ANTS

MEAN SCORE

listening to Juniors 17.97

listening to Infants 16.86

listening to Juniors 15.3

listening to Infan;s 15.2

STANDAR.D
DEVIATION

1.Li.6

1.76

2.3

2.73

These results may be seen as a confirmation of the suggest-

ions of Piaget (1926) and MEc,Smith(l926) that young child-

ren do not show much sensitivity to the speech of their

peers. This sensitivity appears to increase from the age of

around 7 years, the age when children pass into the Junior

school.
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r) Pive of the boys whose speech was used as the basis of

the test were asked to listen to themselves on the Tapes

prepared from their utterances. Their scores are compared w

with the mean score of their own age-group. Although all

these scores are slightly higher than the mean for their age

they are still well within the 95% confidence limits of the

mean (calculated as i * 1.65 s.d for a one-tailed test)

Speaker

2

3

14.

5

Score

20

19

18

19

114

Mean Score
of Age-group

18.5

18

17.2

17

13 • 5

s.d

1.3

1.8

.86

1.63

3.7

1.65(s.d)

2.114

2.97

1.142

2.7

6.1

Thus there cannot be said to be any significant difference

between a speaker's discrimination ability on his own

voice, and. the same ability of other children of his age.

g) There is no significant difference between the performance

of boys and girls on this test, though it may be that boys

are slightly favoured in this test by the use of only boys'

voices as listening matter.
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3. scoring of Individual Word_Daira
3.1 Analysis of Speakers' Tapes

Each tape consists of 23 utterances repeated, with the

exception of Tapes 5 and. 6, which omit the pairs FIN -

THIN and JANE - CHAIN respectively. The utterances on these

tapes were presented to 20 lIsteners each, and can thus

be scored out of 20 for the number of times they are

correctly identified. Completely random choice, if the

listeners guessed all the time, would give a score of 10,

and. a score Is regarded as being significant at the 5%

level If It Ia 1.96 standard deviations away from this

figure. In other words a score of 15 or more Is significant;

a score of 5 or less Is negatively significant. At each

age-level four sbets listened to each tape. In the

following sections errors may be shown f or each group of

!. listeners, starting with the oldest listeners. Thus for

Paul Snellin BOW - BOWL may have the following distribution

of error: 1:1:2:2:3, IndicatIng increasing error among

younger listeners.

I Tape 1 (Ian Macartney)

3.,s BLTIE - Balloon. Score 12:8. ['j]
It Is hard to find a reason for the low score on this Item

* Word-pairs are numbered. a In the list In Tab1es7a.
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not only in this recording but in all others except Tape 3.
Ian's vocoid is not especially nasalizedL nor is there

much of a vocoidal interval between /b/ and. /1/, 1na1 /ri/

in 0ockney is more often than not weakly articulated if at

all, and may be realized as no more than a sort of

nasalized tailing away of the vocoid.. It may be that

recognition of final /ri/ is relatively late in being

mastered by the child. Most mistakes on this item were

made by younger listeners, with a distribution of error

0:1:2:2:3

5, TAIL - Tower ['tu]. 12:8
/i/ here is a pronounced, one could say over-pronounced

vocoid glide, with some lip-rounding in the later part,

but followed by an extra-syllabic short glide to centre.

This is probably the result of a very emphatic articulation,

but whatever the cause it produces a form which is obviously

liable to be confused with /'th:/ or/'t:9/, Mistakes are

cvony distributed through all ages - : 1:1:3:O,

7, TIE - Toy [ith ai j . 13:7
The starting-point of the vocoid glide Is raised from fully

open, though not perceptibly rounded.

12. FAN - Van ['rnJ 11:9

Initial /r/ is clearly voiceless in this utterance, indicating
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that any confusion between the fortis - lenis phonemes /f/

and. /v/ is a result of perceptual confusion on the part of

the listeners rather than a reflection of articulatory

imprecision on the part of the speaker. It Is probably the

prevalence of devoiced segments for IT! rather than voiced
segments for /f/ that cause the confusion.

18. PILE - Pie [Ipka:3J 16:Li.

The vocoid here is a nearly pure monophthong, with raising

and rounding only at the very end of the word. This Is

still sufficient to identify final /1/ for most listeners.

20. THIN - Pin ['enJ. 13:7.

The oppositIon of /e/ and. If! is one of the hardest for
English speakers to distinguish without visual clues

(of. Miller and Nicely 1955). Even though Ian's /e/ is

well-articulated the level of choice Is not significant at

the 5% level.

21. IfrTT. - Hill ['hxi]. 10:10.

The score indicates completely random choice.

22. BULL - Ball {'booj. 3:16

The score only totals 19 because Ian himself could not say

which word he was hearing. The score is negatively signific-

ant, and can perhaps be explained quite simply as the result
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of the greater familiarity of city-dwellers with balls than

with bulls.

ii Tape 2 (Tony Simcock)

4. PAN - Pound ['p3n]. 6:14

A high proportion of mistakes on this Item demonstrates the

possibilitl of confusion of / an1. /:/. The vocoid quality
here Is somewhat centralized and. lax, which may have led.

listeners to suspect that the vocoid. was not //, rather than

to a positive identification with /e:/. The vocold is also

rather shorter than Is usual before a nasal consonant. The

acceptance of a form with no final /d! as one that could

be PAN	 POU11D (the score is within the probability limits

of random choice) may be some reflection of Cockney toler-

ance of the omission of final alveolar plosives (see 111,5.3

y ) in consonant 1usters.

7. TIE - Toy [ItSOX]. 15:5.

A closer starting-point than in the utterance of Ian's above

probably accounts for a score significantly outside the

limits of random choice.
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11. BOW - Bowl ['b) 15:5.

The initial element of the diphthong is retracted from the

norm, and the final element is rounded, which may have caused

confusion to some listeners, though not a significantly large

proportion.

12. PAN - Van [ I f an]. 9:11.

Cf. a similar score for Ian, above.

20. THIN - Fin ['On] 13:7

Both Ian and Tony produced a clear dental fricative on this

item, but neither utterance was identified as THIN by a

significantly large proportion of liatners. This imdlcates

a perceptual confusion among listeners rather than imprecise

articulation by speakers. It is curious to note, however,

that all four listeners from Class 5, the youngest group

in this test, identified the utterance as THIN. This was

probably due as we have suggested to the striking illus-

tration provided for this item.

22. i-'i'cT. - Hill ['hiJ. 12:8.

Again listeners from Class 5 were unanimous in choosing

the illustration to iiiL for this utterance. Older listeners

were less decided.
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iii Tape 3(Pau]. Harmon)

Throughout this recording Paul used a very clear and emphatic

though somewhat lugubrious sounding style of delivery.

Apparently however his usual style of speech gives the I

impression to his teachers of being rather muffled and j ndis-

tjnct. One cannot be sure how this might affect children

who knew him and. were accustomed to h18 normal 8tyle of

speaking before listening to this tape. They may have

expected to hear something very different from what they

did hear.

14. PAN - Pound ['ph:n . ]. 16:14.

A very clear and emphatic utterance, with a longer than

usual vocold, seems to have made identification relatively

easy.

5. TAIL - Tower [uth.aJ 19:1.

Only from this speaker do we find a final /]J with lateral
easy

realization, This appears to make identificationbfor the

listener.

7. TIE - Toy [tt h i ] 114:6.

The vocoid is not raised or rounded to any noticeable degree,

yet recognition errors are distributed quite evenly ithi'ough

the be-range of listeners.
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10. MOUSE - Mouth ['nO) 6:14.

The Is! of MOUSE is a dental fricative, which is also found
in the same speakers ThIN. Even with the scores reversed -

treating the utterance as "Mouth" - error is random. Those

who did. identify the utterance as MOUSE may have done so

because they knew Paul to be a lisper, or because they would

expect to hear ['n9f] for "Mouth".

12. PAN - Van.['f:nJ 10:10.

The fricative is clearly devoiced, yet the score is completely

random.

17. CUP - Cap [Ika2ph] 6:14.

Of 8 boy listeners, all heard this as ap". The 12 girl

listeners were divided 6 - 6. ThIs difference can hardly

be thought meaningful. The utterance is no more like "cap"

than the other 5 utterances oZ' CUP, and this is the only

place where the sexes are so sharply differentiated.

18. PILE - Pie	 15:5.

The velar closing movement at the end of an otherwise unglided.

vocoid. is not very parked, but is sufficient nevert1eless

to ensure positive identification of /a:1/ in distinction

with /aj/.
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19. CHIP - Ship [Iy2ph).l2:8.

In the absence of the plosive component of the affricate it

is perhaps surprising that this was not more positively

identified as "Ship". It may be due to the alveolo-palatal

nature of the fricative that listeners avoided identifying

It completely and without reservation as "Ship".

20. THIN - Fin [i .nJ. 15:5

The dental fricative is a little exaggerated, with a little

splutter. It may be because they knew this speaker that

Paul's own peers and listeners from the class below ident-

ified the utterance correctly

iv Tape L. (Paul Scally)

Many of the emphatically-delivered utterances In this tape

have a forms associated with dialectal tpattüies of' speech.

TIE, f or example, has a triphthongal vocoid ['t 5 cf'iJ, while

/n/ in CHAIN, PAN, is realized, unusually for a boy, by

the ingressive [cfl. This suggests once more that the child
of Infant-school age does not have the same awareness of

formality in social situation and in speech-forms as an

older child might have.

1. CAP - Cat {'k2 9:11.

Whereas older speakers realized final /p/ as a bilabial piosive
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with aspirated release in this word, Paul replaces It with

the glottal stop - a segment associated with less formal

speech for older speakers. This obviously leads to confusion

with the phoneme most frequently associated with [2] - It!.

It is noteworthy however that there is no positive identifi-

cation of this utterance as "Cat"

11. . PAN - Pound [Ipd) lL1.:6

Most listeners hear this as PAN probably because of the

absence of ally audible alveolar release. The score is not

however significant.

U. BOW - Bowl ['bi] 11:9

The final element of the vocoid glide Is more rounded than

is normal for /Gw/, which may have something to do with the

widespread confusion over this utterance. The distribution

of error among listeners - 1:1:2:2:3 - suggests however

that this confusion may be due mo±e to younger speakers'

late acquisition of the /w/ - law! contrast than to any

peculiarity in Paul's realization of /w/.

20. THIN - Pin {'fIm] 9:11.

The frIcative Is lablo-dental, but the score is not very

different fevnithe score for correct identification of

utterances with a dental fricative.
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v Tape 5 (Paul Snellin)

This speaker appeared rather nervous during the recording;

his voice-quality is yarlable, and some utterances are hard

to classify in either phoiletic or phonemic terms. Vocoid.s

irarticular may be Indeterminate, of a centralized quality,

and. rather shorter than is usual for Isolated utterances of

Individual words.

3. BLUE - Balloon ['g1i] lL1.:6.

Replacement of /br/ with /gr/ and. /bl/ with /g]J is a charac-

teristic of Paul's Speech (see V L1., y ). This may be

expected to throw listeners off balance, though it is

noticeable that most errors of identification are made by

children in Paul's class, who might have been expected to

allow for this Idiolectal feature. Distribution of error is

1:1:1:0:3.

L).. PAN - Pound. [Ip h Bn) 9:11.

The vowel quality Is more open, more centralized and shorter

than the norm for /m/ before a nasal, The score Indicates a

random choice by listeners, who could probably find. few

cues to enable them to Identify the vocoid positively as

or

7. TIE - Toy [d91tz] 7:13

The starting-point of the glide here Is raised and more
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rounded than the norm for /aj/, though not as close as the

mature starting-point of /oj/. Rounding of /aj/ for a

speaker of this age (5,5) may be a dialectal feature, Some

speakers have mistaken the utterance for "Toy", but not

a significantly large number.

9. SHIP - Sheep [ u i2p I J 16:3

Some listeners commented, that this utterance sounded like

"sip" or even "sick". Few however had much difficulty in

identifying the vowel quality which provides the contrast

in this word-pair.

11. BOW - Bowl ['bJ 13:7.

The first element of the glide is rather retracted but the

end-point is neither rounded no* especially far back. Paul's

contemporaries all identified the utterance as BOW.

13. WING - Ring [' 	 ij] 7:13.

For this speaker 1w! and in are not clearly differentiated,

and here the initial sound in WING is a labio-dental but

rounded continuant. More listeners identify the sound as

In! than as /w!, though the difference is not significant.

It may be that lablo-dental articulation is felt to be a

feature of In, and. that older speakers have expected to

hear this type of segment for in from a younger speaker.
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14. CHATh- Train f'tin] 15:5.
Older children had no trouble in recognizing the palato-

alveolar affricate, even in this palatalized. form. Some

younger listeners however failed to distinguish /tj/ and

/tr/, a distinction which is relatively late to appear in

speech. Distribution of error is 1:0:0:2:2:

15. OWL - Whale [G' y ] 4:16

Paul had not mastered the grammatical rule governing the

forms of the indefinite article. Instead of using 'an'

before OWL, he used 'a and. introduced an intrusive /r/

between the two vowels - /3'ral/. However, since for mature

In he has here used. the labio-dental rounded [wJ, many
listeners, and a significantly large number of them, heard.

the utterance as "Whale", It is interesting to see that

[) is here identified as /w!, but in item 13 above it is

generally heard as in and 1w! egually. In the present
case of course mature speakers would not expect to hear an

/r/

19. CHIP - Ship [itç:ex2)t] 13:6.
The fricative part of /t(/ is a fricative glide, the first

part of which is sustaiiied for so long that many listeners

apparently felt that it was not part of the word being
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uttered, and ignored it. All Paul's contemporaries in Class

5 recognized this as CHIP. Distribution of error is

I). •l)	 .fl
• . g_ 0 J. •

21. HL - Hill [9'inJ 11:9.

The quality of this particular recorded utterance is rather

poor. Many children appeared quite mystified during their

listening by the combination of this and another intrusive

[',J.

vi Tape 6 (Trevor Rees)

On some of these Items the recording is somewhat distorted,

as the speaker tended to lean very close to the microphone

and attempt to yell into it. Other items however are given

a very careful and full enunciation. Vowels for example are

sustained and may have vigorous glide. This may be partly

a result of Trevor's more Standard English family back-

ground (see IV, 1 1 ), but could also be due to his being

at a stage where phonological forms are relatively unreduced.

1. CAP - Cat [e 'ka2p' I 11.: 6.

The lack of any audible release of the final bilabial

plosive leads to the construing of this plosive as /t/ by

some older listeners. Younger groups seem to have had less
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difficulty - distribution of error is 3:0:1:1:1. The open

front vocold caused no comment or difficulty.

L1.. POUIID - Pan [Iph,M) 19:1.

This item is probably nearer to Standard English than the

Cockney norm, particularly in the rounded end-point. BOW,

which also has a score 19:1, may also be said to be nearer

to RP, in Its higher starting-point and more rounded end -

It may not be the more standard phonetic form of

these utterances that is crucial for the listeners, but

the extent and the distinctiveness of the vocoid glide. In

TAIL, which also scores 19:1, the realization ['txy}

could not be said to be RP - like. It is more likely to

be a product of the Infant's tendency to give a careful and

fully articulated form to words whose phonological form he

has just acquired. In the case of TAIL the disyllabic form

/'tjow/ given by Trevor is over-carefully produced.

7. TIE - Toy ['t'p%] 9:11.

The first element of the glide Is raised and slightly rounded.

The length of the vocoid Is less than in Trevor's other

utterances on this tape, and the extent of vocoidal glide

is less than normal f or /oj/, which may have preventedt

listeners from identifying it as either TIE or "Toy".
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12. FA1 - Van ['fan) 9:11

The recording is slightly distorted, which may have made

identification harder for some listeners. The vocoid. is of

a very open quality but relatively short, especially in view

of its position before a final nasal consonant. However the

fact that most errors are foimd among yoimger children

indicates that discriminatory difficulties with this item

are more due to perceptual confusions on the part of listeners

than to articulatory obscurity on the part of the speaker.

errors are distributed O:l:2:Li.:Li..

13. RIRG - Wing ['u:ii] 20:0.

A very long lablo-dental In gives an easy clue to the

identification of this item.

11i.. CHAIN - Train [s'in] 12:8

The first sound in CHAIN is an alveolo-palatal fricative,

but this does not seem to trouble older listeners. ounger

subjects however show some confusion. Mistakes are d.istri-

buted 1:0:3:2:2.

18. CHIP - $hip [i1Zph) L.:l6.

As was seen in CHAIR, Trevor has evidently not mastered the

affricate /t/. Here the choice of "Ship" is significant at

the % level
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20. THIN - Fin ['OYn] 12:8.

The /0/ is quite a clear dental fricative, but this has no

apparent effect on the score.

21. BEE]. - Hill f'hIiTu] 12:8

As with TAIL, Trevor gives J{L disyllabic form /'hijow/.

This Is still not well recognized as HEEL except by the

5-year old group. Errors are 1:2:3:2:0.

22. BULL - Ball [9'bu:u] 13:7.

Though the score for BULL on this item is not Itself signi-

ficant, yet the difference between this and scores for BULL

on other tapes - 3,7,6,6,5 - Is just significant at the 5%

level ( = 13• 03h It i just possible that the closer

starting-point and, longer first element for the diphthong

may explain this difference. Though BULL and. "Ball" are

homophones /'bow(l)/ before 1+1, they may be contrastive

before a vowel, Thus "a bull In a field" /'bulina'fild/ and

"a ball in. a field" /9'bowlinG'fild/.

It emerges from this analysis of the tapes on which the test

is based that many of the errors made by listeners must be

due to some cause other than the articulatory shortcomings of
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the six speakers. Certain errors can obviously be attributed

to the immaturity of Trevor's and of Paul. Snellin's phono-

logical systems, for example Trevor's [1h] for CHIP

and. Paul's f3'93r for OWL. However, FAN is articulated

with a voiceless initial fricative by all six speakers,

yet there Is still a high proportion of error on this item,

and thtt. must be some perceptual confusion among listeners

to account for this. We may now proceed therefore to e

examine the scores of each word-pair, to determine its

relative auditory discriminability within this test.

3.2 Overall Scores of Test Items

With the exception of THIN - FIN (missing from Tape 5) and.

JMIE - CHAIN (missing from Tape 6) each pair of words was

presented for judgment 120 times. The other two pairs were

presented 100 times each. Each recorded utterance was ii

listened to, as we have seen, by 20 children. in. each of six

groups comprising listeners of all ages. These scores out

of 20, which were discussed in the preceding section, can

be seen in Table 7 .

In each of the five age-groups, 2L1. children listened to and

made judgments on each word-pair. Each Item can thus attéin
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a score out of 2L1. (20 for JA11E, THIN) within each age-group,

a score representing the ability of that age-group to

discriminate the presented Item from the other member of

the word-pair. A score o2er 17 or more, or of 7 or less,

is significant at the 5% level (for JANE and THIN, scored

out of 20, the limits are 15 or mox'e and 5 or less.).

Table presents the number of times that eachlDage-group

Identified each of 23 items correctly, and. the number of

times Incorrectly, the total errors out of 120 or 100, and

this figure as a percentage, Where there Is a marked decrease

In the number of errors in a word-pair with an increase In

age of listeners, the significance of this decrease is

calculated.

Results

Two main types of resul can be gained from the figures in

Table . On the one hand there are word-pairs which cause

eq.ual difficulty in. discrimination at all ages. On the

other hand there are pairs whose discrimination improves

or, In one case declines, with the age of the listener.

a) The Items that gave most difficulty to all speakers, In

order of difficulty, are:
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1.	 BULL - BALL (65 . 8% error)

2	 PAN - VAN	 (1.5% error)

3,	 HKICJ1 - HUL (40.8%)

4.	 THIN - PIN (38%)

5,	 TIE - TOY	 (35.8%)

6. PAN - POUND (33,3%)

7. CAP - CAT	 (30%)

8. BLUE - BALLOON (26.6%)

9. CHIP - SHIP (25%)

10. cuP - CAP	 (20.8%)

b) ignificant improvements in score were found with the

pairs PIN - PEN; BLUE - BALLOON; FAN - VAN; PILE - PIE.

These increases are significant at the 1% level. The pairs

CHAIN - TRAIN and. JANE - CHAIN also showed increases in score,

which were significant at the 5% level. Increases were also

found in the pairs CAP - CAT; PAN - POUND; TIE - TOY; WING -

RING, though these did not attain the 5% level of signif-

icance.

c) A startling result is an Increase in the amount of error

recorded in the discrimination of THIN - PIN and }11L - HILL

with the age of listener - a tendency contrary to that noted

with other pairs, and. contrary to the results in 2.2 above
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The superior score for THIN - PIN among younger listeners

ike in fact significant at the 5% level. This can perhaps be

explained, along the lines suggested in 2.Z 	 above, as

due to the non-linguistic factor of the attrattion of the

illustration to THIN to younger children, and it may be that

a similar factor is at work in the choice of fW1T. among

younger listeners. It may be that the tester took more time

and care explaining to the 5-year olds what the picture for

1I1ICL was than he did with HILL, or that he pointed out to

them that high heels were worn by the children's mothers,

an association that HILL could not have. If some such

explanation is not valid then this is a truly surprising

result. The pair CHIP - SHIP had more errors of discrtinination

among older children than among young, though these differences

are not significant. An analysis of errors of identification

made by listeners from Class 1 shows that they all occurred.

among the groups that listened to younger speakers - Tapes

3,5 and 6. We have seen in Trevor's recording that errors

of identification in relation to Tape 6 are directly due

to the speaker's misarticulation of CHIP as

L.,i Difficulties and Shortcomings of the Test

I Variables

In the course of this test it became clear that there were a
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great many variables that the design of the test had. not

taken into account. The ages of listeners and. of speakers

were controlled variables, but knowledge of the speaker,

knowledge of the vocabulary item being spoken, ability to

read the printed word on the card, ability to recognise the

illustration, preference for one picture over the other,

the clarity of the speaker's voice, are all variables that

may have influenced the results of this test one way or

another. In this light, any results that have been achieved

must be considered as no more than suggestive of the way in

whiQh future research might develop. Even the most commonly

confused pair of words BULL - BALL may be contrastive for

some listeners, as was seen in connection with T.vevor's

recording of BULL (3.lvi above).

ii Vocabulary

Only a limited number of word-pairs was tested. It will

obviously not be possible in a test of this kind, to obtain

judgements on all the possible combinations of words in

which minimal oppositions are operating. One has to use words

which are reasonably likely to be familiar to most of the

younger children, and if a part of the subjects used. are

at a pre-literate stage the words must be those which lend
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themselves easily to being depicted. PIN was probably not

of this type.

Of the words which were known to the ehilthen and. were

easily iUustated, some were better-known and more widely

used than others. BALL was probably far more familiar for

these city-dwellers than BUlL. The illustration to WING

was quite often mistaken for a Red Indian head-dress, while

the other picture In that pair, RING, was seldom mistaken

for any other object.

Even when the picture was recognised as the object It was

supposed to be, a word other than that Intended was quite

frequently elicited.. This difficulty applied more at the

stage of collecting recorded words than in the listening

stages, but did. raise doubts as to how far the children

understood the two words between which they were supposed

to be making a choice. SHIP for example was commonly said.

to be a "boat", then there was "hat" for CAP, "lamb", "dog"

or "doggie" for SHEEP, "bus", "car" or "lorry! for VAN. Most

frequently it was found with the younger children that they

would. use a disyllabic or compound word in place of the

monosyllable that the pictures were intended to elicit. Thus,
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"skinny" for THIN, "necklace" for CHAIN, "pound-note" for

POUND, "frying-pan" for PAN, "postman's hat", "German hat"

and "shopping-bag" for CAP. Alice Descoeudres (1930) had

similar problems in trying to assess children's vocabulary

by means of pictures (p.60 - 70).

iii Variation in the RecordIngs

a) The actual recording quality varied. ome boys had

louder voices than others, or sat nearer the microphone

when they spoke. The youngest children were not recorded

alone but in pairs, and although the tester tried to

restrict them to talking one at a time, the voice of another

child would break In from time to time. 8ome recording sessions

were plagued by passing lorries or clatter from the school

kitchens close at hand.

b) The voices of the speakers varied in quality. Ian had a

good clear voice, Tony Sinicock (Tape 2) was a little more

muffled. Paul Scally (tape Li.) was occasionally adenoidal

and. Paul Snellin (Tape 5) was tremulous as well as muffled.

Paul Harmon (Tape 3) was emphatic and lugubrious in his

delivery, while Trevor (Tape 6) was highly excited and.

tended to shout into the microphone in a high-pitched voice.
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c) The degree of regional accent in the speakers' voices

also varied. Trevor for example comes from a home where he

would hear mainly Standard. English Bpoken, and. although he

had been in the nursery class for a year at the time oR

this teat, he had probably not reached the maturationa]. stage

at which his speech assimilates to that of his peers. Paul

Scafly, on the other hand, had strongly dialectal features

of speech in his recording, features which may have been

inhibited among older speakers by an awareness of a certain

degree of formality in the recording situation.
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CHAPTER VII - CONCLUSIONS

1.1 Developmental Stages in Phonology

It was seen in Chapter II that the child's basic linguistic

competence is generally regarded as having been acquired by

the age of 3 to 14 yeai'B (cf. II,'3. IV ) - the stage at

which this study begins to consider children's speech.

Consideration of the youngest informants in our study supports

a conclusion of this kind in the area of phonology. Although

many confusions between phonemes are to be found in the

speech of the youngest informants such as Mark, Peter, Trevor,

Fern, yet the great majority of the phonemic oppositions of

mature speech, as defined in Chpter III, do occur at some

time or another in their speech. Development throughout the

period 3 to 9 years takes place in the maturing of artic-

ulation and in the acquisition of the transformational

rules requisite for the production of a mature performance.

Three main stages can be discerned in this development, and

these correspond not so much. to the three stages on which

the chapter-division of the present thesis is based as to

the traditional age-divisions in the British Primary Edusational

system. These are: a) Nursery, or perhaps more accurately

Early Nursery - up to 4 years approximately. b) Late
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Nursery and. Inf'ants - Li. to 7 years approximately c) Junior -

7 years and over.

1.2 (Early) Nursery Speech

1) Although competence is established., at this age, phonological

performance is still some way from the mature model. Many

confusions occur in speech between phonemes near in quality,

such as the short vowels /1/ and /e/, /e/ and /W, // and.
/a!, or the fricatives /s/ and/fl, the affricates /t/ and.

/tr/, /à.3 / and /d.r/

ii) Certain prosodic characteristics can be attributed to the

speech of children at this phase of development. These

include dentalized and palatalized allophones of the mature

alveolars - /t,d.,s,z,n/-, the widespread use of open and.,

most typically, extended juncture at syllable-boundaries,

a generally slower rate of enunciation and lengthened allo-

phones of recently-acquired. phonemes and phoneme-clusters.

iii)Words are produced in relatively uureduced. forms. Vowels

tend not to be weakened and. consonants not to elide in any

regular way. These forms seem to be, in other words, very

close to the forms In which the words are 4cquired in the

child's competence.
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iv) Many of the phonotactic features of mature connected. speech

are absent at this age. Segments in neighbouring syllables

are rarely coalesced across syllable-boundaries, Children

may not yet have learnt the rules governing features such as

the alternation of deictic forms // and. // before

consonants with ,4n/ and. /M/ before vowels.

13 Late Nursery and Infant Speech

1) DurIng this period the outlines of phonemes or 'phoneme-

boundaries' become more clearly defined, There is less

freqjient confusion of vowels; alternation of short vowels

Is regularized, such that /e/ may replace / and 1w" may
replace /0/i but not vice versa. 'Ambiguous 1 segments, which

may have occurred In Nursery speech for mere than one

mature phoneme In different words - such as the fricatives

[ç), [] , for both If!' and /s/ - tend to disappear, or to

occur only in places where there is little or no risk of

confusion - such as /1/-like variants of /s! which occur

before plosives, where /j/ may not appear In English.

ii) Articulation approaches the mature model more closely In

this period. 'Nursery' allophones fall out of use, though

on the way to a mature articulation a child may for a time

adopt articulations which are more complex than the segments
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which are being attempted.. Such are the double-articulations

[) and. [v] for /e/ and. //, the alveolo-palata]. [),[]

for /t/ or /k!, /d/ or /g/, the tense, retraced. [] for

/a/, the labio-dental rounded [J for /v! or 1w!. By the

age of 7 years articulation Is substantially mature, with

the exception of In, /tr/ and. /ai/, and possibly some

lisping or dentalizing of /s!.

Ii1)Speakers become more consistent in the allophones they use,

even though these may not be the mature norm. There is

less variation In the articulation of one phoneme within

an utterance for a normal speaker at this stage than for

younger speakers or 'defective' speakers such as Dawn

Edineade in this study (ot. V ,.1m ) J-lvi and. transcription

in Appendix B).

iv) The transformations turning competence into the performance

which Is connected speech are mastered during these years.

Children learn for example to produce weak farms of vowels,

to coalesce phonemes across syllable-boundaries and to

alternate different forms of the articles before consonants

and before vowels. These can be said to be features of

economy in speech, and are associated with an increase in

the tempo of speech, a reduction in the proportion of
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extended and. open juncture at syllable-boundaries,

v) mis is a period during whlchin'dialectal' allophones such

as triphthongal realizations of /1:/, /e:/, 4:1, /o:/,
/aj/, become more conunon in 	 speech. Similarly

dialectal forms such as /e:n/, /'jo:n/, /'owf/ "ourn",

"yourn", "of:f'" are recorded here, although they are not

found elsewhere In this study, either at younger or at

older stages.

TI) Thiring this phase over-compensation is found in some pairs

of phonemes, such that In may replace 1w!, a phoneme which
had replaced it at earlier periods. The replacement of /s/

by // and of /z/ by /3/ appears to be a rather less simply-

explained phenomenon; this is confined almost exclusively

to the speech of boys.

1.14 Junior Speech

I) Articulation becomes mature in all respects during this

period for the great majority of speakers, The post-alveolar

realization of In and close-knit realizations of /tr/, /clr/
are among the last articulations to be perfected. Those

children who do not acquire these articulations by the age

of 10 or 11 years will presumably retain defective artic-

ulation in these respects in later life, unless corrective
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measures are taken. Dentalized or dental 'lisped' /s! is

not a persistent feature among any of the older informants

in this study

ii) Differences between the sexes in phonological performance

may have started to appear before this period, as in the

case of boys who replace /s/ with /5/, or whose speech showed

a relatively high proportion of rounded arid fully back

starting-points of /aj/. After 7 years these differences

become more regular and wldes:pread. Girls' speech is charac-

terized by prolonged utterance-final syllables, with leng-

thened vowels and final continuant consonants; by a higher

proportion of devoiced and heavily affricated realizations

of /d/; by fronting glides in /9w! ; by non-nasal ingressive

aflophonee [S], [d), in /nv', /n/; and by a high degree of

similarity in voice-quality among the girls in the 9-year

old group. Boys, on the other band, have a higher proportion

of [2] as an allophone of It! in medial position. This is
perhaps associated with less prolongation of syllables -

what Sivertsen (1960) noticed as a feature of male Cockney

speech, and. described as 'clipped' delivery, opposed. to the

women's more 'whining' or 'drawling' style (p.22.). Boys

also use the voiced alveolar flap [a.] more frequently as an

al].ophone of word-initial //.
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iii) Features of economy in speech, such as coalescence, assimi-

lation, weak forms of vowels, continue to be very noticeable

at this age. Their presence in speech is perhaps encouraged

by the high degree of homogeneity in the Junior peer-group.

A 'restricted code' type of expression (Bernstein 1963) may

leave many things unsaid, and has a high degree of redundancy.

iv) Curiously, the change in social attitude which begins to be

noticed at around 7 years is marked at the phonological

level more by the absence than by the presence of the dial-

ectal features which were found in 5 to 7 year olds' speech.

It is presumed that these features come to be confined to

non-formal situations as the child grows aware of an increas-

ing range of types of social situation, each requiring a

different linguistic apprçach and a different degree of

formality In speech. The 9-year old varieties of speech

described In Chapter III are considered to be relatively

formal In comparison with speech which might be heard among

a group of Junior-school children alone, though not as

formal perhaps as speech heard In an 	 situation,

such as in the classroom, In the course of a lesson.
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2.1 Test of Speech-sound Discrimination

i) One result of the test of speech-sound discrimination described

in Chapter VI is to confirm that the growth of a more social

attitude in the child after the age of 7 years is indeed

reflected in at least this aspect of linguistic skill. Junior

children show a higher degree of sensitivity to the speech

of their peers in this teat than to that of younger speakers,

though this difference in discriminatory ability is not found

in younger children.

ii) The test also indicates that speech-sound discrimination Is

an ability that increases with age. This improvement is

collateral and correlated with improvements in other aspects

of linguistic skill. At the younger levels f or example there

is confusion of the word-pair PIN - PEN. This presumably

reflects the late emergence of the lu - /e/ contrast in
children's speech, form the archiphonemic unit i/I/I. The
results of the test indicate that certain phonemic contrasts

may be harder for children to differentiate than for older

speakers, while other contrasts will cause ecival difficulty

in discrimination to young and. mature speakers alike.
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APPKNDIX A - LIST OP SPEAKING ThPORMANTS

Diane Allen. Aged 8,11 (Chapter III). 2nd of 3 children

Vivienne Ahinore Aged 9,10 (III) 3rd of 4.
Elaine Baker Aged 9,2 (Iii) 2nd of 3.
Lind.sey Bald.ock Aged 8,1 (V) 2nd. of 3.
Lorraine Beswlck Aged. 5,0 (v) 1st of 2.

Kathleen Bye Aged 9,2 (III) Only child.

Jenny Carnegie Aged 8,5 (III) 2nd of 3
Kim Chandler Aged 5,8 (v) 2nd of 2.

PhiliD Chandler Aged. 8,10 (III) Brother of Kim.
Deborah Cook Aged. 4,6 (IV) Only child.

Janice Cook Aged. 6,8 (v) 1st of 2.

Lynn Cook Aged. 3,10 ('Lynn I') and 4,5 (Iv) Sister of Janice.

Debra Cox Aged. 7,5 (v) 2nd of 3.
Carl De'ath Aged 5,10 (v) lotnof 2.

Dawn Edineade Aged. 6,6 (v) A twin, joint 3rd. of 4.
Paula Evans Aged 4,3 (IV) 2nd. of 2.

Debra Games Aged 8,0 (v) 1st of 2.
David Gilbert Aged 8,6 (III) 2nd. of 3.
Mark Gillard. Aged 3,5 (IV) 2nd of 2.

Tracy Gillard Aged 4,5 (iv) Sister of Mark.
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Ste phen Glynn Aged 6,10 (v) 2nd of 3.

Robby Goddard Aged. 7,0 (v) 3rd of 3.

David Griffen Aged 9,2 (iii) 1st of 2.

Paul harmon Aged 8,2 (vi) 2nd. of Li.

Paul hill Aged 6,11 (v) 2nd of 2.

Anthony Holtuin Aged 9,9 (iii) 1st of 2.

Nicholas If leld Aged 5,7 (v) 2nd of 2.

Russell Kilden Aged 8,2 (Iii) A twin, let of 2.

Margaret Knox Aged 14,8 (iv) 2nd of 3.

Janis Lazarus Aged 24,11 (Iv) 2nd. of at least 2.

David Leigh Aged 24,7 (Iv) and 5,7 (v). 2nd of 2.

Jeanette Leigh Aged 9,1 (iii) Sister of David.

Ian Macartney Aged 10,9 (VI) Only child.

Teresa McCornbie Aged 9,2 (III) 3rd of 24.

Denise McDonnell Aged 6,7 (v) 2nd of 3.

John McDonnell Aged. 8,6 (iii) let of 3, Brother of Denise.

Andrew Marren Aged 14,0 (IV) 1st of 2.

Kathleen Moss Aged 6,6 (v) 1st of 3.

Jackie Newton Aged 9,1 (III) 2nd of 2.

Clifford North Aged. 8,1 (v) and 8,10 (III) 2nd of 3.

Carol Otterwell Aged 5,10 (v) 3rd of Li.

Kay Philliys Aged 14,2 (Iv) Family size unknown.

Tracy Pollard Aged 7,0 (v) 3rd of 3.
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Dawn Price 7,L. (v) 2nd of at least 2.

Denise Rawlings Aged 3,11 (Iv) 2nd. of 3.
Trevor Rees Aged 3,7 (IV) and. 14,9 (vi) 1st of 2.

Sean Rice Aged 5,11 (v) 2nd. of 3.

Paul Scally Aged 7,0 (VI) 1st of 2.

Paul Sheekey Aged 5,3 (v) 14th of 14,

Tonv Simcock Aged 8,1 (v) and. 9,3 (vi) 2nd of 2.

Fern Smith Aged 3,8 (Iv) 5th of 5.

Roes Smith Aged 9,3 (iii) 2nd. of 5, brother of Fern.

Paul Snellin Aged 5,3 (V and vi) 2nd of 2.

Steven SDicer Aged 14,9 (Iv) and 5,5 (v). 2nd. of 3.

Terry Sullivan Aged 7,7 (v) 2nd of 3.

Karen Threadwell Aged 9,0 (iii) 2nd. of 2.

Peter Tuckfield Aged 3,6 (Iv) let of 2.

Shane Webb Aged. 5,14 (v) 3rd. of 3.

Jill Williams Aged 7,9 (v) 14th of 5.
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APPEIIDIX B - SAMPLE TRANSCRIPTIONS

1. Trevor Rees.

[du.IwzeIn1aa2pJ	 :i

/'d.uw'wofin'ap+/	 /IjeSjjIw:ksjntnws_Idv:kI]:?/

	

"Do washing up."	 "Yes, she works in (the) house,	 work

['u2'w&ç ,çii 1d.aun2J

/':t':S Iii dwnt^/

out, out (or the) house, she don't."

[Az1uI2IrL1da21wc1n]

/aj 'wjt1nfo :- &etwon+/	 /ajm' rjt1nfo 'dat 1wen^/

waiting for that one." "I'm waiting for that one."

f2A 'Arg2mi' sAi2s ,rif 'wanG 'ij]

/+aj? 'arjgopmaj 'sajts nf 'wane 	 + /

"I, I've got my (sights?) on for one of they.tt

['sâb 1 scmpVn 1 Ii'9ai2" (sniff)

/ 'sab,sempron 1 slj'sajGt+	 naj1gotGtpottitIon+/

"	 ?	 ?	 ?	 and I got to put it on."

[IkjpheIi	 Isbazn,bAT1bG1.]

/+'aj(n) 1 gotG'rabbit+/ /'kijp'wj + is'bambow1bijs+/

"I've got a rabbit." 	 "Keep away It's bumble bees

{II,p,1ts!lija]

/'dj 1 w1'til,j9 /	 /lJdeIbajtj_Id+/

They will kill you" "They, they('ll) bite your hand!"
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2. David Leigh, Andrew Marren and Peter Tuckfjeld

D. ['fçatig32 'ei ,bV2s] A. [ 'nx 'w5n] I 'd 'lz2ow5n' t8ti]

D. /1 fjuwgot frij bewts+/ A. / 'awni 'won+ 1 ajda 'litowwon' tuw+J

D."Eave you got three boats?" A. "Only one. I had a little

P. {'2n&d'2n.di2a'bibwan: 'daz] 	 A. ['lYeiz'big]

P. ,4(a)'najd?(e)'najdote'bibwanGn'do:z+/ A. /'luijz'b1g+/

e too." P. "And I got a big one indoors." A. "Look, he's

P. ['bIb'bu2] {'bIbid'bzg'big'f2çd1]

p. /'bib 'bewt+'big 'bid'big 'big-'fted.-f/

bigger." P. "Big boat. Big, big, big, big fathead"

A. [ 1 2oTg2nu 1 fa:2t I ] t1ka:n2t.ndta2pi'I]

A. /+'ij(i)gotnaw'fat+'ka:nt'stnd'ap^/

A. "He (ain't 9 ) got no feet. Can't stand up."

P.[2e.i't5a.n2'at.n'da.2p']

P. /+el 'ta. :nt 'stand' ap+/
	

/+1 i i jnt 'doti z ' sipezon+/

P. "He can't stand up."
	

"He ain't got his slippers on."

D. ['l22iz'fai2ka2,f] P.[iz'd2iv'foi2t5a2,&.]

D. /'lotiz'rijkkat,of+/ P. /iz'dotiv'fijttat,of^/

D. "Look, his feet cut off""P. "He's got his feet cut off."

D. [1 2iix1g	 'xn: a 1phnJ
	

i:	 ,bxg 'nç]
D, /+'lrijgows'einna'pon+/
	

I' idij ,big 'n:+/

D. "Here he goes, in the pond." "Isn't he big now?"

P. [ md2in'bid?an] A.[jc'imgc2an'big'a'auJ

P. /'ajmdetin'bida,n:+/ A. /je:'ajmgetan'blga'tuw^/

P. "I'm getting bigger now."A. "Yes, I'm getting bigger too."
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3. Fern Smith

[].u2 '2s9 'slGiç2p']

/lut'dets 'slijp+/

<
['çii,aa1on2'lA:2khIm'enI'mz]

/1 $ij 1 da, znt lajk-him' eni 'mo :4-/

"Look, that's asleep." "She doesn't like him any more.

['krz. ii'onz,w2' 2i'unzG'w.IJ [' 2r Jrowljng vcice)

/ 'kuz-f ij 'ranzo 1 w?ij 'ranzo l wj+/ 1+' a:+/

'Cause, she runs awa- he runs away." "Aah"

['pi2Ii'ag.%lI] 	['1u2t9'dIs,wan] ['2Ag32G'bl.n.J

/'prit1ag 1 gli+/ /'luttG'dis,wan-i-/ 	 /-i-'ajgots'bluwn-i-/

"PTetty ugly" "Look to this one" "I got a balloon."

[I2Ijtgj1zG:V 'din21s.:]

/'dtse-li,gjt1s+/

{'n'2ligx2	 .] Ew9n'a:.Axns 1 s: c 'sam.d1't3d.Id

/+'flG-'l1gJt,9+/ /wGn'ajd'dajn1so:-I-'saznd1j'trod.did

"And a alllgator&' "When I had a dinosaur, somebody trodd.ed

[I A np ho: '. ni2'dY .n2'b.x2e 1'	 I2,k1'udsn2'2i.vGn1g2

/ I on 1 po:i-Jtdjnt I brjk+	 +ik1kudsnt-'ijvGn1get'ap+/

on, paw, and it didn't break. It couldn't even get up."

Ia2p1] [lA2'JI:z,gngc2o'o.f] 	 [bIkh3

/10k', gone 'get' taw' dof-i-/	 /bikoz?
"Look, she's going to get told ofT." 	 "Because,

[ 1 b1 IkhoI1YIb	 V 'dAxntc.]

/,bl 'ko3fiz-'bra-e 'da.jnto:-i-/

"Because she's brung a dinosaur."
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L1.. Mark and Tracy Gillard

T. { 'l2wàn 'l. rnn' l2wnJ	 M, ['2Ag32' d	 'a. gX2o 't 5 z 5x

T. /'ltwans'ljinon'ltwan+/ M. /+lcljgotalda?IajgotGltoj

T. "That one's laying on that one." 1ff. "I got a do- I got a

&&g 'f.uv]

dog 'ajrv+/ /'majdd-wawnlepm1j 'mv, ajn' dejwGwnt+/

toy dog I have." "My Dad won't let me have one (?) they won't.

[wuB I ].I'a B	 lIs'jc: 'ii'jclU'botU.]	 [

/wus 'lis+lis 'je? 'lii' jelow'botw+/

"What's this? This ye- little yellow bottle?"

T. ['wus1Ee2'112o. 'gçA'd.In'l 	 'wus'lI2'gcA'dQhxn'l9]

T. /'wuslt'litow'gel'duwin'l:+'wus1 'litil'gel'duwin'l:+/

T."What's that little girl doing there? What's the little girl
M. [IhoknhdjIIgttSXp0if]

M. /'hokn'd(j)i'ge-topof+/

doing there?" M. "I can hardly get the top off."

['yinxg'uni21 T. ['w3sl2'dja:uv'lc]

/'uinig'rnit+/ T. /'woslt'dja.rawv'le:+/

"Vinegar, ainit?" T. "What's that jar over there?"

M. ['si u'niiJ	 T. [2I1z'anIn'n:G1J 1' 2AgGnGp°x2
M. /'sjcu'nin4/	 T. /+ijz'ranln'Gmllj+/ /+'ajgnapik

M. "Sage and onion." T. "He's running, ain't he?" "I'm
[tkbaol9s	 u'a2wcnAgç2 . wcni2s 'iYn2 'ta'in)

/ ' kowlsnw'apwenajget?wenjts 'rint' tajm-i-/

"going to pick all the snow up when I get, when It's winter-
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5. Deborah CookC 'The Three Pigs')
{IphIjlkl 'mârnGHdd

/'piijk J-'rnarnij 'd.ed-'maninhij3rn'bjbij+/ /en'nkin 'n:s+/

"Pink, Mwnmy Dad, Mummy and Baby. And making a house.

[
>	 .	 >	 z._..	 •	 $ci 1 scd i ,çd 'aisti 'hi .rnbzid'maihtys	 'jigc 't rn

/ri ,sed-i j 1 sed-' ajstj 'hi :ornbild. 'rnajh:s+' juwge 'torn

She said, he said.,'I st'ay here and build my house. You get on

[wI'rc2h:s] ['lcs	 1lUkxI8wn] ['uaI2t3]

/wi'fjob:s+/ /'1e8-s'lUkG'iswan+/ /-f-'rajt^/

with your house'." "Let's have a look at this one. Right.

[Iwe'Dc9'kuI:n "	 z2	 G'bakI2t5	Gnsrp'tooz'cn

/iwG row 'kiin+e, got-ie 'baklt-i-ensem' towz' en+

"They were all carrying. They got, a bucket, and some tools an

[ensrn'pin2t] [o' jsUkus1 '3nen'hbxdmA : '2LJgGne'bxu

/GnsGm'pjnt+/	 /+aw' juwkr1j 'onen' ajbildmaj? 'arjgGne 'bud-

and some paint. 'Oh you carry on and I build my - I'm going to
•	 h[,ma . '1uB'Gst'hIxGn	 n'jou'k ui'hon ] ['ti Ai2$ ]

/ ,maj'1-J:s'est'hi:Gn+n' juwkrij'hon+/	 /+'wajt+/

build my house oust here and- and you carry on. Right."

[1litSo.Iptig,litSo.1p)xg 	 IlC2t'Jfl3jkhJflhIfl ] [,nu'nu

/ , l1 tow Ip 1 g_ ,litow i p1g+ I 1et_rnij,k I jn.I/	 /,nGW'flSw

" 'Little pig, little pig, let me come in.' " 'No, no,

[bai'hcz5m:ii'tinii'tjin dtin'tjin 	 a'uixin ]

/baje ' hezomrna j 'tfinij I tin_tin'tjjn+ o'rajtin-i-/

by the hairs on my chinny chin- chin chin'. 'All right then,"
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6. paul Sheekey (Some Thu'sery Rhymes)

[ ' wIn1 1 ' pax , d.	 'k4A:mIn'a2].'po 	 'dzIJ1kInG'DIn

'd:1kjn9'rjn+

"(Incey)-wincey spider climbing up the spout. Down came the

[9m'wod pad 'ii2J	 {k'QnhIiwn t 5 a1pi 'n

/am'wojd.3 'apajd. 'r:^^/ / 'tk9n'tilwer1 'tapi 'il+/
ratñ,wand washed the spider out." "Jack and Jill went up the

[tu'fci9 iph.4 'wzt	 '32fET td:nntbu2kzzI

/tulfetf

hill to fetch a pail of eater. Jack fell down and broke his

['&p3c2'gO2tsn'umdz'tz2

/ 'ilkm'tamblin'a:f$+/ 	 /ap3ek'gotn'9wmd.i 'trot
crown, Jill came tumbling after. Up Jack got and home did trot,

h •• ;Lfa:'7oik ij'k zp	 bI'wcntG'bct	 x'3çd

/99 'fa:89 'zi jku'kjp9+hi 'went 'bets 'mendi3' ed.+

as fast as he could caper. He went to bed to mend his head

[wx1vIrgg1un1bu"mp h9 ]*	 [.,.'s2o9'pu : 'hajn2ti
/wi'yinig9'rEn'br.mpG+/ 	 / 'Bton9'wu+'hamptij

with vinegar and brown (pa)per." '... sat on a wall. Humpty

{'dam2ti'dGg1,x2'mu

/ 'damptij 'dgrffljt' fow+' own ,ki!33 'owJi.3n' owns ,kIl)3 'men^/

Dumpty had a great tall. All the King' s horses and all the

(Shane:) I	 thamth91tttl gçvie gcn]

S. /'kudnpu'tamtijtuw'ge,vs,r9,gen+/

King's men." S. "Couldn't put Humpty together again."
* P1&jrIeJ Js.Lubtt4td	 Ii,* tø
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f. Carol Otterwell, Lorraine Beewick

C,

C. /''gelzd9wn1].et-lu'wjn'5itneks-tG'm1j1on9flo:+/

C. "The girls don't let Lorraine sit next to me on the floor."

4kgo2' t9ivn 1 nd9: ' Ag2 '4cmn2.sm: lfpcnd.J

/ajgot 'sti jvin 1 nd:+ajgot'klemnt-smaj 'frend+/

"I got Steven and er, I got Clement, (that)'s my friend,"

'weninumfam'kui '. A'p4iwiv,&	 Ig2bQlf3tidZ]

/1wenajkamwxnfomIskow+aj 'pljwiv,+' getLrb1fuwd+/

"When I come home from school I play with her, get all the food

L. ['Ago2'stivris'wc]	 C.[A11i2'boxJ

L. /'cijgot'stijvin(a)s'wel+/ C, /ajlajp'bojs+/

L. "I got Steven as well." 	 C. "I like boys.

[,A1a92'st3ivn:e'bcst t'J 	L.	 j]

,<ajlajk'stijv9Iln9'best+/	 L. /,k9z,k9z,k9zjpljwiv, jG+/

"I like Steven the best." L, "'Cause.., they play with you."

"]C.likc tovcn['k2s	 'cnx'n&'.*] C. [mA1nnzgc2D2

/Ikts+uenfljlflajB+/	 C. /maj 'nnzgot9 'rt+

"Cats Ain't they nice " C. "My Nan's got a rat,

[A'rnGin'kee2 ni2'pxzwiv'boz J 1. .{'2Avga2'ma.s

/aj 'ml jnG 'kt.fnlp 'pljzwlv 'bowz+/ 1. /-i 'ajvgop 'majs

I mean a cat, and It plays with balls." L. "I've got mice

[nIstczxm:fIkhab9dIma.9s]

I, dan' stezimmaj 'kabd+'majs+/

"downstairs In my cupboard, mice."
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8. Paul Snellin ('swimming Pool')

	

I 2xb ' on l daI .y	 29i'daIO:f.9

1+1 ijwent' swiminm3' dd+ +' ik9n 1 dajv+ij' dajowfd.9

"He went ewlinihing, my Dad. He can dive. He dived off the

[Isck hQm Ibot] [A 1	in2 'bkVa n2	 '2z 1 . '29d9 ',oz t1]

/ 'sekm'bowd+/ /aj 1 c3Gmp 1bk-kfrant+'i: 'r:t9d9 1w0wt10+/

second board. I jump back—front, (here?) out of the water."

[j3'nV2'f*!1)] [2'fwc2: 'slai 1 dn 'gzcn9'oo2J

/ j 'nwt 'fiij+/ /t 'fil)wots' slaj, dnGn' gewzen 'wowt+/

"You know that thing?" "That thing what (you) slide down and

[se: 1slM2IydjgIDd]

/sew' slajt wvdj 'red.+/

(it) goes in the water, so	 right over your head."

j2A1gDOk'od1woo.21p2p

/+aj'gro1kowd.9 'wowt9rap- I-ez' ow' sowsinG ,wowt+/

"I drunk all the water up. There's all sauce in the water."

t 12 zllukz iiifz: 1kb	 j c i 'b ik keb ]	 ['na. nu

/+ 1 aj(w)uz t 1uk1nro: I krb+,ie: 'big 1 krab^/	 /1n9w+n9W

"I was looking for a crab. Yeah, a big crab. No, no

[ t kyQk9,dT	 tnuk''figJ

/'kwok ,daws+n9wk? 'fif +1

crocodiles, no k— fish."
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9, Tracy Pollard, Robby Goddard

T.['2Ayg29'ga.G2 1 u1øn] R.['2Ay'g2gaIJ [2r.23:

T, /^'ajvgot 'gaJøt 1 9wmøn/ R, /aj'v-'gotø 'gaj+lts 'ft+

T.	 got a guy at home and," R,	 got a guy, It's fat.

[mA'!itmI;'m2inJ T,

/majJist9njc!Inojn+/ T. /ajot'nilijG'p:mfo,rit+/

"My sister made mine." T. "I got nearly a pound for it."

T.

R./ajuredigotgp:nd+f1rit / T./Iajgottuw1p:nd.imaj1pigi^
R,"I already got a pound, for it."T."I got two pound in my

[sc9]	 R,[1ay21f9i1p.ndJ	 {j'gI2rnajjt'nac2J

/s9 1 e:,#/ R /'ajgut'frijp:nd+/	 /al)'gitinsamt9'najt+/

piggy. So there." R. "I got three pound. I'm getting some

[ 1 2c,. I spa:2Ge3]	 T. ['ib9i1jma.t2'rtA2hJ

,4'ansGm'spa:k(l)93+/ T, /'robij1juwmajt'not+/

(bangers) tonight, and some sparkiers." T, "Roby,you might not

R,['2ã'j9i1nuJ

/jo'rommajt-not-'letj9t9,najt+/ 	 R /+d9' juw1nw+/

Your Mum might not let you tonight." R. "How do you know?"

T. ['de11,nBuJ R, [fi'D] T. [i1maE21n2hJ

T, /+ajd.uw 1 n9w+/ IL /Jij'ril^/ T. /Jij,majt'iiot+/

T, "I do know." R. "she will." T. "She might not."
R. [je'.'n] T,[Jma.t 2 1 n2P ] EL [f9'Ii ]

IL /19 1 Wi1+/ T. /Smajt'not+/ R. /J3'wil^/

IL "She will." T. "She might not." R. "she will"
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10. Janice Cook ('Cinderella')

[J9t's2:92'faI	 tS	
9j1kddIktS

/Ii i 'st-9t9 'faj4nd+f1j 'kadowd 'ki,t9n+/

"She sat at the fire, and, she cuddled the kitten.

[ I 2s1 ye' s.a 1 d9:n	 e 'fzei kein4' 1 xn	 d scd'wähkdf 'kzaz 1 r

/^'ulev9 'ea,d9n+9 'fe :rlj ,kjmd, in+9d. 1 sed'wajha:di 'kraj1in+

"All of a sudden, a fairy cained in, and 5aj,Wy are you

9 '1)c1 scd ' tkzuzmi BISt9zwBUfl' le2m91 bcSamt h93 Ip Ai ts ii

crying?' Cinderella sald;''Cause my sisters won't let me come t

I [sy'sInã.91oc19

/si1sed+Igepmij9lpalnp,kin+/	 /1s9w'sind.,rel9+

to the party.' She said,'Get me a pumpkin'. So, Olnd.erella

[' gc2ti:	 Iphk1Ifl	 'tis I tG' god9n

+1

got her a pumpkin, and. he changed it iji a golden coach."

[hi'sedt°t 1 h: ' nt1'gE2In9i'sz2ks11zto'1I9ds

/h1j'sedtu(w)1he:+n:'gepm1j'siks,1itow1iz3dg^

"He said to her,'Now get me six little lizards,

[nd 't 5 en. 3m,xnt3 y; . 'men	 ,s'snd9,uel9'scd

/nd-' tenn9m, 1ntuwmen+	 +,89W' sinde, rel3' sed.-i.

and turn them into men. So Cinderella said,

'go2max' d, e2tS)

/juwthv9nt' gojmaj' dres jet^/

"You haven't got my dress y5t
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II. Dawn Edineade

[,doo.'cd 1 inoi)	 ['BI2.t'nQ'b1a,va	 'wanII2,i:s

/ 1 dowd' ed.-,rnij+	 + 'sitte-0n9 'bra v9+ 'wanin' ik,kla:s+

"Dawn Edmeade."	 WSister and a brother. One in this Class,

[2n'dcIn'av9 1 '9ti dxn' B'navs4A.	 d1uInxn1x2g'	 I
/Qn' d.em1 ave duw-in-e' navekla : +

	
de 'rjnin' 1k, gow^/

and them other two in another class. They ain't in this school.

[samt h.Aznwel. 'eXba2 'tams.Mm	 t .mwx 'gn II' samtajmwi j 'd.uwbat 'tamsajni? ,tajmwi 'gewn+/

"Sometimes we do but sometimes...., we don't."

['mI.s	 'mf2'mi2,too	 'inI2ic ool	 [ 'yi?dje'vfe'j5e'brc2

/IInis_1xflipvmit,tOw+IIr1ittIOw, / 	 /'wutdije-'yfe'jo:'brek
"Miss, Miss Mitchell. Mitchell." "What do you have for your

i ,fpee.t"I
	

['vo2,waj..,eje'1AI2de'bc2t] ['farLefir).c]

/ ,freat+/	 /' yot ,wari-d.e je )lajtd.e tbets+ +'fanLfiI3s+

breakfast?" "What one do you like the best?" "runny things,

['eanGi'n.e.e	 ,fani'k4en,]	 'w6.2'	 'cv.ri2'ci

/Ifanjj1ms+,faniPkl:fl8+/

funny mans, funny clowns." 	 "Go to work, every day.

'defi.ne'4i . nrn'a2p']	 [weiwtn"euy.9 'mA'rn

/t()tjtI3wm_Iduwun91kli:rinhap+/ /,wiiwen'ew'mai'nns+

"Stay at home doing the clearing up." "We went over my Nan's,

['ms: ,boava

/
"My b*other got a banger, and my sister and my other sister."
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12. Denise McDonnell(Her own story)

E	 ,irs1li2o.'gey	 nf91es	 lwookxIn

/'wantsG'punG'tajm 1sijis1litowIgel+anij(w)e_Iwowkjfl

"Once upon a time, see this little girl, and. she was walking

{ di'i,u'm' tYvg 'mam	 12nJIi1cd	 1'ns'aw9j2sen1scd

/ 'dn'rGwm3 1 rivG ' Inam+ 1 nIij 1 sed+k9 1 flSGm' awl jtsnf9 sed.

down the Roman with her Mum, and. she said 'Can I have some

[Ins.	 2anTssfcoi1s,xnd.Gi29nfsl 't"tikQ! 'ku2urI±

/1 nw+njtus 'ferlj'windi j+anhi 1 tuk: 'kswtur!i

sweets?' and. she said. 'No'. And it was very windy and. she took

[t.TJ1c5a2gIk*ëAtS 	i1w,n9lbe.'d

/i ni :1 'kowt' kawd.+f I j 'wen9 'bed+

her coat o:tf, she nearly caught a cold, She went to bed, and

{2nox hInamiIw2t$t9:ha.2ph

/e119: l mm1 j lwgwttG : 1 p4flfij'tt9 'gwa 'skow+

her Mummy woked her up and. she had to go to school, but she

[ba2f9i'aI2n'won9iu.fi'kJLd.x 'sk0000'dx 'nox 'tS 9j tfG

/b9t(-)Slj'd.itQn'wonuws9wlij 'krajdln' skowow' dj+'n3: 1 tljtJ9

didn't want to so she cried in school all day, and. her teacher

[sc.d.'j5trgu'nn	 trl'w9n1u.m2Gntçi'cdt1'u3. 1maIU

/,sed'	 main-i-

said, 'You should go home', 8o she went home, and she said to

2u'd3!9lji,Jcd.]
/'maj,tlj9'se-ajkQIJ,gw'9wm+'9w'di3,slj,sij1red+/
her Mum,	 teacher said. I can go home'. 'Oh, does she?' she

said."
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13. Dawn Price (Making a Graph)

[wE Ig.xntS91f.91g1aAfbg2	 2s'xn2:1nIn

/wia:Ig9wint91duw1gra:rbgt+9s1mow1nin+1Jp^1ea

"We are going to do a graph, but, this morning, (Shut up That' e

[wqa.'m1] whispered.[ hx2tSwOze1bu2, tc1Qi 'Y39fl iw!'ni '2

/wotaj$mija+/

what I mean) It was about television. We made It out of square

[1.2Gy'skwcbY2B lph12 ,9A2 ''1ainzXn2	 wei9mG.1the

/:tov'skwebits 'pjk, got' ow' la jnzonit+wi jam' dro 	tuw

bits of paper got all lines on it. We, erm, drawed. two lines

['la.ins	 1hei2s'saId w9i:d'wan'tt.'ei'ffaiv

/Ilajns+Ihijtslsajd+wijd.ro:d'wanituwlejjlfolfajv+

each side. We drawed. one, two, three, four, five, er right to

S	 <

I	 2:'ae2t e'farvend,em
/+ 1 rajtte 'fajvend, em+ats'o-omwi j 1 astem' nt	 'nieni

five and , erm, that's all, and we just erm writ how many

[I r.ax2e'bcstes'p	 gn dz 'fa . xv ' ,]Ai2e'mai,1i'fowa'

/ ,lajt9'bestes'p(r)ew,g(r)n+'fajv+,lajke'maz,ki.z+'fo:+

liked the bestest programme. Pi-e, liked the Monkees, four,

{ 'la2eve'3InI 'wan,lAz2eve'c3In! n ]

/'1ajkave' dini ?'wan,lajkava' Inien+

liked the Virgini- One liked the Virginian,..Qa.l1ke1

[ant s 'w n'n1Aa2a 'lann'pidmJ
fend- 'wan' 1ajka'1and.en 'p1jdIem+/

and. one liked the London Palladium."
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iii.. Debra Games

[nmGi ldZrJdza	 d;Aivê	 2ai1dzxfo IkXx.laionitSAz).san

/nd.mij 1 da?dza 'lorij 1 d.rajv+ij 1 drajfG 'ki:]J4an'toijsan

"and em my Dad's a lorry driver. He drives for Kearley and Tone

[	 Z j Ik hoo I k'I2ksanhI 'biiism'tsm J

	
[h 1 sta' s9i

/j 

n jkow' kjks-anh1, 'briisam' ',rm+/
	

/+hi,sta'slij

and, they mae all cakes, and. he brings Eb*e home. He has to

/'p:t lajkona'	 :dini 'kambka 'neks' dB3j+/

sleep out, like on a journey, and he come back the next day.

i: s: l g.u.2 1 :lIt29m	 1sci	 Iwcnzd!mon.1kZmb2kZ

/	 'gaw:t' a :11 j-om+, sj+' wenzdi ,mown' kanfbk-

"Has to go out early, erm, Bay, Wednesday morning, come back

['ozzdêihJ	 an:is'lidai

/'6a:zdj+/ /+hij'stjzlajk'kinnis'h:s+annis']jdij

Thursday." "He stays like in this house, and this lady puts

[fphQg1mIa2p1wIvu1yIayaIlo.,,9jd7ijA.xvas 	 hx,t°apx

/ 'patsim 1 ap-wiv	 'aye' ion j 1 drajvee+hi ,z-tepj

him up with all the other lorry-drivers. He has to pay seven-

[ 1 scyan I s2ks xgc2s'b"c2fes' ;n'ti]

/ sevanen'siks+igets 'bnekfas Iclina_ltij+/

and-six. He gets breakfast, dinner, tea."
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15. Terry Sullivan

/wi t ka :ntmi 1 kos-i+' ajliv' 3wT9 'e : ' 1oiw Jfrom 1 IIfl9rl.

"w can't (play together) because he, I live over there, a long

{

way from him and he's bit (t6o) lazy to come round my house
so I have to come round his house."

jGfih]	 [2914'rcdJ

/-faj' duwkam'nokf' juw+/ 	 /+i jz l rzd+/

"I do come and knock for you" "He's i'iad."

[2Y'mGi3 1 na 1 co:	 '1A.1$i	 1wtjEe19nIç2tt" 'E1G j9 1 r, 000

/+ew'mij3'naj 1 3ow+'1a: 1Ii:^wijld9nt+Iin1j9Inajaowir

"Oh, me and Nigel, last year, we had an act, me and Nigel

[ 1 dan	 1wuG'1.Id9i9n'iu's9'm.	 1snd9DCl1OkP91Cl8

I jj . ij '1jdi jGn' ajwuz9 'nn+' s1nd 1 relQ+ rok9 'fel9+

done. He was a lady and I was a man. Cinderella, Rockefeller,

[' 129z9n1 ] [kmwz:w92wi'scd. 1 n:	 kamuz 19j33wsçd]

/ 'rZ9fli+ +kmwi'i:wotwij'sed1n:+kaznwu11:wowised+/
wasn't it?" "Can we hear what we said now? Can we hear what

we said?."
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i6.ni Williams, Lindsey Baldock (Some children's games)
J. [e9i9m',stZ	 'wtnfBtwxtJisj3ei

J. /sij9In_1sez_Ife:riznj9IwowkIrn+Iwenfesez1witSizwij

J. "She erm sass 'fairies' and you walk around. When she says

L.

/vte,row'rantU'rewm+/ L. /,be,fo,e,lj,dij,kaI)Tget9sen

we have to all run to our home L. WBefore the lady

[d.9'van:2G1'g2s 2z 2e cvøE'p'at2k n'3ni2]

/d' vanntJi. j 'gets+uwz?uw' eveeJpa:kne+iz' onit+/

can get us and.., the one that she gets, whoever their ptuer,

2A. 2 aent3 e..	 <	 ti'-L [y,pIs. I p . s.tø'I.c2a	 1B9ij9's.I

L, /w1 1plj: 1p9w8t9'1et+sijj9'Bj+cLi'snt9

is on it." "We play er post a Letter. See, you say, 'I sent a

s	 -	 h	 0['itt e't eumA 1 lavn'&n:'wIA.'d. zp,t I 1 n wnLv'j911z

/ 11et'tuwmajI1avnIowjaj'drOp,ti+n'waflOV'jUWZ

letter to my love and. on the way I dropped it, and one of youse

2e.'ncn:i'dm&p"I2

/b 1 piktitap9m 1 putit h inj&po 1 kit+5 : nannej 'dropitot7

have picked it up and. put it in your pocket: Er, then they

t e2 bI'jEin,sambe,d9i 	 ,2tfldZ

/ bij'ajn,samba,diJ+,end+'deranin'ainmjjGni'aTGwan

drop it at, behind somebody, and., they're running one way and.

['st9	 'UnQndQ 'dif2 ,wi]

/ 'st9 ,wam-'rn9nd 1 difrt ,wj+/

the other one has to run round in the different way."
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17. PhilIp Chandler, Tony Holtuiu (Stuffing Phone-boxes)

P. [2xy.A' d'n2 'fri2sr' g. in'	 in	 kzx2s, t1t'kATä.' g
P.

P. "If I don't fancy going guying, 'cause It's too cold. I go

[ stat' 'fIa,b32ks 	 p3v '1zl31 5 stx2ks 'a2b9rf'tjaIn
/1! at"t9wm 1boks+ ' put*Loli i, stiksapn-'trajQn

(and) stuff 'phone-box. Put buy-sticks up and, try and-"

T,,	 F,	 T, ['y" ga2'tnøz

T /9it'ten9r:t+/ P /gtt'tn,rt+/ T. /'j:got'tnGz

T. "get tanner out." P. "get tanner out."T."Yeah, got tanners

j '2c .	zz'bOix;	 E2iz&bIzI.1pIuZ

out there. And. these boys, we was up the Roman, and these boys

"	 1thukx2	 x 'go2b . 2 ItSEn9

/'pjperat,de :+Qn' tukit 'd;n+j 'gopb:t' tene+

they put paper up there. When they took it down, they got about

[1w.IIwç,n2

/
a tanner. When they went, I went and...booked. up there and t

[ 1 a2pa:	 w. rg i ] p. ['wan2swI'danii:IgA2'azf . 'k1tn]

/ 1 rapd.+wi 'goti+/ p. /'wazi.tswl 'danimwi ,got'af 'kr:n^/

there was a tanner up there. We got It." P. "Once we done it
and we got half-a-crown."
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18. Clifford North ('Pirework Night')

[2i1 8amn	 Iba.n,ts Râ.	 x'k'amJo'kiFzInx'Iu)fGn2s1em

/+ajd. 1 sajmen+'ba :nts+e :+i 'kaml-ts 'skuizirini 'irints ., m^

"I haa imon, Barnes. Er, he comes to school, he's in the Infafl

d'bI'gA,da.A4	 'dw.nTjn'59Zn	 'fost.	 IIn.ujflem

/d t robij I go ,da:d+'dni jn'suwzsn+foets+'njns 'mam+

erm, had. Robby Goddard, Danny and. 8usan, Poster, and I had my

[mi'kt'u In.IaIphe2	 '29.il	 9flJJtsIBtA"$kh mJ

/mi'arjku rd3onsmiIa:ntIpt+1j1j+gmaIsjets+Ikjm+/

Mum, my Uncle John and my unt Pat, Elaine, and my sister, Kim.1

tL1•
/' ajd.em' gamp:naj 'littt	 'fa:^/

"I had some gunpowder and. I lit it at the fire (Rocket noises).'

Half great, LLlitht1i*ece&. went off. I lit this rocket in the

f brn.92IfIftI1fGj2In1ha.x

day-time, it went shhhh, about fifty feet in the - high.

2'f&Gw92,na.xJ

/twzzs 'grjt1s 'wanimaj 'lajf+at 'faswat1naj+/

"That was the- greatest one in my life, that firework night.
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19. Elaine Baker ( An Accident )

[u5.	 ,s9iG'nZs'b3c ' '29id9 1 bx2g'lA.s	 en,x1.ec'd.ak'n

/j9:+1sijaInis'boj+'ijaQ,bitgla:s+9n,ijse'dakQn

"Yeah. See, and this boy, he had a bit o glass, and. he

[&'dx2sn'*: JIm3n&	 2 'wnxmax 'I AI2tSQg8Ia2êx

/ajIajt9nj:pjrngnd+jtJweflhxnajIed+ajIttg9wIapjj

said 'duck' and. I didn't hear him and., It went In my head. I

['9s.p124o	 nAd'fuGi'stxdtrIz	 d;2'stx.

/'osspit 1 ow+()najedfrIj'stIdi.z +'dit'st+/

had to go up the hospital, and I had three stItyhes. I didn't

['w,m: a • 'mamwen9	 ' 'wem: a. 'marn" 1WCEfltSQ)G 'wéx2n,j

/ 'wemniaj 'mamwen,w? 'weznmaj 'mam-'wennto 'wjtin,i"Gm+

stay. When my Mum went.,, Into the waiting-room,I started

[A'stA.2od 'kq: 1 zn	 'wcéx IWCfl2tS 'gxvm1 IUG1d.LO.aS.

/ajIeta:tGd1kraj,In+'wenwentt9'gIvmii'nhidowais?

crying. When they went to give me a needle I a - I said 'No,

[2ecd.'n.A 4 d29n'wnx2]	 [ma. 'ivbnxn'osbx2ti " 'wn2s

/ ajsed.'n9wa ,dit9n h wonit+/ /maj 'nnsbinIn'ospitu+'wants+

I didn't want It. " "My Nan's been in hospital, once.

[r 'izj ,t hAem I b: 2	 ft. 'wI2ks 'sa.n2 ,lA2 ,2]

/rr'loij 1 taim'b:t-fo: 'wijks'sant,1ak,t+/

For a long time, about, four weeks, something like that."
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20. Kathleen Bye, Russell Kilden ( Making a Guy )

{A'gA2sn't:z9z9n1A

I /a 9otBGn'trzGzGn 1 aj4Q 'riptapow'nuwzpjpsnaj+

Jc."i got some trousers and. I, er, ripped up all newspapers and

: I thAxdJnz l bo2.mI 'legs]

/
! put them in the trousers, and I tied.., round the bottom o

,bOo2.ImAesk,f3.Iy2]

/mi t melpm.ijt3 'irjk 'bod.i j+aj 1bowt 'ma:sk,fo:rlt+/

their legs. My Mum helped me to make the body. I bought a

mask for it."

mtt 5 Y;uxJ 5i	 ,2m9't'&D

IL /m.i'legzwuz'nijd:tv-m'tj:rijow^,ume't1rjl

R. "My legs was made out of material, all material stuffed

['taftnx	 2Gi'-d

/'staftini+mi 'bod.owuz 'njdt 'pjp+emij 'ed+

in it. My body was made out of paper, and my head, was made

[w6;'nxd . 2G'p t x2b - on nxdmzs	 2ft5Qg."uv-uI2]

/wuz'rrjd:tG	 1ma:s^itgowI0wvorit+/

out of paper, and I made a maak, er to go over it."
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21. Jenny Carnegie ('The Snow Queen')

	

d'nid 1 g1A:s'mx..x	 ant	 IIttlATdT.

/ 'is 'njkui 'iIQn+'njd gla:s 1mi:r+9M^i 'tawd.ow

"This magic magician had made a glass mirror, and, he told.

[ 1 lrz i4 Ip h 2ksxznd	 IWzkhg 'gzblxnztg	 If&Zaphgfll

/ 1 liz_ I piksiz9nd.1 wikig 'gobltnzt9g 'flajapon-'e:

all his pixies and wicked goblins to... fly up in the air

[wi- 1 i2	 end	 ndzI2 tkft5 en	 Ib,2sgo2IIitsQIphx1phyz

/wiv,it+end'wandjik'krJ-ten+'bitsgot'int9'pijpowz

with it. And. one day it crashed, and bits got into people's

['&:2eon'aizm'wigX2'xntk t': 'lx2o'kxzai	 'n• demsel

/ 'a:tsen'ajzem'waijgot'intk?'1itow'kjzaj+'njdemsij

hearts and eyes, and. one got into little Kay's eye, made him

['vuefuij 2kb	 enx2eigi2	 xz'A:22 'nidi2

/'evrfiijk'bd+end.re+ 4 eigot 'intuwiz 'a:tep 'njdit

see everything bad. And., er, one got into his heart that made

[If 5 :nt'	 1ampv 'aieend	 thAokhxn

/ 'te :nt-G '1ampGv'ajs9nd+'wandj wenz_towk1n_
it tm'n to a lump of ice and., one day, when they was talking,

[9n f 1ukXIn923 h ,IBj Iz	 12Ij,n2ktmf.entsEd:wezI8j1Qj

/en'luinete 1rewziz+1ijnoktem1of-en1sedwezts11ij/

and looking at the roses, he knocked them off, and said they
was silly."
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22. Diane Allen, Jeanette Leigh ('Lost in Space')

3	 3. f'lbgt.n'spzs)
A /sjo: fvrøp'pr9wgrnid3o 'ne -si' J./'lostin'spjs+/

D "That's your favourite programme, Jeanette?" ti. "Lost in

D. {	 J• [.,..'mi jn	 nxIkj.1fJ

D, /+ijz t pijpu 1 wenap t pon9 1 muwfl+/ 3. /... 'muwn+nj 'krf+

Spaee. W D. "These people went up on the Moon."J. "...Moon, arid.

3	 D.

/QMu' sowtsGOi1z'm,pen+/ 	 D./+1Gm9boj9nn1s

they crash, and, all Borts of things happen." D."Erm, the boy an

[ 1 n.jku'do2kt°Q,smx	 'xg32'ki2wxs.'m2n2,staJ

/ 'mku' d.oktQ ,amif+'jgok 'kowtw9js	 ,stQ^/
this man called Doctor Smith, they got caught with this,

3. f'xsm. ' e I nGni ,1x 'boiz'fAiv11amol

3, / l ism_ I O1rJenm+ Ibojz 'fa:v9 ,kam9 hlo])

monster." 3. "This erm, thing, and erm, (the) boy's father

[ w,j3a'9a'mzn2ste'da.x3]

/wivG 'ganm19 'niontst 'dajd.+/

come along with a gun and the monster died."
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.APPENDIX C

SPECIMENS OP PICTURE-CARDS USED IN THE TEST OP SPEECH-SOUND

DISCRIMINATION

Designed by Malcolm Smith
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